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OREWORD

In recent years IUI has devoted considerable resources to research
within the area of public finance - dealing in particular with taxes,
public budgeting and local government behavior. In the summer of
1981 a small international seminar was arranged at the institute with
participants from the U.S., U.K. and Sweden. The question of
controlling local governments had by then become a focus of interest
in all three countries, although there was a great deal of diversity in
the way the problem was defined, and between the policies and
institutionai reforms proposed. The papers presented at the seminar
are published in this volume. Together they give a broad account of
the background of the problem in terms of national fiscal institutions
as weIl as a critical appraisal of current policy measures directed at
local governments.

We are happy to include this volume in the Institute's conference
series. We hope and believe it will attract considerable attention and
interest.

Stockholm in August 1985

Gunnar Eliasson
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LOCAL OOVEJlUDmlrT BEllA: IOR

The controI of local government has in late years

been a focal point for public debate in U.S., U.K.

and Sweden. Yet it is apparent from the papers

assembled in this volume that IIloca l government"

stands for rather different things in the three

countries and that differences between the coun

tries are even greater when i t comes to defining

the problems and the instruments of "control".

Although there may not be any common policy conclu

sion to be drawn, the variation of experience can

teach us a good deal about i .a. the interaction

between institutional structure and public policy.

file Scope an Deve1opJBe1lt of the Loca1 Pnb1ic

Sector

There are marked differences between the countries

in regard to the autonomy, scope, size and rate of

growth of the local public sector. .A rough order

ing of the countries in terms of the importance of

state and local public spending would have Sweden

on top, the u.s. at the bottom, and the U.K. some

where between. This outcome is of course partly

due to the fact that many IIlocal" goods and serv

ices, like e. g. heal th services and various hous

ing services, which in the U. S. are to a large

extent privately produced and distributed, are

treate.d as a public responsibili ty in the other

countries -- in Sweden by long-standing tradition,

in U.K. often by 20th century reform. In addition

there are inherited differences in attitude to

wards local government between the small country

of Sweden and the two big countries, U.S. and U.K.

In Sweden a tradition of relatively autonomous
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loeal eommunities preeeded historieally the emerg

enee of a strong central government, while in the

U.K. the rights and limitations of loeal govern

ment have been suecessive1y defined and dispensed

by an already established central power.

These differences are today refleeted in the eon

trast between the relatively unified and self-fi

naneed Iocal authori ties in Sweden and the loeal

governments in U o K. and Uo S., whieh tend to be

more diverse in strueture and more dependent on

central government for finanee and instruction.

While in Sweden the major part of the income tax

is levied with a roughly proportionate but inde

pendently set rate by each local government, the

rate on real estate is still the main source of

finance for loeal authorities in the U.K. and U.S.

The pattern of expenditure of loeal governments is

probably also important in determining their pub

lic image. The explieitly redistributive transfers

of locally administered social welfare e.g. have

increased in all countries, but their relative

importance in regional government budgets tends to

be biggest for the U.S. authorities, with their

more 1imited scope, and smallest for the Swedish

authorities, with their broader spectrum of aetivi

ties. Taken together these diverging traditions

and budgetary patterns may go some way to explain,

why loca1 government in Sweden, eompared to the

other countries, tends to be less censored by

public opinion for the common evils of tax-distor

tians and public mismanagement.

Without such background it would be hard to under

stand the different turns of public debate around

loeal government, as they emerge from the papers

in this vol ume. Various forms of fiseal contain

ment of loeal governments have during the 70s been
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suggested and tried in the U.K. and UoSo, while

the main concern in Sweden has been the local

governments' lack of flexibility and their diffi

culties in adjusting to changing macroeconomic con

ditions. Yet, the loeal government expenditure in

Sweden has doubled its share of GNP over the pre

eeding two decades and the share is now above 30%.

The major part of the expenditure is exhaustive,

i. e., i t corresponds to elaims on real resourees.

The same share in the U.K. is only about two

thirds of that in Sweden, has increased very

slowly since 1960 declining in fact during the

latter part of the 70s -- and less than half are

exhaustive expenditures. The UoS. share, finally,

is far below the British share and has risen very

little in the past twenty years.

However, it is the u.s. public that has been com

plaining most loudly about the excessive and fast

growing local government expenditure, and it is in

the U. K. that the bIame for the unsatisfaetory

macroeconomic performance has most often been at

tributed to loeal governments, aeting as a"biack

hole" in the economy, fastly swallowing scarce

real resources. The key to understanding these

puzzling contrasts in voter reactions obviously

lies in distinguishing between the various mean

ings attached in different' eountries to "control

of Iocal governments ".

nsi s of C

Controlling Iocal government can alternatively be

looked upon as a question of aceountability, effi

ciency or macroeconomic flexibility. Aceountabili

!:Y. means inside control, control by loeal voters

over revenues and expenditures. Efficiency means
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an absence of administrative resource waste but

also denotes a composition of supplied services in

accordance wi th the needs and wishes of the con

stituency. Finally, flexibility here stands for

the capacity of local government to adjust to

changes in the economic environment and in the

policy directives of central government -- to out

side control.

It is clear from the discussion in the papers that

there is a marked difference as to the control

dimensions emphasized in the three countries. The

fiscal limitation movement in the U.S. has tried

to safeguard efficiency in Iocal governments -- or

at least set bounds to waste -- by establishing

fiscal limits, obviously distrusting the existing

forms of accountability to perform the monitoring

task. Apart from administrative waste, the increas

ing share of redistributive measures of social wel

fare often appears to have been a major source of

malcontent.

The U.K. discussion has been focused on the pro

blem of macroeconomic flexibility, the risk of

local governments slowing up recovery and structu

ral change in the private sector by crowding out

private resource claims in the factor markets.

Behind this anxiety about Iocal government expendi

tures outrunning the available resources lies a

consciousness of an insufficient accountability,

which may allow local bureaucracy to operate out

side constituency control as weIl as to be rather

impervious to central government policy and direc

tives.

The Swedish discussion can be said to represent

the other extreme, compared to the U.S. debate.

There are few doubts expressed about the account-
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ability of 10cal governments and the distrust of

bureaucratic efficiency, although certainly exist

ing, is much less marked than in U.K. and U.S.

The emphasis is instead on the need to make the

autonomous 10cal governments more sensitive and

responsive to the cyclical and medium-term econ

omic policies of central government in order to

avoid that the local authorities get out of step

wi th the rest o f the economy. Since there is no

accusation of irresponsible behavior towards the

constituencies, like in the U.K., there is a1so

less pressure for tough direct controls and conse

quently less risk for political polarization.

Instruments of ContD)l

The instruments avai1able for controlling local

government can be divided into means of voter

control, of central control or of market control,

respectively.

There are various ways in which local voter con

trol can be strengthened. A sufficient degree of

self-financing and of freedom from central regu1a

tion is probably needed to give substance to

claims of self-government. A heightened sensitiv

ity to 10cal voter opinion rnay be achieved e.g. by

decentralizing the decision-making, by broadening

the base of direct participation, or by making

more frequent use of local referenda.

The means of central control can take the form of

legislation, limiting revenues and/or expendi

tures, or regulation determining form and extent

of the local government activities. Financial con

trol instruments used in most countries are grants

and credit restrictions. Central control can a1so
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sometimes be achieved in an indirect way, by gen

eral policy means like incomes policy, tax policy

or credit market policy.

There are, final ly , various ways in which local

government activities can be brought under market

control. The most obvious one is privatization, by

which the responsibility for producing and/or dis

tributing local government goods is handed over

entirely to private agencies or at least is left

open for private competition. There are also many

intermediate ways of making use of market mecha

nisms without relinquishing local government con

trol. By an extended use of user fees, public

pricing, and voucher systems, loeal government rnay

try to achieve an efficient resource allocation

while retaining overall control. Another important

area, where a strengthened market control may be

attempted, is the limitation of wages for loeal

government employees. This can take the form of

trying to equalize the negotiating position of

private and public employers as well as strength

ening the employer responsibility of the individ

ual local authority.

As' exemplified by the papers in this volume, the

choice between these major types of control instru

ments will depend on the controI problem encounter

ed, the historical experience, institutional frame

work, and political tradition of the country con

cerned.

In the U.K., where aeeountability is regarded as a

major problem, the trend seems to go in the direc

tion of limiting the effects of the problem by

central control, rather than trying to aehieve

increased accountability by reforming the struc

ture of local government. In the U.S. the means
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most often employed for this purpose are fiscal

limitations in state constitutions.

Political parties and representatives doubting the

efficiency of government bureaucracies, have al

ways and everywhere tended to support the idea of

privatization. In the 70s these ideas were some

times translated into action, particularly in the

U.S. Experiments were conducted not only with com

plete privatization of local government activities

but also with various forms of voucher systems and

extended public pricing. Privatization has become

a fashionable poli tical topic al so in Europe, bu t

so far the actions taken in this direction have

been very limited. The major instrument employed

in order to force local governments to become more

efficient has up till now been a budget squeeze,

accomplished by central financial controls. In

both the British and Swedish debate, however, the

inefficiencies of Iocal governments have often

been blamed on the rigidi ties of central regula

tions and the price distortions of central grants

and suggestions have been made to increase effi

ciency by deregulation and a decrease and generali

zation of grant support.

There seems to be a corresponding division of

opinion as to the best choice of means for improv

ing the fIexibility of Iocal governtnents, which

is looked upon as the major problem both in the

U. K. and Sweden. So far the actions taken in both

countries have taken the form of tightened finan

cial control by central government -- relatively

harsh and individualized in the U.K., milder and

more general in the case of Sweden. Again, how

ever, there is a school of thought in both coun

tries that contends that only by making the Iocal

authorities more independent of central government
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and strengthening constituency control, can you

hope for a more flexible response to changes in

income and resource growth and make the governing

bodies more sensi tive to changes in general econ

omic pol icy Il

(G(D)ve·rnment B • g1 - The U S. case

The four papers dealing with local government in

the U.S .. , are all concerned with the risk of exces

sive government and the means of containing any

immoderate public resource claims.

Edward Gramiich, University of Michigan, gives a

critical survey of various theories and arguments

put forward to explain how and why levels and

growth rates of public spending tend to be exces

sive, viewed from a median-voter I s standpoint • He

first uses available data and estimates from other

studies to exarnine the claims that the growth rate

of public spending has been excessive during the

last decades. The data do not seem to support

these claims, which is not unexpected, since pub

lic spending shares have now been declining for a

decade ..

Gramlich then goes on to examine the empirical

evidence for three different theories that try to

explain excessive levels of public spending in

terms of a voting bias: for public employees, for

wel fare transfer recipients, and for public work

ers receiving monopolistic wage differentials. He

finds same evidence in favor of all these theories

but concludes that the quantitative magnitude of

the possible effects seems to be too small to make

a compelling case for the view that government

spending has grown to excessive proportions in the

uos.
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Saul Hymans, University of Michigan, also deals

with the question of excessive public spending

and, like Gramlich, he bases his discussion on a

median voter model. Contrary to Gramlich, however,

Hymans focuses exclusively on the redistributive

aspects of public spending. The public spending he

models is aimed at a target group of recipients

and i ts value to the median voter wi 11 depend on

the voter I s empathy for this target group el Hymans

shows that with usual empirical assumptions this

way of analyzing public spending leads to the

following general resul t: "The median voter de

sires a declining trend in the provision of real

government services relative to real GNP, but is

willing to devote a growing share of society t s

output to providing those services. Il He is also

able to show that this median voter model implies

a trade-off between quanti ty and quality in the

provision of government services o II If the target

group is allowed to increase in relative size, the

tax price rises too rapidly to prevent a decrease

in the relative real income of the target group."

Wallace Oates, University of Maryland, devotes his

paper to a critical assessment of the U.S. experi

ence of fiscal containment measures in the form of

legislatian and constitutional amendments curtail

ing the fiscal activities of state and local gov

ernment. His examination of the results so far

leads him to express same doubts both as to the

efficiency and the desirability of these fiscal

containment measures.

The efficiency of the legislative measures may be

endangered by the fact that partial curtailment of

revenue can be compensated for by increased finan

cing and control -- by higher levels of govern

ment and by increased use of al ternative revenue
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sources of local government or sidestepped by vari

ous forms of "creative finance ". The consequent

change in financial structure and in the degree of

centralized controi may be both unintended, ineffi

cient and undesired.

What is also undesired are the potentiallosses of

welfare that will occur if the limitations become

binding and prevent a desired increase in the pub

lic spending share from being realized. What may

or may not be desired are the redistributive ef

fects of the fiscal limitations, which seem likely

to be regressive.

Geor~~ter~on, Urban Institute Washington,

tries to evaluate the U.S. experience of priv~tiza

tion and public pricing of local government activi

ties.

For some services most conspicuously, trash

collection and hospital management privatiza

tian appears to give clear cost reductions, prima

rily from better labor management and the lowering

of excessive compensation leveis.

Apart from these specific examples, however, the

potential efficiency gains seem to be very limited

and privatization by way of private contracting

appears often to be primarily valued as a way of

cutting down services, without taking direct poli

tical responsibility. Of greater potential impact

is the admission of competition among private pro

viders into "public" services by way of e.g.

voucher systems for schools.

Public pricing has enjoyed a surge of political

attention in the U.S. lately. Peterson concludes

though, that pricing has so far mainly been used
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as a revenue device and not explicitlyas a way of

rationing demand for public services. The use of

pricing for limiting demand is, however, likely to

intensify.

s Loca1 Government Out of Contr l? - The U.K e C se

The two British papers have as a common theme the

evaluation of the atternpts of central government

since the middle of the 70s to contain and control

local government expenditures by financial means.

While the first paper mainly reviews the macroecon

omic motivations of control, the second gives a

critical account and assessment of the mechanisms

of control.

Peter Jackson, Leicester University, takes as

starting point the official government position

that: "public spending is at the heart of Brit

ain's present economic problem", because "high

government borrowing has fuelled inflation, compli

cated the task of controlling the money supply and

thus denied the wealth creating sectors some of

the external finance they need for expansion". He

then scrutinizes the theoretical and empirical

basis for these views.

In his discussion of the theoretical framework

Jackson concludes that the claim of monetarists

that a budget deficit will tend to reduce the

level of economic ativity through the impact on

money supply, inflation and expectations, are not

supported by available British data. Equally weak

is the empirical evidence for the disincentive

effects of taxation and the crowding out effects

of public factor demand.
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Jackson then goes on to examine the postwar record

of local governments in the U.K. He finds the

official anxiety to be largely unfounded, since

the public sector I s absorption of real resources

has been steady and, in recent years, declining.

One possible rationalization of the official "over

reaction" may be that it is caused by difficulties

in interpreting government expenditure ratios, and

particularly the question of whether transfer pay

ments (that do not use resources directly but do

need tax-finance) should be counted as expendi

tures.

Jackson ends by concluding that the main problem

with the British local governments is not the

macroeconomic one of flexibility and overexpansion

but the microeconomic one of efficiency. The sol

ution should therefore not be sought in increased

central controI but rather in strengthening the

control of local voters.

Noel Hepworth, The Chartered Institute of Public

Finance and Accountancy, London, gives a careful

account of the new financial controls in parti

cular cash limits and volume targets in the grant

system successively introduced by the British

government in order to contain 10cal government

spending and tax rates. Re stresses the insuffi

cient accountability of the local governments as

being the care problem of controi .

From his critical review of the new financial

control measures he concludes that cash limits

have only a limited effect on current expenditure

but have led to a dramatic and probably highly

undesirable -- decline of local government invest

ments. The attempt to control expendi ture level s

of individual local governments bureaucratically
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may very weIl lead to an inereased political pola

rization and confrontation. Inereasingly exacting

central demands eould result in a breakdown in

local services and administration.

Hepworth ends by stressing that central policy

ought to avoid confrontation and instead try to

make Ioeal government more responsive and respon

sible o To aehieve this, however, requires a

strengthening of loeal government aecountability

by fundamental reforms of loeal revenues and loeal

rights and responsibilities.

Is Loca1 Govermnent If'oo Inflexible?

Ca.s e

The two Swedish papers both focus on the problem

of Inacroeconomic flexibili ty and the means avail

able to central government to ensure sufficient

flexibili ty. While the first paper is mainly con

eerned wi th evaluating the experienee of central

controis, the second tries to expIore and evaluate

the potential controi alternatives by way of simu

lation experiments with a macromodel of the Swed

ish economy.

Richard Murray, The Swedish Agency for Administra

tive Development, Stockholm, starts out by describ

ing the very fast postwar expansion of the Swedish

loeal government sector. He then evaluates in turn

the attempts made to controi this expansion -- or

achieve short-run stabilization goals -- by credit

policy, investment policy, regulation, indicative

planning and grant policy. He finds that loeal

governments have shown little sensitivity in re

gard to credit and investment policies, while indi

cative planning and centrally negotiated agree

ments have had no appreciable effect at all.
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Regulation, on the other hand, seems to be a

rather effective means for equalizing standards

between local governments. At the same time regula

tians tend to neutralize the effects of grant pol

icy on local government resource allocation. Only

recently has grant policy been used to influence

aggregate spending and tax rates. The resul ts so

far of these attempts seem promising. Another

recent development is the endeavor to use liquidi

ty control as a way of ensuring a better timing of

local government expenditures over the business

eyele. The timing was particularly bad, from a

stabilization point of view, during the 70s.

Murrayends by concluding that the overall experi

ence seems to indicate that the possibilities for

central control looks most promising in a medi um

term perspective.

Bengt-Christer Ysander, Universi ty of Uppsala and

IUI, Stockholm, and Tomas Nordström, IUI, use a

macromodel of the Swedish economy, incorporating a

submodel of local government spending and taxing

behavior, to study the efficiency of al ternative

forms of central control policies.

The dynamics of local government spending is rneas

ured in terms of elasticities and multiplier ef

fects and its interaction with the rest of the

economy is studied by simulations, which reveal

i.a. a tendency for local government spending,

through interactions in the labor rnarket, to de

velop according to a cyclical pattern.

Special attention is devoted to comparing the effi

ciency of various policy instruments in ensuring

balance in the labor market and in external pay

ments. The authors i .a. stress the difi:erence in
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'overall effects on domestic consumption. While

grant cuts firat and foremost hold back total con

sumption, only marginally affecting the distribu

tion between private and public, tax limits can be

viewed as an imperfect expenditure control, mainly

shifting resources from local governments to house

holds.
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1:0

The United States has neither the highest nor the

most rapidly growing share of national output de

voted to public spending of the major western

industrial countries. Rut it does have by far the

most discussion wi thin i ts economic profession of

the question of excessive government spending.

United States economists have been responsible for

several different models of excessive government

spending. They have devised Consti tutional amend

ments to limit spending, and they have been in the

forefront of political campaigns on the issue. In

America the question of the size and growth of

governrnent has been as rnuch one of the deve10prnent

of econornic thought in the field of applied public

finance as it has of the basic facts.

In this paper I try to review both the facts and

the theories coming from the American experience.

The facts are obviously particular to the United

States and only relevant to other countries to the

extent that similar things are happening there for

similar reasons • The theories are obviously not

particular to the United States , but of more gen

eral interest. The paper will therefore focus more

attention on them.

Five theories will be summarized, two regarding

the growth of government spending over time and

three regarding reasons why the leve1 of govern

ment spending may be excessive. The five are:

Growth theories

l) Borcherding's (1977) positive residual hypoth

esis:
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2) Baumol ' s (1967) productivity disparity hypoth-

esis;

Level"theories

l) Borcherding-Bush-Spann's (1977) voting distor

tion hypothesi s i

2) Peltzman1s (1980) redistribution hypothesisi

3) Courant-Gramlich-Rubinfeld I s (1979) public wage

hypothesis.

For each I will try to provide informal tests of

the hypothesis using either macro statistics or

the results of voter surveys taken after same

recent statewide tax limitation votes. These tests

will basically be aimed at trying to determine

whether there is or is not strong evidence that

government spending growth rates or levels are

excessive in the United States today. At the

outset, however, I must warn that the tests are

not able to confirm or refute every aspeet of

every theory, and sometimes not even the most

important aspects of the theories. Moreover , the

business of creating theories to explain govern

ment growth is booming so mueh now that even these

theories do not exhaust the set, so other interest

ing views will be ignored. Finally, most of the

facts used in the paper will foeus on aetual gov

ernrnent spending, ignoring the new and interesting

area of governrnent regulation of the private

sector -- an area that is now beginning to spawn

its own theories.
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GoverDlleDt Grovth and Borcberding· s Re idual

Bypot:hesis

The rnain idea behind Borcherding's residual hypoth

esis is that governrnent growth is excessive if i t

cannot be explained. He tries to predict govern

ment growth by applying elasticities estimated

from cross-sectional data to growth rates of impor

tant independent variables and finds large posi

tive residuals . These residuals growth unac

counted for by rnovernents in the independent vari

ables -- suggest the existence of same mysterious,

or at least nonquantifiable, force pushing up gov

ernment budgets and tax rates.

There are serious problems in interpreting such a

test because not all nonquantifiable rnovements

imply that government growth is excessive. If, for

example, government spending was too low at the

start of some period, rapid and unexplained growth

would imply only that the initial disequilibrium

was being corrected. Or, tastes for public expendi

tures might shift over some interval, resulting in

apparently unexplainable growth. But even though

there are such problems of interpretation, i t is

still useful to go through the Borcherding exer

cise as a way of organizing the facts of the U.S.

experience.

The actual residual test can be developed by solv

ing a three equation model. The first is a stand

ard public goods demand function, written as

X,
1.

c c
A y,l p,2

1. 1.
(l )
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where X. refers to the utility services conferred
l

by a unit of public spending, A is a constant, Y.
l

is income, and P. is the tax price of a unit of
1

these services, with the i subscript referring to-

the IIdecisive ll voter in the community. cl(>O)

refers to the income elasticity of public goods

demand and c
2
«0) the relative price elasticity.

In the straightforward median voter theory of

Hotelling (1929), Bowen (1943), and Downs (1957),

the ith citizen is the median voter, but given

various kinds of imperfections and gaps in infor

mation, the model can be generalized to make i

refer to the particular voter who, upon changing

his or her vote, can alter the political outcome.

Utility services are then related to public goods

purchases by the crowding expression of Borcherd

ing-Deacon (1972) and Bergstrom-Goodman (1973):

X.
l

a
G/N l, ( 2 )

where N is community population and G is the real

purchases of public goods in the community. When

al = O, the good or service in question is a Samu

elsonian (1954) public good and increments to po-

pulation do not lower the utility services receiv

ed by the i th voter. When al = l, the good is

crowdable in that added consumers do lower util

ity proportionately, even though the good may

still be supplied through the public sector (an

example is public schooling) .

. The tax price for a unit of public services can be

expressed as the product of three components, the

gross price of a unit of public output, the tax

share of the decisive voter, and the inverse of

the crowding function:



a
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(3 )

where P is the gross relative price of a unit of

public services and Y is the communi ty tax base.

The second term shows how much of this relative

price will be paid by the decisive voter, and the

third term adjusts for crowding. Whenever al > O,

the cost to the decisive voter of a unit of public

services varies directly with community population

(the more people in the community, the more public

goods one has to buy to gain a unit of utility) .

Inserting (2) and (3) into (1), taking logs, di f

ferentiating, and using the approximation that

d~nY. = d~nY - d~nN yields as the general growth
1

equation for public expenditures

d1nG = c 1 d1nY + c 2d1np + (al (l+c 2 ) - c l - c2)d~nN

(4)

Other things equal, governrnent spending will rise

with income but will increase less the more public

seetor relative prices rise. Borcherding's point,

very simply, is that the equation has not worked:

that actual growth rates on the left side have ex

eeeded predicted growth rates on the right side.

Before actually exarnining these residuals, one

aspect of equation (4) should be emphasized. Most

studies of public goods demands in the United

States find ineome elasticities (el) that are less

than one, and price e1asticities (c 2 ) that are

negative. These findings are characteristic for

every one of eleven comrnonly eited recent empir

ieal studies, listed in Table l. If such is the

case, and if O < al < l as required by the theory,
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the predieted growth rate of government spending

may weIl be less than the growth rate of GNP.

Henee it may be possible to find eases where Bor

eherding's residuals are positive that is, gov

ernment spending is growing more rapidly than

would be predicted by an equation such as (4), but

the share o f government in real GNP is ei ther

stable or declining. In broad outline, this ap-

pears to be happenJ.ng in the United States i at

least for certain types of expenditures. l

To make the actual comparisons I foeus on three

types of government expenditures:

a) exhaustive purehases for national defense

b) other exhaustive purchases

c) transfer payments

The comparisons aggregate national, state, and

loeal government spending for the speeified catego

ries, and thus obviate the need to worry about

rapidly growing intergovernmental grants. I will

also ignore subsidies of governmental enterprises,

which are small and best thought of as negative

indireet taxes, and interest payments on -governmen

tal debt, which can be explained by a straightfor

ward relationship with interest rates.

Table 2 gives the residual comparisons for the

three types of expenditures for the last five

decades . National defense is perhaps not a good

plaee to begin because the growth comparisons are

l Note, however, that this staternent refers only
to the share of government spending in real GNP.
If P is rising and c 2 is less than one in absolute
value, the money share of government spending (GP)
could be increasing. Qates' paper in this volurne
foeuses on that ratio.
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seriously distorted first by World War II, then by

the Cold War buildup, and finally by the Vietnam

War expenditures in the late sixties. Moreover, to

my knowledge nobody has provided estimates of

income and price elasticities for national de

fense. Yet because these purchases are so impor

tant in shaping overall government spending levels

in America, these comparisons are given in the top

panel of the Table. For these comparisons c l and

c 2 are taken at the mean values shown in Table l,

and al is assumed to equal zero since national

defense expenditures are the classic example of a

pure public good. The growth equation then becomes

.65 d~nY - .51 d~nPND - .14 d~nN (5 )

and the results are presented in column (2) of the

Table. There it can be seen that defense spending

did exceed its prediction by a large amount in the

World War decade of the forties I and also in the

eold War decade of the fifties. Even with the

Vietnam buildup in the sixties , defense spending

barely kept up with its prediction and fell behind

GNP (column (4»), and in the seventies it has fall

en weIl behind both its prediction and GNP. By

1979, defense spending was down to only 4.5 per

cent of GNP (in real terms) I the lowest share it

has reached since sometime in the thirties.

Perhaps a better example of the Borcherding test

lies with the other purchases of federal, state,

and local governments. For these the estimates of

c and c given in Table l are appropriate, and I
l 2

also use the apparently noncontroversial find-

ing that the crowding parameter al is close to

unity (as has been found by the only three studies

to estimate this parameter). The growth equation

then becomes
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.65 d~nY - .51 <llnP + .35 d~nN (6 )

and the resul ts are shown in the second panel of

Table 2. The residuals are generally positive,

with the exception of the War decade, but smaller

in the seventies than before. Also note that even

though these residuals are positive in the seven

ties, the share of real GNP devoted to other pur

chases has declined slightly in the decade. Consid

ering all types of purchases, for defense and

other, the total real share of GNP devoted to

exhaustive expenditures of government is now .19,

slightly less than it was as far back as 1940 -

even though the Borcherding residuals have been

generally positive over the period.

The one type of government spending where there is

no doubt about the growth is transfer payments

(T), shown in the bottom panel. Growth in trans

fers is perhaps not qui te as dangerous to those

worried about protecting private enterprise be

cause private consumers still have controlover

the resources, but on the other hand transfers

must be paid for out of taxes. For these we can

assume al = l, since obviously total transfers

confer reduced utility to recipients as the nurnber

over which the pie is split increases. Also, since

purchases are not made, the price effect is ab

sent. The resulting prediction equation is thus

d~nT .65 d~nY + .35 d~nN (7 )

and the results are as shown. Residuals are defi

nitely positive in all decades, and high enough

that the real share of GNP is rising steadily. The

only ~ post interpretation difficulty is that for

transfers it could be argued that "tastes have
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changed", with the introduction of Social Security.

in the thirties, and fairly large scale redistribu

tive transfers in the seventies. Moreover, the

early plans of the Reagan Administration on trans

fer payments are unmistakable -- in all likelihood

the real growth in this item is a thing of the

past.

To put all this together, even though one must

make some very tenuous assumptions to make the

Borcherding comparison, in general the residuals

from this sort of a test are positive for most

decades and types of expenditures. This could pro

vide suggestive ev~dence of some rnysterious force

making for unexplainable growth in government, or

i t could just indicate that tastes have changed

over this interval. Moreover, even with the posi

tive residuals , the share of exhaustive purchases

in real GNP has not risen over most of the period,

though the share of transfers has. By 1979, as the

Reagan Administration wieids its widely-publicized

axe to the public sector, total purchases and

transfer payments stand at about .29 of GNP, about

the same as in 1959 and slightly below the median

for Western industrial countries.

Gove nt Grovth aD Ba

Disparity H~esis

1 • s Proc1ucti it

Baumol's (1967) productivity-disparity model ante

dated many of the other theories, and in fact was

not initially . a theory about government growth at

all. Baumol postulated that the relative price of

public goods would rise over time because of the

lack of productivity growth in the public sector.

This productivity disparity could set up one of

two possible outcomes:
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a) The share of employrnent devoted to the public

sector might remain constant, but because of more

rapidly rising private sector productivity, the

share of real output devoted to the public sector

would fallo

b) The share of output would remain constant, but

a progressively larger share of the work force

would need to be devoted to the public sector to

bring about this result.

Baumol was initially worried that the former out

come would materialize, but lately it has becorne

fashionable to worry about the latter.

The relevance of Baurnol's hypothesis to the govern

ment growth picture can be discussed at several

different levels. Since the national income ac

counts use labor input prices to measure public

output prices, they assurne that there will be no

productivity growth in the public sector, and

hence assurne a Baumol-like model. I first examine

the macro statistics to see, in this upper-bound

case, how dramatic the price differentials are. I

then examine actual growth behavior for exhaustive

expenditures to see which of the two possible out

comes appears to be closest to the truth. Finally

I ask whether there might be a form of measurernent

error in the national accounts that generates the

whole problem -- if true output prices were used,

would productivity differentials simply vanish?

To begin with the price differentials themselves,

suppose that public output is produced according

to the Cobb-Douglas production function

G
rt b l-b

e E K , (8)
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where r is some rate of productivity change, E is

the number of public employees, and K is the pub

lic sector' s capital stock. If a community hires

factors up to the point where the vall~e of their

marginal product equals their real wage, we get

the first order conditions

oPG
oE

b PG
E

oPG
W and oK PG(l-b) - = P

K k'
(9 )

where Pk is the gross rental price of capital,

assumed to be constant, P is the relative price

for public services, and the equalities are exact

if the value of marginal products equal wages and

correct up to same proportional factor if the

value of marginal products are proportional to

wages. These first order conditions can be solved

for E and K and substituted back into (8) to yield

dlnP = -rdt + bdlnW (10)

as the growth equation for the relative price of

public output, one of the independent variables in

(4). Baumol' s argument is that if wages grow at

the same rate in the public and private sector

because of competitive labor markets, the fact

that r is zero in the public sector irnplies that

the relative price of public output (p) will be

rising over time.

In Table 3 I show the rates of real wage growth

for public and private employees, along with the

change in relative prices for public output over

the last five decades. Comparing rates of growth

of real wages in the first two columns, it can be

seen .that wages do rise at approximately the same

rate. In the prewar period private wages (w ) rose
p

slightly more rapidly; in the postwar period pub-

lic wages have. Then, comparing columns (2) and

(3), it can be seen that a zero rate of productiv-
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ity change does indeed appear to be assumed for

public employees. Over the last three decades vl
has risen at the average rate of .018, and if b is

assumed to be about . 7 for the public sector , r

can be calculated from equation (10) to be very

close to zero (in fact, slightly negative). At

this level the Baumol story appears to be accu

rate.

The next question is what does this rise in rela

tive public sector prices do to output shares?

Both Baumol and Bush-Mackay (1977) set up rigid

models where either real output shares or the

proportion of the labor force in the public and

private sector were constant, and where the non

fixed variable progressed steadily to one or zero.

But as equation (4) suggests, if income and price

elasticities are allowed to take non-unity values,

there is no reason why an intermediate outcome

cou1d not occur, and why both G/Y and E/N could

progress or regress at slower rates. Columns (4),

( 5 ) , and (6 ) of Table 3 indicate that such an

intermediate case has indeed been the actual out

come in the United States. The share of full time

employment devoted to the public sector in column

(6) has risen slightly over the period (though

dropping in the most recent period due to the

reduction in rnilitary employees), but slightly

more than enough to compensate for the slower

assumed productivity growth in the public sector.

The consequence has been the slight rise in the

share of real output purchased by the public

sector noticed above (again until the recent

decade) . The rising relative price of government

output has also implied a rising share of nominal

output to government over the 1949-69 period. Even

the share of nominal output purchased by govern

ment has fallen in the recent decade, however,
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mainly .because of the disproportionate cutback in

real outlays for national defense. Hence until the

most recent decade the overall picture was one

falling closest to the second extreme posed by

Baumol: the share of the workforce hired by the

public sector has risen slightly and the share of

real output purchased by the public sector has

been stable or s1ightly increasing.

The final question that can be raised about the

Baumol model in effect goes behind published sta

tistics to question their assumptions. In compil

ing price indices for public goods, the Depart

ment of Commerce simply assumes productivity ad

vances for government employees of zero. At the

federal level, both the Civil Service Commission

(1972) and the Office of Personnel Management

(1980) have found rates of productivity advance of

from 1% to 2% for agencies comprising a majority

of civilian ernployees, enough to account for the

entire rise in the relative price of government

output if extrapolated to loca1 government as

well. At the state and local level, there is as

yet no evidence in favor of positive rates of

productivity change, and there is some in favor of

negative rates of productivity growth (Bradford

Malt-Oates, 1969 and Spann, 1977). All of these

estimates should be taken with a good deal of care

because of the great difficulty in holding con

stant the quality of public output, but at 1east

we should be cognizant of the possibility that the

Baumo1 productivity disparity model is based on

measurement error in trying to de fine rates of

productivity increase in the public sector.

Whatever the case, neither of the two models in

tending to explain the growth of governrnent pro

vides very convincing explanations of the postwar
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experience in the United States for the simple

reason that the share of output and emp10yment

devoted to government has not grown that much.

Since 1949 only .036 more of the full time work

force is devoted to government, on1y .047 more of

nominal GNP is devoted to government purchases,

and only .044 more of GNP is devoted to government

transfer payments. Since 1969, there has been a

drop in the share of government employment, a drop

in the share of nominal output and a sharp drop in

the share of real output devoted to government,

though still some rise in the share of transfer

payments. This hardly seems to be provocation for

the massive political movement that has crysta1

lized around constitutional measures to limit

taxes in America, uniess tastes have changed in

the direction of desiring smaller levels of govern

ment. Whether that is so awaits a more careful

examination of voter tastes, something I deal with

in the next section of the paper.

TBEORIES

The ot"

s -8

D" stortion Hypothesis of Borcherding-

We turn now to the theories that suggest that

however rapidly government spending has grown,

there are political tendencies for its level to be

too high. In an economic efficiency sense, these

tendencies would imply public spending beyond the

point where the marginal social benefits to socie

ty equa1 the marginal costs. This point is very

hard to estimate, however, so for practical pur

poses bigness is usua1ly defined as spending

beyond the 1eve1 that wou1d be favored by the

median voter in a direct democracy. A great many
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theories of bigness have been constructed, and it

is impossible to do justice to all of them. These

theories generally assume first that government

employees, whether bureaucrats or legislators,

have a taste for higher levels of public spending

than private voters, and, second, that as a result

of their position, they are able to manipulate the

system so as to gain their objectives.

One of the first models was that of logrolling by

Buchanan and Tullock (1962). Under this view, indi

vidual legislators with intense preferences for

certain public spending actions and modest prefer

ences against others would logroll to pass a

large number of actions that a pure median voter

system would not pass. Niskanen (1971) focused

more on nonelected bureaucrats, arguing that since

they cannot compete for any surplus generated by

their agency, they will compete to have large

agenc ies wi th many employees to supervise . A com

plementary motive, not emphasized by Niskanen but

also implying public spending greater than the

median voter condition, is that those already

working in the public sector have a job security

motive for wishing to enlarge it e Niskanen also

worked in legislative oversight committees, which

should constrain the bureaucrats but do not be

cause they also have high demands for public spend

inge Romer-Rosenthal (1978) focused on the fact

that bureaucrats and legislators are able to con

trol the political agenda, and hence confront

voters with two options, one imp1ying spending

greater than voters would prefer and a second,

conferring even less utility to voters, with great

ly reduced public spending (if you do not build

another school, we will not teach at all). Through

this mechanism public employees could raise the

size of government. Denzau-Mackay-Weaver (1981)
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focused the monopolistic position of public agen

cies, and how this monopoly permitted the growth

of public spending. Goetz (1977) discussed the

fiscal illusion problem -- that voters may not be

aware of all the taxes they are paying for public

goods, particularly if these public goods are fi

nanced by grants from higher levels of government

and therefore apparently free to lower level tax-

payers;

Everybody has good anecdotal evidence that many of

these imperfections exist, but in general it is

extremely hard to test these big government theo

ries very systematically. Even Romer-Fbsenthal,

who have found one state (Oregon) that uses "rever

sion" budgeting, have had great difficulty because

it turns out that the impact of the reversion

level is nonlinear if the reversion level is

weIl below the median voter point, rises in it

will imply lower levels of public spending, but if

it is slightly above the median, rises in it will

imply higher levels.

The recent raft of tax limitation amendments in

the United States has provided one opportunity to

test sorne of the theories. Both public and private

voters can be surveyed directly to try to measure

their taste for public goods, and to see if syste

rnatic taste differences exist arnong those who have

more or less to gain from higher levels of public

spending. It is also possible to see whether turn

out and voting differences imply that public ern

ployees favor and can bring about higher levels of

public spending.

The framework that I will use to make these tests

is the voting distortion hypothesis of Borcherding

Bush-Spann (1977). Borcherding-Bush-Spann focused
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on the fact that public employees are more organ

ized than private employees, but I will here gen

eralize their notion to allow for taste differ

ences as weIl.

Say that there is some election where the voters

are directly voting on the size of public budgets

-- a common occurrence in America with its school

millage property tax elections and recent spate of

tax limitation amendments. These elections are de

cided by majority vote, and we have already seen

(Table 3) that the public work force comprises

only about 20% of the labor force in the United

States . Hence in straight sector of employment

voting, the private sector will always win. But

there is not straight sector of employment voting

voters in both the public and private sector

have taste differences and turnout differences,

and it may still be possible for a minority group

such as public sector workers to have an important

influence on electoral outcomes.

This can be seen in the following model, developed

from that of Borcherding-Bush-Spann. The large

budget option in the election will win if

E Q V + (l-E )0 V > • s( E V + (l-E ) V ), ( 11 )
g g g g p p - g g g p

where all variables lie between zero and one, the

g subscript refers to the public sector and p to

the private sector, and E refers to the share of
g

public employees in the electorate (presumably pro-

portional to E/N), Q and Q to propensities tog p
vote for higher public spending or against tax

l imits I and Vg and Vp to voter turnout rates. The

left side of the inequality then gives the share

of the electorate voting for larger public bud

gets I and the right side gives the majority rule
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than half of those

larger public budgets

actually

for the

The expression can be rnanipulated by dividing

through by the right hand side and recombining to

yield

(Q - Q )E V
~ + a n a a > 5
Up E V + (l-E )V •

g g g p
(12)

This expression can be interpreted as follows. If

Q > .5, even the private voters favor higher
p

public budgets (or oppose tax limits), and meas-

ures to raise spending should pass. In these cases

the presence of public voters may affect the vote

count, but not the actual fiscal result. But if

Q < .5, the presence of public voters with differ-
p

ent tastes may "bias" the outcome by virtue of the

second term. For this bias to exist there must be

taste differences (Og - Qp) > O and public voters

must comprise a large enough weight that these

taste differences matter (E V > O).
g g

Before looking at numbers, I should mention two

philosophical problems with the argument. The

first is that the (O - O ) term is typically usedg p
as a measure of bias, as if private sector voters

have "pure" tastes and public sector voters have a

conflict of interest they are suppliers of

public goods who are allowed to vote on the demand

side. But to establish the existence of this bias,

one must argue that public ernployees have differ

ent tastes because they are public employees. If

their tastes were prior and they only work in the

public sector because of their innate preference

for public goods, or because they have better

information about the true value of public goods,
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it would be biased to

pIoyees and to treat Q. P
of voter preferences.

disenfranchise these em

as the unbiased estimate

A similar argument can be made about turnout dif

ferences. If V > V, public employees' votes are
g p

differentially weighted because of their higher

turnout rates. Perhaps this is due to greater

union organization and distorts the vote. But also

the higher public turnout rates could be due to

more intense preferences, and optional turnout may

then be a reasonable way to allow these more in

tense preferences to be expressed. For both rea

sons one must be extremely cautious in interpret

ing private levels of Q and V as appropriate,

and differences in public levels as reflecting

some sort of voting bias.

The actual numbers come from a telephone survey of

a random sample of 2001 households in the state of

Michigan, taken by Courant-Gramlich-Rubinfeld

(1980) just after the widely-publicized 1978 vote

on the Headlee Arnendment. This Amendment would

have l imited own state government revenue to the

pre-existing share of state personal incorne -- in

effect, forestalling further increases in PG/Y

unless financed by federal grants. It also limited

the growth in local property tax assessments to

the growth in inflation, unless overridden by

Iocal referenda. The measure was fairly straight

forward, at least compared to some on the ballots

in the U.S. lately (see the Oates paper), and was

viewed as a fairly straightforward test of taste

for public goods. It passed with 52% of the over

all vote.

The basic

Bush-Spann

data for evaluating

IIbias" are given in

the Borcherding

Table 4 and the
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calculations worked out in Table 5. Beginning with

row l in Table 4, .514 of the sample (the electo

rate) voted on the measure, a turnout rate that is

low by international standards but average for the

United States. The share voting against the amend

ment was .438, less than the .48 of the actual

vote because the actual voting population included

university students (who probably voted against

the Amendment in greater numbers) and because

there may have been some selective recall.

The first four rows of the Table give basic turn

out and voting data. If public employees are to be

defined as all households with at least one adult

member working in the state and local sector, the

most liberal definition, the results are summar

ized in row 1 of Table 5. There i t can be seen

that Q is indeed .185 higher than Q , that V isg p g
.222 higher than V , and that the voting "bias" is

p
.043. Since Q was only .395, a bias of .043 was

p
not enough to sway this election, and indeed a

bias of this magnitude would not have swung any of

the nine tax limitations amendment so far on the

ballot in the state of Michigan. It is hard to get

numbers on electoral margins in the other states

that have had limitation elections, but in general

the winning or losing margins have also been much

larger than .04. The same calculation is done in

row 2 of Table 5 with only those households that

could be allocated to specific state or local

agencies, reaching essentially identical conclu

sions. Finally, not all state and local employees

earn more in the public sector than they would

working in the private sector, so we developed a

technique (based on the work of Smith, 1976, and

described in Gramlich-Rubinfeld, 1982) for identi

fying only those state and local employees wi th

positive labor market "rents". When the bias calcu-
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lation was redone for just this conception of the

public sector (row 13 of Table 4 and row 3 of

Table 5), a rnuch smaller share of the electorate,

only .054, was in the public sector but the differ

ences between a and a and Vand V were greater
g p g p

so the bias declined only to .022.

Rows 4 and 5 of Table 5 then try to verify these

calculations wi th a school millage vote in Troy,

Michigan (see Rubinfeld, 1977). Estimates of both

sets of VI s and al s are higher in the millage

elections, hut the bias calculations are quite

close to those computed for the Headlee vote.

Biases on this order (.04) would have swung about

10 percent of all failing school millages into the

win column in the state of Michigan (see Neufeld,

1977) .

In Table 4 I have focused on the actual voting and

turnout data, in line with the usual economist I s

presurnption of letting behavior reveal tastes. HOw

ever in the survey we did also ask people whether

they would favor a larger or smaller public sector

(both state and local), and if so, how much they

would 1 ike to see both taxes and expenditures al

tered in percentage terms. The results for state

expenditures and taxes are shown in column 6 of

Table 50 There it can be seen that even though

a is above a, in explicit answers to this hy

p~thetical q~estion, public sector voters look

much more like private sector voters.

The upshot of all this for the voting bias theo

ries is that there is sorne evidence of taste and

turnout differences between public and private

voters, on the order of .2 for both ratios. Multi

plying together leads to public employee biases of

.02 .04, not a negligible number but a number
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small enough that very few tax limitation of

school millages are swung. Hence the pure voting

bias i supposedly raising the size of government

is relatively small, even in the worst case where

the entire difference in turnout and voting rates

are attributed to public sector worker conflict of

iriterest. If, as seems likely , only a portion of

these differences should be attributed to conflict

of interest, the voting bias would be smaller and

less significant yet. Moreover, if instead of look

ing at voting behavior we looked at differences in

answer to direct but hypothetical questions abou t

preferred levels of public spending, any public

private differences become totally insignificant.

While these voting data only permit a direct test

of the Borcherding-Bush-Spann big government hy

pothesis, it is possible to make some indirect

tests of both the Niskanen (1971) bureaucratic

manipulator hypothesis and the Goetz (1977) fiscal

illusion hypothesis. For the Niskanen case we meas

ure the tastes only (not their abili ty to lobby

for bigger agencies) of upper level bureaucrats,

those likely to be in public sector management

positions. Statistics for these individuals are

shown in rows Il and 12 of Table 4: there it can

be seen that these high income state and local

managers have turnout rates and voting propen

sities about like all other state and local em

ployees not likelyto be in management positions

(except for the remarkably high turnout rate for

high income local employees). There is then some

taste difference between high income public ern

ployees and private workers, enough at least to be

consistent with Niskanen's hypothesis.

Goetz has argued the fiscal illusion hypothesis,

paying particular attention to the fact that local
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taxpayers may view grants from the federal govern

ment as free money, forgetting the federal taxes

they pay when voting on local projects. It is

possible to make a weak test of this hypothesis

through the following reasoning. Using estimates

of individual demand functions (Gramlich-Rubin

feld, 1982), the consurner surplus from public ex

penditures can be derived by integrating up to the

actual level of expenditures in the community and

then subtracting local property taxes paid. The

net surplus as so defined is then used to rank

private voters into high and low surplus groups ,

as shown in rows 3 and 4 of Table 6. An infusion

of grant money would shift low net surplus voters

to the high net surplus category. If they then

vote like others in that category, the table shows

that the share voting against Headlee (for larger

public output) goes down. One explanation for this

finding is that high net surplus voters already

have enough public goods and have a low marginal

rate of substi tution,. explaining their lower rate

of voting for an increase. But another possibility

is that the Goetz hypothesis is not confirmed: an

infusion of grants does not create any fiscal

illusion leading voters to vote for larger public

budgets.

The Redistri tion Hypothesis of Pe1t

The Peltzman (1980) model essentially ignores

public goods and focuses instead on the redistribu

tion function of governrnent. In this it is similar

to an earlier paper by Meltzer and Richard (1978).

Meltzer-Richard I s politicians try to maxirnize

their vote by extending the franchise i Pe l tzman I s

by finding a politically dominant redistribution

strategy. Were politicians to tax Johnny Carson
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and distribute the proceeds to poor people, these

pOlitieians would lose one vote (Carson's) and

gain the votes of all transfer beneficiaries. Then

they might focus on the next person in the incorne

distribution, Bob Rope losing his vote but

gaining another set. They would proceed in such a

manne r until the marginal political benefits equal

the marginal eosts, rising because more and more

voters would be taxed, and perhaps aggravated by

labor supply effects. There will always be redis

tribution in such a model because rich people have

only one vote but lots of money to "buy" lots of

votes.

There are two ways to test such a model with

voting data, and as it happens the tests yield

arnbiguous results • One test, in which the model

does not eome off very weIl, is shown in Table 6.

Rows 6 through 15 of the table show voting results

for various sets of transfer recipients, the bene

ficiaries of Meltzer-Richard or Peltzman govern

ment growth schemes. The general conclusion is

that politicians who atternpt to buy votes by redis

tribution are in for a rude shock. Whereas the

turnout rate for working private sector voters

(row 2, Table 4) is .486, only social security

recipients (or retired and disabled) turn out in

larger numbers, and most groups turn out in much

smaller numbers (the rate is only .1 71 for the

unemployed, who presumably have enough leisure

time to vote). Regarding voting percentages , both

the low income working poor (row 15) and all

groups of non-workers (rows 7 through 9) have the

same or lower rates of voting against the Headlee

Amendment. Transfer recipients do show slightly

higher rates of voting against the Amendment, but
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only by fairly trivial amounts (with the exception

of food stamp recipients, where almost nobody

turns out) o Computing the transfer vote bias for

transfer recipients in the manner done above for

public employees leads to a bias of only .017 for

all transfer recipients, .014 for social security

recipients, and trivial amounts for the other

groups . If politicians really are trying to buy

votes by redistributing income, there is little

evidence here that their actions are being recipro

cated in the votes of transfer recipients for more

public spending.

However there is another test yielding results

more favorab1e to the Pe1 t zman hypothesis. Voter

surveys in three different states -- California

(Citrin, 1979), Michigan (Courant-Gram1ich-Rubin

feld, 1980), and Massachusetts (Ladd-Wi1son, 1983)

are in c10se agreement on one point. When voters

are asked whether they want 1arger or smaller

governments, they generally opt for no overall

change (see Table 4 for evidence). When they are

asked about particular functiona1 categories of

expenditures, they opt for no change or an in

crease with one striking exception -- most voters

in the three states want to see a cutback in

welfare payments. This part of the argument fits

the Peltzman model very weIl. If po1iticians were

really trying to buy the voters of transfer benefi

ciaries by passing expensive redistribution schem

es , we might expect the electorate in general to

be upset about it, and that is exactly what they

seem to be. The only problem, as mentioned above,

is that the beneficiaries thernselves do not appear

to be playing along.
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Bypot:hesis of Courant-

The theories used to explain government growth or

bigness to this point have all focused on the real

quantity of government spending. This is moderate-
'~

ly surprising because in utility terms that should'

not be as harmful to the private sector as when

the factor cost of government services is rising

then the quantity of both public and private

goods consumed by the private sector is being

reduced, whereas before there was just a shift

between public and private consumption. We now

turn to a model of the market power of public

employees and how that might be used to raise

their wages above competitive levels.

Public employees are in the unique and enviable

position of being sel lers of public services who

vote on the demand side. When they get to be an

important voting block, they can either influence

elections directly or vote for mayoral candidates

who promise implicitly to raise public wages if

elected. Sympathetic political candidates can also

hire more workers into the public sector, expand

the power of the voting block even more, and lead

to parallel growth of the public work force and

public wages (see Tullock, 1974).

When one tries to model the process, as both Cou

rant-Gramlich-Rubinfeld (1979) and Inrnan (1980)

have, the conclusions turn out to be somewhat more

restrictive. Taking the worst possible case,

assume that the public employees of a local govern

ment have complete controlover their wage level,

and can set it in a monopolistic manner. The deci

sive voter, whether in the public or private

sector, is then allowed to choose a level of gov-
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ernrnent ernp10yrnent (E), and private emp10yees are

given the add~tiona1 abi1ity to 1eave the communi

ty if the tax price of public services is driven

to excessive levels by these monopolistic public

servants • In this case the solution for levels of

W and E turns out to depend on a simultaneous

solution of two equations, one essentia11y like

(1) that gives the public emp10yrnent leve1 given

WI and another that 'g i ves optimal (from a public

emp1oyees' standpoint) wages for a given 1eve1 of

E.

The latter expression can be derived sirnp1y by

assuming public ernp10yees have conventiona1 uti1

ity functions

u = U (C ,E),
g g g

(13)

where the g subscript again refers to the public

sector , taken for sirnplicity to have homogeneous

tastes and to be admitted to the public sector

on1y if the voting process creates more public

sector jobs. To find the maximum, or optimal,

1eve1 of W for each E, the E argument in (13) can

be he1d fixed, and the optirnization exercise in

volves sirnp1y maximizing the private consumption

of public emp10yees with respect to W. The on1y

trick is that since y equa1s the wage bill of the

public plus the private sector, it can in princi

p1e rise or fall with W it will rise if the

higher public sector wage incorne is not offset by

lower private sector wage income, or fall if the

higher public sector wage incorne and tax rates

inspire emigration or reductions in labor supply.

Solving the optirnization exercise yie1ds

W = Y/E(2-n), (14)
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dY W .
where 1') = dW Y ~ 1, as the expressJ.on for the real

wage 1evel desired by public employees. The impor-

tant aspect of (14) is that public wages and em

ployment levels are inversely correlated, in con

trast to the Tullock political prediction. As E

increases, higher public wages entail higher

income tax rates even for public employees, re

ducing their after-tax income even though before

tax income is increased. Also note that the lov/er

is 1') and the more mobile is the private sector,

the lower is W. When 1') O, the optimal wage is

set so that government spending is just half of

total output~ when 1') = -1, government spending is

one-third, and so forth.

Finding that employment and wage levels are inver

sely correlated implies that there are severe

limits on government employee wage exploitation of

the private sector. In the first place, when vot

ing on E, public employees will be torn between

choosing an E that maximizes their utilityas con

sumers of public output and one that provides

optimal levels of rent. For another, there is now

a difficul t trade-off for public employees. They

can vote to expand the public sector to give them

selves more political power (raising E in equa-g
tion (10»), but this very action reduces the opti-

mal wage level. Or they can try to keep the public

sector small and optimal wages high, but this

action reduces the probability they will have

enough voting power to raise public wages above

competitive levels in the first place.

Does the evidence support this view of the public

sector wage determination process? There have been

many attempts to explain government wage rates,

but most have not tried to distinguish wage differ-

entials according to whether private 'voters do or
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do not have a credible exit threat. But it is

perhaps possible to glean at least some informa

tion from empirical work on public sector wage

differentials.

A first question is whether public sector workers

in fact get any noncompeti tive rents. The answer

depends on the study you look at, but there is

some weak evidence of positive rents. Results from

three human-capital type studies are listed in

Table 7. In each, wage levels for individuals are

regressed on age, race, sex, education, location,

and other variables, with a dummy or some other

correction for sector of employrnent. They indicate

that only for the federal governrnent, whose juris

diction is hardest to emigrate, are rent levels

generally positive. It should be noted however

that a later analysis of Quinn (1981) shows that

other terms of the wage bargain such as pension

arrangements, disability, tenure, and job interest

are also seen to be rnore favorable for public than

private ernployees.

Other interesting evidence about wage rents cornes

from the work of Inrnan (1980) and Ehrenberg-Gold

stein (1975). Inrnan showed that the presence of

competi tive suburbs with income levels comparable

to these in a central city implicitly, negative

values of n ~- does appear to hold down wages for

policemen and firemen by a large and statistically

significant amount. Ehrenberg-Goldstein have rein

forced the same conclusion from a different stand

point. They show that the union organization of

suburban employees raises central city public

wages (by reducing the credibility of private em

ployees • exit threat), while the organization of

central city ernployees raises suburban public

wages. Both the existence of public sector rents,
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and their negative correlation with the private

employee I s exit threat then tend to support also

the wage monopoly rationale for some degree of

excess government spending.

SUMMARY Alm LI: ~IORS

This analysis of the size and level of government

budgets in the United States thus contains some

mixed signals. On the one hand, it does not appear

that the growth of government is out of control.

In earlier decades government spending grew at

rates that exceeded those predicted on the basis

of cross-section elasticity estimates, but at

least in the seventies that has not been true for

exhaustive expenditures for national defense, and

not as true for civilian exhaustive expenditures

and transfer payrnents. And even though government

growth has not been fully explainable by cross

section elasticity estimates, the shares of real

and nominal GNP devoted to governrnent purchases

and the labor force devoted to government employ

ment are not particularly high by international

standards, and have been declining for a decade.

The productivity disparity, on which the Baumol

argument is based, has been responsible for a rise

in the relative price of government output of

about one percent a year for the last three de

cades. This rise is in the official statistics

which assurnes zero productivity growth among

public ernployees, an assumption that is at least

moderately questionable for federal government

workers , though perhaps not for state and local

employees. In any case, when demand functions are

used that are more flexible than in the original

Baumol model, the rise in relative prices of
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public output has implied essentially constant

real output shares devoted to the public sector

and only slightly rising employrnent shares. Again,

however, all public sector shares have declined in

the past decade.

But simply saying ·that government spending is not

rising at excessive rates does not imply that

spending is at its efficient level where all margi

nal benefits of public output equal marginal

costs, or its democratically chosen median voter

level. One reason why the median voter rule might

be violated involves a whole set of "supply-side"

arguments suggesting that public employees have a

taste for more government spending, and the pos i

tion to bring this about. lexamined carefully one

aspect of this argument, the part involving differ

ential tastes and turnout rates of government

employees, and whether that biases electoral

fiscal outcomes. There is in fact evidence of

differential tastes and turnout rates, and this

can alter outcomes on fiscal votes, though the

actual number of cases where this has happened is

undoubtedly very small. But simply arguing that

tastes or turnout rates differ still does not

establish any voting bias unless it can also be

shown that differential tastes result from the

fact of government employment, and so far that has

not been shown.

I also examined two other hypotheses involving

more than median-voter governrnent spending levels.'

The Peltzman redistribution hypothesis might super

ficially appear to be confirmed by the quite gener

al voter feeling that welfare payments are too

high, but there is still a weak point in the

argument because it seems that actual beneficia

ries of transfer programs do not vote much differ-
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ently than anybody else (unlike public em

ployees) , and they turn out for votes in very

small nurnbers. Hence it is not obvious that redis

tribution-minded politicians have a winning strate

gy -- they make some voters mad and do not make

others happy -- and therefore one would have diffi

culty in arguing the pervasiveness of this explana

tion of government growth.

There was slightly more evidence of some monopolis

tic rent in public sector wage differentials, with

studies indicating that federal wages appear to be

about 10 percent above corresponding private

wages, though state and local wages appear to be

about the same as private wages. Formal models of

the wage setting process indicate why federal

wages may be somewhat higher than those at the

state-local level (there is less fear of fiscal

emigration of pr i vate taxpayer s) . But they al so

show why ultimately public employee growth and

public wage growth are substitutes, not comple

ments, and lead to a constrained and not unbounded

overall size of the public sector.

The upshot of all this is 'that while there is some

evidence in favor of all theories of excessive

government size public employees do vote differ

ently, welfare payments may be too high, public

wages may be excessive -- the quantitative magni

tudes are not great and the arguments all have at

least some theoretical or empirical weak links.

The theories are interesting and at least partly

confirmed by the facts, but they have yet to make

a very compelling case that government spending

has grown to excessive proportions in the United

States.
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ab e Est- tes of Pub1ic Expenditure D d Parameters

TS or

Study CSl Date Type el c2 ' al

Ashenfelter-
Ehrenberg (1975) PCS 58-69 SL Employment .78 - .72 n.c.

Barlow (1970) CS 60 Mich. Sch. Dist. .64 - .34 n.c.

Bergstrom-
Goodman (1973) CS 60 Mich. Cities .88 - .41 .98

Borcherding-
Deacon (1972) CS 62 SL Agg. .83 - .76 .92

Feldstein (1975) CS 70 Mass. Sch. Dist. .48 -1.00 noc.

Gramiich (1978) TS 54-77 SL Agg'. .70 - .36 n.c.

Gramlich-
Rubinfeld (1982) CS 77 Mich. Counties .40 - .06 1.01

lnman (1978) CS 68-69 N.Y. Sch. Dist. .72 n.c. n.c.

Johnson-
Tomo!a (1977) TS 66-75 SL Emp. .62 - .56 n.c.

Love!! (1978) CS 70 Conn. Sch. Dist. .32 - .83 n.c.

OhIs-Wales (1972 ) CS 68 SL Agg. .74 - .11 n.c.

Mean estimate .65 - .51 .97

Standard deviation .17 .29 .02

l T8 means a time-series ana!ysis, CS a cross-section ana1ysis,
and PCS a poo!ed cross-section analysis.
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xp1ained and Unexp1ained Rates of Growt:h

of Various C enb of Govenmtent SpeDding

All variables in real terms, rates of growth
in per annum terms

Purchases for National Defense (G )
NO

Decade

1929-39

1939-49

1949-59

1959-69

1969-79

(1 )

.179

.089

.021

-.035

(2)
Predicted by
Eqn. (5)

n.c.

.026

.017

.022

.014

(3)

Residual

n.c.

.153

.072

-.001

-.059

(4)
Share of real
GNP at end

.017

.065

.107

.088

.045

Other Purchases by Federal, State, Local Government (Go)

Decade

1929-39

1939-49

1949-59

1959-69

1969-79

(1 )

d1.n GO

.034

.012

.036

.055

.028

(2)
Predicted by
Eqn. (6)

-.007

.026

.017

.022

.014

(3)

Residua!

.041

-.014

.019

.033

.014

(4)
Share of rea!
GNP at end

.180

.132

.129

.149

.144

Transfer Payments, All Leve!s (T)

Decade

1929-39

1939-49

1949-59

1959-69

1969-79

(l)

d1.n T

.115

.093

.051

.067

.070

(2)
Predicted by
Eqn. (7)

.003

.033

.031

.032

.023

(3 )

Residual

.112

.060

.020

.035

.047

(4 )
Share of real
GNP at end

.001

.045

.052

.067

.099
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Rates of Growth of PUblic and Priv e

• ges, Re1ative Prices for Govern:ment

ices, and Rea1 aD II' · oal Shares of

nt and OUtput Devoted to Gove nt

Rates of growth in per annum terms

l

Se

loy-

(1) (2 ) (3 ) (4 ) (5) (6 )

G/Y PG/Y E/N
Decade d.R.n Wp dtn W dtn P at end at end at end l

1920-39 .003 -.001 .014 .197 .149 .172

1939-49 .020 .015 .197 .149 .155

1949-59 .023 .019 .011 .236 .200 .186

1959-69 .018 .022 .010 .237 .221 .205

1969-79 .007 .012 .010 .190 .196 .191

Average
1949-79 .016 .018 .010 .215 .192 .184

l Share of full-time equivalent employment hired by the public
sector.
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Votin Data for Various Gro

1978 Tax limit vote in Michigan

(l)

Group

1. Total

(2 )

Number
in
sample

2001

(3)

Share
of
elee
torate

1.000

(4 )

Turnout
rate for
Headlee
vote

.514

,(S)

Share
voting
against
Headlee

.438

(6)

Mean, desired
state tax and
exp. change

%

-1.8

2. Private
workers 1 1279

3. Not working 2 381

4. Pure pub1ic 3 186

5. Mixed4 155

6. State and
local 5 239

7. State govt. 47

8. State univ. 25

9. Loeal govt. 64

10. School dist. 103

11. High ineome,
state. 6 23

12. High income,
loea1 7 31

13. Rent earning,
st. or loc. 8 109

.639

.190

.093

.077

.119

.023

.012

.032

.051

.011

.015

.054

.486

.444

.683

.716

.720

.489

.600

.797

.806

.696

.903

.734

.'396

.391

.654

.496

.616

.696

.533

.588

.626

.625

.607

.700

-1.9

-1.3

-0.9

-1.5

-1.1

-1.9

-1.4

-1.3

-0.5

n.a.

n.a.

-0.4

l Includes federal government workers, who for these purposes are not
in the relevant public sector.

2 Detailed breakdown is given in Table 6, rows 7, 8, and 9. Does not
include temporarily 1aid off.

3 Respondent is single and works in the public sector, is in a house
hold where the only working spouse works in the public sector, or is
in a household where both spouses work in the public sector.

4 Both spouses are working and one works in the public sector and one
in the private sector.

5 Less than the sum of rows 4 and 5 because many of pure public house
holds could not be allocated.

6 All state employees with ineome above the median for state em
ployees ($16,000).

7 All loeal employees with income above the median for Ioeal em
ployees ($13,000).

8 Based on procedure described in Gramlich-RubinfeId (1982).
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b1 otin iases for Different V~es

1978 Tax limit vote in Michigan

(l) (2 ) (3 ) (4) (5) (6) (7)

(Q -Q )(E V )
g p g g

Election E V V Qp Qg E V +(l-E )Vg p g g g g P

l. Headlee t all
public emp.l .170 .476 .698 .395 .580 .043

2. Headlee t
st.& loc. emp.2 .119 .486 .720 .402 .616 .037

3. Headlee t rent
earning emp.3 .054 .501 .734 .416 .700 .022

4. First Troy
millage4 .107 .768 .797 .552 .941 .043

5. Second Troy
millage 4 .107 .807 .828 .631 .962 .036

Based on the sum of rows 4 and St Table 4.

2 Based on row 6, Table 4.

3 Based on row l3 t Table 4.

4 All Q and Vestimates are based on sample probabilities and
are only relatively accurate t not absolutely accurate. Hence the
level of Vp and Vg will be off by the same amount t as will that

of Q and Q
p g



more than one

lfIa.b1e 6 Voting Data for Ronpub1ic Voters

1978 Tax limit vote in Michigan

(l) (2 ) (3) (4 ) (5)
Number Share of Turnout rate for Share voting

Group in sample electorate Headlee vote against Headlee

l. Private, working & not l 1660 .830 .476 .395
2. Nonhomeowners 758 .379 .342 .429
3. High net surplus2 451 .225 .608 .365
4. Low net surplus 2 451 .225 .570 .401

5. Lansing area 3 70 .035 .386 .333

6. Not working4 381 .190 .444 .391
7. Retired & disabled 18 .109 .550 .392
8. Unemployed 35 .196 .536 .333
9. Other 128 .064 .336 .395

O'
CD

I

10. Transfer recipients 5 657 .328 .461 .449
11. Social security 392 .196 .536 .462
12. Unemp. ins. 6 188 .094 .436 .427
13. Food stamps 109 .054 .211 .521
14. AFDC & SSI (Welfare) 181 .090 .320 .431
15. Working poor7 300 .150 .340 .392

Based on the sum of rows 2 and 3, Tahle 4.

2 Based on procedure described in Gramlich-Rubinfeld (1982).

All residents of counties of Lansing SMSA.

4 Same as row 3, Table 4.

5 Less than the sum of rows 11-14 because some households receive benefits from
program.

6 Larger than row 8 because temporary layoffs are not included in 8, and because Total includes
many on UI for a short time who were working again when the survey was taken.

7 Bottom quartile of row 2, Table 4 -- annual pretax income below tll,800.
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Percentage Differentia1s bebween PDb1ic

Private Pay Leve1s. Contro11in for

B Capita1 Variab1es

(1) (2) (3) (4)

Smith Quinn Mitchell
(1980) (1979) (1979)

Males Females Males Both sexes

Federal
government 11 21 20 2

State
government - 6 3 17 -16

Local
government 10 O -6 - 2
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:IBTRODU :lON

In recent years economists have shown a more in

tense interest in matters having to do with the

impact of government activities on the structure

and performance of the economy. Some of this is

the natural resu1t of long tradition in the devel

opment of such areas as public finance, stabi1iza

tion policy, and industria1 organization. In addi

tion, though, the profession at large has been

prodded by special factors e.g., the rising

share of government in the GNP, the "taxpayer

revolt", al1eged regulatory excesses to look

much more broadly at what kinds of effects and

side-effects government activities have on econ

omic conduct.

This paper deals with the growth of government

spending and, specifically, with the often-heard

claim that government spending is "out of control"

or has been growing "too rapidly". Nearly fifteen

years ago William J. Baumol published aseminai

paper which contained the provocative prediction

that units of government would be unable to pro

vide even a constant flow of typical governmenta1

services without channeling "an ever increasing

proportion of the labor force into these acti

vities" (Baumol, 1967, p. 420). This fundamental

proposition derived from the observation that

the technology of public service productian is

typically and inherently subject to relatively low

productivity growth -- has played a prominent part

in many subsequent analyses of the growth of the

government sector. Recent papers by Break (1980),

Gramlich (this volurne), Heller (1981) and Gates

(this volume) are but a few examples of the grow

ing literature dealing with one or another of the

implications of the basic proposition enunciated

by Baumol.
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One wonders whether the so-called taxpayer revol t

-- typified by the passage of the Proposition 13

tax cut in California in 1978 -- may be essential

ly areaction against the Baumol prediction come

true. In other words, were voters unfavorably sur

prised by the growing cost of providing the public

services which they had initially sought? If

voters were aware of the true cost dynamics, would

they choose (vote for) fewer or slower growth o f

public services? These are precisely the kinds of

questions raised by Gramlich and Gates who analyze

the provision of public services in their papers

in this volume. In the next section of this paper,

I develop a fairly general model which may be used

to analyze and evaluate the growth of public serv

ices. In the process, Ishall compare and contrast

some of the findings of Gramlich and Gates and

show that, qualitatively at least, their conclu

sions hold up in the more general model of expendi

ture determination developed here.

In the last section of the paper I return to the

issue of the taxpayer revolt. I attempt both to

relate it to the model developed earlier and to

suggest why the model may be inadequate to a full

understanding of taxpayer displeasure.

A MEDIAJI VorER MODEL

An obvious first step in considering the claim

that government spending has been growing excessi

vely is to derive a standard or norm with which to

compare the actual growth of government spending.

A measure of desired growth of government spending

can be derived by the ·application of median voter

theory. The basic notion is that government activ-
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ity should reflect the preferences of the median,

or even rnore aptly, the decisive voter in the

comrnunity. If the provision' of government services

actually reflects the preferences of the decisive

voter, how rapidly will the governrnent sector grow

and what share of GNP will it absorb? The follow

ing notation is used in specifying a median voter

model to deal with these issues.

X.
1

y.
1.

Utils of government-provided
manded by individual i, the
sive) voter

Real income of the median voter

services de
median (deci-

p
x

G

The relative price the median voter pays for
a unit of X. (the Itax-price")l

1

The quantity of government services provided

P The relative price of providing government
services

N Total population

n The population size of the target group re
ceiving the government services

y Aggregate real income (= aggregate real tax
basel .

The median voter I s demand function for X. is as
l

sumed to be given by

X.
1

A y~p~
l 1 X

a > O, ~ < o. (l )

The variable X. is intended to reflect the value
l.

of government services as perceived by the median

voter, and these value units are the direct ob

jects of voter demand. For want of a better term,

I refer to X. as the utils attached to the serv-
1

ices provided by government.
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The aggregate services provided by government are

assumed to be measured in real terms and are de

noted by the variable G. 2 These services are o f

"value" to the median voter via a relation to be

specified between Xi and G, but are provided by

government to a ·(low income) target population.

The relation between X. and G is assurned to be
~

(2 )

in the relevant range O < ((G/n)/Y i ) <; p < l., with

passumed known and -l < e <; O. The median voter

derives utils from the provision of real per

capi ta "income", G/n, to the target group. Wi th

e = o the utils are directly proportional to G/n.

With -l < e < o the median voter receives less

utils from a given G/n the larger is G/n relative

to Y. and the marginal utility (to the median
~

voter) of G/n declines as G/n rises toward Yi
(o2x./o(G/n)2 < O). Equation (2) defines the utils

~

function only for relative income ((G/n)/Yi ) no

greater than the limit value p. In other ,words,

there is an assurned limit to the median voter I s

al truism towards or empathy for the target group.

It will be shown later that it is not necessary to

define the utils function for relative incorne in

excess of p. The parameter e may be thought of as

an indicator of the median voter's lIintensity of

altruism ll
• For given values of G/n and Yi , oxi/oe=

Xi ~n[ (G/n) /Yi] - < O so that higher values of e
reduce the utility of government services to the

median voter.

If P is the relative price level for government

services, PG is the real total tax bill for the

provision of G. 3 If Y./Y measures the median
~
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voteras share of taxes collected, (Y./Y)PG meas
1

ures the median voter' s real tax payment to fi-

nance Ge If P is the relative price the median
x

voter pays for a unit of X. through taxation, then
1

by definition

p X.
X 1

Y.
1Y PG.

Upon dividing both sides of the above equation by

X., we derive the following representation for the
1

relative tax price facing the median voter:

p
x

(3 )

Equations (l) - ( 3) can be employed to el iminate P
x

and X. and leave a single equation relating G to
1

the variables y., Y, P, n and the parameters Al'. 1

A
2

, a, ~, and 8. Taking natural logarithms and

differentials then yields

(l+e+~e)dlnG = (a~+e+~e)dlnY. - ~dlnY +
1

+ ~ dl nP + ( l -+13 +8 +i3 8 ) dl n n

Employing (4) and the approximation

dlnY. = dlnY - dlnN
].

then yields the following statements:

(4)

( 5 )

din (~) = }.. (a-l) d1n(~) + }..~ dinP + (l+}"~)din(~), (6 )

d1n(~G) = }.. (a-l) din (~) + (l +A ~ ) dl nP + ( 7 )

+ (lH~)din(~) = din (~) + dlnP
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and

~(a-l)dln(~) + ~p dlnP + (8)

where A

('G) (n-d~ n y - d~n 'NJ '

SERVICE VERSUS SPEllDDIG

Equations (6)-(8) provide predictions about the

desired growth of government services relative to

income, but in each case the measure of IIgovern

ment services relative to income" differs. Equa

tion (6) focuses on real government expenditures

(the "quantity" of government services) as a share

of real income (or real GNP). This is the concept

to which Gramiich refers when he states that " •..

the growth rate of government spending may weIl be

less than the growth rate of GNP" (Gramiich, this

volume) , i.e., d~n{G/Y) < 0. 4

Equation (7) , on the other hand, focuses on the

eost to society of providing the government serv

ices in question since (PG/Y) measures the share

of total product required to provide (pay for) the

government services. This is the concept. to which

Oates refers when he states that " ..• in the long

run desired public spending is likely to grow at a

more rapid rate than total income" (Oates, this

volume), i.e. Oates' claim is that d~n(PG/Y) < o.

Before considering the consistency of these two

claims , consider first a dynamic version of the

Baumol prediction discussed earlier. If the rela

tive price of providing government services rises
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over time (d~nP > O), then even if the quantity of

services provided grows at the same rate as real

output (d~n(G/Y) = O), it fo1lows that a growing

fraction of society·s output will have to be devot

ed to providing that f10w of services (d~n(PG/Y) >

O). This fo1lows directly from equations (6) and

(7). If the median voter desires a decline in G

relative to Y, then dRnP > O is not sufficient to

establish that PG will rise relative to Y.

Gram1ich and Gates employ virtually identical

median voter models which are special cases of the

one used in this paper such that e = O and n N.5

These conditions imp1y the following special cases

of equations (6) and (7):

and

(6.1)

( a:-l ) dJ. n ( ~) + (l +fl ) d J. n P • (7 • 1 )

If one accepts the common econometric estimates of

the relevant demand functions for government serv

ices, then a == 1 and ~ == -.5. 6 In that cas~ (6.1)

implies dRn(G/Y - -.5 d~nP and (7.1) implies

d1n(PG/Y) == .5 d~nP and dRnP > O insures that Gram

lich and Oates are both right:

The median voter desires a declining trend in
the provision of real government services rela
tive to real GNP, but is wi1ling to devote a
growing share of society·s output to providing
those services.

We can attempt to generalize this conc1usion in

two steps. First, suppose e = O, but the govern

ment services being provided are not pure public

goods. Rather the government is providing support
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services to a (low income) target group of size

n < N. Then equations (6) and (7) become

(6.2)

and

(a-l)dJ.n(~) + (1+f3 )dJ.nP + (1+13 )dJ.n (N)'
(7 D 2)

If we assume again that ex == l and ~ == -.5, then

d~n(G/Y) == -.5 d~nP + .5 CUn(n/N) and d~n(G/Y)==

.5 d~nP + .5 d~n(n/N). If d~n(n/N) is non-nega-

tive, which I take to be the empirically relevant

case for recent history, then surely the real cost

of providing government services must rise rela

tive to real GNP (d~n(PG/Y) > O) and the sign of

d.Rn(G/Y) itself could be positive. Nate, however,

that under the assumptions now being considered,

equation (8) becomes

- • S <U nP - • S dJ. n (~) < O,

if d~n P > O and d~n(n/N) ~ O. Thus if the rela

tive income ratio (G/n)/Y.) begins below the
l.

limit value p (see the discussion of equation

(2»), it will remain below p even if the size of

the target population rises relative to the total

population. 7 Indeed, if the target group is being

allowed to increase in relative size, the tax

price rises too rapidly to prevent a decrease in

the relative real income of the target group!

Finally, suppose -l < e < O and again ex - l and

~:: -.5. Equations (6) and (7) nowbecome

-.SA dJ.nP + (l-'SA)<un(~) (6.3)
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and

(7 • 3)

with l < A < 2. Clearly, the qualitative implica

tions of equations (6.3) and (7.3) are the same as

those of (6.2) and (7.2): if the relative price of

providing government services rises, a desired in

crease in the relative size of the target popula

tion implies a rise in the share of society's out

put absorbed by the government sector, and may

even imply an increase in real government services

relative to real GNP. But again, equation (8)

would guarantee a decrease in the relative real

income of the target group. In essence, the median

voter model implies a trade-off b~tween quantity

and quaiity in the provision of government serv

ices. If we -- the electorate -- choose to provide

government services to a growing fraction of the

population, it will be at the cost of a reduction

in the relative per-capita income provided to the

target group, and will still absorb an increasing

share of society' s output.

Tt should be noted that the foregoing references

to G/n as "income" cannot be taken literally. If

the government were really providing income in the

sense of direct purchasing power (transfer pay

ments) it would be difficult to justify the claim

that d~nP > O. Without a rise in the relative

price P, equations (6) and (7) are identical and

there is no distinction between the real services

provided and the real cost of providing those

services.
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P&.......~ .......I&-.._CES AHD POLICIES

What are the factsi how do they compare with pre

dictions derived from the median voter model?8

George Breakls extensive survey of government

spending and taxing provides conclusions of spe

cial interest in light of the preceding analysis.

Break states for example that:

"The government sector is larger than it was
(just after World War II) but in many dimen
sions it has been growing recently less rapid
ly than the economy as a whole"

and

"The public sector I s share of national output
has not grown significantly since 1953 ••• "9

These facts would constitute

to the predictions of the

Break goes further:

no surprise relative

median voter model.

and

II The federal governmentls
grams have grown rapidly,
domestic program sector"

tax-transfer pro
especially in the

state and local governments have replaced
the federal government as the major partner
(in the provision of public services) 1110

Here, then, may be the clue. Aggregate government

behavior may appear to be consistent with voter

preferences while the composition of government

services is inconsistent with voter preferences.

In recent years, income-support and income-supple

ment programs have proliferated at, perhaps, accel

erating cost, while the provision of defense and

even some educational services has declined rela

tive to GNP. Indeed, Courant, Gramiich and Rubin-
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feld (1980) have found that the displeasure which'

surveyed voters express toward the size and growth

of government programs is aimed almost exclusively

at welfare programs.

Ronald Reagan's successful presidential campaign

of 1980 claimed precisely that the composition o f

government activity had strayed from voter prefer

ences: too much welfare, not enough defense. But

Reagan claimed further that the government sector

as a whole had grown more than the public wanted.

If the median voter model is both descriptive and

normative, proving that (PG/Y) has grown too rapid

ly compared to voter tastes might require fairly

subtle data measurement and econometrics.

It may also be that the median voter model is not

descriptive. If some process other than the satis

faction of voter preferences is a significant de

terminant of the level and growth of aggregate

government activity, the result rnight well be in

consistent with voter preferences. Thus the "tax

revol t" may simply be misplaced aggression: the

voters striking out where they can, whether or not

the target of their remedy is the source of their

displeasure. 11
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BorES

In this paper a relative price is always to be
understood as having the GNP deflator in its
denominator; i.e., all relative prices are de
fined relative to the aggregate price level.

2 ~ be absolutely clear, if G were all purchases
by government, real GNP, say A, would be given
by Q = C + I + G. Nominal GNP would be given by
p Q = P C + P.I + P G, where P , P. and P areq c 1 g C 1 g
tne deflators ror eons umption , investment, and
government purchases, respectively, and P is
the GNP deflator. q

3 In the notation of footnote 2, PgG wou1d be the
dollar cost of providing government services
and P Gip would measure the real cost of gov-

g q .. fh l' ·ernment serVlces ln terms o t e c alm on SOCle-
ty's output. Of course P lp = P, the relative
price level for governme~tqservices, so that PG
is the real cost as a claim on society' s out-
put.

1+ Throughout this paper, differentials of loga
rithmic expressions should be thought of as
percent changes per unit of time of the argu-

.. {} l dZment of the logarlthm, l.e., dln Z = Z dt.

5 Gramlichls mode1 comes c10ser to dealing with a
collective or public good provided for the
entire population, but with a congestion or
crowding effect. Gramlichls version of equation

{2} is Xi = G N-Ö but he concludes on empirica1
grounds that Ö == l. It is not readily apparent
that Oates I model is in all essentiai respects
equiva1ent to Gramlichts. The key to this reali
zation is Oates I footnote 10 which implies
that all the relevant variables are defined in
per-capita terms, i . e., Oates I Y and X are to
be thought of as per-capita real income and the
per-capita level of public services provided,
etc. Oates t variable E is therefore equivalent
to PG/N in the notation of this paper. See
Oates' paper.

6 See the discussions of these estimates in Gram
lichts and oates l papers in this volume. The
qualitative conclusions of this paper do not
requ·ire the exact values assumed for a and ~ .
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7 It is for this reason that the utils function,
equation (2), need not be defined for relative
income greater than p.

8 Gramlich (this volume) provides an extensive
review of the facts of this matter.

9 Both quotes from Break (1980) p. 654, paren
theses added.

10 Both quotes, ibid, p.654, parentheses added.

11 See Courant, Gramlich, Rubinfeld (1979) for a
discussion of "public Ernployee Market Power" as
the determinant of government spending.
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IO

During the past decade, the United States has

experienced widespread protests against the growth

of government and taxes and their lIintrusion II into

the private sector; in some instances these pro

tests have taken the form of "tax revol ts" result

ing in new legislation limiting the size or expan

sion of the public budget. The impression emerges

of a groundswell of public opinion directed

against an "oppressive" public sector. The new

1egis1ation and constitutiona1 amendments cur

tai1ing the activities of state and loca1 govern

ments appear to have been but a pre1ude to a

sweeping national victory for a new administration

committed to a program of dramatic cuts in the

civilian sector of the federal government. As a

recent RAND study concludes, ilA period of fisca1

containment is upon us ll (Pascal et al., 1979, p.

v) •

Whi1e there is evidence to support this impres

sion, one finds an abundance of ambiguities upon

cutting through the political rhetoric to a more

careful assessment of the U.So experience. A

number of meticulous studies of voter opinion do

not reveal a pervasive dissatisfaction with the

size and scope of the public sector. Of the many

proposals to place limits on the fiscal activities

of state and local governments I at least as many

have failed to receive the approva1 of a majority

of voters as have passed. Finally, one can make a

persuasive case that the primary motivation for

several major referenda, notably Proposition 13 in

California, was not the size of the public sector,

but rather an imbalance in the existing revenue

structure. (See, for example, Levy, 1979; and Sha

piro, Puryear, and Ross, 1979) 8 In short, a more
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careful assessment of recent U. S. fiscal experi

ence does not yield a neat, well-defined set of

conclusions~ it turns up a number of trouble

sorne, if potentially instructive, puzzles and para

doxes.

The purpose of this paper is to describe and to

try to interpret this experience. Ishall turn

first to the provocative, but elusive, issue of

what it is that the voters in the United States

seem to want. Three independent studies of prefer

ences and voting patterns in California, Michi

gan, and Massachusetts provide some intriguing

(and surprisingly consistent) insights into this

matter. A second and clasely related issue is what

the voters have in fact gotten. The striking find

ing here is the marked and somewhat bewildering

variety of fiscal-limitation measures enacted 'in

different states. Some states have introduced limi

tations on their local governments, others on both

the state and local IIfiscll~ some states have

turned to limits on public expenditures, while

others have instituted ceilings on particular

sources of revenues~ some states have chosen to

limit tax rates, others have tied the growth in

revenues or spending to inflation and population

growth, and yet others have limited the expansion

of the public sector to growth in personal income

in the state~ some states have instituted measures

that are currently binding on fiscal choices,

while in many states the limits are not, at pres

ent at least, binding constraints on budgetary

decisions. I shall try in Section 2 of the paper

simply to summarize the range of fiscal limita

tions that the various states have introduced in

recent years.
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This variety of approaehes to IIfiseal eontainment II

offers an intriguing opportunity for a cornparative

analysis of the actual effeets of the different

measures on state and loeal fiseal aetivity. AI

though it is a little early to aseertain the full

range of these effeets and to determine their

likely magni tude over the longer term, there are

already same lessons to be learned from this ex

perienee. Seetion 3, the primary foeus of this

paper, is an examination of the impaet of these

various forms of fiseal limitation on the strue

ture and funetioning of the state-Ioeal sector.

One basie eonelusian emerging from this analysis

is that these measures typically have a wide range

of effeets, many of whieh are unintended and may

run counter to the desires of those who instituted

them. Proposition 13 in California, for example,

had as its fundamental objeetive the limitation of

property taxation. While it has aehieved this

goal, it has also had the profound effeet of in

ereased eentralization of the state-Ioeal fise,

eonsisting both of a shifting of funetions from

loeal to the state government and aheavier reli

anee on state revenues. This "centralization

effeet" was not, I suspeet, either widely under

stood or neeessarily desired by most California

voters. The lesson, in brief, is that the design

of fiseal-limitation measures requires careful eon

sideration of the broader range of potential ef

feets on the strueture and working of the govern

ment seetor.

I will also suggest from a longer-term perspeetive

that measures designed to prevent growth in the

public seetor's share in the economy are likely to

beeome binding eonstraints on publie-sector aetiv

i ty even if they do not effeetively limit public

budgetary decisions at the outset . There is evi-
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dence to suggest that the desired rate of growth

in the public budget exceeds that of privat~

income. Limits that restrict the rate of budgetary

growth to that of private income are thus likely

to becorne increasingly troublesorne obstacles to

the attainment of the desired balance between

public and private econornic activity. As such,

they will generate political pressures to find

ways (perhaps quite inefficient ways) to circum-

vent these constraints and to direct more re-

sources inta the public sector.

l WBAY DO

One interpretation of the recent U. S. experience

is sirnply that the populace is expressing its

opposition to the historically growing share of

the public sector in the economy. As Table l indi

cates, from 1929 to 1975, public expenditure as a

fraction of gross national product grew steadily;

over this period, the total public budget grew

from about one-tenth to one-third of the U.S.

GNP.l It is this growth in spending and the asso

ciated tax burden that, under this interpretation,

constitute the basic source of the fiscal-limita

tion movement. People feel that government has

become "too big" el

Even were this relatively simplistic view correct,

it leaves unanswered some fundamental questions.

Is voter dissatisfaction the result of a perceived

excessively high level of public services or, al

ternatively, of a sense of waste and the resulting

conviction that the public budget can be cut signi

ficantly without a noticeable reduction in service

levels? Three detailed survey studies of voter

preferences in the states of California, Michigan,
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b1e 1 Gove nt E:xpen . ure as Percentage

o u.s. Gross tiona1 Pr uet

Total
Calendar puhlic
year Federal State Local sector

1929 2.5 2.0 5.3 9.9

1939 9.8 4.1 5.3 19.2

1949 16.0 3.4 3.5 23.0

1954 19.1 3.5 4.0 26.5

1959 18.7 3.8 4.4 26.9

1964 18.6 4.3 4.8 27.7

1969 20.1 5.3 501 30.5

1974 21.2 6.0 502 32.4

1975 23.3 6.3 5.3 34.9

1979 21.5 5.9 4.7 32.0

1980 (est.) 22.1 5.8 4.5 32.4

Note: Government expenditure from own funds as measured in
the National Income and Product Accounts. The federal share
includes Social Security (OASDHI) and all federal aid to
state and local governments.

Source: Advisory Commission on Intergovernmental Relations
(Oct., 1980), pp. 4-5.

and Massachusetts have turned up similar findings

on this matter. All three studies find that voters

seem basica11y satisfied with existing 1evels of

public outputs with one important exception: a

desire for reduced spending on public welfare.

In Michigan, Courant, Gramlich, and Rubinfe1d

(1980) conducted a survey of voters fo11owing pas

sage of the Head1ee Arnendment in November 1979, a

measure that limits the growth of both state and

10cal revenues. As indicated in Table 2, for every

expenditure category but public welfare, more

survey respondents indicated a desire for higher
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ab1e 2 Pref rences for Spendinq by Program Are

All 2001 Respondents

Program No re- Mean strong
area Less Same More l More 2 sponse preferences

Police/
Fire 63 1163 97 615 58 .282

Welfare
spending 1262 499 44 127 69 -.587

School
spending 296 882 108 635 80 .176

College
spending 196 977 126 545 157 .189

Road
maintenance 120 824 295 698 64 .298

Parks and
recreation 209 1117 145 485 45 .141

Notes:

l. The column More 1 indicates the number of respondents who
favored increased spending, but answered no to the question "If
your taxes need to be raised to pay for the additional expendi
tures for (ProRram), would you still favor an increase in spend
ing in this area?" The column headed More 2 gives the number of
peop~e who responded yes to this question.

2. ''Mean strong preferences" is derived by assigning a value of
minus one to those who desired less spending, zero to those who
wanted the same or ''More 1", and one to those who chose ''More 2".

Source: Courant, Gramiich, and Rubinfeld (1980, p.3).

levels of spending (to be supported by more taxes)

than those wishing a reduction. Although interpre

tation of this kind of survey data is fraught with

difficulties, the impression that emerges from the

Michigan studyas a whole is that the support of

fiscal-limitation measures there largely reflects

(along with some dissatisfaction over welfare

spending) the perception that tax cuts can be

achieved without serious reductions in public serv

ices.
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Citrin (1979) offers some similar findings from

polIs in California at the time of Proposition 13

(June 1978) D The electorate in California tended

to favor more public spending on police and fire

protection, mental health programs, and _public

s chools; the desire for less spending centered on

expenditures for welfare, public housing, and,

especially, city and county administration. The

last item on this list suggests that, as in Mich

igan, the voters in California were concerned with

waste and inefficiency in government. Citrin found

that "On the eve of the vote on Proposition 13,

fully 38 percent of the California electorate be

lieved that state and local governments could pro

vide the same level of services as previously with

a 40 percent reduction in their budget" (p. 115).

The inescapable conclusion is that a large frac

tion of the electorate perceives, not that levels

of public services are excessive, but rather that

revenues flowing into the public sector are sub

stantially greater than necessary to provide-exist

ing levels of services.

A study by Ladd and Wilson (1983) in Massachusetts

reiterates these results. Following the December

1980 enactment of Proposition 2 1/2 to restrict

Iocal property taxation and introduce certain

other budgetary reforms, a survey of voters re

vealed that (as in Michigan and California) resi

dents were generally content with existing levels

of services wi th the exception again of a desire

for reduced expenditure for public welfare. Al

though there existed some sense that Proposition

2 1/2 could entail service cuts, the prevailing

view seemed to be that such cuts would be modest

and would not affect "basic services '-'. Moreover ,

survey respondents indicated their perception that

Massachusetts government is both inefficient and
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corrupt, and that budgetary cutbacks would be larg

ely absorbed with little impact on levels of serv

ices.

The three studies thus reach quite similar find

ings concerning voters' views on the general ade

quacy of service levels and the belief that (at

least IIbasic ll
) service levels can be maintained in

the face of budget cuts. However, these measures

also involved elements of tax reform and here

there is somewhat more diversity in response to

interstate differences in tax structure.. In Cali

fornia, for example, one can make a persuasive

case for the view that the wish for a reduced

reliance on property taxation was, far and away,

the dominant force behind Proposition 13. The ex

plicit purpose of Proposition 13 was to reduce

property taxation and this it accomplished effec

tively by limiting property tax rates to one per

cent of assessed valuation and by placing string

ent limits on the growth of assessed valuation

(see Oakland, 1979).

The need for such arneasure relates peculiarly

to the California land rnarket and fiscal institu

tions. In particular , dramatic increases in hous

ing prices in California, coupled with an effi

cient assessment mechanism, generated enormous

increases in the residential tax base.. This in

itself, however, need not be the source of increas

ed tax payments by owners of residential property~

in principle, the nominal tax rate could simply

decline wi th the growing tax base such that tax

bills would remain unchanged. But this didn't

happen in California for two reasons .. First, the

market value of commercial-industrial property did

not growas rapid ly as that of residentiai proper

ty so' that the share of the local property tax
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liability falling on horne owners inereased. And

second, beeause of the specific form of the state

aid formula for edueation grants, inereases in .the

loeal tax base generated large reduetions in state

grants-in-aid to loeal school distriets. Conse

quently, inereased local revenues were needed to

offset the loss in state aid. From this perspee

tive, Proposition 13 can be interpreted as a move

ment to eut off the continuing esealation of the

relianee on taxation of residential property and

to restore the earlier balance between propert y

taxation and other sources of revenue in the state

(Levy, 1979: oates, 1979; Shapiro, Puryear, and

Ross, 1979). Subsequent events provide some addi-

tional support for this view. In June 1980, over

60 percent of California voters rejected Proposi

tion 9, aproposal that would have cut state

income tax rates in hal f and indexed the lower

rates to changes in the price level.

The interpretation of the fiscal-limitation "move

ment" thus appears to involve considerably more

than simply a sense that the governrnent sector is

too large o vfuile there seems to be a pervasive

dissatisfaction with existing welfare programs,

the levels of most other public services are not

perceived as excessive. The primary concern ap

pears to be one of waste in the public sector. At

the same time, the focus in several states has

been a restructuring of the state and loeal reve-

nue systems to reduee the role of property taxes.

As the next section of this paper indicates, the

form that this movement has taken varies in quite

striking ways aeross the different states • Some

have limited overall spending on revenue growth

and others have fixed tax rates; some have placed

limits solely on their local governments, while

others have ehosen to restrict budgets at both
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state and loca1 levels . The receptiveness of the

e1ectorates of the various states to these. meas

ures has 1ikewise exhibited wide variation. The

heavy support for Proposition 13 in California

generated attention and interest throughout the

world. Yet in 1980, there were similar proposals

on the ballots of five other states (Arizona,

Nevada, Oregon, South Dakota, and Utah)~ like Pro

position 13, these measures wou1d have limited the

rate of property taxation to one percent of market

value and would have rolled back assessment lev

els. All five proposals were defeated. Like most

other "movements ", the fiscal-limi tation cause ap

pears to encompass a somewhat disparate set of

objectives with the relative emphasis and extent

of support ranging marked1y from the particu1ar

circumstances and voters in one state to the

next. 2

2 VIlA'!' Dm THE VorERS GEr?

Fiscal limitations in the United States are not an

invention of the 1970·s. In fact, tax revolts have

a rich history in the United States dating back to

the Boston Tea Party in 1773. 3 However, the past

decade distinguishes itself both by the number and

character of the new measures to restrict the pub

lic budget. 4 Earlier limitations were primarily

state-leve1 restrictions on the fisca1 activities

of their local governments (typically limits on

property taxation) . 'In contrast, in 1976, New

Jersey introduced the first limitation on expendi

tures by its state government. As Table 3 indi

cates, New Jersey was irnrnediately fol1owed by a

number of other states~ fiscal-1imitation measures

present1y exist at the state 1evel in eighteen

states . These measures take the form of restric-
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tians on the annual rate of growth of either the

public revenues or expenditures~ they limit this

growth to the rate of increase in _personal income

(the most common ceiling), the sum of the rates of

population growth and inflation, or some fixed

percentage (e.g., 7 percent in Colorado). In addi

tion, since 1978, nine states have chosen to index

their state income taxes against changes in the

price level.

It is interesting to campare the relative restric

tiveness and long-term implications of these alter

native ceilings on budgetary growth. By defini

tion, the rate of growth of nominal income can be

approximated as the sum of three components:

G
Y

G + G + Gr n p
(l )

where

G Rate of growth of nominal income
y

G Rate of growth of real incorne per capita
r

G = Rate of growth of population
n

G = Rate of price inflation.
p

From (l), it is clear that a "cap" on the rate of

budgetary growth equal to the rate of growth in

nominal income is less restrictive than the Cali

fornia and Nevada measures that limit fiscal expan

sion to the sum of population growth and inflation

(the latter two terms in (l»). The income limit,

in principle, restricts growth in the public

budget to that in the econorny as a whole so that

the share in the econorny of the public sector (or

the state sector in this case) cannot expand.
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Recent State Tax Reductions, Budgetary L·· ta-

tions. and IndeIation of Indi idua1 In Taxes

Ad hoc tax reductions Indexation
of Tax and

State Personal General individual spending
and region income tax sales tax income tax lids

Total 36 22 9 18

New England
Connecticut X ('77)
Maine X ('79) X (' 79)
Massachusetts X ('80)
New Hampshire
Rhode Island S ('77)
Vermont X. ('7R) X ('7R)

Mideast
Delaware C ('80)
District of X ('78, '79)
Columbia
Maryland X ( '77 , 'RO) X ('RO)
New Jersey X ('78) S ('76)
New York X ('78, '79) X ('77, '79, 'RO)
Pennsylvania

Great Lakes
Illinois
Indiana
Michigan C ('78)
Ohio X ('79)
Wisconsin X ('79, '80) X ('79, '80) 1979

Plains
Iowa X (' 80) 1979
Kansas
Minnesota X ('79, '80) 1979
Missouri C ('80)
Nebraska X ('79) X ('79)
North Dakota X ('79)
South Dakota

Southeast
Alabama
Arkansas X ('80)
Florida
Georgia
Kentucky X ('RO)
Louisiana X (' 80) X (' 80) S ('79)
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Table 3, cont.

Ad hoc tax reductions Indexation
of Tax and

State 'Personal General individual spending
and region income tax sales tax incorne tax lids

Southeast (cont.)
Mississippi X ('80)
North Carolina X ('78, '80)
South Carolina 1980 S (' 80)
Tennessee C ('78)
Virginia
West Virginia X ('RO)

Southwest
Arizona X ('79, '80) 1978 C ('78)
New Mexico X ( , 77 , '80)
Oklahoma
Texas X ('79) C ('78)

Rocky Mountain
Colorado X ('78, '79, '80) X ('78, '80) 1978 S ('77)
Idaho S (' RO)
Montana X ('78, '80) 19RO
Utah X (' 80) S ('79)
Wyoming

Far ~.Jest

California X ('79) 1976 C ('79)
Nevada X ('80) S ('79)
Oregon X (' 80) 1979 S (' 80)
Washington X ('79, '80) S ('79)
Alaska X ('79 ~ '80)
Hawaii X ('77,'78) C ('76)

S Statutory

C Constitutional

Note: X inclicates a major tax decrease, i.e., a decrease in excess
of 10 percent of the economic growth of the tax.

Source: ACIR staff.
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The California-Nevada cap, in contrast, places a

potential ceiling on real expenditure (revenues)

per capita equal to the level existing at the time

of adoption of the measure; with any positive

growth in real income per capita, the share of the

state sector in the state economy will decline. 5

I stress that these are "potential" ceilings.

There are, in fact, various loopholes involving

the ways in which expenditures or revenues are

defined. Spending financed by federal aid, for

example, is typically excluded from the cap. More

over, all of these limitations can be suspended in

a "fiscal emergency" with the consent of some

specified majority of the state legislature.

As noted earlier, ~tate fiscal limitations on

local governments have a substantiai history in

the United States ; they are also much more wide

spread than caps on the state governments. Table 4

summarizes these limitations. Since property tax

ation is historically the primary souree of loeal

revenues, most of the restrictions are on either

property tax rates or levies. As is evident in

Table 4, the majority of states have some sort of

limit on property taxation in their eounties, muni

cipalities, and school distriets. These frequently

take the form of c~ilings on tax rates. Rate limi

tations, however, may not mean much where local

assessors are in a position to vary the effeetive

sales-assessment ratio; by assessing properties at

alarger fraction of their market value, assessors

can inerease the revenues produced by a given

nominal tax rate. Some states have tried to elose

off this means of circumventing rate limits (as

weIl as revenue growth from inereased market

value) through the adoption of "full disclosure"

procedures; such proeedures provide taxpayers with
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an analysis of revenue ehanges that effeetively

alloeates the inerement in revenues between ehang

es in the tax base and adjustments in the tax

rate. 6

While Table 4 indieates the pervasive character of

fiscal limitations on loeal governments, it masks

their great variety. Some states, for example,

have enacted a flat percentage ceiling on the

annual increase in each local governmentls proper

ty tax revenues (e . g., 5 percent in New Mexico);

others have placed limits on property-tax rates

(one of the most stringent being California's eeil

ing of a one-percent tax rate on property combined

with a eeiling on assessment increases for unsold

property of 2 percent per year). Finally, states

like Montana rely on full-disclosure laws that

require newspaper advertising and special public

hearings when property-tax levies are to be in

creased in excess of same specified increment.

These cases only begin to suggest the wide varia

tion in U.S. fiscal-limitation measures. Within

these general classifieations, the particular form

and the degree of restrictiveness of these meas

ures differ markedly from state to state.

3

The professed objectives of the various provisions

for fiscal containment have typically been the

limitation of the size or growth of the public

budget and/or a reduced reliance on property tax

ation. The initial issue of interest is the extent

to which these measures have had their "direet" or

"intended ll effects on budgetary size or growth and

on levels of property taxes. However, most of the

limiting statutes or constitutional amendments
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"'"

January 1, 1981

Overalla Specifica Property Overall Limit on
property property tax Overall expen- assess- Full Date of most
tax rate tax rate levy revenue diture ment in- dis- recent action

States limit limit limit limit limit creases c10sure (Noted with *)

Total 12 31 20 3 6 4 8

Alabama CMS* CMS 1978
Alaska M M* Amended 1975
Arizona CMS* CM* CMS* CMS* 1980
Arkansas CMS CMS* 1980

~

California CMS CMS* CMS 1979 o
ro

Co10rado CS CM* Passed 1956/Amend.1976
Connecticut --
Delaware b CS* 1972
District

of Columbia
Florida CMS CMS* CMS 1980

Georgia CMS* 1874, 1945
Hawaii C* 1976
Idaho CMS* CMS 1978
Illinois CMS* Continua1
Indiana CM CMS* 1979

Iowa CMS S CMS* 1977
Kansas CM CM* S 1973
Kentucky CMS CMS* 1979
Louisiana CMS CMS* 1978
Maine Repealed 1978

Maryland CM* 1977
Massachusetts CMS* CMS 1980



Michigan
Minnesota
Mississippi

Missouri
Montana
Nebraska
Nevada
New Hampshire

New Jersey
New Mexico
New York
North Carolina
North Dakota

Ohio
Oklahoma
Oregon
Pennsylvania
Rhode Island

South Carolina
South Dakota
Tennessee
Texas
Utah

Vermont
Virginia
Washington
West Virginia
Wisconsin
Wyoming

CMS

CMS

CMS
CMS*

CMS
CMS*

CMS
CMS*

CMS
CMS
CMS

CMS
CMS*
CM*
CMS*

CMS*

S
CMS*

CMS
CMS

CMS
CMS*
CMS
CMS*

CMS*
CM*

CMS*

C*
CMS*

CMS*

CMS

CMS*

CMS*

CM*

CMS*

CMS*

CM*

MS*

s

CMS*

CMS*

CMS*
CMS*

CM*

1978
1973/Amend. 1979
1958

1980
1979
1979
1979

1976
1979
1938, 1949/Amend. 1953
1973/Amend. 1975
Amended 1975

1925
1955/Amend. 1965
1979
1949, 19'5/Amend. 1971
Repealed 1973

1976
Amended 1977, 1978
1979
1978
1979

1975
1971, 1977
1939, 1949
1973, 1975
Amended 1979

I-'
o
\O

c = County M = Municipal S = School district

a Overall limits refer to limits on the aggregate tax rate of all local government. Specific rate limits refer to
limits on individua1 types of 10cal governments or limits on narrow1y defined services' (excluding debt). States
such as Alaska, where there is on1y one type of local government, have been included under specific limits.

b Single county.

Source: ACIR staff/C. Richardson.
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have other potentially important effects on the

functioning of the state-local sector, often "indi

rect II or "unintended" effects that did not figure

in the design of the measures. These include an

impact on the public work force and wages, on the

distribution of income, on the composition of the

public budget, on the relative roles of the differ

ent levels of government, and on the allocation of

certain activities between the private and public

sectors. In short, the attempts to limit budgets

and property taxation have introduced a number of

potentially interesting and important side effects

on the structure and operation of the public sec

tor. Ishall consider each of these effects in

turn.

(a) Limitation of budgetary size or growth: The

most publicized objective of the "tax revolt" in

the United States has been to contain the size of

the public budget. As we have seen, however, it is

not entirely clear what the "representative citi

zen" has in mind. There does not appear to be a

general consensus that levels of public services

are excessive (with the exception, perhaps, of

certain purely redistributive programs). The sense

seems rather that sufficient waste or fat exists

in the public budget such that substantial cuts in

spending can be achieved with little effect on

levels of services. (Whether or not this is true

is, of course, another matter.) Whatever the per

ceptions of voters, however, we can examine the

actualar potential effects of the measures that

have been introduced.

There are two general approaches to the problem.

First we can explore the historical effects of

fiscal limitations to try to discern how much they

have constrained the growth in public budgets.
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Second we can seek some longer-term predictions of

their likely effects on public expenditures and

revenues. Ishall employ both approaches. Although

i t would be desirable to rely primarily on the

analysis of actual experience with these measures,

many of the fiscal-limitation programs (particular

ly those restricting state budgets) are so recent

in origin that i t is hard to determine their ef

fects. In fact, most of the containment measures

at the state level do not even appear, so far, to

be binding constraints on the states . Consequent

ly I I shall supplement the treatment of existing

measures with some admittedly rather conjectural

analysis of likely effects over the longer term.

As Table 3 indicated earlier, eighteen states have

nowadopted limitations on state-level expendi

tures or revenues. Since most of these provisions

are only a few years old, their long-run impact

has not yet manifested itself. But these measures

have generated some interesting shorter-run re

sponses. In particular, there often exist mecha

nisms for circumventing the limits. In New Jersey,

for example, the limitation on the growth of ex

penditures financed from the general fund explicit

ly excludes revenues from the new state personal

income tax (the revenues from which are not part

of the general fund). In Colorado, where the 7

percent limit on the growth of general-fund expend

i tures is potentially highly restrictive at cur

rent rates of inflation, certain sources of Il ear-

marked Il funds are not

evidence suggests some

vers to avoid fiscal

subject to the limit. The

scope for budgetary maneu

containment. The short-run

effects appear, on the whole, not to have been

very restrictive on the states. However, as Gold

points out, "The effects of state limitations are

extremely variable. The limits are too new to
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be able to say much about their actual effects.

In most cases, spending or revenue was not

very close to the limit in its first year of

operation, but it appeared very possible that the

limit could be binding within a few years if past

trends continued" (p. 17).

It would be useful to supplement this impressionis

tic evidence with more systematic statistical ana

lysis. At this point the best that can be done is

a crude test involving a comparison of the rates

of growth in state-government tax revenues in

those states with fiscal-limitation measures with

those without such constraints.

The test is a simple comparison of means treating

the eighteen states from Table 3 wi th 1imitation

measures as one sample and the remaining states as

the other. 8 The results indicated that, on aver

age, states with limitation provisions experienced

a growth in state tax revenues of 7.8 percent from

1979 to 1980, while those without such provisions

increased tax revenues, on average, by 8.1 per

cent. Although the mean for the limitation sample

is less - than that for the non-limitation sample,

the difference is quite small -- far too small to

reject the nu1l hypothesis of equa1 means at any

reasonable level of confidence. These findings are

thus consistent wi th the view that, as of 1980 I

the constraints on state-government budgets have

not, on average, been very effective in holding

back the growth in public revenues. I emphasize,

however, the crude character of this test and the

need both for the proper data covering a longer

time span and for more refined multiple-regression

analysis to control for the effects of the other

determinants of budgetary growth.
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There has been a eonsiderably longer experienee

with fiseal limitations on loeal governments. As

noted earlier, fiscal restrietions on loeal govern

ments have typieally taken the form of limits on

property taxation -- either of rates or levels of

revenues. Only two states, New Jersey and Arizona,

have adopted spending limits on their loeal govern

ments. MQreover, both the form and degree of re

strictions on property taxation throughout the

states vary enormously~ they range from outright

freezes on tax rates in Indiana (1973-1977) and a

tax rate eeiling with eontrolled growth of assess

ments in California, to far less restrietive meas

ures that permit large inereases in property-tax

revenues (e.g., Wisconsin) or simply require "full

diselosure" proeedures (e.g., Montana) for increas

es in property-tax levies.

It is not an easy matter to distill this varied

experience into a set of unambiguous conelusions

on the effects of fiscal limitations. But some

attempts have been made. One strand of research

consists of some mul tiple-regression studies that

explore the effeet of fiscal limitations on local

government expenditure. Although the findings of

these studies are not wholly consistent, they seem

to suggest only a very limited effect, if any, in

restricting spending.. An ACIR effort (1977), con

sisting of a cross-sectional study of limits on

general-purpose governments in 1974, found the

presence of property-tax limitat~ons to be assoei

ated with a reduction of 6 - 8 pereent in "loeal

own-source per capita expenditures". This does

not, however, imply a reduction in spending from

all sources. In fact, the ACIR found no signifi

eant association between state-loeal spending per

capita and the presence or absence of fiseal limi

tations on loeal governmentso other cross-sec-
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tiona1 regression studies, one of school distriets

by Wilken and Callahan (1978) and one of forty-one

large U.S. eities by Inman (1979) found no signifi

cant effects on spending from loeal property-tax

limits. We must, however, be cautious about the

reliability of these results (see Gold, 1980, pp.

26-28). Not only are the data subjeet to some

serious defieiencies, but the studies typieally

use simply a dummy variable to indieate whether or

not some sort of limit exists7 they do not try to

measure the potential restrietiveness of the var

iety of limitation measures in use.

Looking at individual cases can be instruetiveo

The State of Indiana, for example, adopted in 1973

a very stringent restrietion on loeal property

taxation: a freeze on the tax rate in eities and

counties with no revaluation of existing property.

In eonsequenee, city and eounty property-tax reve

nues rose only slightly from 1973 to 1977. Yet

expenditures grew at a rate roughly in line with

the country as a whole. Indiana loeal governments

were apparently able to generate sufficient addi

tiona1 revenues from inereased state aid, a heav

ier reliance on charges and fees, and the introdue

tion in some counties of 10eal income taxes, to

offset the loss of property-tax revenues.

The experience among loeal governrnents is qui te

diverse, and I am hesitant to suggest any sweeping

conelusions. But the evidence does seem to indi

cate that restrictions on loeal property taxation

alone are not a reliable means to hold down local

government expenditure. This has been true in part

beeause of easy access to "over-ride" mechanisms

or various exemptions that provide ways to circum

vent existing limitation measures. But it is also

true that a restriction on a single revenue source
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at one level of government in a federal system is

unlikely to present a serious obstacle to contin

ued budgetary growth. Other revenue sources, in

tergovernmental aid, or shifts of functions among

levels of government are all easily accessible

means to offset the impact of such restrictions on

public-sector growth. Limitations on property tax

ation may reduce reliance on property taxation7

they need not, however, constrain spending.

This leaves us with the more difficult and potenti

ally more important issue of the longer-term ef

fects of limitation measures on state levels of

expenditure. The U.S. experience with these limita

tions iS g as we have noted, too brief to reach any

real conclusions on the basis of historical exper

ience. However, we may be able to make some edu

cated judgments about the longer rune

Let us consider the most widespread of the state

Iimitation measures: a ceiling on the growth in

public spending equal to the growth in personal

income. Are such limits likely to become a seri

ous, binding constraint on the government sector?

Gald suggests one approach to answering this ques

tion: a comparison of the projected rate of growth

of tax revenues (on the assumption of unchanged

tax rates) with growth in income. In short, he

exarnines the income elasticity of the tax system

in each state. 9 If the elasticity is less than

unity, then the "automatic" rate of growth in tax

revenues will be less than the rate of growth of

incomeo In this case, taxes as a percent of income

will tend to decline, implying that the limitation

on expenditures will not constrain budgetary

growth. Since about one-third of the states have

tax structures with income elasticities less than

one (and several of these have enacted fiscal-limi-
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tation measures}, Gold suggests that in a number

of states the ceiling on expenditure growth may

never become an effective constraint. At the same

time, the revenue systems of several other states

exhibit income elasticities well in excess of

unitYi in these states, projected revenues will

tend to grow at a rate in excess of that of state

revenue. In these instances, the analysis implies

that the limitation provision will become a bind

ing constraint and will require an explicit budge

tary response such as a tax rebate. Gold's examina

tion of the measured elasticities suggests that,

for roughly half of the states that enacted budge

tary limitations on their state governments, the

limits are not likely to become a constraint on

the growth in spending.

The Go1d approach is useful in that it indicates

the circumstances under which a government will

have to undertake explicit fiscal measures to

comply with the limit on budgetary growth. How

ever, i t really does not tell us whether or not

the limit is a binding constraint, for (as Gold

notes) revenue growth is the sum of automatic

increases in tax receipts from the growth in nomi

nal income and changes in receipts from discretio

nary adjustments in tax rates. The real question

is whether or not the existing limit on growth

keeps automatic plus discretionary revenues be10w

what they otherwise would have been. And an exami

nation of tax elasticities obviously cannot tell

us this. In fact, tax e1asticities may tell us

very little about future revenue growthi in an

earlier study of the decade of the 1960's, my own

results (Oates, 1975) suggest that the elasticity

of the revenue systern had only a very small ro1e

in explaining differentials in budgetary growth

both at the state and city leve1. 10
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Al ternatively , we can try to project the rate of

increase of the desired level of public expendi

ture compared to that of income. While such projec

tions are obviously a tricky matter, they may

provide some insights. Suppose that a "representa

tive voter" has a demand function for public serv

ices of the formll

_yUp8
JA t t'

where

X Level of public services demanded at time t
t

Y
t

Real income

( 2 )

Price of public outputs
price of private goods). A,
stants.

(relative
u and ~,

to the
are con-

Pt is understood here to be the tax-price of

public outputs for our representative voter and is

measured relative to the price of private goods.

Taking logs and differentiating with respect to

time, we find that the desired rate of growth of

public output for our voter is

(3 )

where

x = (dX/dt) and so on. His desired expenditure at

time t, Et' is (assuming a balanced budget)

(4 )

or, again taking logs and differentiating with

respect to time,
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(5 )

Substituting (X/X) from (3) into (5) yields

.
E
E

fl e
p y

(l+~) P + a y. (6)

Equation {6} indicates our voter's desired rate of

growth in the public budget.

The magnitude of (E/E) depends on four variables

and parameters: the rates of growth of real income

per capi ta ('y /Y) and of the relative price of

public services (p/p), and the price and income

elasticities of demand (~ and a, respectively). We

have available from a variety of sources estimated

values for these determinants of (E/E). Several

demand studies of state and local expenditure,

making use of multiplicative demand functions like

that adopted here, have produced estimates of the

price and income elasticities of demand for vari

ous state and local services (see, for example,

Bergstrom and Goodman, 1973, and Peterson, 1975).

~st of these studies estimate a value for the

income elasticity of demand somewhat be10w unity

for non-edueational services (a typical a is

around 0.7), and a little over unity for eduea

tion. Suppose that we take unityas a representa

tive value of a. 12 It is then clear from (6) that

the answer to our question depends on the sign o f

the first-term on the right hand side of the equa

tion: if (1+f3) (p/p) is positive, (E/E) will exceed

(Y/Y) and conversely.

With regard to (p/p), there is a substantial liter

ature suggesting that over the long haul the unit

eost of public services is likely to rise relative
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to the cost of private goods (see Baumo1, 1967;

Bradford et al., 1969; and Baumol and Oates,

1972). In brief, the contention is that public

services such as education, where the labor input

is often an integral part of the service, possess

less potential for continued technological pro

gress than output in much of the private sector

(particularly in manufacturing and agriculture).

Consequently, the unit cost of these services

tends to rise over time relative to the unit cost

of private output, with the estimates of this

differential in the annua1 change in costs ap

pearing to be roughly 2 to 3 percent. 13

A rising relative tax-price of public services

need not, of course, induce an expansion in the

public budget. If the demands of voters are price

e1astic, the response will be a reduction in

public outputs sufficient to induce a net contrac

tian in public spending. But on this issue, the

findings of nearly all the demand studies are

consistent: the demand for state and 10eal serv

ices appears to be high1y price inelastic wi th a

typical estimate on the order of -0.4. The implica

tian is that the term (1+f3 )(P/P) is positive and

probab1y of a substantial magnitudei our typical

values suggest that (E/E) may exceed (y/y) by

something on the order of one to two percentage

points per annum.

The procedure that has led to this result is

surely subject to some important reservations

based on its highly aggregative charaeter, the

uncertainty surrounding the particu1ar functional

form and parameter estimates , the view of public

services as "technological laggards II, and finally

the implicit assumption that the course of the

public budget over time ref1ects the demand of a
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"representative voter". On this last matter, Bren-

nan and Buchanan (1977) argue that "Leviathan"

charts his own course and produces a growing

budget in excess of, and in spite of, the prefer-

ences of the electorate. I do not, however find

the Leviathan model very compelling; it is my

sense that political competition, especially over

the longer term, will prevent the balance between

the private and public sectors from getting too

far out of line. If this is true, the analysis

here suggests that in the long run desired public

spending is likely to grow at a more rapid rate

than total income. 8uch a conclusion suggests that

fiscal limits constraining the share of the public

sector to its existing size will indeed become

binding , and, perhaps more important, will gener

ate political forces to circumvent these limits

and restore the desired balance between the pri

vate and public sectors of the economy.14

(b) Reduced Reliance on Property Taxation: There

is no doubt that several of the measures to re

strict property taxation have achieved their objec

tive~ In the most publicized case of California,

the limit of one-percent on the tax rate, combined

with a rollback and control of assessments, cut

property-tax revenues in half in its first year of

existence. (Estimates suggest that these revenues

were only about 45 percent of their predicted

level in the absence of Proposition 13.) Likewise,

the freezing of property-tax rates in Indiana in

1973 permitted very little growth in revenues from

this source from 1973 to 1977.

A typical (and largely intended) response to these

restrictions has been an increased diversification

of local revenue systems. Local governments in sev

eral states (e.g., cities in Arizona and Colora-
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do, and cities and counties in Kansas) have turned

to aheavier reliance on sales taxation; in Indi

ana and Ohio, same local governments have adopted

income taxes. In addition, limits on property tax

ation have encouraged a much wider employment of

user fees for such things as libraries, recreatio

nal facilities, educational programs, trash collec

tion, and even fire protection (Menchik and Pas

cal, 1980). Finally, as noted earlier, increases

in state aid have, in same instances, largely

filled the gap from reduced property-tax revenues.

It would be erroneous to conclude, however, that

nearly all the states have enaeted effective meas

ures to limit property taxation. Many of the lim

i ts have not been very restrictive at all. Go1d

suggests that limitations on property taxation

were 1argely ineffective in California (prior to

Proposition 13 in 1978), Florida, Iowa, and Wiscon

sin. In same instances, seerningly strict limita

tions have been undermined by crucial exemptions

of parts of the budget or by over-ride mechanisms

that permit easy circumvention of the restriction.

Where these measures have been effective, however,

they have fostered the adoption of other forms of

local taxatian and increased state assistance. In

consequence, property-tax l imi tations appear not,

in thernselves, to have generated a serious obsta

eIe to eontinued budgetary growth by Ioeal govern

ments. IS

(c) Vertical Structure in the Federal System:

WhiIe Proposition 13 may have had its intended

effeet of a redueed ro1e for property taxation, it

has also had an important (and IargeIy negIected)

impact on the degree of eentralization in the

state-loea1 sector in California. The severe re

striction on the prirnary source of 10ea1 tax rev-
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enues prompted a response at the state level in

the form of more fiscal assistance to local govern

ments. In fact, during the year imrnediately follow

ing the enactment of Proposition 13, a large ac

cumulation of past state surpluses permitted the

state to fill most of the revenue loss at the

local level. But state aid comes rarely without

some encroachment on local prerogatives. Moreover,

part of the response in California has been an

explicit shift of certain functions from the local

to the state level. The state now supports most of

county health and welfare costs and has increased

greatly its share of state-local spending on educa

tion. Much of this is not necessarily undesirable;

a good case, for example, can be made for reliev

ing local governments of the primary responsibil

ity for explicitly redistributive programs like

welfare (see Oates, 1972, Chapter l).

The more general point, however, is that effective

constraints at one point or level within a federal

system will generate pressures within the public

sector as a whole that are likely to call forth

responses elsewhere in the system. Fiscal-contain

ment measures directed at local governments (like

property-tax limits) will tend to enlarge the role

of the state governrnent in relation to its locali

ties giving rise to an increased degree of centra

lization in the public sector. While this need not

be detrimental to the performance of the govern

ment sector, such effects on fiscal structure

should be explicitly recognized as potentially im

portant consequences of the introduction of fiscal

limitations. Certain measures may, of course,

reduce rather than increase the extent of centrali

zation; this may be the case in Michigan, where it

appears that the constraints imposed on the state
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government may prove to be more restrietive than

those on loeal governments.

(d) Making Public Services Private: In addition

to their effect on the balanee within the govern

ment sector, fiscal limitations may induce a shift

in the provision of some services from the public

to the private sector . There are certain services

like refuse collection that are presently provided

publicly in some local jurisdictions in the United

States and privately (typically through a contract

to a private firm) in others. To the extent that

fiscal limitations are an effective constraint on

budgetary size, we can expect a shift toward pri

vate supply of these services. In the summer of

1978, for example, directly after the enactment of

Proposition 13, California made widespread cut

backs in summer-school programs; private summer

schools, some for profit and others not, came

quickly into existence to provide summer education

programs. 16

(e) Effects on Public Employrnent and Wages: Since

salaries and fringe benefits constitute roughly 80

percent of state and local budgets, any binding

limitations on state and local spending are sure

to affect levels of compensation and employment in

the public sector. The precise pattern of these

effects is less clear, but a few tendencies have

emerged. Since it is often politically difficult

to fire public employees, a typical short-run re

sponse to fiscal pressures is to institute a

freeze on public- sector wages and on hiring. The

needed budgetary reductions are then achieved

through normal attrition in the public labor force

and agradual reduction in real wages through

price inflation. In California, for example, in

the first year following the enactment of Proposi-
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tion 13, there occurred an 8 percent reduction in

public employment; very little of this was the

result of layoffs (Menchik and Pascal, 1980, p.

18). The difficulty with a primary re1iance on

attrition is an arbitrary pattern of cutbacks in

levels of public services; a particu1ar agency' s

loss in staff depends not on the relative demand

for its services but upon the age and skill distri

bution of its employees. Since libraries, for in

stance, tend to have a relatively aged workforce,

library services will contract when those who

retire are not replaced.

A second cancern is the composition of the public

labor force. The government sector in the Uni ted

States has, in recent years at least, provided a

disproportionately large share of ernployment for

minority groups. In most large U.S. cities the

public-sector workforce includes twice the frac

tion of minority employees as elsewhere in the

econorny. Few of these minority workers have much

seniority. Because of civil service regulations

and union agreements, they are typically the first

to be disrnissed in times of fiscal stress. This

tendency was apparent in the fiscal crisis in New

York City, where reductions in jobs cut deeply

into the employment of blacks and Spanish-speaking

workers (Peterson, 1976, p. 114). Over the longer

term as weIl, a reduction in public-sector employ

ment may slow the absorption of minor ity workers

into the econorny.

The empirical question remains as to the extent to

which recently enacted fiscal-limitation measures

have, in fact, constrained growth in public employ

ment and earnings. I noted earlier in the section

on budgetary growth that the data on the change in

state government tax revenues from 1979 to 1980
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(a1though far from a ful1y satisfactory measure)

do not suggest that existing restrictions have

serious1y retarded budgetaryexpansion. Avai1able

data permi t a similar test for public employment

and earnings. More specifically, I again used

Table 3 to divide the states in the DoS into two

samples: one consisting of the 18 states that have

enaeted fiscal-containment provisions at the state

level and the other including the remaining 32

states with no such restrictions on their state

government. For each state, I calculated the per

centage increase in the number of full-time em

ployees at the state level and the percentage in

crease in average earnings of full-time employees

of the state government from 1979 to 1980. Within

the two samples, Ifound that the mean rate of

growth for both of these variables was higher for

the group of states with limitation measures than

for the non-limitation sample. The mean rate of

growth from 1979 to 1980 in full-time employment

was 1.7 percent for states with fiscal-containment

provisions, but only 1.3 percent for those without

such measureSi likewise, the mean increase in aver

age earnings of state employees was 9 o 2 percent

for states with limitation provisions and only 7.2

percent for those without such restrictions.

These data, although eonstituting on1y fragmentary

evidence, are consistent with the tax results:

they both support the view that, on average, state

containment measures have, as yet, not acted as a

serious eonstraint on state-government growth. The

effects of fiscal limitations on local governments

and on the state-loeal seetor as a whole remain to

be studied.

( f)

to

The Distribution

believe that the

of Ineome:

kinds of

There is reason

fiscal-1imitation
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measures introduced in the United States will have

a net regressive impaet on the size distribution

of ineome. The distributive effeets of these meas

ures operate through four ehannels:

l. The strueture of the tax system,

2. Levels and eomposi tion of public outputs,

3. Faetor earnings,

4. The value of existing assets.

The predominant effeet on the tax strueture has

been a redueed role for property taxation. If, as

is now widely held, the property tax is a progres

sive tax (Aaron, 1975), the observed shift away

from loeal property taxation towards aheavier

relianee on user charges and loeal sales taxes is

surely regressive. In a few instanees, loeal juris

dietions have turned to ineome taxation~ here, the

overall effeet is unclear. Similarly, the inerease

in state intergovernmental aid to loealities as a

substitute for loeal revenues need not be regres

sive, if, at the margin, the state revenue system

is more progressive than loeal property taxes.

However, there is no eompelling evidenee I know of

comparing the marginal ineidence of state revenue

systems wi th that of loeal property taxes. One

suspeets that the net ehanges in state-Ioeal reve

nue systems are probably regressive.

The distributive effeets of the fiseal-limitation

movement operating through the level and pattern

of public outputs are, likewise, diffieult to pin

down with great eonfidence. However, there are

again some grounds for believing them to be regres

sive. As noted earlier, the major elass of expendi

tures which taxpayers-voters apparently wish to

see eut involves explicitly redistributive meas

ures that provide assistapee to Iow-income house

holds (e.g., welfare programs). Many of these
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"human-service" programs are of relatively recent

origin and have not developed vocal, well-organ

ized constituencies. In contrast, groups like

teachers and policemen tend to have powerful orga

nizations that can provide more effective resist

ance to cutbacks in the services they provideo As

Menchik and Pascal (1980) conclude, "insofar as

fiscal containment is driven by a middle-class tax

revolt, we may expect disproportionately severe

cutbacks in those redistributive functions that

are targeted on disadvantaged groups and ethnic

minorities and are the least .popular with the

middle range of voter s II (p. 17).

As we noted in the preceding section on employment

effects, it is precisely the lower-paid segment of

the public workforce, lacking seniority, that can

be expected to be laid off first when there are

budgetary cuts. This suggests that the impact of

fiscal limitations on the distribution of factor

incomes is also likely to be regressive.

Finally, the potential effect on asset values of

measures that restrict local budgets (measures

like Proposition 13) is an intriguing one. As

Goldstein and Pauly (1979) argue, an effective

limit on local spending will result in a scarcity

of high-expenditure jurisdictions with a conse

quent excess demand for residences in these juris

dictions at pre-limitation prices. OWners of dwel

lings in these jurisdictions will thus realize a

capital gain. Since, with a tax-rate restriction,

spending can be higher in localities wi th larger

tax bases, we might expect the high-spending juris

dictions to be relatively wealthy areas with high

levels of property values and income. In conse

quence, the distribution of capital gains would be

expected to exhibit a regressive pattern of inci

dence.
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Because of the specific character of many of the

new fiscal-limitation measures in the United

States , it is perilous to offer sweeping conclu

sions of widespread applicability. Yet this ex

perienee is at least suggestive in a number of

respects.

(l) Attempts to place limits on certain public

sector activities or sources of revenues will typi

cally produce a wide range of effects, often reach

ing beyond the specific intent of the measures

themselves. We saw in California, for example,

that Proposition 13, while achieving its goal of a

reduced reliance on property taxation, also foster

ed an increased centralization of the state-local

sector. The design of fiscal-limitation provi

sions should address explicitly these tlunintended"

effects as weIl as the basic objectives of the

program.

(2 ) As a kind of corollary to (1 ) , i tappears

that efforts to controI the size or growth of the

public sector must not limit themselves to speci

fic levels of government and/or sources of reve

nues. Limitations on local property taxation, for

example, will tend to give rise to an increased

use of other local revenue sources and to alarger

role for the state government. An effective con

straint on the size of the public sector requires

a co-ordinated set of measures that prevents con

traction at one point from being offset by expan

sion at another.

(3 ) Al though several of the recent measures to

limit state budgetary growth are not now binding

constraints, there is evidence to suggest that
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over the longer term they will become so. The

rising relative cost of public services, in con

junction with estimated price and income eIastici

ties of demand for state and Iocal services, sug-

gests that the desired level of public expendi

tures is likely to grow at a higher rate than

private income. One potential consequence is sub

stantial losses in welfare (Ladd, 1978). Moreover,

with the passage of time as the constraints bite

more deeply inta the desired budget, political

pressures will increase to circumvent the limits.

There are already numerous instances in the U. S.

of "creative finance" to sidestep existing limita

tions in order to maintain or expand public out

puts. l 7 Such ad hoc means of finance may be con

siderably less efficient and equitable than a reli

ance on more conventional fiscal measures.

(4) Although it is hard to generalize on the

overall redistributive impact of fiscal limita

tions, there is same reason to believe them to be

regressive. At the most general level, the public

sector is a primaryagent for redistributive acti

vitY in the economYi one of. its basic functions is

to adjust the market-determined distribution of

income toward one that society regards as more

equitable. Effective limits on the scope of public

budgetary activity might for this reason alone be

expected to reduce somewhat the extent of equal

izing transfers through the public sector. More

over, an examination of the specific ways in which

fiscal limitations in the United States have alter

ed the incidence of the tax system, the composi

tion of public outputs, the distribution of factor

incomes, and the value of existing assets suggests

that these measures have probably reduced the pro

gressivity of the fiscal system.
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limES

Nöte, however, the decline in the share of the
public sector since 1975, which is at least in
part attributable to fiscal-limitation meas
ures.

2

3

vfuile voter preferences are important in under
standing what voters desire, they do not seem
to explain voting behavior all that weIl. Dif
fering perceptions within the electorate as to
the content and likely effects of proposed
legislation often lead voters with similar
preferences to behave differently in the pol
ling booth. Models that incorporate the inter
action between preferences and perceptions ex
plain voting behavior better. See Gramlich,
Rubinfeld and Swift (1981), and Ladd and
Wilson (1983).

See Reid (1979) for a short history of tax
revolts in the United States.

For an excellent description of the
tions measures recently introduced
United States, see Gald (1980).

limita
in the

5

6

7

A ceiling on the rate of growth of state ex
penditure equal to a fixed percentage can ob
viously be either more or less restrictive
than these other caps depending on whether the
percentage limit is less or greater than the
surn of the three components of (l). With infla
tion around 10 percent per annum, the Golorado
limitation of a 7 percent rate of growth in
state spending is c1early the most restrictive
(at present) of the state caps.

Under full disclosure laws, the state or
assessor establishes a property tax rate which
when applied to a percentage of the tax base
(95-100%) will produce revenue equal to the
prior yearls property tax levy. This establish
ed rate can be exceeded only by explicit vote
of the local governing board after a public
notification and hearing procedure on any pro
posed increase" (ACIR, 1977, p.26). In some
states , these laws provide an autornatic roll
back of tax rates to offset any potential
increases in tax revenues resulting from reva
luation of property.

This section draws heavily on Gald (1980) fer
the discussion of the effects of existing limi
tation measures.
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I omitted Alaska from the sample because of
its incredible (and presumably unrepresenta
tive) 76.0 percent increase in state tax reve
nues in a single year. The source of the data
is Bureau of the Census, State Government Tax
Collections in 1980, (Series GF-80, No.l, Wash
ington, D.C.: U.S. Government Printing Office,
1980), p.6.

The income elasticity of the tax structure is
the percentage change in tax revenue (holding
tax rates constant) that results from a one
percent increase in income.

More specifically, in two multiple-regression
studies, one of the states and one of thirty
three 1arge U.S. cities, Ifound that the
growth in public expenditure per capita over
the decade 1960-70 was positively and signifi
cant1y related to a measure of the income
elasticity of the revenue system. However, the
effect appeared quite modest in size: states,
for example, that relied heavily on income
taxation experienced alarger growth in per
capita spending than did states without income
taxes, but the typical differential between
such states seems small relative to the mean
growth in expenditure over the decade.

The analysis here follows Baumol and Oates
(1975, Chap.17). I stress that the public serv
ices envisioned here are not pure, Samuelsoni
an public goods~ they are, instead, subject to
congestion. In fact, existing econometric work
suggests that most state and loca1 services
(e.g., education) are subject to crowding to
virtually the same degree as private goods. In
line with this finding, Ishall assume that an
increase in population requires a proportion
ate increase in inputs (or spending) to main
tain unchanged the leve1 of public outputs.

Al though many of the econometric estimates of
the income elasticity of demand are below
unity, there are good reasons, as Hamilton
(1983) contends, to believe that these esti
mates are seriously biased in a downward direc
tion. In brief, most of the econometric evi
dence is based upon cross-sectional studies
that compare leve1s of expenditures on public
services in jurisdictions with different
levels of income. They tend to find that,
ceteris paribus, expenditure per capita does
not rise fully proportionately with income.
Hamilton's argument (see also Oates, 1981) is
that higher income communities are systemat-
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ically more efficient in the provision of cer
tain critical local services than are poorer
jurisdictionsi because of the characteristics
of the population, wealthier localities can
provide, for example, superior schools and
higher levels of safety wi th fewer inputs per
capi ta than can lower ineome eommunities. In
consequence, differentials in measured inputs
understate the true differentials in levels of
public outputs aeross jurisdictions with vary
ing levels of incorne. When Hamilton tries to
ad just for this bias, he finds an estimated
income elastieity of demand for local services
close to unity.

As Bush and Mackay (1977) have pointed out, if
public services are truly Samuelsonian public
goods, then an increasing population size will
imply a fall in the priee per capita of public
services that could offset the upward pressure
from relatively slow growth in productivity.
However, as noted earlier, existing econome
tric work suggests that state and local serv
ices are not pure public goodsi overall, they
seem subject to erowding to about the same
extent as private goods and services.

An admittedly disturbing element that the ana
lysis overlooks is the effect on the economy
of rising tax rates over time. The tax-induced
distortions in resource allocation, with their
associated "supply-side" effects, may come to
exert a real drag on the performance of the
economy. From this perspective, we may envi
sion a real tension between the desire for
continued growth in public output and the de
trimental eeonomie effects of the rising
levels of taxation needed to finance these
outputs.

In California, the restrictiveness of fiscal
limitations on local government has been en
hanced by provisions that prevent the local
electorate from increasing property-tax rates
under any circumstances and that require a
two-thirds approval of any proposal for in
creases in other local taxes. The evidence
suggests that this combination of measures has
held back to a measurable extent the growth in
local spending.

In a theoretical analysis, White (1979) sug
gests that, in response to fiscal limitations,
governments will tend to make relatively large
reductions in those public inputs for which
private substitutes are readily availablei
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vfuite contends that this outcome implies a
substantial "excess deadweight loss" as com
pareg to the socially effieient pattern of
eutbacks.

17 Earl Rolph has tald me that in one municipal
ity in California, residents have c:hosen to
finance eertain loea1 services by a 1evy on
property owners. This 1evy is based on "units"
of property where the number of units is de
fined in terms of dollars of assessed valua
tion. It remains to be seen if a sham of this
sort to circumvent the rate limit on property
taxation will survive a court challenge.
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DI'l'RO IO

The malady of "too mu ch II government has seemed to

many to have an obvious cure: a stronger dosage of

private sector activity. Any successful effort to

restrain government spending, of course, must tilt

national product toward the private sector, and by

redrawing the boundary line between the public and

private sectors, augment the private role. It is

this assault on the perimeter of public sector

responsibility that now claims priority in domes

tic policy, at least in the United States.

For applied public finance, the private sector

model also has attained more immediate relevance.

The public sector has been urged to adopt private

sector principles directly, either by transferring

responsibility for service provision to private

firms or by adhering to the principles of private

markets, such as competition and pricing, in its

own service delivery. Although the injunction to

emulate the private sector may appear unambiguous,

several different principles have been advocated

by proponents of greater reliance on private enter

prise and markets.

Some have emphasized the efficiency advantages of

pr i vate providers . Competition among pr i vate,

profitmaking firms should encourage adoption of

least-cost production methods. This potentially

qualifies private firms as more efficient provid

ers than government, at least where it is possible

to price services and restrict access to them. But

superior production techniques can also be adopted

by public sector providers, and their use sus

tained by incentives other than profits . It then

becomes an empirical question whether private sup

pliers have aehieved eost reductions in delivering
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standard "public" services and, if so, whether

their cost advantages lie in production methods,

labor management, or wage rates.

Others have emphasized the role of pricing in

efficient service delivery. Charging customers for

the services they consume can restrain demand, and

allocate scarce resources to where the services

they produce have the greatest value. Prices a1so

can be used to allow the consumer to dec ide for

himself how much of the service he wants to ac

quire, given its price. Although pricing is an

essential feature of the private market model,

public authorities can (and frequently do) charge

prices for the services they provide. Whether used

by the public or private sectors, the establish

ment of a pricing system also can have other impor

tant consequences such as removing the redistri

butive element from service delivery and providing

only the "private" component, which individual con

sumers are willing to pay for. The actual effects

that public service pricing has had are an empiri

cal issue.

From a public entity' s perspective, one of the

most attractive features of the market model, in

any version, is the prospect that i t will help

restore budgetary balance. Governments have looked

to user charges to circumvent tax limitations;

individual public service authorities have looked

to special pricing mechanisms to insulate them

selves from the general budget reductions being

forced upon the state and local sector. Govern

ments often volunteer to shed functions with the

same criterion in mind: they propose to divest

themselves of services which, if performed else

where, would most improve their budgetary picture.
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In this paper, I attempt to assess the record and

promise of the public sector movement toward pri

vate market principles of service delivery. The

paper has three specific goais:

First, to exarnine the experience in the United

States to see if the avowed objective of lowering

public service costs through adoption of private

sector models has been achieved, and to assess how

mueh promise private sector methods hold for

future east savings.

Second, to exarnine how eos t savings have been

achieved, and what motivation lies behind the

recent acceleration of interest in turning over

responsibilities to the private sector. It is one

thing if pricing is intended to achieve, and does

achieve, greater effieiency in providing a given

set of services; it is something quite different

(though possibly also desirable) if public service

costs are lowered because pricing, or transfer of

service responsibility to the private sector, eli

minates the costly redistributive elements of

public service supply.

Third, I will consider some of the most important

side eonsequences for public sector budgets of

reliance on private firms and user charges. The

scramble to buttress individual service funetions

with independent revenue streams, like the selee

tive shedding of funetions, promises to alter

budget making in state and loeal governments.

For reasons of convention as much as anything

else, I have divided the paper inta two parts. The

first part treats the direct delivery of "public"

services by private firms, or joint provision of

these services by the public and private sectors
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in collaboration with each other. The second part

treats the use of pricing principles in the public

sector.

The enterprise undertaken here is not without i ts

difficulties. The economic theory of alternative

service supply proves to be rudimentary. For that

reason, most of the analysis has been devoted to

empirical testing of hypotheses about the cost sav

ings to be achieved from private sector models of

service delivery. This marshalling of facts tends

to be specific to the United States and is sensi

tive to the particular institutions involved in

service delivery. Evidence of this type often does

not trave l weIl beyond national boundaries.

Nonetheless , the admonition to governrnent to heed

better the private market model is heard in many

countries today o For better or worse, the United

States is furthest along in the effort to intro

duce private business and pricing into the public

sector, and so it is natural to assess the exper

ience that country has hade It is all the more

appropriate to do so since U. S. experience tends

to receive interested interpretation in other coun

tries something that is especially likely to

occur in as sensitive an area as efficiency and

service-quality comparisons between the public and

private sectors. And in the end, the broad conclu

sions that emerge from evaluation of the U.S.

experience may fit European countries. The U.S.

experience with public sector pricing and private

sector divestiture, for example, seems generally

consistent with the experience of Great Britain to

date.
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SUBS'.rrrtrl'I1IG PRIVA'l'E POR PUBLIC SERVICES

No action responds as directly to the complaint

that there is excessive government as the decision

to cede public service responsibilities to the pri

vate sector. This alternative has become known as

"pr ivatization" in the United States. It refers to

the provision by one or more private organizations

of a service frequently or traditionally furnished

by government •

No model of public retrenchment foresees full re

placement by the private sector of the activities

cut by public budget .reductions. Part of the oppo

sition to government expenditures, after all,

comes from the conviction that there is excessive

comrnitment to the ~ of programs that government

provides. In the United States this is particular

ly true of redistributive welfare programs, such

as Aid to Families with Dependent Children and

Medicaid, the federal-state program of medical as

sistance for the needy. Voter surveys repeatedly

have found that those voting in tax and spending

limitation referenda favor reducing expenditures

for these wel fare purposes. Typically, they are

the only services where across-the-board cutbacks

command support of a majority of the voters. (See

Citrin, 1979, for evidence from California~ Cou

rant-Gramlich-Rubinfeld, 1980, for evidence from

Michigan~ and Ladd and Wilson, 1983, for evidence

from Massachusetts.)

fficie.ocy ca risons

The model of privatization that has dominated dis

cussions of service delivery choices, however, is

one where private suppliers take over provision of
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a standard public service. Profit incentives and

competition are hypothesized to make it possible

for private firms to supply the standard service

at lower cost. As long as the service is provided

in away satisfactory to the public government -

which often can be assured by contract between the

private supplier and the public authority -- cost

efficiencies should suffice to make the private

sector the preferred supplier.

lIfTa.h Collection

The U.S. local government scene possesses ane serv

ice trash collection -- that is split between

public and private providers , and delivered under

a variety of institutional arrangements. It there

fore has provided a natural testing ground of the

hypothesis that private firms will be lower east

providers of services. Trash collection has the

further advantage that it is reliably quantifi

able. Trash collect~d can be measured by tons or

cubic feet picked up, and quality of service can

be measured along such dimensions as frequency

(one, two, or three pickups per week) , and con

venience (curbside or back door cOllection). This

makes trash collection suitable both for public

private contracting, where the nature of the prod

uct has to be defined in writing, and for empiri

cal cost comparisons.

Table l illustrates the variety of institutional

arrangements under which trash is collected in the

United States. These include:

o Municipal collection by the city itself.

o Contract or franchise collection, under which
a prl.vate company is granted exclusive rights
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by government to perform the refuse collection
function for allor part of a jurisdiction,
frequently the resul t of periodie competi tive
bidding. (In Table l "franchise" collection is
used to refer to exclusive rights for the
entire jurisdietion.)

o Private, or nonexclusive collection under
which private firms compete for individual
refuse collection accounts. In these cases,
the terms of competition vary considerably.
Entry inta the industry mayor may not be
restricted, either by government or by the
local industry itself.

The variety of institutional arrangements -- which

also includes mixed public and private supply in

many cities -- is a tribute to the decentralized

character of local government in the U. S . A few

general patterns are visible -- e. g., public trash

collection is more common in the South than in the

Northeast or Midwest, and much more common in

large, central cities than in other size govern

ments. But the distribution of institutional ar

rangements provides as complete a natural labora

tory as one could hope to find.

Comparisons of refuse collection costs by provider

type requires a number of controls. These must

standardize for service quality characteristics

and also for density of collection (tons per route

mile). Kemper and Quigley (1976) analyzed trash

collection routes in Connecticut cities and found

the inverse of density (route miles per ton) to be

highly significant and positively related to pick

up time and cost per ton. Density savings were

nonlinear. Dramatic savings occurred with in

creases in density within a range from zero to

about five tons per route mile7 minor savings were

achievable at higher densities.



Tab1e 1 Sinq1e Service Arrangements for Co11ection of Residentia1 Mixed Refuse

Total
number of Municipal Contract Franchise Private Self-service Other
arrangements
reported % of % of % of % of % of % of

(A) No. (A) No. (A) No. (A) No. (A) No. (A) No. (A)

Total. 2,531 768 30.3 421 116.6 165 6.5 782 30.9 376 14.9 19 0.8

Population group

Over 500,000 11 8 72.7 2 18.2 O 0.0 1 9.1 O 0.0 ° 0.0
250,000-500,000 26 19 73.1 2 7.7 ° 0.0 3 11.5 l 3.8 l 3.8
100,000-249,999 96 62 64.6 9 9.4 1 1.0 15 15.6 7 7.3 2 2.1 f-I

50,000- 99,999 172 87 50.6 17 9.9 20 11.6 26 15.1 21 12.2 1 0.6 ~
0'\

25,000- 49,999 203 63 31.0 35 17.2 25 12.3 53 26.1 27 13.3 O 0.0
10,000- 24,999 503 179 35.6 117 23.3 34 6.8 117 23.3 54 10.7 2 0.4
5,000- 9,999 640 178 27.8 105 16.4 29 4.5 219 34.2 107 16.7 2 0.3
2,000- 4,999 880 172 19.5 134 15.2 56 6.4 348 39.5 159 18.1 11 1.3

Geographic region

Northeast 981 186 19.0 213 21.7 22 2.2 382 38.9 176 17.9 2 0.2
North Central 715 143 20.0 111 15.5 16 2.2 330 46.2 107 15.0 8 1.1
South 469 341 72.7 28 6.0 34 7.2 33 7.0 27 5.8 6 1.3
West 366 98 26.8 69 18.9 93 25.4 37 10.1 66 18.0 3 0.8

Metro/city type

Central 307 192 62.5 30 9.8 14 4.6 43 14.0 23 7.5 5 1.6
Suburban 2,224 576 25.9 391 17.6 51 6.8 739 33.2 353 15.9 14 0.6

Note: Percentages may not add to 100% owing to rounding.

Source: Savas (1977).
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Table 2 campares the findings o f two independen t

studies of trash collection costs by provider

type. These show a surprisingly eonsistent pat

tern. At all city sizes, and for all types of

collection service, private competition is the

most expensive al ternative -- -usually by margins

of 30 to 60 percent over public municipal service,

after control for density. Kemper and Quigley at

tribute these east differentials in large part to

route disruption from competition. Private firms

must eompete for individual customers. The eonse

quent overlapping of different routes interrupts

the logic of the optimal route structure and de

tracts from the effective density of trash collec

tion. Kemper and Quigley alsa found presumptive

evidence of collusion between unregulated private

suppliers in same cities, which may add a monopoly

element to the cost structure.

The companion study by Savas and Stevens (1977)

attributes the cost disadvantage of private, compe

titive firms largely to their inability to use

centralized billing or achieve other administra

tive economies of scale.

In all of the studies contract collection -- pro

vided through exclusive franchise agreements with

private firms proves the least expensive serv

ice alternative. The cost advantage of private

contracting climbs wi th city size. At populations

of 50,000 or more, franchise agreements with pri

vate firms were found to cut casts by almost SO

percent from the costs o f municipal provision.

Further examination of the cost advantage of pri

vate contracting reveals that most of the competi

tive edge comes from technical and management effi-
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Costs of Resid t · a T

of Provider

Co1 Type

Average cost per ton

---_.._--
Kernper-Quigley Savas-Stevens

(1972-73) (1975-76)

Collection All cities Under 10,000- Over
arrangement 10,000 50,000 50,00

Private $23.50 $28.39 $23.08 $30.81

Municipal 15.36 22.48 19.47 25.87

Contract 12.09 18.86 21.77 18.09

Differential cost per ton, af ter controi for density,

service quality, and other factors
Percent variation from municipal service

Collection
arrangement

Kemper-Quigley

(1972-73)

All cities

Once-a-week service
Curbside Back-ef-heuse

Savas-Stevens

(1975-76)
Once-a-week curbside
service

Under 10,000- Over
10,000 50,000 50,000

Private

Municipal

Contract

+34.0%

-14.3

+27.1%

-30.0

+5R.3%

- 5.0

+11.4%

- 8.1

+54.6%

-48.2

Source: Kemper and Quigley (1976); Savas and Stevens (1977).
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ciencies. Table 3 shows that private contractors

operate much srna11er crews, have larger and more

efficient vehicles, and have far lower absentee

rates among employees. These differences increase

in magnitude with city size.

Thus the evidence strongly confirms that private

firms use a lower cost techn010gy to provide the

standard service. In both the Kemper-Quigley and

Savas studies, there was no evidence of systemat

ical1y lower wages paid by private suppliers • The

chief cost edge of the private firms did, however,

rest with their more efficient deployment of

labor.

The studies of comparative trash collection costs

are the centerpiece of the argument for privatiza

tion on grounds of efficiency. Trash collection is

the only municipal service that is widely provided

by both the public and private sectors, and the

only one in the United States for which public

private cost comparisons have been made. The only

other standard municipal functions frequently con

tracted for wi th the private sector are interme

diate services, such as computer services and

street maintenance.

If the analysis of trash collection costs shows

clear-cut efficiencies for some types of private

contracting, it also points up the limitations of

this type of privatization as a general response

to fiscal pressure. Trash collection in the United

States costs about $12 per capita, or less than l

percent of state and local expenditures. (Bureau

of the Census, 1980.) Moreovef' municipal movement

toward private sector supply, even within refuse

collection, is so slow as to be insignificant.
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gement Fac1:or n Refuse C01...._- _,__D

Population

50,000
and under

Over
50,000

Cities having
backyard
collection

Management Muni- Con-
factor cipal tract

Mean crew size 3.08 2.06

M.ean truck
capacity
(cubic yards) 19.04 22.21

Mean absentee
rate (percent) 12 6

Mean % of
vehicles
loading at
front and
side 26a 23a

Mean % of
cities with
incentive
system 57 80

a Not significant at .05% level.

Source: Savas and Stevens (1977).

Muni
cipal

3.26

20.63

12

13

80

Con
tract

2.15

27.14

65

44

Muni
cipal

3.04

19.90

12

16

Con
tract

1.98

23.50

4

30

Institutional arrangements show great stability.

According to Savas and Niemczewski (1976), only 84

of the 2,531 cornmunities responding to their sur

vey reported that they shifted arrangements for

collecting .solid waste between 1970 and 1974. Only

eight of the communities with changes had popula

tions of 50,000 or more. The rest were small commu

nities. Of the changes in arrangernents which did

occur, 36 were shifts from private firms to munici

pal agencies; 27 were shifts from municipal to

private supply. The Municipal Yearbook, published

by the International City Managers Association,

shows 40.3 percent of cities with populations
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50,000 or more as contracting out some or all of

solid waste collection in 1974; five years later,

in 1979, this percentage was 38 percent.

her services

For other local government service responsibi1i

ties, there is at this point on1y scattered evi

dence about the cost effectiveness or quality of

service provided by private firms.

There are examples of private subscription fire

service in the United States. The 1argest, and

best known of the firms providing such service is

located in Arizona, and serves the city of SCotts

dale (population of some 40,000) and a number of

smaller, rural communities. A comparison of fire

protection costs and quality between Scottsdale

and neighboring cities of comparable size shows

that costs are significantly lower and service

quality roughly comparable (see Table 4).

le Pirefighting Cost and service Qaality ca
pari8ODs, SCottsdale (Arizona) Private

SUpplier. and Municipal DeparbleDts

Fire service Average
cost per response Per capita Insurance

City capita time fire loss ratinga
$ Minutes $

Scottsdale 6.48 3.0 5.45 5

Glendale 12.62 3.0 5.19 5

Mesa 11.43 3.0 5.26 3

Tempe 10.68 3.8 9.60 4

a Lower grades represent better ratings.

Source: Institute for Loca1 Self-Government (1977).
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The east advantages of the private supplier rest

principally with its novel approach to labor man

agement. The firm operates in 8cottsdale with a

small core of full time firefighters, and relies

for the rest of its manpower on auxiliaries. These

are full time employees of city government d~part

ments -- mostly public works and parks employees-

who are authorized (and required) as part of the

contract between the city and private fire depart

ment to leave their regular city jObs when alerted

to emergency fire duties. Since auxiliaries are

paid a modest rnonthly retainer , plus hourly wages

for actual working time, labor costs are greatly

lowered relative to a full time firefighting com

plement. One study (Sonenblum, Kirlin, and Ries,

1977) found that 44 percent of all firefighting

time was provided by auxiliaries, paid on an

hourly wage basis for actual firefighting time.

This same labor arrangement is used by Falck Compa~

ny, which provides contract fire protection to

roughly half of Denmark. Falck also supplements a

core of full time professionals with paid reserv

ists (Poole, 1980).

During the early 1970s, the United States pursued

a large scale experiment of the ability of private

firms to improve student performance by operating

public school classrooms . (See Carpenter and Hall,

1971; Gramlich and Koshel, 1975). The experiment

involved new technological approaches to learning,

wi th almost all of the firms using their own pro

prietary learning programs for reading and mathe

matics • It also introduced pricing signals into

the classroom. All contractors were paid, in part,

according to student performance, either by year

long achievement improvements or by the proportion

of pupils reaching a designated achievement level.
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In some cases, pay incentives were transmitted to

classroom teachers and even to pupils, who were

rewarded for the progress they registered in the

classroom.

The school performance contraeting experiment re

mains something of a curio in U.S. social history.

It arose wi th almost unprecedented speed, against

a backdrop of growing frustration with public

schooling. A private firm that had signed a per

formance contract with the school board of Texar

kana, Arkansas , reported having doubled and even

tripled normal achievernent advances. Within a

year, more than 100 school districts around the

country had signed sirnilar contracts with private

contractors. Many of these were fully financed

from local resources. Experimentation in another

group of contraeting districts was financed

through the U. S. Office of Economic Opportunity ,

wi th a large coordinating grant and expansive re

search design.

By most standards, the experiment was highly dis

couraging in its implications for the ability of

private contractors to bring operating efficien

cies into the public schools. Careful testing

showed that participating schools enjoyed only the

slightest edge in achievernent gains over the con

trol group for reading and mathematics (for the

OEO experiment, this advantage was 0.04 of a

year I s gain, or 7 percent of the average gain of

the control group). In other subjects -- for which

contractors were not paid -- participating stud

ents significantly underperformed the control

group.

None of the

tricts chose

nation's participating school dis

to renew the performance contract
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relation with a private provider beyond the second

year. The firms, almost without exception, lost

money by accepting payment schedules which requir

ed much greater student advances for them to break

even. Relations between contraetor and school

board often disintegrated into acrimony and litiga

tion. No cost efficiencies were obtained from pri

vate sector participation.

Although the school performance contraeting experi

ment can be faul ted on many counts including

its hasty design and limitation to a single year's

performance evidence it laid to rest for a

decade the expectation that private firms could

achieve significant efficiency gains except in

routine services, similar to the kind that the

private sector already provides for private cus

tomers.

Dive -ture of Public Sector FunctioD

Budge BeaSODS

Although economists have advocated privatization

on efficiency grounds, most actual shifting of

state and local functions to the private sector

has occurred for budgetary reasons • Faced with a

serious budget deficit or an externally fixed ex

penditure ceiling, state and local governments

have typically responded by seeking to shed some

of their functions.

The budget-balancing motivation helps to define

which programs are candidates for transfer. Only

those programs that generate a revenue stream

through sales of services can plausibly be shifted

to the private sector or to quasi-independent en

terprise authorities. This suggests that local gov-
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ernments will attempt to shed functions that are

money lasers -- where prices are inadequate and

political constraints prevent their modification,

or where costs have risen in ways that the public

sector finds irnpossible to control. If the stream

o f operating losses is tied to physical capital

which can be sold for cash, the function is a

still more probable candidate for transfer.

Public hospitals, city universities,

systerns, and city sewer and water

into this category. All have become

jects of transfer.

city transit

systems fall

frequent ob-

Shedding responsibility for public hospitals seems

a particularly tempting alernative to cities in

fiscal difficulty, and it is worthwhile to exarnine

same of the recently proposed transfers for what

they reveal about the motivation behind divesti

ture. l

The City of Detroit transferred the Detroit Gener

al Hospital (including a major new facility it

had just built) to a private nonprofit hospital

consortiurn in 1980. By doing so it relieved itself

of an operating subsidy which bad reached $20

million per year. A good deal of negotiation was

required to reach agreement on the terms of trans

fer. Initially, the private purehasers insisted

upon the right to renegotiate the sa1ary levels of

all transferred employees. In the end, the consor

tium accepted the current sa1ary levels of trans

ferred employees, but won the right to renegotiate

pension and other fringe benefits and to bargain

independently over future wage increases. Transfer

l These descriptions are taken from Peterson and
Wolman (1981).
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to the private sector also became the occasion to

rationalize staffing patterns. Within six months

of announcement of the transfer, the number of

licensed beds was reduced by 45 percent, and the

number of hospital employees reduced by 15 per

cent. Part of this reduction appears to reflect

reduced service provision, but most of i t repre

sents eloser attention to costs in operating the

hospital. The consortium agreed to continue to

offer a full service, acute medical center, only

after the state entered into a commi tment to re

imburse the hospital for the costs of indigent

patients not covered by federal Medicaid.

Erie County, outside of Buffalo, New York, in the

midst of i ts budget crisis, attempted to negoti

ate a sale of its public hospital to private

owners, but was stymied by public .opposition and a

hospital workers • strike. Opposi tion was based on

the fear that adequate services to indigents would

not be provided in the private facility, and by

workers' apprehension that their salary levels

would be reopened for negotiation.

Fiscal strain has led to other types of divesti

ture. The City of Buffalo transferred its zoo to

the private Buffalo Zoological Society, a private

nonprofit organization. Many jurisdictions in New

Jersey, Ohio, and other states have sold their

sewer and water systems and electrical utilities

to private companies or to new independent author

ities.

Each of these transfers has certain characteris

tics in common. In each case, the service in ques

tion was not self financing, but required a signi

ficant subsidy from the general resources of the

city government. This meant that transfer of the
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function would give immediate relief to the gen

eral government's budget.

In each case, the city government first attempted

to transfer service responsibility to a higher

level of government. Only when this effort failed,

did it consider transfer or sale to the private

sector. Private sector transfers became necessary

in those states, like Michigan, where the state

i tself was so impoverished as to make it impossi-

ble for the state government to acquire another

money losing operation.

Finally, and most importantly, the transfers to

the private sector were accompanied by a fundamen

tal revamping of the cost and revenue balance In

each instance of completed transfer, the private

sector owner raised charges for the services pro

vided by the transferred facility. In most cases,

the new owner insisted upon reopening the compensa

tion agreement wi th employees, and s ignaled i t s

intention to act less generously on wage increases

and staffing in the future o In the case of the

hospital transfers, the private sector operators

planned to reduce the range of redistributive and

subsidized services that the hospital provided,

unless compensated for these costs by government

payrnent.

These conditions of transfer demonstrate the rea

sons for the eost edge that the private suppliers

enjoy. First, the private owner retreated from the

range of redistributive responsibilities that the

public sector formerly had aecepted. Second, it

began to lower labor costs, by attacking wage and

pension rates, in respect to which there was a

major imbalance between the public and private

sectors, and by reducing staff leveis.
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This experience suggests that the economies of

private sector operation lie in the sectorls wil

lingness to cut back on services and subsidized

pricing, while taking a stiffer position on em

ployee compensation and labor management. The

public sector was weIl aware of this outcome -

having negotiated the terms of transfer in each

case. It might have been ab1e to achieve the same

results with more vigorous management controis.

However, the opposition that would have been en

gendered made it easier to cut back by transfer

ring service responsibility to the private sector,

diverting citizen resentment and management prob

lems to new owners.

The same mixed motivation -- hope for management

economies combined with willingness to accept

lower service levels -- has generated proposals to

transfer operation of the Medicaid heal th payrnent

program to the private sector. The Commonwealth of

Massachusetts, in its first budget after adoption

of Massachusetts· property tax limit, proposed

handing over the entire Medicaid program to a con

sortium of private providers. Savings from this

initiative (not yet acted on) were to be targeted

for local assistance to partia11y offset lost pro

perty tax revenues.

Economies are to be achieved in the Massachusetts

proposal by reinterpreting the patient· s right to

a choice of providers . Patients would be limited

to a "reasonable choice ", meaning that they would

be required to enter facilities that had excess

capacity and low reimbursernent rates. State offi

cials have estimated that this reduction in serv

ice choice,· coupled with private sector management

efficiencies, could reduce Medicaid costs by 20

percent from 1981 levels. Unfortunately for Massa-
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chusetts, private health suppliers have shared the

state 8 s assessment of savings potential, and so

far have been unwi1ling to negotiate the fixed

price contract that the state wants to enter intoG

The one precedent for privatization of Medicaid is

indeed discouraging. In the mid-1970s, a private

firm accepted a fixed price Medicaid contract from

the State of North Carolina, believing that poten

tial management economies were large enough to

justify assumption of the risk of increased pa

tient loads. With the 1974-75 recession, the num

ber of families eligible for Medicaid on economic

grounds began to climb. The firm soon found costs

to be out of control, and had to negotiate abandon

ment of its contract with the state.

Cons r eho D ce of Supp1iers

Up to this point we have considered efficiency

justifications for privatization. Service supply

by competing private providers also has been urged

to enhance citizen choice. It is likely to be on

this front that the greatest battles over privati~

zation willoccur.

The principle of consumer choice is most explosive

when applied to public schoois. Education vouchers

have been proposed in the United States for some

time. These would distribute school tax receipts

back to parents, in the form of vouchers cashable

at any school, public or privateo The voucher idea

has been proposed for experimentation at several

points, but public school opposition has prevented

anything but the most limited testing. Experiments

were limited to schoo1s within the same public

school district, distinguished from one another in
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relatively modest ways. The largest voucher experi

ment, in San Jose, California, was terminated in

midcourseo The results are inconc1usive as to

either the public acceptance or degree of differen

tiation that a full fledged voucher program would

produce.

With the tax revolt and dissatisfaction with pub

lic services has come faint signs of a revival o f

voucher proposals. The same NOvember 1978 Michigan

bal lot that established the state's tax limits con

tained a proposal to set up a statewide voucher

system. The proposal was defeated by a large mar

gin, in part because the plan for implementation

was left unspecified. In California, two law pro

fessors largely responsible for the school tax

base equalization movement in the United States

proposed a voucher plan that would have been

coupled with complete equa1ization of per pupil

expenditures, as embodied in the vouchers that

parents receive. The measure did not receive

enough support to get on the statewide ballot.

A still more imminent test of freedom of choice in

school ing takes the form of the proposed tui tion

tax credit. This measure -- original1y endorsed by

the current Administration -- wou1d partia11y de

fray the costs of private schooling by granting

parents a tax credit for private school costs up

to some ceiling, originally set at $500. A study

by Peterson (1978) of the three way choice between

public, private-religious, and other private

schools, found that this choice was extremely sen

sitive both to local public school quality and to

the price of religious schooling. In school zones

where school quality, as measured by average

fourth grade achievement leveis, was 1.0 year be-

low the national average, the price elasticity of
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demand for parochial (religious) school enrollment

was -1.35, for households of average income. This

result implies that a $500 tax credit for private

schooling would have the effect of switching 17

percent of remaining urban public school pupils to

private schools. Although the exact impact of a

tax credit is difficult to predict, the apparent

sensitivity of public school enrollment to the

relative costs of public and private schooling

makes it understandable that the tuitian tax

credit should have become the number one target of

teacher union lobbying in the United States.

Iftle Putor of Privatization

Though the record of privatization in the United

States is a highly diverse one, several common

conclusions emerge from the range of experience:

o For some services -- most conspicuously, trash

collection and hospital management there

are pure efficiency gai~s to be reaped from

private operation of "public" services. The

efficiency gains appear to come primarily from

better labor management and, frequently, lower

compensation leveis. Not all types of privati

zation are equally efficient, as the cost com

parisons for trash collection c.learly show.

o Market participants on both the government and

private sector side often greatly exaggerate

the efficiency gains that can be achieved by

privatization. The sociallandscape of the

1970s is littered with failed attempts by pri

vate firms to make a profit under fixed cost

contracts that presumed large efficiency

gains.
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o Pure efficiency differentials in service deli

very create the potential for only small sav

ings relative to the total state and local

cost picture. Greater savings typically are

accompanied by de .facto cutbacks in service

provision. As a practical matter, recent trans

fers of functions to the private sector appear

to be motivated by the desire to shed func

tions generating budget deficits, and to

divert from public management some of the

stress associated with service reductions and

tougher labor management.

o Of far greater potential impact than private

contracting is the admission of direct compe

tition among private providers into "public"

service delivery. A voucher system for schools

or even a significant tuition tax credit,

would transform patterns of service delivery

in ways that exceed the total impact of priva

tization up to now.

P IC

While privatization of public services has proceed

ed fitfully in the United States, with no clear

trend in evidence, the application of user fees

and charges has steadily gathered force. Even the

narrowest definition of pricing -- limited to cur

rent charges plus sales of municipal utilities -

shows rnore than $90 billion raised in this manner

in 1977.

During the first half of the 1970s, through 1977,

receipts by government from user charges generally

kept pace with the overall rapid growth of govern

ment activity, and often exceeded the rates of
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rcent Chalnqe

nt
Fiscal years 1972 to 1977

sb

a 73.6

58.6 68.8

65.4 87.5

6.0 37.8

37.2

100.8 55.1

Intergovernmental
revenue

Tax revenue

Broad-based taxes

Selective sales
tax

License fees

Current charges

Special assessments

Other miscellaneous
revenues

Total revenue

Federal
government

149.2

65.6

State
government

151.7

71.5

Local
government

93.5

50.7

49.1

86.7

100.0

72.1

14.3

85.0

70.2

a No receipts from this source in 1972.

Source: Uel S el Bureau of the Census, 1977 Census of Govern
mentS: Compendium of Government Finances, Volume 4, No. 5

growth of revenues from other .sources. Table 5

presents measures of the rates of growth between

fiscal year 1972 and 1977 of the various types of

government revenueso As can be seen, current

charges were the most rapidly rising source of

revenue of the federal government during the

period, with the single exception of "miscella

neous revenue II .2 For local governments, the growth

in current charge and license fee revenues was

above average for total revenue growth. Only for

state governments did the revenue share of fees

and changes fail to increase over this period.

2 IIMiscellaneous revenue" comprises nontax reve
nues of governments aside from current charges and
intergovernmental aida It includes income from the
sale of property and interest earnings.
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Ge eral Revenu of lDca1 Gove

Major Iletropo1iUD Areas

Fisca1 years 1977 to 1979

te i 75

General
revenue

Intergovern
mental revenue

Tax revenue

Current charges

Miscellaneous

TOTAL GENERAL
REVENUE

Utility revenue

1977

Dollars
(billions)

46.3

49.6

10.5

4.9

111.3

n/a

Percent
of total

41.6

44.6

9.4

4.4

100.0

1979

Dollars
(billions)

56.8

53.0

13.5

7.1

130.4

10.0

Percent
of total

44.6

40.6

10.4

5.4

Percent
change
1977-1979

22.7

6.9

28.6

44.9

17.2

Source: U. S. Bureau of the Census, "Loca1 Government Finances in Se
lected Metropolitan Areas and Large Counties: 1978-1979", GF79 No. 6,
November 1980.

Reliance on user charges has risen sharply since

1977, far outpacing the growth in general tax

revenues. Table 6 shows that current charges in

major metropolitan areas grew by almost 29 percent

between 1977 and 1979, or more than four times the

rate of growth of tax revenues. A survey performed

by the Joint Economic Committee (1981) of Congress

estimates another 20 pereent jump in city revenues

from charges in 1980. This contrasts with less

than 4 pereent growth in loeal general taxes.

Us er charge revenues are highly eoncentrated in a

few functional areas. For states, these are state

universities and state hospitals; for Iocal govern

ments, hospitals, sewer and water systems.
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Ueer Charges as a Budgetary Device in Periods

of Fisca1 Constraint

The economics profession has been attracted to

user fees and prices because of their rationing

ability. The existing fee structure plays this

role most importantly in the human services by

limiting entry to universities and hospitals. In

other markets, user fees remain largely unex

ploited as rationinc;J devices o They have not been

used in the United States to relieve automobile

congestion, for example, despite frequent recommen

dations for their use for this purpose.

The practical adoption of user fees has been motiv

ated above all by budgeting considerations. In

most government budgeting , i t is the general tax

support for a function that generates budgetary

conflict. If a service function is ab1e to reduce

its net cost to the general taxpayer, through

adoption of a fee schedule or a hike in existing

fees, it stands a better chance of surviving a

cutback period with its service responsibilities

intaet.

A more aggressive pricing strategy thus is a natu

ral first response to fiscal pressure. Increases

in tuition fees, sewer and water charges, and

miscellaneous fees have become common throughout

U.S. state and local government. Fee hikes to

restrain demand for costly services have also oc

curred. Many states have adopted new copayment

charges for Medicaid services, hoping that these

will restrain growth in utilization rates. In sev

eralother states , federal courts have overturned

even more stringent pricing policies for Medicaid

services, on the grounds that these are inconsis

tent with federal law.
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A similar budget strategy appears to have been

followed in Great Britain. Glennerster (1980) re

ports that both the National Heal th Service and

the De·partment of Educational Services were able

to preserve their total service commitments in the

face of budget reductions by increasing fee levels

-- prescription and dental charges in the case o f

NHS; school meals prices, charges on school trans

port and other fees for education.

A special impetus to fees and charges in the U.S.

has come from efforts to circumvent new limita

tions on revenues from general tax sources. Most

of the formal tax limitations do not apply to

revenues from user fees and charges. The most

rapid growth in fees and charges has occurred in

states with newly adopted tax limitations that

exempt fees and charges from their ceilings.

In California, despite rapid action by the state

government to increase state aid to localities,

the immediate fiscal reaction was to raise user

charges. Forty-three percent of California cities

and 74 percent of California counties report that

they increased the rates of older fees and charges

or imposed new ones wi thin five months of the

passage of proposition 13 (see Table 7). Overall,

higher fees and charges were projected to generate

$100 million in additional revenues for the locali

ties in fiscal year 1979 during a period in which

cities and counties were experiencing sizeable re

venue losses from the property tax.

Similar interest in user charges has been stimu

lated in New Jersey since governrnent spending lids

imposed in that state in 1976 began to constrain

government options a few years later. The evidence

from that state shows that a number of the major
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Increases in isca1 ear
fr Higher Rates o Fee
Enacted by C 1ifor ia Cities
ties betveen June

Cities Counties Total

Business licence $11.7 $ 0.247 $ 11.9
(18%) (7%)

Utility users $ 2.6 $ 0.0 $ 2.6
(2%)

Transient occupancy $ 3.3 $ 4.0 $' 7.3
(11%) (12%)

Admissions $ 0.647 $ 0.015 $ 0.662
(1%) (1%)

Property transfer $ 4.4 $ 0.0 $ 4.4
(1%)

Planning and $20.9 $ 5.2 $ 26.1
development (30%) (52%)

Utility service $17.7 $ 2.4 $ 20.1
charges (18%) (5%)

Park and recreation 2.5 $ 5.7 $ 8.2
(11%) (10%)

Other $10.6 $ 9.6 $ 20.2
(10%) (34%)

Total $74.3 $27.2 $101.5
(43%a) (74%)

a Because in many cases a city or county increased more than
one kind of charge, percentages in each category, when com
bined, exceed overall percentage of jurisdictions raising
fees.

Note: Figures in parentheses are the percentage of cities or
counties which adopted increased rates of the charge or fee.

Source: Cal-Tax, Local Government Profile: A Post-Proposi
~3 Survey of 405 Cities, 58 Counties and 69 Special
Districts, Cal-Tax Research Bulletin, Sacramento, Calif.,
November 1978).
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cities responded to spending lids by selling muni

cipal facilities to private utilities, independent

authorities or special districts. These sales

shifted the facilities from general property tax

financing to user charges, or special property tax

assessments outside the CAP law. Special district

property tax levies rose by S percent, 30 percent,

and 10 percent annually during the first three

years following the adoption of the lids in 1976,

compared to 2 and 6 percent in the preceding two

years, and compared to a nominal 5 percent ceiIing

on Iocal budget growth (Beer, 1981).

The ultirnate consequences of the impulse to

greater application of fees and special districts

are difficult to foresee at this juncture. Both

measures change the nature of budgetary competi

tion. A service provided by an independent author

i ty, possessing an independent revenue stream, is

well insulated from general budgetary adjustments.

Peterson et al. (1981) have shown that water and

sewer systems provided through independent author

ities are maintained in better condition, have

higher rnaintenance reinvestments rates, and higher

user charges than systems that are operated as

part of the general government budget. From the

point of view of the individual service function,

the separation of service responsibility therefore

is likely to be beneficial. If there is reason to

think that in the course of daily budgetary compe

tition certain expenditures (like maintenance)

tend to get postponed, an independent service dis

trict with full pricing authori ty may be in the

public interest. Certainly, the use of special

authorities and strengthened pricing mechanisms

has been adopted as the central strategy of public

capital revi talization in both the U. S. and Great

Britain.
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The budgetary rigidities introduced by user fees

and special districts, however, also inflict costs

on local government. They can make it difficuIt to

recapture the budget as an expression of overall

spending priorities. This is especially true in

the United States , where much of state-Iocal fin

ance reform in the twentieth century has taken the

form of freeing governments from the earmarking of

revenues to specific purposes that formerly pre

vailed.

Finally, most public service pricing sets prices

equal to average costs. In industries where there

are declining marginal costs, such a pricing

system moves away from economic efficiency. Water

and sewer systems, with their large fixed costs,

will operate at inefficiently low service levels

and unnecessarily high costs when priced at aver

age cost •

. 'l'he Puture of Pub1ic Pricing

Although public service priority pricing appears

to be enjoying a surge of policy attention in the

United States , pricing has not been used to a

significant extent to create market analogs in the

public sector . Only sewer ahd water systems and

park and recreation facilities are commonly priced

to recover full costs.

Most other pricing of public services has been

adopted as a revenue measure. The pressure to

diversify revenue sources, and lessen reliance on

general taxation, has been intensified by the tax

limitation measures adopted by many states.
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In the future, the use of fees and charges to

restrain demand for public services is likely to

become much more important. Already, in reaction

to federal budget cuts and tightened budgets of

their own, states· have begun to impose user fees

and copayments on various types of human and

'social service programs. If federal regulations

prohibiting copayment in health and other pro

grams are relaxed, the use o·f pricing to· limit

demand (and hence costs) is likely to intensify.
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This paper examines the development of the fiscal

containment movement in the U.K. Throughout the

1970s there was a growing demand from several

quarters for tighter controls over public spend

ing, reductions in tax rates (especially on perso

nal incomes) and for balanced public sector bud

gets. Such demands have of course existed during

earlier periods but what sets the 1970s off from

the 1950s and 1960s is the fiscal context wi thin

which the fiscal limitation movement has operated.

First, public expenditure constraints are today

much more severe than they were in earlier years

and second, the underlying philosophy, upen which

the policies of the fiscal limitation movement are

predicated, has changed. The prescriptions and

policy outcomes of the 1950s/60s were essentially

based upon Keynesian teaching whereas the more

recent philosophy is monetarist in genre.

Not only are there interesting differences between

the fiscal limitation movements of different time

periods but important differences exist between

different economies within the same time period.

This point is seen clearly by comparing the chap

ters in this volume. The fiscal limitation move

ment in the U.K. employs a set of macro-economic

arguments to substantiate the case for reduced

public sector budgets whereas the arguments used

in the U.S. literature are predominantly micro

economic. The reasons for this difference in empha

sis are explored towards the end of this chapter.

Essentially the micro-economic approach has not

been pursued in the U.K. because of the weak role

that demand factors seem to play, the lack of

suitable data to test micro-theories and the diffi-
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culties of testing public

supply models .

sector bureaucratic

In this paper the general trends in U. K. public

expenditure are set out both for central (i.e.

federal) government and local government along

with the trends in taxation, public sector borrow

ing and public employment. Since it is one parti

cular interpretation of these trends which has

heightened the demand for fiscal limitation, care

is taken to set out the logical foundations of the

fiscal containrnent argument and to subject it wher

ever possible to empirical verification. Before

the theoretical and empirical elements of the anal

ysis are examined it is instructive to set down

the prevailing policies in the U.K. as they relate

to public expenditure and taxation.

e Gathering st:o 1970-1979

The demand for fiscal containrnent cornes from a

number of different sources. There are those who

distrust bureaucracy in general and the public

sector bureaucracy in particular. They wish to

return decision-rnaking to the individual, to

expand the scope of his choice and liberty through

a reduction in public service provision and an

en1argernent of the dornain of the rnarket place.

Others have becorne sceptical about the impact and

the success of public spending prograrnmes upon the

alleviation of poverty and other social problems.

Then there are those who are concerned about Par

liament I s ability to control public spending pro

grarnmes. They demand Par1iamentary and administra

tive reforms which will ensure that voters' prefer

ences are sufficiently we1l articulated within

the systern, and furthermore that they prevail,
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whilst the scope of bureaucratic influence and

discretion over the supply of public services be

constrained. The issue of efficiency is also an

element in the argument for tighter budgetary con

trol. If the constraints on public budgets were

more severe then it is assumed that waste wou1d be

eliminated. Finally, there is the question of the

impacts of public spending, taxation, and borrow

ing upon private sector decisions and inflation.

If, as same believe, increases in these public

sector magnitudes have adverse net effects upon

social welfare then there is a case to be made for

constraining thern.

Stated in this way there exists a strong set of a

priori arguments for public spending restraint

coupled with balanced budgets. During the 1970s

successive U.K. governrnents became inereasingly

persuaded by these arguments. Faced with a Ster

ling erisis, an inflation rate of 28% per annum

and a loan from the IMF conditional upon public

spending euts being made, the Labour Government of

1976 began to roll back the public sector. James

Callaghan, then Prime Minister, made his famous

speech to the Labour Party eonferencE in 1976

whieh indieated the first move towards fiseal con

tainment:

"We used to think you could spend your way out
of a recession, and increase employrnent by
cutting taxes and boosting Government spend
inge I tell you in all candour that that
option no longer exists, and that insofar as
it ever did exist, it only worked by injeeting
a bigger dose of inflation into the economy,
followed by a higher level of unemployrnent as
the next step. Higher inflation followed by
higher unernployrnent ..

The process

election of

was completed in May 1979 with the

a fiscal containment government. In
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their first Public Expendi ture Whi te Paper of No

vember 1979 (Cmnd 7746) the Conservative Govern

ment set out i ts broad economic strategy, which

was;

"to bring down the rate of inflation and inter
est rates by curtailing the growth of the
rnoney supply and controlling Government borrow
ing; to restore incentives; and to plan for
spending which is compatible both with the
objectives for taxation and borrowing and with
arealistic assessment for the prospects for
economic growth. II

The whole policy was predicated upon a straightfor

ward belief that, "public spending is at the heart

of Britain's present economic problem", because,

"high governrnent borrowing has fuelled inflation,

complicated the task of controlling the money

supply and thus denied the wealth creating sectors

some of the external finance they need for expan

sion." 1

When the econornic history of the 1970s comes to be

written, it will record that a number of powerful

pressure groups managed to win controi over the

intellectual framework within which economic

policy-making in the U.K. is formulated. In the

main these interest groups were found in the finan

cial institutions of the City -- bankers, stock

brokers, and financial journalists. Their model of

how the econorny works is essentially monetarist in

genre and was given support from the work of the

" new classical" supply side economists and the

mainstream monetarists . Just how this group man

aged to take over remains to be studied; a number

of indicators point, however, to a plausible inter

pretation. The inflation of the 1970s, caused pri

rnarily by factors which lay outside the controi of

any government, 2 resulted in the breakdown of the
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basic economic relationships which had character

ised the U.K. economy in earlier years. 3 This

breakdown was interpreted by manyas evidence that

Neo-Keynesian economics was bankrupt and that poli

cies based upon such thinking would fuel inflation

and push the economy deeper into recession.

The fiscal containment movernent seized the opportu

nity established" by this combination of events to

advocate a reduction in the relative size of the

public sector.

ICAL FRAMEIfORK

The previous section outlined the basic philosophy

which developed during the 1970s and which culmi

nated in the election of a fiscal containment

governrnent in 1979. This philosophy reflected a

particular model of the economy and it ·is to this

we now turn. The questions which interest us are,

(a) what a priori reasoning culminates in the

policy prescriptions that public expenditure and

taxation should be constrainedi and (b) is there

any evidence to substantiate such claims?

Until recently i t was generally assumed that net

fiscal multipliers were positive. This result was,

however, challenged by Andersen and Jordan (1968)

on empirical grounds. The thrust of their argument

was that the long run net fiscal multipliers were

at best zero and in some cases could be negative.

Such observations clearly challenged the whole

basis upon which expansionary fiscal policies had

been predicated and gave rise to a series of works

which addressed themselves to the question, IIdoes

fiscal policy matter ll ?4
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The best way of tackling this issue is to consider

the answers to the following question, "given that

any increase in public expenditure has to be fi

nanced out of increases in taxation, public sector

borrowing or increases in the money supply, wha t

impact do these financing instruments have upon

the level of economic activity and hence upon the

net effects of a budget expansionII? The answer

given by the traditional Keynesian is that there

will be some expansion in income (output) brought

about by the increase in public spending. Conceiv

ably the expansion will generate sufficient re

sources (i.e. tax revenue or savings) to finance

the budgetaryexpansion; but if not, other types

o f financ ing should be used. On the other hand,

monetarists and supply side econornists would argue

that a tax financed budget expansion will be ac

companied by disincentive effects in the labour

and capi tal markets which will counter any expan

sion in real output brought about by the increase

in public spending. Moreover, a bond financed

budget deficit will, it is claimed, increase in

terest rates and IIcrowd out II private investment

thereby constraining any expansion in real output.

Thus, for these reasons governments should balance

their budgets and reforms should be introduced to

the fiscal constitution to limit the extent to

which vote maximizing governments can raise

taxes. 5

We now turn to each of these arguments and explore

thern in greater detail.

Mo et:ari

Monetarists have for some time debated whether or

not an increase in the nominal money supply re-
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su1ts in an increase in the rate of inflation.

This controversy remains unresolved (see Hahn,

1980a and b; and Kaldor, 1980). Despite its conten

tiousness the link between increases in the money

supply and prices form one of the central tenets

in both the U. K. fiscal containment movement and

in official policy. The argument runs as follows.

Assuming no change in taxation, increases in

public spending are financed out of increased

public borrowing or increases in the money supp1y.

Either way, the temporary expansion of output

raises the actual expected rate of inflation, and

eventually promotes a wage-price explosion. Dlti

mately the wage-price explosion generates enough

uncertainty and/or instability so that output and

employment will fall. Thus, instead of expanding

real output and employment a budget deficit will,

in the medium term, cause a reduction in the level

of economic activity through its impact upon infla

tion and expectations.

Whilst such an a priori account is plausible this

is insufficient for its adoption as a reasonable

description of the behaviour of the economy. It

must be demonstrated that the account is empirical

ly validated • This has not been done so far. A

statistical1y significant link cannot be found be

tween changes in the money supply or the public

sector borrowing requirement and the inflation

rate (see Kaldor, 1980). This is not too surpris

ing given that it is only that part of the public

sector' s deficit which is monetized through the

banking system which would impact on the money

supply.6
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Suppl Side Ar ts

Alongside the rnonetarist's argument there are what

has come to be popu1arly known as "supply side"

considerations . In brief, supply side economists

examine the impacts of the public sector financial

instruments (i.e. taxes and borrowing) upon market

prices and hence upon resource allocation and long

run real income determination. The elements of

these issues can be gathered together under two

headings (a) the disincentive effects of taxation

and (b) the crowding out of private sector activi

ty by the public sector.

(a) Disincentive effects of taxation: As far as

the disincentive effects of taxation are concern

ed, the foundation of the arguments are very

straightforward and are we11 documented in the

standard public finance literature. An increase in

the marginal rate of income taxation, for examp1e,

will change the relative prices of work and 1ei

sure. Whether or not the income or the substitu

tion effect fo11owing that relative price change

is the stronger will determine the existence, or

otherwise, of a disincentive effect. A similar

analysis is used to study the effects of other

direct and indirect taxes upon consumption, sav

ings and investment decisions.

Whilst the analysis is unambiguous the central

issue from the perspective of policy making is an

empirical one. Do disincentive effects exist in

practice? To date the evidence comes down strongly

in favour of the presence of a small but statisti

cally significant incentive effect for the perso

nal income tax in the U.K. (see, Atkinson and

Stern, 1980; and Atkinson, 1980). This result is

of importance to those policy makers whose philo-
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sophy of fiscal containment is based upon the

belief that disincentive effects do exist. The

empirical evidence limits their case. However, it

must be emphasised that our empirical knowledge

about the effects of tax changes is extremely

limited. 7

(b) Crowding Out: The second strand to the supply

side argument is summed up in the issue of "crowd

ing out".. Crowding out refers to the displacement

of private sector activity by the public sector.

It can take one of two forms, (a) real resource

crowding out or (b) financial crowding out. Neo

Keynesians believe that real resource crowding out

can only take place at full employment. In a zero

sum situation the public sector can only expand if

there is a corresponding decline in private sector

expenditures. Economists such as Bacon and Eltis

(1976), however, have argued that the growth in

the relative size of the public sector has ab-

sorbed real resources (particularly capital and

labour) which has constrained the growth of the

"productive" or "wea lth creating" private sector

of the econorny. According to this view real re

source crowding out will take place at less than

full-employment. Moreover, if the underlying

growth rate of the economy is to be increased,

resources must be released from the public sector

and returned to the private sector. This increase

in growth, it is claimed, is necessary to finance

any future growth in the public sector.

Interpretation of the financial crowding out argu

ments depends upon which theory of interest rate

determination one subscribes to and howelastic

private sector investment is to changes in inter

est rates. The popular view of financial crowding

out can be stated in the following simple terms.
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In order to finance its deficit the government has

to offer bonds for sale to the general public at a

price which will make them attractive. Price dis

counts on government bonds force up interest rates

and the hike in interest rates will hal t marginal

private sector investment programmes. Thus, the

expansionary effects of the public sector deficit

will be constrained by the contractions caused by

the fall in private investment. A bond financed

public sector expansion, even at less than full

employment, will have a small (perhaps even zero)

irnpact on levels of real output and ernployrnent.

Whilst Neo-Keynesians have always recognised the

existence of financial crowding out in some meas

ure, the fiscal limitation movement argues that the

financial erowding out effect is large. They in

sist that the increase in interest rates has been

brought about by the need to finance a rapidly

expanding public sector borrowing requirement and

that the ensuing increase in interest rates has

been responsible for the massive eut-back in pri

vate sector investment intentions. In other words,

in this model interest rates are determined simply

through the mechanisms of demand and supply in the

money and capi tal market. Gi ven tha t there is a

limited supply of funds for investment if the pub

lic seetor increases its demand then the price of

these funds {interest rates} must increase. If the

public sector is inelastic in its demand for fi

nance but private sector demand is elastic, then

the public sector will crowd out the private

sector in the capital rnarket with the result that

the composition of final output will also change.

The policy prescriptions which

view of the economy are that

interest rates is to come down

follow from this

i f the level of

and thus private
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investrnent expand, the public sector borrowing re

quirement must be reduced. This in turn requires a

reduction in public expenditures, assuming that

taxes are not to be increased.

There are, however, a nurnber of controversial ele

ments within this simple view of the economy which

must be balanced up against an alternative perspec

tive. First! in contrast to the above description

of interest rate determination many believe that

the current high level of" short-term interest

rates in the U. K. are due to the tight monetary

policy which the government is pursuing. In addi

tion the current high rates of inflation will be

reflected in high nominal interest rates. Long

term interest rates are determined by the way in

which investors choose to hold their stock of

wealth. This, in turn, depends upon uncertainty

and the way in which individuals form their expec

tations. Thus, interest rates are not uniquely

determined by the irnbalances between the demand

and supply of the stock of different financial

assets as was claimed in the simple model. In

stead, we need to add a number of other explana

tory variables such as uncertainty, expectations

of 'future interest rates and expectations of

future rates of inflation. The rate of interest is

the price paid for parting with liquidity whilst

a t the same time being a reward for saving. The

more uncertain is the return on an asset the

higher will be the rate of interest required

before individuals will hold it in their portfo

lios. Long term assets will, therefore, have

higher returns than short term assets because of

the greater uncertainty associated with the long

rune The willingness to hold an asset depends

crucially upon expectations.
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It wouid, however, be a mistake to believe that

dealings in financial markets are carried out di

rectly by individuals. By far the major proportion

of such transactions are carried out on behalf of

individuals by the large financial institutions

such as the pension funds and the insurance compa

nies. Because so much of the wealth of a cornmunity

is held indirectly by the financial institutions

the cornrnunity's liquidity preference is to a large

measure determined by the preferences and expecta

tians of these financial institutions. During pe

riods of high and variable inflation, such as

prevailed in the U.K. during the 1970s, the finan

cial institutions have faced greater uncertainty.

They have responded to this environment by keeping

their options open through investing at the short

end of the market thereby keeping their balance

sheets liquid. Political speeches demanding fiscal

restraint coupled with the general rnonetarist cli

mate have added to their uncertainty with the

resul t that funds have been brought forward and

held in government stock. It is not, therefore,

just the price of government stock which has in

creased demand for it. Uncertainty has also played

a vital role.

The second embellishment to the simple model of

interest rate determination relates to the supply

of funds for investment. Government can only run a

deficit if there are surpluses elsewhere in the

economy. During the 1970s the U.K. personal sector

increased its savings rateS from an annual average

of 8.75% during the 1960s to 14% during the 1970s

(see Coghlan and Jackson, 1979). This increase was

in part due to inflation but uncertainty and in

creases in real disposable incomes also played a

role. The rise in the savings rate would, of

course, have been deflationary uniess there were
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compensating increases in investment (public or

private). Private sector investment was, h')wever,

depressed because of the general recession and

gloomy expectations. In the absence of the private

sector expanding its investrnent, the additional

funds created by the increase in personal sector

savings were available to the public sector-to fi

nance its deficit without crowding out the private

sector. Moreover, the expansion in public spending

could be sel f financ ing in the medi um-term due to

the rise in real incomes, savings and tax reve

nues.

Thus, the observed high cost of capital is due to

inflation and uncertainty. An increase in public

sector borrowing does not, therefore, necessarily

imply an increase in the real cost of capital. It

rnight be a contributing factor arnongst others. The

problem is to identify how much of the increase in

nominal interest rates is due to public sector

borrowing. This empirical problem has not yet been

solved.

Third, high interest rates also reflect a tight

monetary policy. This point is frequently forgot

ten by monetarists . A tight monetary squeeze can

cause crowding out. If the stock of money is held

down relative to its demand this will force up

short-term nominal interest rates. Under a systern

of floating exchange rates the exchange rate will

rise. The increase in nominal interest rates will

place a strain on industry cash flow especially

for those sectors of industry which are faced with

problems of stock appreciation, caused by the in

fIa tion, and which compete in export markets o r

which face an elastic demand for their final prod

uct and high money wage demands. The combined

effect of these impact is to affect expectations

adversely and to precipitate bankruptcies.
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Emphasis upon contro11ing the money stock gives

rise to a loss of controi over interest rates

which increases the uncertainty of future real and

nominal rates. This uncertainty is exacerbated by

high and variable rates of inflation. If interest

rates are uncertain then so too are gilt edge

security prices which means that their yield has

to be rnuch higher. Once again, it is uncertainty

which forces up the cost of capital. In this case

the high interest rates have been caused by the

tight monetary policy~

Finally, the crowding out thesis assumes that pri

vate sector investrnent is highly interest elastic

with interest rates being its principal determi

nant. What is the status of the evidence to sub

stantiate such a claim? Recent evidence presented

to the Wilson Cornrnittee9 demonstrated that the

influence of financial factors on private sector

investrnent is difficult to establish ernpirically

Whilst there are strong theoretical reasons to

believe that financial factors do influence invest

ment, much of the econometric -research in this

area has been inconclusive. The prirnary financial

influence that would be expected to playaroie is

the cost of capital which depends upon a number of

factors, including interest rates and expectations

of inflation, and on how the funds are raised

(whether by borrowing, retentions or new equity

issues). Changes in the cost of capital can signi

ficantly affect the profitability of an investment

but this, in turn, is also affected by tax rates

and investment subsidies. Investrnent decisions,

however, also depend upon non-financial factors

such as the current level of capacity utilization

and businessrnenls expectations of the future

growth of the volume of their sales.
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Existing empirical evidence10 is inconclusive but

it does suggest that the dominant influence on

investment is the general macro-economic climate.

That is, businessmen will invest when they think

it will be profitable to do so. The ~conometric

evidence suggests that expectations of the profita

bility of investment are related to changes in the

level of output in the previous two years. It has

proved difficult in these empirical studies to

determine the importance of the influence of finan

cial factors on investment. In practice the cost

of capital is a difficult concept to measure.

Results will, therefore, tend to be sensitive to

the measure employed. In summing up their survey of

investment studies the U.K. Treasury, in their

evidence to the Wilson Committee, concluded that,

we think that whilst the major influence on

investment will generally be the expectation of

output and sales growth financial factors can at

times be important ". The empirical evidence does

not, therefore, exist to support one of the main

pillars of the fiscal containment argument.

The essentiai lesson from this debate is that

increased uncertainty has caused an increase in

the long run cost of capital. Moreover, because of

inflation, high and variable nominal interest

rates, a high exchange rate and a world recession,

the risks facing U. K. businessmen in the 1970/80s

are much greater than those which they faced in

earlier periods. Faced with this uncertainty lend

ers look for investments which are less vulner

able to inflation such as equities or property .

Thus, bond prices must fall and interest rates

must rise if individuals are to hold bonds. Infla

tion, however, also forces up the expected rate of

return on equities. Unless profits keep up with

inflation then dividends will not. The greater is
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the variability of inflation the greater is the

uncertainty of profits and dividends. Moreover,

businessmen will not wish to issue fixed interest

debt (e.g. debentures) during periods of high in

flation since the future debt charges will be a

burden. It is inflation and the uncertainty which

i t generates that forces up the cost of capital

and depresses investment intentions.

In conclusion to this section, the fiscal contain

ment movement in the U.K. is based upon the assump

tion that strong disincentive effects of taxation

exist7 that increases in the public sector borrow

ing requirement (PSBR) cause increases in the

money supply and hence increase the rate of infla

tion and that private sector investment which is

highly interest elastic is crowded out by public

sector borrowing. Their policy prescriptions are

that if inflation is to be reduced and economic

growth increased then it is essential that taxes

and public deficits be cut. This requires reduc

tions in public spending. But there are alterna

tive views of how the economy operates and there

is very little empirica1 evidence to support the

views of the fiscal containment movement.

GROWTII OF THE PUBLIC SBCl'OR

The publ ic sector in the U. K. has grown both in

absolute and relative terms over the period 1960

1979. In 1960 total public expenditure amounted to

cf8.9 billion. It had increased to cf84.9 billion

by 1979. Changes in the absolute size of public

expenditure are meaningless unless set against

changes in other variables such as prices, popula

tion or incomes. In Table l public expenditure is

shown as a percentage of GDP (at rnarket prices)
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ab1e 1 u. . Pub1ic Spending as a Proportion

of GDP 1960-1979

Market prices

1960 1970 1975 1979

1. Total public spending 35.0 41.0 49.5 44.8

2. Current expenditure on
goods/services 16.5 17.6 22.0 20.2

3. Capital expenditure on
goods/services 3e5 40&8 4~8 2~8

4. Current grants and
subsidies 8.4 10.6 13.7 14.4

5. Capital transfers 0.3 1.6 1.1 1.0

6. Debt interest 4.0 4.0 4.0 4.7

7. Net lendinga. 2.0 2.4 3.6 1.7

a Net lending is included as an element of total public
spending because it has to be financed through the ex
chequer's funds.

Source: National Income an~ Expenditure (HMSO); various years.

and in Figure l the growth in the relative size of

public expendi ture and its components is set out

for the period 1946-1979.

Table 1 shows that the public sector' s relative

share of GDP has increased from 35% in 1960 to a

peak of 49.5% in 1975. This does not, however,

necessarily imply, as many comrnentators have sug

gested, that the public sector has absorbed an

increasing share of the nation's resources, there

by crowding out or constraining private sector

growth. In order to find out if t~is did happen it

is necessary to break public expenditure down inta

its constituent parts. The resource element of

public expenditure is shown in the national income

accounts as expenditure on goods and services.

Current account expenditure on goods and services

represents the public sector's consumption of
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(iii) Transfer expenditures as % of GDP

(iv) Capita1 expenditures as % of GDP

labour services and physical materials whereas ca

pital account expenditure on goods and services

refers to the public sector's consumption of capi

tal goods. Taking the current and capital accounts

together the public sector absorbed 19.8% of GDP

in 1960. This increased to 23% in 1979.

The principal source of public sector growth in

the U.K. has been in transfer payments. Since

transfer payments are not part of GDP including

them in the total of public expenditure tends to

distort the ratio of public spending to GDP, since

the limit to the ratio is no longer 100%. The in-
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crease in transfer payments is shown in Table 1

and Figure 1. As a proportion of GDP transfers

rose from 8.4% in 1960 to 14 4% in 1979. This

growth is accounted for partly by long run demo

graphic changes such as the number of pensioners

within the population who are eligible for state

pensions. But it has been the inflation of the

1970s a10ng with rising levels of unemployment

which has accounted for the recent rapid growth.

Unemployment compensatian payments increased in

the 1970s as the real level of unemployment bene

fits rose and as the levels of unemp10yment in

creased. In 1960 326,000 persons (1.5% of the

labour force) were unemployed. This had increased

to 1,344,000 (6%) in 1979 and now stands at 2.5m

in mid 1981. This larger number of unemployed

received in 1979 unemp10yment benefits which were

much higher in real and nominal terms compared to

those payed in 1960. Thus the money va1ue of these

transfers as a percentage of GDP shot up.

Another factor which contributed to the growth of

transfer payrnents was the policy decision of the

1975/76 budget to suppress inflation by subsidiz

ing prices. Price subsidies were increased on com

modities such as fuel, food, heating, transport

and housing and 10cal government property tax

rates were heavily subsidized. Finally it can also

be seen in Table l that the public sectorls net

lending to the private sector also rose during the

mid 1970s. This illustrates the point that the

public sector does, on occasions, borrow on behalf

of the private sector. In this case it borrowed in

order to support those industries, such as the

U.K. motor industry, which were badly hit by the

recession.
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Public sector capital spending as a proportion o f

GDP has shown a decline since 1974 (see Figure 1).

This reflects successive governments' use of capi

tal spending to controI public spending since i t

is politically more acceptable to delay planned

capital programmes than to make public employees

redundant or to control their wages and salaries.

From the above comments it is readily seen that

rat ios of public expenditure to GDP are ambiguous

magnitudes which must be interpreted with care.

Not only is it necessary to separate out public

expenditure on resources from expenditures on

transfer payments, it is also important to define

the national income concept being used (i.e. is it

net or gross and is it measured at market prices

for factor cost?) and to distinguish between short

run changes in the ratio and long run changes. In

the short run the ratio might rise, not because

public expenditure has deviated from trend, but

because GDP falls. This is what happened in the

mid 1970s in the U.K. Between 1973 and 1975 real

GDP fell by 2.9%. The ratio of public expenditure

to GDP, therefore, shot up and was interpreted at

the time as an indication that public spending had

exploded and was out of control. Between 1973 and

1975 general government final consumption (at con

stant 1975 prices) rose by 7.5% which was on

trend. Moreover , transfer payments especially on

unemployment compensation increased as the economy

moved inta recession. The combined effect of these

movements was to show a rapid short run increase

in the ratio of public expenditure to GDP, (see

Figure 1).

There are other reasans why interpretation of the

government expenditure ratio is problematic. These

arise from differences in the price bases upon
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which public expenditure and GDP are measured. In

this context it is important to distinguish be

tween relative price changes and absolute price

changes. The former has been discussed at length

by Baumol (1967) see also Jackson and Ulph

(1973). Public expenditure represents government's

purchase of inputs whilst GDP is a measure of ex

penditure on final output. This means that any

productivity gains accruing to the public sector

are autornatically assurned to be zero in the natio

nal incorne accounts. Thus the relative prices o f

public inputs will rise faster than the prices of

final output, because productivity gains are more

fully accounted for in the private sector. If the

public sector's share of final output rernains con

stant it can be shown that its share in expendi

ture terms will rise (see Jackson, 1979).

When it cornes to inflationary irnpacts on the

public sector it can be shown that the inflation

rate facing the public sector is higher than that

for final output. This is because of the labour

intensity of public services and because public

sector input price rises cannot be set off against

reduced profit margins.

Some of the price effects can be eliminated by

revaluing public expenditure on goods and services

and GDP at constant prices. This is shown in Table

2. The ratios in Table 2 give a clearer indication

of the public sector' s consurnption of real re-

sources.

It is readily seen from Table 2 that the public

sector's share of the economy's real resources

d ec l ined over the 1970s espec ially on capital ac

caunt. This weakens claims that real resource

crowding out taok place.
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Tab e u. e Pub1ic Sect:or Cons of R l

Re urces. Percent

1970 1975 1979

Current expenditure 20.3 22.0 21.2

Capital expenditure 5.9 4.8 2.9

Total 26.2 26.8 24.1

Note: The figures show the ratios of public expenditure to
GDP both deflated by appropriate indices with 1975=100.

Source: National Income and Expenditure; HMSO, 1980.

LOCAL GOVERBMEIft' G

Loca1 Gove nt Spending

Loca1 government expenditure in the U.K. accounts

for about one third of total public expenditure.

This proportion is, however, variable. The in

crease in loca1 government's share of total public

spending from 27% to 33% between 1960 and 1970

reflects the decline in central government spend

ing on defence, whereas the subsequent decline in

local government' s share from 33% to 29% between

1975 and 1979 is due in part to increased contro1

over local capital spending programmes and also

the increase in central government spending on

transfers.

As a share of GDP, local government expenditure

has shown a similar degree of variability (see

Table 3). The qua1ifications about interpreting

this ratio have already been discussed. In the

case of local government spending it should be

remembered that a smaller proportion of expendi

ture is on transfer payments. These transfer pay

ments are primarily subsidies on housing and trans-
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e3 •• I.oca Pub

960-1 7

Ra os

All are shown as % of GDP at current
market prices

1960 1970 1975 1979

Total local government
spending 9.3 13.4 16.1 12.9

Local exhaustive public
spendinga 7.8 10.6 1108 10eO

Local government capital
spending 2.6 3.7 3.7 2.0

a Capital and current spending.

S'ource: as for Table l.

port, grants to the personal sector in the form of

scholarships and grants to universi ties, colleges

etc. and rent rebates and allowances. Taking out

these transfers we can see from Table 3 that local

government exhaustive expenditures (i.e. on real

resources) have been relatively stable during the

1970s as a share of GDP. It is seen once again

that much of the increase in the relative share of

local public spending was due to transfer pay

ments.

Capital spending in the U.K. economy has, through

out the period 1960/80, remained relative1y con

stant at 17% of GDP. In 1960 22% of total capital

spending was carried out by the public sector

(excluding the nationalised industries and public

corporations) . This had fallen to 15% by 1979.

Within the total of public sector capital spending

local government accounts for about 70% o f i t. In

recent years there has been a slowing down in

local government capital spending. This has, in
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part, been due to the general controi over public

capital programmes but it has also been due to the

completion of massive housebuilding, school build

ing and road building programmes which were start

ed during the 1960s.

The composition of local government current expen

diture is set out in Table 4. The relative shares

of the functional categories of current expendi

ture have displayed great stability since 1960.

One element, however, which has increased consider

ably is grants to the personal sector. This has

been due to the increase in rent rebates since

1974, which rose from .iSm in 1974 to .f197m in

1979. The increase in rent rebates reflects poli

cies which have responded to the high inflation

and increased levels of unemployrnent, especially

in central city areas.

One statistic which is of interest and which will

be developed later in this paper is the size of

the surplus on current account. Whilst local gov

ernments in total have run a current account

surplus it has not kept pace with inflation. In

1960 the surplus was 20% of current expenditure.

This had fallen to 11% in 1970 and was 7% in 1979.

Since the surplus on current account is an impor

tant source of finance or capital spending its

reduction could imply that a larger proportion o f

capital expenditure has been financed from borrow

inge

Local government capital expenditure is set out in

Table 5. Over 90% of capital spending is allocated

to fixed investment. The remainder represents capi

tal grants to the personal sector (mainly for

house purchase) and net lending to the private

sector. There is a structural break in Table 5



'rab1e 4- caaposition o~ Loca1 GOVerDllleDt Corrent Spending (U.K.)

1960 1970 1975 197q

im % im % lEm % fm %

Current expenditure on
goods/services 1357 79 3627 74 9776 75 15492 75

Education 655 38 1742 35 4809 37 7012 34

Environment 145 8 415 8 826 6 1457 7

Po!ice 116 7 337 7 829 6 1593 8

Roads/Lighting 127 7 261 5 578 4 956 5
~

Housing subsidies 31 2 118 2 213 2 332 2
o
t-'

Current grants to
persona! sector 40 2 159 3 416 3 936 5

Debt interest 287 17 1037 21 2333 18 3451 17

Tota! current spending 1715 100 4941 100 12982 100 20573 100

Balance: Current surplus 245 533 1155 1351

1960 5474 14137 21924

Source: as for Table 1.



lfIab1e 5 OMp'lsition of Loca1 GoverJDIeDt capit.a1 Spending (U~l{.)

1960 1970 1975 1979

~m % tm % tm % cf:m %

Capital Account

Fixed Investment 604 92 1819 96 3755 97 3641 93

Housing 255 39 735 39 2038 52 1747 45

Education 114 17 288 15 556 14 472 12

Roads 54 8 235 12 372 10 357 9

Environment 101 15 277 15 354 9 453 12
~

o
Capital grants to ~

personal sector 13 2 30 2 75 2 134 4

Total capital spending 659 100 1886 100 3882 100 3871 100

Balance: Financial surplus -1263 -2525 -2194
--

Source: as for Table 1.
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which makes difficul t the interpretation of the

shares o f capi tal spending by the various func

tional categories. In 1972/73 water, sewerage and

sewage disposal services were trans ferred out o f

10cal government control. This accounts for the

reduction in environmental capital spending and

the apparent increase in the proportion spent on

housing.

Loc Govermaent Labour Market

Local government services are typically labour in

tensive. To understand changes in current expendi

ture on goods and services it is, therefore, neces

sary to understand the behaviour of the labour

markets faced by local governments. This is an

under-researched area in the U.K. and work has

only just started on it. A nurnber of general re

marks can, however, be made.

The degree of labour intensity of different local

government services is shown in Table 6. Services

'rable 6 btio of Payroll bpeDditure to Total

Curren1: Expenditure. Percent

1970 1979

Education 85 94

Housing 1 5

Environmental services 48 76

Law and order 94 96

Personal social services 78 95

Note: Payrol1 expenditure includes employer's contribution
to National Insurance and superannuation schemes.
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have become relatively more labour intensive

throughout the 19705.

Employment by local government has increased both

in absolute terms and as a share of total employ

ment (see Table 7). This growth in employrnent has

taken place mainly in the education, health and

social services departments (see Table 8). Again

care must be taken when interpreting these data o

Nuch of the increase in local government employ

ment has taken place amongst part-time employees,

especially females • Table 9 shows the growth in

female part-time employment in loca1 government.

Recent attempts to understand these trends suggest

that the public sector offered white collar serv

ice type jobs which provided flexibi1ity in hours

and which were demanded by women re-entering the

labour force (see Jackson, 1978 and Wilkinson and

Jackson, 1981). Much of the growth in the public

sector during the 1960s and early 1970s was accom

modated by the availabi1ity of this type of la-

bour.

-.rable 7 Blllplo t by 8ect:or, U.K. a

Private Public Central Local
sector corporations government authorities

No. % No. % No. % No. %

1961 18614 76.1 2200 9.0 1773 7.2 1870 7.6

1964 19012 76.2 2079 8.3 1771 7.1 2088 804

1967 18592 74.4 2164 8.7 1872 7.5 2364 9.5

1970 18264 73 .. 8 2025 802 1905 707 2559 10.3

1973 18194 72.9 1890 7.6 1998 8.0 2890 11.6

1976 17448 7005 1980 8.0 2315 9.3 3022 12.2

1978 17545 70.4 2061 8.3 2309 9.3 3013 12.1

a Figures show the number of persons (in thousands) and the per
centage of the employed labour force working in each sector; no
al10wance has been made for the effects of part-time working.

Source: Gazette Nov. 79, pp. 99-104.



1e 8 lDca1 Authority: Elllp10yment by Major Departments. Great Dr-

Thousands

Education Department Health &
Social Con-

Teachers Ancillaries Services struction Transport Police Others Total

1952 318 139 116 70 103 72 630 1448

1955 349 149 136 70 96 74 641 1515

1958 381 171 152 93 96 80 653 1626

1961 427 339a 170 103 90 84 545 1755

1964 485 416 200 124 87 90 565 1964

1967 544 497 239 135 82 98 616 2212

1970 608 596 264 128 51 103 635 2386 t\.)

O
U1

1973 713 681 315 130 39 112 709 2699

1976 742 781 320 166 32 12] 708 2870

1978 743 772 335 157 30 120 701 2858

a Includes school meals staff from 1961 onwards.

Source: Gazette (various edns) and unpublished data from the DE.
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lfIab1e g IDeal Authorities: oyment by Status

an sex Great ri1:ain. Thousands

Part-time Female Part-time female
emp10yees emp10yees employees

% of % of % of PT % of all
No. total No. total No. employees employees

1952 255 18.6 604 43.9 211 82.6 15.3

1955 292 20.3 651 45.2 240 82 .. 1 16e7

1958 339 22.0 714 46.2 279 82.2 18.1

1961 404 24.2 791 47.3 333 82.4 19.9

1964 508 27.1 908 48.5 419 82.5 22.4

1967 622 29.4 1070 50.7 520 83.6 24.6

1970 745 32.6 1231 53.9 629 84.4 27.5

1973 884 34.2 1446 55.9 748 84.6 28.9

1976 964 35.1 1605 58.4 859 89.2 31.3

1978 975 35.6 1622 59.3 884 90.7 32.3

Source: Gazette (various edns) and unpub1ished data from the DE.

What about wages and salaries in the public

sector? Have these risen much faster than earnings

elsewhere in the economy, thereby attracting

labour into public services and expanding the rela

tive size of the public sector? Again, it is only

tentative evidence which can be offered. Oomparing

wages and salaries in the public sector with those

in the private sector is rather a complex exercise

in the U. K., since there is seldom a comparable

private sector group. It is possible, however I to

compare movements in the wages and salaries of

particular groups of public sector workers with

the changes in the average wage rate for the econo

my as a whole. These comparisons are set out in

Table 10.
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All groups of workers have done better than chang

es in the retail price index. Real incornes have,

therefore, increased throughout the economy as a

whole. Teachers, representing a strong profes

sional group, have done better than the average as

one would expect, whereas social workers appear to

have lagged behind in the late 1960s, caught up in

the early 1970s, but lost ground again recently.

Police pay has been close to the average through

out. Each series does, however, show periods in

which public sector pay lagged behind that in the

private sector, a narrowing of differentials and

'rab e 10 Public Sector Sa1ary Indices 1962-1977

Index 1962 = 100

Private Social
Reta!! sector Teachers workers Police
price Wage rate Wage Wage Wage

63 102.1 103.7 110.5 102.8 102.4

64 105.5 108.7 105.6 112.9

1965 110.6 113.4 128.1 109.8

66 114.9 118.6

67 117.8 123.2 120.3 123.4

68 123.3 131.3 125.1 129.8

69 129.9 138.3 150.9 130.1 134.9

1970 138.2 151.9 171.9 152.3 145.0

71 151.2 171.5 185.1 201.8 175.6

72 161.9 195.2 206.8 220.7 201.8

73 176.8 221.9 229.1 236.6 218.5

74 205.3 265.8 254.2 268.9 263.2

1975 255.2 344.2 395.3 364.6 387.1

76 297.3 410.6 450.0 408.2 408.1

77 344.3 437.4 473.2 428.6 447.6

78 372.5 499.0

79 422.4 573.4

Source: Compiled by the author.
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then an adjustment. This is readily seen in the

case of teachers . Their salaries lagged behind in

the 1970s, especially in 1974. The Houghton Cornmit

tee of that year reeomrnended massive increases in

teaehers pay, whieh increases were implernented the

following year.

The movements in public sector pay do not suggest

that they led the private sector. However, large

inereases in wage rates in any single y"ear will

have significant irnpaets upon loeal governrnent bud

gets. Almost all labour is unionised amongst loeal

government groups . Whilst these unions are strong

they have not until very recent years been mili

tant. Moreover, they had to eontend with a variety

of incornes policies throughout different phases of

the 1970s.

Loca GoverlmleDt Capita1 Market.

Local governrnent capital spending is financed from

three principal sources, (a) the surplus on cur

rent account (b) specific and general capital

grants from central government and (c) borrowing.

The proportions are shown in Table 11.

In general Ioeal authorities have managed to have

a surplus on their current account each year.

Although this surplus has not increased in propor

tion to current expenditure it has nevertheless

financed an increasing share of capital expendi

ture. This is due to the decline in the volume in

capital spending which has had to be financed. The

greatest part of capital spending is, however,

financed from loeal authority borrowing whieh con

tributes to the overall public sector borrowing

requirement.
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lf'ab1e 1 Sources of Capital Finance

Percent

1970 1975 1979

Surp1us on current
account 25.0 30.0 35.0

Capita1 grants 8.0 5.0 8.0

Borrowing 67.0 65.0 57.0

100.0 100.0 100.0

Only part of the local authori ties' borrowing is

raised on the open market, the remainder is ob

tained from loans received from central govern

ment. In 1979 10cal government borrowing from the

open market was i.l768 million or 14% of the total

public sector borrowing requirement. There is no

distinct pattern to local authority borrowing

during the 1970s. All that can be said is that it

has been much higher than in earlier periods and

more variable.

te · ant of bpenditure

A nurnber of factors have contributed to the growth

in the absolute size of both real and nominal

local government expendi tures. These will include

long term demographic factors such as increases in

the school age population i real income changes,

changes in the labour intensity of services and

improvements in the relative (and money) wages of

local public sector employees. A cornplete model of

expenditure growth would need to incorporate these

factors. For example, according to Wagner's Law

the demand for public services is income elastic

which implies that over time th~ absolute level of
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real public expenditure will rise and moreover so

too will the relative size of the public sector.

An increase in real incomes, especially if the tax

systern is progressive, will generate the resources

necessary to finance an expansion in public serv

ices. However, as Baumol (1967) has demonstrated

the implied relative prices of public services

will tend to increase over time. Thus, an expan

sion of real public services and public expendi

tures requires that the income elasticity of

demand for these services be greater than the

price elasticity (Jackson and Ulph, 1973).11

Within this model of the determination of the

public sector budget constraint there is a variety

of alternative specifications of the decision

making process whereby public expenditures are de

termined through choices of public output levels .

These include a social wel fare function approach;

a median voter approach~ an incrementalist specifi

cation; or a bureaucratic approach. In practice

the decision-making process includes elements of

each. Budgets are history dependent in the sense

that a large proportion of resources are locked

into activities which have been determined by ear

lier decisions. Adjustments, therefore, take place

at the margin (the increment) but these adjust

ments are curnulative which means that substantiai

changes to the content of programmes can be observ

ed over time. v~en making adjustments at the

margin there is an interplay between a number of

agents in the decision-making process. These in

clude politicians, pressure groups, and bureau

crats. The power of bureauerats within the deci

sion-making systern and the degree of bureaucratic

inertia is a function of the control systern, (see

Jackson, 1981) and the degree to which voters'

demands are expressed and represented within the

political system.
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Whilst exogenous factors such as demographic chang

es and real income changes are likely influences

upen public. expenditures, we need to understand

why decision-makers respond to these changes in

the way they do. For example, an increase in pupil

numbers could be accomodated by increasing class

sizes. What is actually observed is the outcome of

a series of decisions about what are desirable and

feasible clas s sizes (and hence the demand for

teachers and classrooms): the appropriate teaching

technology (demand for other teaching inputs): and

teachers' salaries. Responses to exogenous changes

are, therefore, the outcome of a series of adjust

ments which can take into account political fac

tars such as voter' s response to the outcome o f

the decision. To the extent that voter's responses

are weak, the discretionary powers of politicians

and bureauerats are enhanced. Whose interests are

then served by local fiscal decisions becomes a

complex issue in empirical political economy.

An understanding of the process of public expendi

ture determination is important to understanding

the likely consequences of increased controi over

that expenditure. How do local politicians and

bureaucrats respond to demands for expenditure re

straint? Whose interests do they serve (implicitly

or explicitly) when they respond? How much scope

do they have to respond quickly in the short run?

These questions are easy to ask but rnore difficult

to answer. Some of them can be illustrated by an

examination of education spending.

From Table 4 it can be seen that the bulk of local

governrnent' s current expenditure is accounted for

by education, debt interest and grants to the
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personal sector (mainly for tertiary education).

Debt interest is explained by the capital expendi

ture programme which is mainly on housing and

education and by movements in interest rates o On

average, therefore, much of the trend in local

government spending is accounted for by education

and housing policy decisions. As far as changes in

education are concerned these have been dominated

by (a) increases in the number of children of

school age, (b) reductions in c1ass sizes by im

provements in the teacher lpupil ratio, (c) an in

crease in non-teaching staffs (see Table 8 above),

and (d) an extension of education to younger age

groups and to disadvantaged groups e .go mentally

handicapped. Changes in public sector school

pupils are set out in Table 12.

Along with changes in pupil numbers the pupill

teacher ratio has also been changing. These are

set out in Table 13.

It must also be remembered that the unit cost of

secondary education is mueh higher than that in

primary schaols beeause of smaller sizes and be

cause teachers are paid higher salaries in seconda

ry schools. Unit eosts in primary schools are

about 50% of those in secondary schools.

The education system in the Dc K. however, faees a

faIIing school population up to about 2001. This

follows reductions in fertility rates <:luring the

1970s. Table 14 gives population projections o f

the under 16s.

Gi ven these fXJpulation changes the edueation sec

tor in the U.K., in the absence of public expendi

ture euts, would probably have absorbed a smaller

proportion o f the eommunity I S resources. On the
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T ~c:nO~JL P i1 Ulllbers - U.K.

Thousands

1961 1971 1979

31 50 88

4906 5161 5594

3165 3555 4646

77 103 151

under 5 years of age.a Nursery school pupils

b Primary school pupils aged 5-11 years.

c Secondary school pupils aged 11+ years.

d Special schools include; hospital schools and schools for
the mentallyand educationally sub-normal.

Nursery schooIsa
bPrimary schools

Secondary schoolsc

dSpecial schools

Table l Popi1 Teacher Ratios - U.I.

1961 1971 1979

Nursery schooIs 22.7 26.6 22.2

Primary schooIs 28.9 27.1 24.2

Secondary schools 20.0 17.8 17.0

Special schooIs 12.5 10.7 9.3

!fl b e 14- opu1ation Pro j ection: Under 16 years

of age - U.K. Millions

1971 1979 1981 1986 1991 1996 2001

Males 7.1 6.7 6.4 6.2 6.4 6.9 7.0

Females 6.9 6.3 6.1 5.8 6.1 6.6 6.7

Source: Social Trends No.11 1981 (HMSO) Table 1.2.
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other hand a decision might have been made to im

prove the vol urne of resources per pupil or to

allocate the released resources to partieular

groups of pupils in greatest need. The adjustment

to ehanging pupil numbers would, however, have

been gradual. However, these school population pro-

jections have been used by those who wish to cut

back on public spending as a justification for the

cutso The expectation by policy makers is that the

euts will be made imrnediately but the eapacity o f

the system to respond to sudden adjustrnents with

out disruption is limited.

Governaent Revenues

In the previous seetions trends in the public

expenditures of both central and local governments

have been examined. It will, however, be recalled

that one of the principal elements in the fiscal

containment argument refers to taxation. Trends in

the level and composition of government revenues

are shown in Table 15.

The problems of interpreting tax revenue ratios

are similar to those for public expenditure. It

can, however, be seen from Table 15 that through

out the post-war period there have been changes in

the composi tian of the tax structure as between

direct and indirect taxes. The most recent change

is a move towards placing agreater emphasis upon

indirect taxes.

Whilst this would be expected from agovernment

that believes in the existence of the disincentive

effects of direct taxes it is nevertheless counter

to many of the arguments of the fiscal limitation

movement because indirect taxes are more hidden
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u •K. Talt Revenoes as a Proportion

of GDP. Market prices. Percent

Taxes ona Taxes onb National insurance Local
incomes spending and health service government

contributions rates

1946 17.3 . 15.7 1.7 2.7

1950 13.9 15.9 3.4 3.0

1955 12.1 13.8 3.1 2.5

1960 10.7 13.3 3.6 3.0

1965 11.3 14.0 5.3 3.4

1970 14.5 16.5 5.6 3.6

1975 16.0 13.5 7.3 3.8

1979 13.6 14.2 7.0 3.5

a The personal income tax contributes 80% of the revenue from
taxes on income; petroleum revenue tax = 0.8% and corporation
tax 15%.

b Includes local government rates plus excise duties and customs
duties (46%); VAT (30%), Motor vehicle tax (6%).

Sources: National Income and Expenditure HMSO - various issues.

and less obvious to the taxpayer than are direet

taxes.

The principal sources of local government revenue

are (a) income from rates (i.e. the local property

tax), (b) income from central government grants

(i.e. specific and non-specific), (c) charges, and

(d) borrowing. Changes in these sources of income

are shown in Table 16.

The data contained in Table 16 illustrate the

changes which have taken place in central/loeal

government relations in the U.K. over the period.

From 1966-79 central government grants-in-aid,

especially the general Rate Support Grant (RSG)
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Local GoveDllM!nt Revenues - U.K.

Percent

1966 1970 1975 1979

Rates 31.0 28.0 24.0 28.0

Grants:
specific 9.0 6.0 7.0 10.0

general 26.0 34.0 40.0 39.0

Chargesa 13.0 14.0 12.0 13.0

Borrowing 21.0 18.0 17.0 10.0

100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0

a Mainly income from rents on public sector housing, plus
income from trading services.

have been an increasing source of local government

revenue. This has weakened any control relation

ship between the local electorate, which consumes

local public services, and the local tax costs of

providing these services, whilst at the same time

forcing local government to be more accountable to

central government.

The fiscal relations between central and local

government in the U.K. are exceedingly difficult

to interpret. Central government in its attempts

to achieve the objectives of macro-economic con

trol has used loca1 government capital expenditure

and the R.S.G. as policy instruments. However,

local authorities do have access to the revenue

from the rates to supplement cutbacks in grants,

as seems to have happened between 1976 and 1980.

Moreover, it is difficult to interpret precisely

the degree to which local government is account

able to central government for i ts policies (see

Layfield Enquiry into, Local Government Finance,

Cmnd 6453, 1976). Central government departrnental
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circulars can give guidance regarding expenditure

programmes but at the end of the day it is 10cal

government which implements a particular programrne

in terms of the set of activities and services

distributed to the local electorate.

FI IRORMEIR

So far each section has described trends in public

expenditure and taxation and has provided some

interpretive analysis. This contrasts sharply with

the American approach to the analysis of public

spending, which has paid much more attention to

estimating demand elasticities for public services

and grants-in-aid elasticities in the case of

local governments. One reason for this differ

ence lies in the differing fiscal environments

which the two systems operate within.

In the U.K. public service output decisions are to

agreater extent supply determined than demand

determined especial1y at the level of 10cal govern

ments. This can be seen by considering how rnuch of

loca1 government revenue is raised from local tax

payers" It was seen in Table 16 that just under

one third of local government revenue was raised

from local property taxes but wi thin this sourc e

there are two groups of taxpayers. These are dornes

tic ratepayers (i.e. those who pay property taxes

on domestic properties ) and non-domestic ratepay

ers (i.e. those who pay rates on industrial and

cOmInercial properties). In Table 17 the percent

ages of the total rate ca1l (since the introduc

tion of the domestic element of the Rate Support

Grant, divided between dornestic and non-dornestic

ratepayers) are shown.
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le 11 Allocation of

Percent

te Ca11

1966/67

1970/71

1978/79

Non-domestic
ratepayers

52.2

52.0

40.5

Domestic
ratepayers

47.8

42.5

47.9

Domestic
element of RSG

5.5

11.6

Source: Compiled by the author.

It can be seen from Table 17 that non-domestic

ratepayers have been paying a rapidly decreasing

proportion of the local property tax. The domestic

element of the central government I s Ra te Support

Grant has increased. Thus, the subsidyelement to

domestic ratepayers from central government has

increased. This reduces the irnpact of rate in

creases upen the consumers of local public serv

ices and is bound to have marked irnpact upon their

decisions over demand for these services. In prac

tice only 10% of total local government revenue

was co1lected from domestic property taxpayers.

The weakness of demand within the system is com

pounded when it is further noted that on1y 40% of

local voters pay the property tax since the proper

ty tax is only paid by the head of the household.

There is no doubt that the demand model of U.K.

local government expenditure determination is corn

plex but to date it has not been examined systemat

ically. Further complications exist when fiscal

illusion is added to the, picture (see Qates' paper

in this volume). Local voters do pay national gov

ernment taxes which finance local public services

but whether or not local voters recognise this

link is made more complex because of the amount of
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income redistr ibution which takes place o It has,

therefore, tended to be the middle and upper in

come groups (taxpayers) who have, through various

. pressure groups , complained about the burden of

the total fiscal system.

This weakness of demand signals from taxpayers

means that the system through which resources are

allocated to public services is open to political

and bureaucratic influences (see Niskanen, 1971,

and Jackson, 1981). Theories of bureaucratic

supply whilst developed at a theoretical level

have very little empirical content in the context

of the U. K. Evidence which does exist tends to

suggest that, in the U. K., parliament •s control

over public expenditure allocations is weak whilst

cabinet controlover allocations at the margin is

strong&> This, however, begs the question o f how

cabinet decisions are implemented and how much

control the legislature has over the executive in

the implementation process. At the end of the day,

whilst official policy can set the broad structure

of the system of service delivery it is public

employees who actually del iver the services and

their interpretation of the system can be vital

when it comes to questions of who benefits and the

quality of the service.

This weakness of the influence of demand factors

plays an important role when it comes to inter

preting the fiscal limitation movement. There are

many possible sources of criticism of the public

sector as it affects behaviour elsewhere in the

economy. These were reviewed in the early part of

the paper. Even if none of these macro-criticisms

are valid there still remains a case for the fis

cal limitation movement on the grounds of economic

efficiency. There are two senses in which the pub-
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lic sector might be thought to be inefficient fl

First, the mix of public services might not be

optimal. Second, the public sector could be pro

ducing the correct mix of outputs but at the wrong

prices because of X-inefficiency.

Inefficiency on the demand side resul ts in the

public sector producing the wrong mix of services

i.e. it produces the wrong level of outputs and

the wrong quaiity of services. The outputs are

wrong in the sense that they are not what the

representative (median) voter demands. As Buchanan

and Tullock (1962) have argued, this can arise

when vote maximizing politicians try to buy off a

number of different pressure groups . It can, how

ever, also occur if voters' preferences are only

weak1y articulated wi thin the system. Re forms to

reduce allocative inefficiency must, therefore, be

directed towards ensuring that "pr ices" play a

more dominant role. This means that at the local

level of government the tax costs of increases in

public services must be recognised by the local

voters. It is clear from the earlier discussion

that this does not currently occur in the U.K.

Improvements to the price system whilst being ne

cessary are not sufficient to ensure improvements

in allocative efficiency. There must be back up

reforms to the parliamentary system of controi o f

the bureaucracy to ensure that politicians and

bureaucrats do respond to voters' preferences.

The second notion of inefficiency (X-inefficiency)

refers to the amount of waste and fat that can

exist in public budgets. In other words are the

voters/taxpayers getting value for money? This re

quires improvements to be made to the system of

controi over public spending, particularly public

wages. It also could require a consideration of
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the information system which is used to make

public expenditure decisions. If the information

system is inadequate then it will become difficu1t

to distinguish between improvements in the real

level of service provision and expenditure increas

es which are nothing other than increases in the

economic rents paid to bureaucrats.

Many wou1d argue that the Public Expenditure

Survey Committee (PESC) system of public expendi

ture planning and control, which was set up in the

U.K. in 1961, was deficient insofar as it did not

provide information of the kind necessary to make

rational decisions in respect of public expendi

ture allocations. This system has been criticised

elsewhere (see Jackson, 1980). For present pur

poses it is sufficient to note two major draWbacks

with the PESC system. First, public expenditures

were planned to grow, over the medi um term, in

line wi th the forecasted rate of growth in real

GDP. Seldom were these GDP forecasts achieved.

Actual GDP usually fell below forecasted. The

result was that public expenditures as a propor

tion of GDP rose. Second, public expenditures were

planned in real terms, i.e. at constant prices.

During periods of high inflation this practice of

real resource planning in the public sector placed

severe strains on the public sector I s financing

requirements. In other words the information pro

vided to decision-makers when making decisions

about the growth of public expenditure and its

increase was not sufficient. These deficiencies

were clearly identified during the 1970s when the

growth in GDP was low and the rate of inflation

high.
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In 1976 the PESC systern was supplemented by a set

of cash limits which were intended as a short-run

measure and which were supposed to focus the atten

tion of decision-makers upon the ranking or prior

ities. The implementation of cash limits is taken

up in Hepworth's paper in this vo1urne.

COIICL.D,SIORS

Public expenditure in the U. K. has grown in both

absolute and relative terms since 1950. Local gov

ernment I s share of public spending has increased.

At all levels of government public expenditures on

transfer payrnents have shown the most marked in

crease, especially post-1973 whereas capital spend

ing has declined.

Despite the growth in public spending programmes

there is no evidence to suggest that crowding out

has occurred. The public sector I s absorption of

real resources has been steady and has shown a

decline in recent years. One rationalisation of

the situation is that the fears of those who saw

the rapid growth of government were unfounded be

cause of the difficulties involved in interpreting

government expenditure ratios.

There is little empirical evidence to support the

case of the U.K. fisca1 limitation movement with

its emphasis upon the macro-eeonomic impaet of

public budgets. The evidence for disineentive ef

feets of taxation and an interest elastie private

sector investment function is very weak and in

some cases contrary to expectations.

This does not, however, imply that there is not a

strong case to be made out for improving control
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over the public sector. The case to be made will

differ from that usually made. Instead of empha

sising the macro-econornic aspects the fiscal limi

tation movement in the U.K. should turn its atten

tion to the micro-econornic issues of allocative

efficiency and X-inefficiency. In this respect it

is worthwhile recounting the words of Alfred

Marshall.

"Government is the most precious of human pos
sessions; and no care can be too great to be
spent on enabling it to do its work in the
best way: a chief condition tö that end is
that it should not be set to work for which it
is not specifically qualified, under the condi
tions of time and place. II
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s

See Cmnd 7746, The Government's Ex~enditure

Plans 1980 - 81, HMSO. For an extende d1SCUS-
sion of this background see Jackson (1981).

That is a quadrupling of the world price of
oil, the failure of Russian harvests which
forced up the price of food stuffs and arun
on Sterling which forced up the dollar price
of U.K. primary imports; see Dornbush and
Fischer (1980).

For example the wage equation and the Phi11ips
curve relationships of the Treasury model no
longer performed adequatelYi see Blackaby,
(1979).

4 See Blinder and Solow
useful summary of the
Jackson (1979).

(1973, 1974)
debates see

and for a
Cook and

5

6

These ideas are explored in greater detai1 in
the public choice 1iterature; see Buchanan,
Burton and Wagner (1978).

The U.K. money supply growth is defined as:

.fm 1979
1980

Less

Plus

Public Sector Borrowing
Requirement (PSBR)

Net acquisition of public
sector debt by U.K.
non-bank private sector

Increase in Sterling bank
lending to:

9,795

-9,110

(i)
(ii)

U.K. private sector
Overseas sector

9,336
489

Equals

Less

Less

Equals

DCE (Domestic Credit
Expansion)

Increase in externa1
and foreign currency

Increase in bank's
non-deposit 1iabilities

Increase in Sterling M3

10,510

-2,644

-1,417

6,449
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For example, little is known about the impact
of personal taxation upon savings decisions,
household or company investment decisions or
labour supply decisions of high income earn
ers.

The personal sector • s savings rate is expres
sed as the ratio of savings to personal dis~os

able income.

Committee to Review the Functioning of Finan
cial Institutions chaired by the Rt. Hon. Sir
Harold Wilson. See Volume l of the Committee's
Reports Evidence on the Financing of Industry
and Trade, HMSO, 1977.

See Boatwright and Eaton (1972), Feldstein and
Flemming (1971), Fleming, Price and Byers
(1976), Brainard and Tobin (1968), Nadiri and
Rosen (1969); and Fromm (1971).

See Grarnlich, Hymans and Oates elsewhere in
this volume.
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Until 1979/80 the volume of local authority rev

enue expenditure had been growing sharply. The fi

nancing of this rise in the volume of revenue ex

penditure has come partly from the loeal propert y

tax (the rate) but mainly from increases in cen

tral government grant aid.

The growth in grant aid has made local govern

mentis relationship with the central government

increasingly vulnerable. In the development of

that relationship several factors have emerged

with different emphasis being given to each at

different times. But a major problem for local

government in controlling its expenditure and in

its relationship with central government is a lack

of cohesiveness in local government' (the main

g'roups of loeal authori ties just do not agree on

fundamental issues) and a lack of consistency in

the approach of the central government towards the

finance of local authorities. Local authorities

have therefore' not been able to predict with any

certainty the financial consequences for them

selves and their eleetorates of any particular

decisions about expenditure. 1:

The factors in the relationship between

and local government which have assumed

degrees of significance are:

central

varying

(i) the problem of containing loeal gQvernme.nt

expenditure;

(ii) a cancern that public expenditure in general

and local authori ty expenditure in particu-

l The organisation of the local government systern
in the UK is described in the Appendix.
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lar has just been growing too fast and tha t

the demands made by bureauracies for re

sources are greater than what the nation as

a whole is prepared to support:

(iii) a concern about the effectiveness of local

government expenditure in solving local

social and economic problems;

(iv) a concern about the efficiency of local gov

ernment:

(v) the decline in the accountability of local

authorities to their electorates:

(vi) a view that bureaucracies cannot be trusted

to make the 'right- deeisions and consequent

ly that more decisions over the use of re

sourees should be returned to the individ

ual.

Part of the problem of predictability is that a

consistent poliey towards local government finance

in general does not exist and the existing frarne

1NOrk has been eonstantly modified on an -ad hoc'

basis to meet particular situations as they occur

red. The resu1t has been a heavy emphasis on ini

tiatives by the central government. These have

tended to give it greater power over the financial

policies of local government in general and of in

dividual loeal authorities in partieular. The cen

tral government has no.t yet achieved absolute con

trolover local authority revenue expenditure, but

it has virtually aehieved that over local authori

ty capita1 expenditure.

At the present time the main cancern of central

government is about local government expenditure
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containment and the policies that are evolving are

all aimed at this objective. A particular problem

for the central government in achieving its objec

tive is that the political controi of local govern

ment is moving away from those broadly syrnpathetic

to its public expenditure containment policies to

those who believe that higher levels of public ex

penditure are desirable. This latter group will

seek to fund higher levels of revenue expenditure

through the use of the local taxing powers. The

-central government I s counter to this is to impose

restrictions on the use of these local taxing

powers. It can do this in one of two ways. First,

by some form of central controi over rate levies

(which is the policy it has adopted towards local

authorities in Scotland). Second, by causing a

gearing of property tax increases which will pro

mote an electoral response. Alternatively it could

proceed through a cornbination of both approaches.

But whatever policies do evolve, one central plank

of central government control will still remain

and that is cash limits. Traditionally the central

government of the United Kingdom has used cash

limits to fix the amount of grant aid which it

pays to local authorities and the amount of capi

tal investment they can undertake. These limits

have not in the past been used to controi the

total of local authority expenditures. But even

though cash limits on the grant could be a signi

ficant factor in influencing the expenditure. of

local authori ties, for a number of reasons they

are not viewed as a strong enough weapon of con

trol by the central government. These reasons in

clude:

(i) The lack of predictability of the effect

upen individual authorities.
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(ii) The length of time necessary to achieve a

response from local government as a whole to

cash limits.

(iii) The inadequacy of the response the cash lim

its appear to be achieving, from the central

government' s point of view.

Consequently, a question which is currently facing

United Kingdom local authori ties is whether cash

limit control should continue to be confined to

grant aid only.

The central government is particularly concerned

that even though local government in total has

generally met central government's expenditure tar

gets up to and including 1979-80, there are some

signs of change. For 1980-81 and 1981-82 there has

been agreater divergence than previously between

likely spending levels and expenditure targets.

And the political polarisation which is beginning

to develop between central government and some

large local authori ties make the achievement o f

expenditure targets less likely.

These divergences from actual expenditure targets

and the apparent weakness o f an expenditure con

trol system based upon cash l imi ting grant aid

have persuaded the central government that other

procedures are also required. For 1980-81, and

after the grant arrangements had been settled, the

central governrnent announced that each loca1 au

thority would have a target expenditure level

which was a straight 5.6% below that authority I s

expenditure in 1978-79, in nominal terms. The gov

ernment subsequently announced part way through

the financial year (i.e. in June) that if author

i ties did not meet this expenditure target , they
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would suffer a penalty in the form of a loss of

grant aid on a basis which was disproportionate to

the basis announced at the time the grant was

fixed.

These expenditure targets for grant penal ty are

qui te separa te from and unrela ted to the fall ing

shares of expenditure financed by grant aid as

expenditure rises above the predicted figure for

each authority derived from the grant distribution

formula. The reason for the decision to use sepa

rate penal ty targets was that the actual expendi

ture of many authorities differed substantially

from the predicted level of expenditure using the

grant formula and i t was fel t that the penal ty

system had to relate to the authority's own expen

diture performance.

But there are also problems with this new system

of control:-

(i) The grant control is cash limited and there

fore adjusts for inflation whereas the penal

ty target is not cash limited and therefore

does not adjust for inflation.

(ii) Apart from inflation, there is no relation

ship between the expenditure target for

grant distribution purposes and the expendi

ture target for penalty purposes.

Moreover , both systems of control are arbitrary

and the more detailed the application of the sys

tems becomes, so does the degree of arbitrariness

in the national totals of expenditure, in the

allowances for inflation, and in the allocation of

those national totals via the grant system to in

dividual local authorities. This is a cause of
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much political argument and is areason why some

local authorities find the operation of the system

increasingly irksome.

An interesting consequence of the unpredictability

of the grant system, the arbitrariness of the cash

limit system, and the arbitrariness of the penalty

system is that loeal authority effort has become

diverted to a concern for ways of manipulating the

system (particularly by political pressure) to max

imise grant aid rather than the controi of the

underlying level of expenditure. Because of the

emphasis on targets nationallyand particularly at

the individual authority level, with the added

system of penal ties, the general picture of events

as seen from the local government point of view is

one of increasing centralisation of key decisions,

an ironic development for a conservative regime.

What is more, local governments fear that the

recent trend to miss expenditure targets and the

growth of political polarisation may accelerate

the move towards centralisation.

'rBE PROBLEM OF COBftlOL

Accounblbility

One obvious explanation for the development of

cash limits and penalty systems is that local

government expenditure has grown too big and is

not responding to a decline in national wealth

because there are no adequate arrangements for

checks and balances at the local governrnent level.

There is, for example, no mechanism to require a

local authority to seek specific electoral approv

al every time it wishes to increase its Ioeal tax

rates. But in fact a key problem is that even i f
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such a system of electoral check were introduced,

i t might not work very efficiently for the simple

reason that the percentage of expenditure of local

government paid for by those who vote is extremely

small. Less than 17% of the cost of local services

is borne by local taxpayers who have the right to

vote and, of them, on1y one third actua11y turn

out and vote. And the impact upon thi s 1 7% is di

1uted further by a system of rate rebates and

facilities for easy payment. To put the point an-

other way, near1y 85% of local authority expendi-

ture comes from people who have no electoral say

in how the money is spent. The insulation of ex-

penditure decisions from voters is the result of

longstanding trend increases in grant aid and modi

fications of the franchise to remove the 'busi

ness vote' .

Aseeond perspective on the decline in local ac

countability can be seen from the share of local

taxes as a proportion of disposab1e personal in

come, shown in Table l. IDcal tax revenues as a

proportion of personal disposable incornes have

still not reached the levels of 1938/39. What is

more, since 1967 and extended in 1974, the rebate

e l tes

Dispo 1e

of Perso 1

IDCOIBe·8

1938/39

1955/56

1965/66

1975/76

1979/80a

Percent

2.71

1.92

2.57

2.09

2.22

a Estimate.

Source: 'Public Money', CIPFA.
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schemes for the lower income group have reduced

the real impact of the local tax even more.

The central government sees lack of accountability

as a major weakness, and as a eonsequenee high

spending loeal authorities are not viewed as

having a political mandate to continue spending at

high levels even though they may win a loeal elee

tion. What also becomes an argument is that lack

of aeeountability eauses loeal authorities to be

less resistant to the effeets of inflation, i.e.

they would be more likely to subrnit to high wage

demands rather than suffer the effeets of work

stoppages. The eleetoral eonsequenees of work stop

pages are more damaging than the eost of high wage

settlements. WOrk stoppages prevent the delivery

o f services, i. e. remove by up to 100% of the

benefit of the services, whereas inflationary wage

settlements only have an impaet upon the local

ratepayer to the extent of about 17% of the cost.

SimilarIy lack of accountability means that the

pressure to increase effieieney does not exist, or

is limited. Again it is convenient to eontinue

wi th existing working practiees or to empIoy more

labour rather than seareh for improved methods of

working to aehieve a greater vol ume o f output.

Beeause of this apparent insuIation of fiseal deei

sions from voting in loeal eleetions, high rate in

creases are unlikely to have sueh an impaet upon

the Iocal electorate. Again this beeomes another

argument for central government to deny the exist

ence of an effective Iocal mandate and henee to

use eontrols like cash limits targets and penal

ties to eurtail the spending of both loeal govern

ment in total as well as of individual authories.
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This issue of accountability is central to the

long-run survival of United Kingdom loca1 govern

ment. To solve it wou1d mean changes in both finan

cial and organisationa1 structure, yet neither is

l ikely to occur wi thin the next few years. For

this reason in the Uni ted Kingdom the likelihood

is that the relationship between central and local

government will tend to develop in a manner which

allows central government to dorninate the rela

tionship using i ts arguments about the national

needs to contain public expenditure.

Efficienc

The weakness of the relationship between paying

and voting, and the probable adverse effects upon

the efficiency of local government has been used

irnplicitly but not explicitlyas one argument jus

tifying the use of cash limits. If electoral pres

sure cannot create the clirnate to improve efficien

cy, then cash limits on capital expenditure and on

grant aid should.

There is same evidence that local authorities have

become more concerned with efficiency since cash

limits were first used, and particularly since

1979 when the central government took a more

stringent attitude towards the relaxation of cash

limits to reflect unforeseen inflation. But for

this purpose cash limits are a relatively crude

weapon and the central government has attempted to

create pressures to improve efficiency by the use

of other tactics.

It now requires (although the arrangement is pres

ently regarded as ·voluntary·) that local author

ities publish locally certain key statistics about
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their performance. A difficulty with this approach

is that performance in many areas of loeal author

ity activity is difficult to define and, even if

capable of definition, is subject to many influ

ences outside the control of the authority such as

the demographic and social structure of the popula

tion. These factors too are reasons why the grant

distribution arrangements and the system of tar

gets and penal ties is crude and hence relatively

arbitrary in its operation.

The central government is also encouraging local

authori ties to employ consul tants to advise them

on methods of improving efficieney. The external

auditor has been put under pressure to pay greater

attention to questions of efficiency and effective

ness. Finally the central government has intro

duced leglslation which for certain activities

will introduce more private sector competition and

will also give to the central government power to

require the closure of the activity if the author

ity is not achieving a specified rate of return on

its investrnent. These activities include housing

construction, housing maintenance, and highway

maintenance. If the local authority activity were

shut down, the authority would have to employ

private contractors to erect new dwellings, to

maintain its stock of dwellings, and to maintain

its roads. Some Iocal authorities operate in this

way now quite voluntarily. The recent legislative

powers irnpose specific per formanc e requirernents

whereas previously the choice lay almost entirely

with the Iocal authority.

Recent pressures to improve efficiency have led to

some use of private contractors in other areas.

There has been one well-publicised case of refuse

collection being handed over to private enter-
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prise, but so far the impact of privatisation has

not been great. What is more, given the eapture of

local authorities by political opponents of the

central government any voluntary trend towards pri

vatisation could cease.

But cash limits have created a second reason to

use private sector resourees. The nowextremely

tight limits of capital investment by local author

i ties have caused a search for ways in whieh pr i

vate capital can be employed to create the invest

ment which a loeal authori ty wishes to see. The

private sector will obviously only invest where it

can see a comrnercial rate of return and the main

thrust of this alternative investment has been

into commercial and industrial property develop

ment including car parking, and into some reere

ational activities.

The cash limits on capital investment have one

important 'loophole' which will affect effieieney.

The only significant way in which the eash limit

can be stretched is by using capital receipts gen

erated from the sale of assets. So the existenee

of this 'loophole' will eneourage loeal authori

ties to increase their concern about the efficien

cy with which physical assets are used.

A major component in the argument about efficiency

is providing services of the type, style and scale

which the consumer wants. The inadequacies of the

accountability arrangements mean that eleetoral

pressure is limited. The service arrangements tend

therefore to become dominated by the attitude of

professional experts supported by the relevant

pressure groups • The thrust is inevi tably for ex

pansion because the eonsumer wants for example

more and better education and social services,
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more cheap housing and better roads. Re may not be

able to articulate how he wants the service del iv

ered, but there is no evidence that he wants i t

reduced, nor is it reasonable to expect that he

should, given that he contributes directly so

little to the cost. Social surveys in the United

Kingdom have shown that even given a decline in

national wealth, maintenance and improvement of

public services is seen as desirable.

COIITROL BY CASH LIMITS

Operating Cash Limits

Cash limits now operate directly on capital expen

diture but only indirectly on revenue expenditure.

Control of capital expenditure before 1981 was

based upon controlling borrowing, and expenditure

financed by methods other than borrowing was large

ly excl uded from control. Nevertheless, the con

trol of overall capital investment was relatively

effective. Again before 1981 the cash limits on

grant aid affected the national totals of grant

aid and there were no spending targets for indi

vidual authorities. Since 1979 the cash limits on

grant aid have progressively become more rigid in

their method of operation.

The central government has tended to prefer reduc

tions in new capital investment by local author

i ties to reduction in existing services, al though

that is now changing. From its point of view there

were fewer political difficulties. What is more,

because of the tight system of control, it could

actually force down local authority capital invest

ment and in addition use it as a regulator if the

cash-limited grant system failed to control reve-
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nue spending. The resultant differences in trends

are shown in Table 2.

The brunt of the cuts during this period has

fallen on capital expenditure, though the present

government, since 1979, is clear1y seeking substan

tial cuts in current expenditure too.

If'able 2 Trend in IDeal Gove t Expenditures,

1975/76 ~ 1981/82

~rn 1980 survey prices

1975/6 1976/7 1977/8 1978/9 1979/80 1980/1 1981/2

Current
expenditure 16601 16484 16427 16911 17301 16718 16112

Index
1975/6=100 100 99.3 99.0 101.9 104.2 100.7 97.1

Capita!
expenditure 7667 6412 5114 4515 4461 3432 3088

Index
1975/6=100 100 83.6 66.7 58.9 58.2 46.1 40.3

Source: Table 1 •10 Cmnd. 8175.

Table 3 shows how 10ca1 authority revenue expendi

ture financed from rate and county funds of 10cal

authorities in England and Wales has compared with

central government targets, set out in annual pub

lic expenditure surveys, over the period from

1975/76. This is not the total of 10cal authority

expenditure because it excludes a number of items

s uch as capital financ ing charges. But for publ ic

expenditure control purposes these are the figures

on which central governrnent focusses attention.
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Loca1 Autbority Current bpeDditures

Compared t:o hrget Leve1s

.fro at November price base

Expenditure Actual Deviation
target expenditure (actual-target)

fm ~m %

1975/76
(Nov. 1975 prices) 8,610.4 8,754.5 + 1.7

1976/77
(Nov. 1976 prices) 9,818.5 9,741.9 - 0.8

1977/78
(Nov. 1977 prices) 10,709.8 10,423.4 - 2.6

1978/79
(Nov. 1978 prices) 11,923.4 11,738.4 - 1.5

1979/80
(Nov. 1979 prices) 13,853.6 13,748.9 - 0.7

1980/81
(Nov. 1979 prices) 13,310 13,690 + 2.9a

1981/82
(Nov. 1980 prices) 16,125 17,025 + 5.6a

alatest estimate.

Sources: (i) Annual Rate Support Grant 1975/76 to 1979/80.
Local Authority Association.

(ii) Summaries of local authority forecasts for
1980/81 and 1981/82.

The conformity to central government wishes in the

early part of the period, i .e. up to 1979/80 is

perhaps surprising because of the lack of direct

controI by central government over local authority

current expenditure. The total expenditure figures

are the result of independent decisions by the 457

individual authorities.

These results for current expenditures can be com

pared with those for capital expenditures, given

in Table 4.
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le 1 Autbority capita1 Expenditure

Compared 'to lf'arget Le e1s

Expenditure
target

fm

Actual
expenditure

fm

Deviation
(a~tual-target)

%

1975/76 7,025 7,667 + 9.3

1976/77 6,225 6,412 + 3.0
1977 /78 4,775 5,114 + 7.1
1978/79 5,085 4,515 -11.5
1979/80 5,425 4,461 -18.2
1980/81 (est.) 3,795 3,533 - 7.3
1981/82 3,090 n/a

Note: The figures of public expenditure targets in the table
are approximate only.

Source: Government Expenditure plans 1981/82-1983/84
Cmnd 8175 and earlier white papers.

Tables 3 and 4 bring out two important points e

First, up to 1979/80 local authority current expen

diture target levels were rising, and actual ex

penditures usually fell short of this rising

target. Since 1979/80 expenditure targets have de

clined rapidly, and it is in these two years that

important divergences have started to occur. The

question facing central and loca1 government is

whether or not targets can be so readily met in a

period of decline.

Secondly, local authori ty capi tal expenditure has

fallen very sharply, both in level terms and rela

tive to targets. This reflects the central govern

mentis very tight controlover local authority

capital investment and the political expediency of

cutting capital investment rather than revenue.

The developing squeeze on local authori ty revenue

expenditure has had the effect of discouraging
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local authori ties from embarking on new capi ta 1

investment programmes even where they may have

available spending approvals because they have

become reluctant to commit new investment because

of the added burden it would place on scarce reve

nue resources. But what has happened does then

raise important questions about the relationship

between capital investment and revenue expenditure

and in a sense about the efficiency of the disposi

tion of local resources. If, for example, the

relationship was right in 1975/76, it is clearly

not right for 1980/81.

Implicit in any cash limit systern is an assumption

about inflation. In the United Kingdom so far as

local authorities are concerned the cash limit

controlon inflation affects all price movements

other than interest rates. The allowances for in

flation set in each of the years since the cash

1imit.started to operate have been as follows:

Table 5 shows that during the first year of cash

limits, 1976/77, grant payments were restricted.

'rab1e 5 Origina1 and Inf1ation Adjusted ln
creases in Grants. 1976/77 to 1981/82

Original increase
of cash limit Actual increase Increase
on grant in grant in costs

% % %

1976/77 6.9 6.4 9.4
1977/78 8.0 5.6 5.6
1978/79 6.9 8.6 9.0
1979/80 6.0 10.6 16.0
1980/81 16.0 n/a more than

20.0
1981/82 6.8 n/a (9.3)

Source: Local Authority Associations.
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In 1978/79 and 1979/80 the limits were arnended to

take account of higher than expected inflation,

but not all additiona1 costs resulted in addition

al grants. There is, at present, no indication

that the limits will be raised for iGflation in

1980/81 and 1981/82, even though inflation is ex

pected to be greater than the amount anticipated

by the central government in forming its original

limits. Hence the central government attitude to

the cash limit has become more stringent recently

and this coincides with a change in the political

control of the central government from a left wing

to a right wing government

Because the cash limit effects are not fully ad

justed for inflation, any excess inflation falls

wholly on to the local authority. There is obvi

ously a"gearing" effect on local authority rates

or precepts because of this. On average, this

gearing effect means that every .fl excess infla

tion, which would otherwise be financed 60p from

grant and 40p from ratepayers, has to be recovered

wholly from ratepayers, with in practice less than

half from voting ratepayers. 2 The pressure on the

central government is of course to fix the allow

ance for inflation at the lowest possible level

and hence to use the pressure consequently gener

ated to in fluence local government I s response to

inflationary pressures, particularly pay demands.

2 The procedure for fixing the amount of cash
limited, grant aid is that the central government
fixes grant aid on the basis of the NOvember price
level preceding the relevant financial year (which
runs from the following April to the subsequent
March) and at the same time announces the limits
to which it is prepared to increase grant aid to
meet in flation accruing from the November date to
the end of March in the relevant financial year,
i.e. 16 months later.
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However, local governmentls attitude to the cash

limit is different from central government1s. Fun

damentally the central governrnent is concerned

with the management of the economy, and its atti

tude to cash limits will be influenced by that

consideration. IDcal authorities have an entirely

different concept. They are concerned with cash

flow contral and they may make a judgernen't about

the effects of inflation which is different from

the central government1s. Given this, local govern

ment mayassume higher cost increases than central

government and this may make the grant settlement

appear less generous than the central governmen t

envisages. Which in the event is the correct view

will depend entirely upon the final actual expendi

ture calculations for the relevant year.

There is an argument of course that local author

ities should adjust for excessive inflation by re

ducing the underlying volume of expenditure. To a

limited extent they may do this, but there are

important practical reasons why this is not very

easy, or indeed why i t is not seen as desirable.

First, local authorities view the government1s

forecasts of inflation with suspicion. Where they

appear obviously low they tend to see this as an

attempt to cut the volume of expenditure in a dis

guised (i.e. more politically attractive to the

central government) kind of way. They may not be

willing to co-operate because they have to take

the political responsibility for what they see as

the covert action of the central government.

Second, 25% of local authority expenditure is de

voted to one item: teachers ' salaries. So if major

reductions in expenditure are to occur, the teach

ing labour force has to be reduced. The difficul

ties with this are that teachers ' conditions of
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service frequently allow for 6 months or 12 months

period of notice or at a minimum a complete term.

So the earliest time teachers can be dismissed is

from the following September and this means that,

as this is hal f way through the financial year,

twice as many teachers have to be dismissed merely

to stay within an expenditure limit, as is really

necessary. Where the period of notice is longer

than a term, this problem is compounded.

Third, most local authorities do not prepare their

management control budgets on a cash basi s i they

normally prepare them on a real basis. The proce

dure is for local authorities to prepare their

budgets at November prices and to keep a central

reserve to finance inflation as it occurs. Budgets

are crucial to line managers in November price

terms but of course the actual price level is

moving away from this price level all the time

because of inflation. Management therefore has

great difficulty in knowing how far budget vari

ances are due to price or volume changes. Attempts

are now being made to overcome this problem by

more sophisticated financial information systems

and by the use" o f cash l imi t techniques by the

local authorities themselves to control actual

cash out flows .

Fourth, most local authority employee pay settle

ments are fixed centrally. The local authority

feels it has to pay whatever is agreed centrally

and i t would be under very strong trade union

pressure should it attempt to offset higher pay

levels by reduced staff. IDeal authorities in the

climate of the latter part of the 1970s found it

very difficult to resist concerted trade union

pressure. It is probably less difficult now.
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Fi fth, loeal authori ties controlled by left wing

inclined political groups might not see any parti

cular reason to resist higher pay levels . This is

particularly so when they are suspicious of cen

tral government motives in the fixing of inflation

forecasts. And the local authori ties willing to

make cuts in the labour force to compensate for

higher pay levels are certainly unwilling to over

compensate for the 'deficiencies' of other local

authorities.

Sixth, to make a system of cash limits work at the

local level requires a very strong local political

control which quite obviously cannot always exist.

Even if the political personalities exist the con

trolling political group' s majority may be inade

quate to support such a policy, particularly when

the loeal consequences may be perceived to be

sociallyadverse.

Seventh, because of the imprecise relationship be

tween central and local government coupled with

what is seen by local government as the vagaries

of the grant distribution system (see the sections

below on the new grant system) higher rate levies

can to some extent be blamed on central govern

ment. This is a deficiency in local accountabil

ity.

Pixing bpenditure Targets

IDeal authori ties are independent bodies and they

are not agents of the central government. How much

discretion they aetually have in determining the

size of services is a matter of debate but the

legislation granting powers to local authorities

to provide services is couched in the broadest
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terms. So in theory, loeal authorities have poten

tiailyavery wide diseretion.

Local governments are not parties to the central

government" decisions on acceptable levels of

public expenditure. They act as a pressure group

and explain to central government the implications

of its decisions. The central government reaches

its own decisions based upon its own political and

economic judgements.

Although loeal governments are not parties to the

central governmentls public expenditure decisions,

a forward review of local authority expenditure

including the likely result for the current year

is carried out by joint teams of central and local

government officials. These forecasts may contain

the effects of adopting alternative strategies.

For example officials might be asked to exarnine

the effects of reducing expenditure in forward

years by, say, 2.5% and 5% and 7 .5% below the

eurrent levels of service. These effects will be

taken into aecount by the central government in

making its decisions about the total local govern

ment expenditure levels which it wishes to see and

which it incorporates into its public expenditure

plans, as well as the amount of grant aid which it

is prepared to make available to local govern

rnent. 3

The principle problems with the new system of

capital controls in operation from 1981 are the

arbitrary nature of the distribution of the capi

tal expenditure allocations to the authorities and

3 There is also another forum
tween the central government
ments, the Consultative Council.

for dialogues be
and local govern-
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the virtual elimination of any opportunity to modi

fy the worst effects of this arbi trary distribu

tion by the use of local revenues. This could be

done with the previous system when control was on

borrowing only.

The capital expenditure allocation distribution

formula relies on two factors: population and past

capital expenditure. Neither are good indicators

of future investment plans. So local authorities

perceive this form of expenditure control as arbi

trary and inconsistent with local needs. The ques

tion which will have to be debated in the United

Kingdom is how far arbitrary expenditure control

should be used to suppress all local discretion in

investrnent decisions and how local discretion can

be coupled wi th a central desire to control the

totality of public expenditure? Is absolute con

trol that important?

REVElmE EXPEI'ID:ITORE COII'nlOLS

The evidence of Table 3 shows that local authori

ties are finding difficulty in reducing current ex

penditures in line with the central governrnentls

targets. And as the likelihood is that public ex

penditure still will be in decline for the next

two years, pressures upen local autho"rities will

grow.

The central governrnent has expressed concern about

local authority expenditure and its lack of abil

ity to influence the spending of individual author

i ties. The local Governrnent Planning and Land Ac t

1980 was introduced to give the central governrnent

ability to influence current expenditures more ef

fectively, and in particular to influence the ex-
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penditures of individual authorities. But that le

gislation appears to be inadequate, and a nwnber

of alternative policies are now being considered.

These are discussed in a later section.

The system of control in operation since 1981

allows the central government to set expenditure

targets for each authority. These targets can be

in volume terms, or cash terms, or both. The grant

payment to a local authority depends upon an expen

diture target being set and if the actual expendi

ture of the authority is in excess of the target,

grants can be reduced. So authorities that spend

above the target can be specifically penalised,

instead of having the penalties fall on local

government as a whole as was the case wi th the

previous system. The new system focusses the penal

ties and might therefore be regarded as more equit

able certainly the previous system was perverse

in that up to a point the more an authority spent

the more grant it could get in some circumstances.

Clearly a critical consideration if the system is

to work well is the setting of expenditure targets

for individual authorities.

-rhe ecbanics of the B10ck Grant Syst

The basic objective of block grants is to equalise

the rate poundage required by each authority to

spend at the level of its "grant related expendi

ture assessrnent" (GRE). This is the government I s

view of what each authority needs to spend to

provide a standard level of service. Should an

authority choose to spend at this level, its block

grant will be the difference between this expendi

ture and the income it would derive from levying

the "grant related poundage" (GRP) for expenditure

at GRE.
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Expendi ture below GRE reduces the GRP by a fixed

amount for every .fl per head of population it is

below GRE ~ expenditure above GRE entails an in

crease in GRP for every pound it is above GRE.

This poundage tariff for extra expenditure is con

stant, and at the same level as that for expendi

ture below GRE. Above a threshold (which is the

grant related expenditure plus 10%) there is a

once for all increase in the poundage tariff for

additional increments of expenditure. (But it does

not have to be a once for all increase and the

central government could make spending above the

threshold progressively more penal the higher the

spending. )

The graph below illustrates the schedule of rate

poundages which applies to each area. It can be

seen that, in grant related poundage terms, as

expenditure per head increases (a basic minimum

Figure l

Grant related
poundage (p)

54.98

34.42

Grant Re1ated Poundage a a Function

of xpenditure per Read

Expenditure
per head (f)

366 402.6
GRE Threshold
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grant is payable for most authorities) I authori

ties face the same increase in poundage until

their level of expenditure reaehes the "threshold"

level. There is a onee for all increase in the

marginal poundage eost of additional expenditure,

which in 1981/82 raised the cost of an additional

~l per head expenditure from O.56p to O.70po

The basic rnechanism is modified in some cases by

the use of a multiplier. Multipliers are used for

a variety of purposes, e.g. to prevent full equali

sation of resources between London and the rest of

the country, to operate a safety net on grant

losses and a ceiling on grant gains. By law the

principles by which a rnultiplier is determined

must be specified in the statutory instrument spe

cifying the details of the grant system and must

apply to all authorities of a particular class. A

rnu1tiplier modifies the assurned ineome derived

from 1evying the appropriate grant-related pound

age used in calcu1ating the block grant entitle

ment thus:

Block grant = total expenditure - (GRP x rateable

value x multiplier)

Thus a rnultip1ier of less than unity increases the

block grant entitlernent: a multip1ier of more than

l reduces it. Multipliers can only be used to re

duce the grant entitlement of an authority where

the grant gain to that authority would otherwise

be excessive, i.e. to implement a ceiling on grant

gains.

For 1981/82 the poundage schedu1e has been set

with a total grant-related poundage for expendi-

ture equa1 to GRE at 34.42p. (This is split be-

tween the tiers of authority in an area, i.e. one
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for county councils and another for district coun

cils.) For expenditure below GRE, GRP is reduced

by 0.56l8p for each ~l per head of expenditure.

Above the threshold, GRP increases by 0.7023p for

each additional ~l per head expenditure.

The threshold is set at ~36. 60 per head (10% of

the average GRE of ~366) and again this is split

between tiers of authority. The fixed cash thresh

old means that the threshold represents a lower

proportion of GRE in high need areas than in low

need areas.

The effect of the poundage schedules in cash terms

on an authority's grant entitlement depends entire

lyan its rateable value· per head as modified by

the multiplier -- RVm. Authorities with differing

RVm face very different incentives in terms of

grant cash. How this arises can be shown by look

ing at how block grants per head are calculated:

G = E - (GRP x RVm) ,

where G

head.

grant per head and E expenditure per

An increase in expenditure of Ll per head, (assum

ing' this keeps expenditure below the threshold),

causes an increase in GRP of 0.5618p or LO.005618.

Let the extra grant attracted be åG.

Then ~G l - (O. 00561 8 x RVm).

Fbr grants to increase, the rateable value per

head modi fied by the mul tipl ier must thus be less

than ~1:0.0056l8 = ~178 (see as an example of this

Figure 2 below showing the effect upen Wandsworth).
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If total expenditure is above the threshold then

GRP increases by O. 702 3p for each .fl per head in

crease in expenditure. In this case the increment

of grant will be positive for additional expendi

ture only if the modified rateable value per head

is less than ~l42.

The effect of this in grant terms has been illus

trated very clearly by Travers in his paper "Block

Grant Distribution in 1981/82". Be shows how a

number of high resource authorities, principally

in London, would receive more grants the less they

spend, even below the level of GRE (to the point

where all expenditure is met by grant because GRP

is zero). These are authorities for whom RVm >

.f178. For a number of authorities with slightly

lower RVm's, e.g. Surrey, Lambeth, where ~l42 <

RVm < .fl78, the maximum grant is obtained if expen

diture is at the level of the threshold. There

after grant decreases as expenditure increases.

For the vast majority of authorities, however,

grant continues to increase, even above the thresh

old. This is illustrated by the three graphs in

Figure 2, prepared by Travers.

In the case of Camden, up to expenditure of

.f4l.5m, grant pays fully for this authority's ex-

penditure. Once this point is reached grant re-

duces in absolute terms, more steeply once the

threshold expenditure is reached.

In the case of Lambeth, all expenditure for the

authority is financed by grant up to .f44.5m. Äbove

this level, grant increases with spending, but

only covers a certain proportion of costs. After

the grant threshold at ~72m expenditure the grant

falls in absolute terms as expenditure increases.
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The Wandsworth authority, which is typical of the

majority of authorities, receives grant on a .fl

for i.l basis up to .f30m expenditure. It then con

tinues to receive additional grant aid as expendi

ture increases, although not on a one for one

GFe> :re:2 t ece-pts t Different Expenditure

198 -1982 ro camden. et aD

tilallmd!ftfOrth

Grant f. million

50

40

30

(threshold)

20

10

O---~__~__....&-__---a.. ...a.-._~

10 20 30 40 50 60 70 Expendi ture
f. million
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basis, and once the threshold is reached the margi

nal support from grant is further reduced. But the

total of grant aid continues to rise.

In practice, even this complex system has addition

al elements of imprecision:

(i) the grant calculations although initially

made on the basis of estimated expenditure

are finally determined on the basis of ac

tual expenditure and actual expenditure may

not be definitely known until after the com

pletion of the audit of all local authori

ties some two or three years after the in

itial calculation.

(i i) local authori ties tend to budget for more

than they can achieve and this apparently

draws in more grants. But the grant is cash

l imi ted so when all the budgets have been

summarised 'over budgeting' results in a pro

portional reduction in grant aid.

(iii) some local authorities may be willing to

accept lower grant proportions when they

spend above the threshold anyway. This draws

grants into those authorities and reduces

the grant to all other authorities because

the total is limited. So high spending by

some authorities actually reduces the grant

aid to others. The extent of this cannot be

forecast by an authority when i t fixes i ts

budget and rate levy.

( iv) these uncertainties cause local authori ties

to add to their reserves. This increases

expenditure for grant calculation purposes

and this of itself causes aredistribution

of the grant after the initial budget and

ra te has been fixed.
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Superimposed upan the grant system is a system of

volume targets quite separate from the GREs. These

spending targets are based upen each authori ty' s

final 1978/79 expenditure, in current prices, less

2% for 1980/81 and 5.6% for 1981/82.

The whole ethos behind the volume targets is quite

different from that of the GREs. The GREs are the

government' s attempt though an attempt which

can be criticised on numerous grounds -- to pre

scribe the expenditure required to provide a stand

ard level of service in each authority. They in

evi tably carry normative overtones that they

represent in some sense the 'right' level of expen

diture, at least in the governrnent's view, for

each local authority. Indeed, the whole system of

grant penal ties under the block grant system i s

based on divergencies of actual expenditure from

GRE.

The vol ume targets, on the other hand, carry no

such 'normative ' connotations o They cannot repre

sent a governrnent view of the 'right' level of

expenditure since they are based on each author

ity's own actual expenditure for 1978/79. The ac

tual expenditure level is the outcome partly of

each authority's own expenditure decisions in

1978/79 and partly of chance factors which affect

ed those decisions during the year. Not surpris

ingly, therefore, the volume targets issued to

individual authorities differ quite markedly from

the GRE assessments in many cases.

To the outsider the use of two target figures

seems very confusing. The logic is that the GREs

were somewhat crudely defined and the central gov-
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ernment' s view, adopted after eritieisms of the

GREs by loeal authorities, was that it would be

unfair to put too much weight on them. The govern

ment is concerned to see local authority revenue

expenditure contained within the national forecast

levels included in the public expenditure survey.

The block grant system using indirect controls is

not achieving the targets required. The central

government wants to impose more severe penal ties

on high spending authorities and the imperfeetions

of the GREs have prevented it using them for penal

ty purposes. Hence the vol ume targets were based

upon an authority's own spending leveis. But Ioeal

authorities have found the system confusing and in

consistent and this confusion has eontributed to

the failure to meet expenditure targets. The two

targets will be related for grant penal ty pur

poses. If an a uthori ty is spending above i ts GRE

and therefore should lose grant under the block

grant rules it will be excused from further penal

ty i f i t has met the second volume target . And

vice versa.

Table 6 below shows how authorities have been set

conflicting targets and illustrates that they have

reacted in different ways. The top four author

ities are all over their GRE, but two have in

creased expenditure and two have decreased (even

though only one is below its vol ume target) o The

bottom four authorities are all at or below their

GRE, but two have increased spending and are above

their volume target, while the other two have de

creased spending, being at or below their vol urne

target.

These targets based upon 1978/79 can be criticised

from a number of angles apart from the inherent

threat they represent to loeal authorities I right
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e6 01 Target an Actua Spending

in Eight Loca1 thorities

Difference Difference Difference
between between between latest

Name of spending spending budget and
authority and GRE and volume previous year's

target revised budget
% % %

Hackney + 40 + 6 - 17
Wandsworth + 20 - 14 - 14

Camden + 76 + 24 + 6

Sheffield + 29 + 11 + 5

Cornwall 2 + 9 + 1
Devon O + 7 + 1
Solihull 4 1 2
Trafford 4 O 4

to make their own decisions on the level of reve

nue expenditure. At a technical level 1978/79 did

not represent, for many authorities, a typical

year. A severe winter, a manual workers' strike, a

strike by social workers in some authorities, and

other disruptions to supplies caused by, for exarn

ple, a lorry drivers • strike, markedly affected

the authorities' expenditure during that year.

Moreover , the advanced further education "pool"

arrangements were changed in 1979/80, redistribut

ing the burden of expenditure and significantly

increasing the contributions of many authorities.

Those local authori ties which had made major cut

backs before and during 1978/79 fel t they were

being unfairly penalised compared to those which

had not. In any case, the choice of any one year

is inevitably entirely arbi tary and would always

give rise to anomalies.

These factors though are an important reason for

the divergence of the targets from the GREs.
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ers s GRE

At the national level the two sets of controls

designed to influence the revenue spending of indi

vidual authorities, i.e. the GREs and the volume

targets give the same result. But to the individ

ual authority the perception is different. The

grant calculation and the penalties which flow

from failure to meet the targets are also incon

sistent . The relationship has been described

earlier. The penal ty system does not follow the

grant expenditure relationship in three respects.

First, it does not flow logically from the grant

system; the national surn involved in the penalty

is arbitrarily determined by the central govern

ment. Secondly, the distribution of the penalty

over authorities falls differently from the distri

bution of the grant/expenditure profile over au

thorities. In other words the penal ty can be used

to exact a higher cost from some authorities than

the grant system does. Thirdly, because expendi

ture is defined in a different way in volume tar

gets than in GRE an increase/decrease in one

measure does not necessarily imply an equivalent

change in the other measure.

The penal ty wi th the target system is an increase

in the poundage schedule for grant purposes for

local authori ties spending above the target . Thi s

reduces the amount of grant each of those author

ities receives (but of course for some authorities

who because of the rateable value effect receive

nil or very small amounts of grant the practical

penalty is nil or very small.) The penalty will

increase the marginal poundage cost of $1 per head

additional expenditure from O.56p below threshold

and O.70p above threshold, to O.6p below threshold

and O.75p above threshold. Same limited protection
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is provided for authorities only slightly over

their target expenditure. This means that in Fig

ure 3 below an authori ty which had faced a pJund

age sched ule AA, but is spending above i ts vol ume

target, now faces a poundage schedule AA' •

Fiqure 3 The Effect of Grant Pena ties and cash
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If that authority reduces its expenditure to less

than its volume target it reverts to its original

scheduleo There is a step in the schedule at a par

ticular level of spending, corresponding to the

volume targeto Because there is no relationship be

tween volume targets and GRE, this step can occur

anywhere, depending on individual circumstanceso

To these penal ties may be added a once for all

shift of the schedule from AA ' to BB ' if it be

comes clear that the authorities in aggregate have

been claiming more grant than what is allowed by

the cash limit.

ca1cu ating the GO

The calculation of GRE concentrates on ways of

relating spending need to the average costs o f

providing services for each 'client I in need of

them or each 'unit ' of service provided. The as

sessments are built up on a service basis, with

services grouped into four main categories. Group

l contains services provided by the major spending

tier in each area, Group 2 services provided by

counties only, Group 3 services provided by dis

trict councils only and Group 4 concurrent and

miscellaneous services. Individual authority's as

sessments are made by arnalgamating appropriate fac

tors from these groups. Allowance is made for

higher input costs in certain areas, and for the

higher costs associated with certain demographie

features, such as sparsely populated areas.

The new system however does give some substantial

cause for concern. For example, one area of major

cancern within the GRE assessments is the allaw

ance made for eost differences between areas. The
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only allowance included (apart from small adjust

ments for sparsity of population in some formu

lae), is for higher labour costs in London, though

it is doubtful whether the allowance is sufficient

to represent the full effeet of high labour eosts

in the capital. No allowances have been made for

possible higher labour costs elsewhere and no al

lowances at all have been made for the differing

costs of other inputs, e.g. rents, rates and other

land costs.

Perhaps the most contentious area of the GRE as

sessrnents are the "unit eost" approaches adopted

for education and the social services. Both these

approaches are based on establishing the uni ts o f

service of various sorts required to provide a

standard level of service in each authority and

casting these out at an average cost. Two exarnples

can highlight the major problems associated with

this sort of approach.

(i) It is widely recognised that some children

require additional educational help which

costs extra. How is a decisian made about

how many children there are in need of such

help in each authority? The Department of

Education and SCiences (a central government

department) suggested 6 factors:

(a) children not U.K. born, or born to immi
grant families

(b) children from large families

(c) children from one-parent families

(d) children from families of low socio
econornic group

(e) children from overcrowded housing or
lacking basic amenities

(f) children receiving free school meals.
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Disregarding the question of whether these are the

right faetors, what is the relative importanee o f

the factors? Does it really eost as much extra to

edueate a ehild from a family of eategory (d), as

a ehild from an immigrant family who perhaps

speaks no English (category (a»)? The Department

of Education and Science (DES) representative

thought not; they reeommended an option which

would have given double weight to factor (a) com

pared to eaeh of the other factors. It is ironic

that the final GRE option selected by the govern

ment was not the option which incorporated the

DESIs view, but one which gave equal weight to all

six factors, signi ficantly disadvantaging a number

of wndon boroughs and ILEA. It is interesting to

note that DES views on other aspects of the educa

tion GREs, notably nursery education, were also

ignored in the final selection of a GRE formula by

the government. No reasons for the government t s

alternative choice have been given but the presurnp

tion must be that the choice was made for politi

cal reasons eoncerned with which authorities would

gain grant and which would lose grant by the

choice. As the GREs are a basis for defining "over

spending .. , particularly for payment of grant,

judgements such as this do tend to cause scepti

cism about the system on the part of some local au

thorities, particularly those adversely affected.

(ii) The number of potential clients for social

services, e . g. services for elderly people,

was pJstulated, on the basis of historical

survey data, to be related to various social

faetors in each area, e.g. the nurnber of

elderly people living alone. It was then

assurned that each potential client required

the same average service leveis, which could

be provided in each area at an average cost.
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But is it really reasonable to assume that

an elderly person living alone in a small

rural eommunity requires the same services

as an elderly person living alone and iso

lated in a rundown inner city area? Equally,

the GRE assessments for a large group of

miscellaneous social services -- for the dis

abled, the mentally iII, the mentally handi-

capped etc o -- were made pro rata to popula-

tion on the grounds' tha t the proportion o f

disabled people, the mentally iII, etc. is

not thought to vary much across the country.

But the cost of providing services may cer

tainly vary according to the degree of

family and eornrnunity support provided in,

say, a small rural or affluent suburban com

munity compared to an inner city area. The

fact that the GRE assessments for social

services seriously understate social serv

ices expenditure in all the Inner London

boroughs ~ (including authori ties which have

permanent Conservative majorities) , lends

support to this view. (Even Department of

Health and Social Security. ,(DHSS) officials

conceded that the london boroughs' assess

ments were not thought plausible by their

social work colleagues in the Department) .

From these GRE calculations the logic of a 'right'

level of spending in cash terms and a definition

of an 'overspender' for grant purposes emerges.

The grant penalties in the block grant system

operate on this definition.

Annually the grant distribution arrangements are

reviewed and implicit in this review is a review

of the GREs. However loeal authority criticism of

the calculation of the GREs is inhibited by two
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factors. The first is that the local authorities

cannot think of any better system without using

regression analysis, which was tried once, did not

prove very workable and is now discredited. 8econd

ly the two broad groups of local authorities, the

major urban areas and the rural areas, are qui te

divided in their approach to government. The re

sul t is that pressure for reform of the GREs is

seen in the context of 'special pleading', i.e.

will the reform cause gains or losses to a particu

lar group of authorities. This inhibits abstract

discussion of the merits of a proposal. All the

negotiations with central government are at their

root negotiations about power -- the distribution

of power between the different types of authority

and between local government as a whole and cen

tral government. Although the purist might dep10re

this approach, this is an inevitable consequence

of the structure of local government in the United

Kingdorn, its systern of financing with heavy depen

dence upon central government grant aid, and the

inadequacies of the systern of local accountabil

ity.

the ca 1Syt

There is some evidence from an analysis of the

budgeted expenditure of local authorities for

1981/82 that reductions in grant aid does tend to

reduce expenditure. But it is also clear that

grant aid as a lever on expenditure works slowly

and does not cause autornatically a containrnent of

expenditure to target leve1s, given the weakness

of local authority accountability in the United

Kingdorn.. This is the reason for the introduction

o f the systern of targets and penal ties.
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But for any system of controls to work efficient

ly, the results must be reasonably predictable.

Only in this way can a local authority see what

every marginal extra f. of expenditure will cost.

Unfortunately the system is not predictable. A

first reason is that the very complexity of the

GREs introduces elements of instability. Secondly,

the statistical basis of the GREs is unreliable

and that produces instability. Thirdly, the system

of targets and penal ties was introduced part way

through the financ ial year and was i tsel f incon

sistent with the expenditure controI implications

of the grant system. Unpredictability has probably

been one cause of a shift in the concern of local

authority management from expenditure control to

the seeking of ways of obtaining more grant aid.

This is the opposite of what the controls are aim

ing for.

But there are other reasons why 'overspending'

occurs and these include:

(i) the lateness of the grant and expenditure

settlement (which is made in November/Decem

ber) •

(ii) the problems of making the required cuts

quiekly enough -- the scale of euts required

to reach GRE level (or even threshold, i.e.

GRE +10%) for a signifieant nurnber of author

ities is such that it would be quite impos

sible to eut this far within a year (or even

a longer timescale) • There are for example

problems of creating redundaneies and this

in itself is expensive beeause under United

Kingdom legislation, compensation has to be

paid when an employee is made redundant.
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(iii) scepticism by some authorities of the objec

tivity of the GREs.

(iv) the use of GREs encourages some authorities

to increase expenditure to GRE level while

making it impossible for others to cut down

to that level.

(v) inadequate allowance for inflation in the

cash limit means authorities have to in

crease rates to meet the shortfall.

(vi) general uncertainties created by the block

grant mechanism also encourage prudence in

financing strategies, leading to higher rate

increases because local authorities have de

cided to create reserves.

(vii) the swings in the distribution of grant aid.

An analysis of attitudes to spending shows

that generally receivers of a higher grant

(i.e. than the previous year's grant) have

increased spending or not reduced it, and

losers of grant have tended to reduce expen

diture but not in the same proportion as the

loss of grant.

LIC BO,~~A.IUI"" AB» THE MOI1BY SUPPLY

A critical consideration of the central government

in making its decisions about public expenditure

is the level of the public sector borrowing re

quirement. Local authorities contribute to that

borrowing requirement either by borrowing from the

central government to fund their capi tal invest

ment, or by borrowing directly from the London

money market. The local authority borrowing re-
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quirement is a substantial component of the total

public sector borrowing requirement, as is shown

in Table 7.

The public sector borrowing requirement as a whole

is notoriously difficu1t to forecast because it is

a residual item. The same is true of the local

authority component of it. But central governrnent

decisions affecting 10ca1 authority expenditure

and cash limits are important in affecting the

size of the local authority share of the public

sector borrowing requirement. This is because o f

the effect on local authority balances or reserv

es . Stated rate or county fund reserves vary from

year to year from cL100m or cL200m to as rnuch as

cL1500m. But in addition to these stated reserves

local authorities have other reserves set aside to

fund capital expenditure, to renew equipment, to

renew buildings, to meet insurance clairns, etc.

These reserves amounted to a further cL600rn in

1979. (England and Wales.)

1 7 Pub
.c Secto Bo ir ts

Total public Local Local authority
borrowing authority borrowing
requirements borrowinga share

tro im %

1975/76 10,582 2,472 23

1976/77 8,520 2,005 24

1977/78 5,594 1,492 27

1978/79 9,198 1,290 14

1979/80 9,914 2,981 30

1980/81 13,455 2,350 17
(est)

a Including borrowing from central government.

Source: Financial Statistics March 1981 HMSO and
Financial Statement and Budget Report ~SO.
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Local authori ties fund themselves on a day-to-day

basis by a combination of all cash inflows and

outflows whether revenue or capital. As local gov

ernment is a net borrower to the level of about

.f35 bn, their net cash position is usually one of

being a borrower. They may use internal reserves

to avoid external borrowing. If these internai

reserves are used up and balances are run down

because of, say, excess inflation, the need to

fund external debt still remains and internai

funding is switched to external and hence the

local authority borrowing requirement rises. And,

of course, vice versa.

From 1981-82 added restrictions on the uses of

capital reserves will prevent their use to fund

capital expenditure over and above any central

government investment allocation and this should

remove an element of volatility. Hbwever, a degree

of volatility in the local authority element o f

the public sector borrowing requirement will still

remain and attempts are being made to forecast

more efficiently than can be done at present, how

local authority decisions can and do affect this

important factor in public expenditure planning.

An equally important consideration is the money

supply. Local authority actions again cause the

central government some concern because of the

interrelationships between money supply, the pub

lic sector borrowing requirement, public expendi

ture generally, interest levels and weal th crea

tion.

Local authorities borrow to fund their capital ex

penditure with about hal f their borrowing coming

from the 1Dndon money market. The central govern-

ment is anxious to encourage local authorities to
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lengthen the life of their debt and loeal author

ities now have to ensure that all new borrowing in

a year has an average life of seven years.

A eonsequenee of this lengthening of debt life,

which started from about 1977/78, has been to

cause loeal authorities to ehange the sources of

their borrowings. Loeal authorities are now borrow

ing more money from banks and the resul t is that

these borrowings affect the money supply in away

which a higher level of borrowing did not do in

the past.

So whilst severe cash limits have reduced loeal

authority capital investment the ehanges in the

refinancing of existing debt caused by the effeets

of other central government polieies have aetually

made local government I s posi tion more exposed so

far as the implications for the money supply are

concerned and this could 1ead to further finaneing

controls being imposed. '!'hese on the whole would

tend to increase the eost of funding local author

itydebto

EVALOATDIG COBTROL POLICIES

-rhe Le SOD

Probably the most important lessons which can be

learned from this experiment are:

(i) that revenue predietability is an important

ingredient in any system of control;

(ii) that using the tlgearing" effeet of reducing

grant aid is insufficient to contain expendi

ture abs01utely, given the low level of elee

tora1 aecountability of United Kingdom local

authorities;
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(iii) that to leave local authorities little time

to plan their affairs is self-defeating for

the central government;

(iv) whilst an element of rough justice is inevi

table, a 'refined ' rough justice which incor

porates an attempt at sophistication, which

produces leverage on individual authorities

rather than on Iocal government as a whole,

provokes authori ties to question the equity

of the arrangement and may produce a counter

productive response;

(v) the complexity of two targets has confused

financial p~anning and provided an excuse

for authorities not to conform where it

suited them;

(vi) changes in grant aid distribution from year

to year actually make it more difficult for

authorities to reduce expenditure because

the gainers find it politically difficult to

reduce expenditure when they are gaining

grants, and the lasers cannot reduce expend

iture in practice as fast as they lose

grants;

(vii) There is however some evidence that reduc

tions in grant aid are causing authorities

to reduce expenditure;

(viii) Since piecemeal controls tend to have unfore

seen effects a comprehensive review should

be undertaken whenever a change of stance on

controls is required;

Table 6 above showed that authorities have reacted

in different ways to the various targets they have
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been given. No elear picture has yet emerged apart

from a general confirmation of paragraph (vii)

above, namely that areas which have lost grants

have tended to reduce expenditures.. This is evi

denced by the fact that the highest average euts

have been achieved in Inner London boroughs, which

as a class of authorities has not done well from

the new grant distribution ..

But attempts to set GREs and targets for individ

ual authori ties have added to the dimension of

dispute between local and central government by

involving individual authorities. In the past this

has been avoided by concentrating controls on

total local authority spending. Individual targets

may perhaps introduce an apparent element of 'fair-

ness I which in practice is defined in polit.,ical

terms but in the long run may cause great dam-

age to the credibility and hence stability of the

system.

Consequ ce of OVerspendin

Local authorities undoubtedly have a major logisti

eal problem in reducing expenditure as quickly as

the central government would like. The example was

given earlier of the problem of reducing the num

bers of teachers employed. There are even more dif-

ficul ties wi th closing school s as the child popu

lation falls because of the statutory procedures

which have to be followed. Where local authorities

can reduce expenditure quickly, many will do so -

for exarnple by cutting back on maintenance, part

time staff, supplies and services, external con

tractors and agency services.. This could have an

unbalancing effect on the distribution of services

and on the expenditure composi tion. It will al so
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tend to result in the exporting of unemployment to

the private sector o A beneficial effeet though of

a squeeze on resources will be to increase the

search to improve efficiency. But greater value

for money will not by itself produce the savings

required.

The final response of the central government to

the budgeted overspending by local authorities in

1981-82 was the imposition of a grant penal ty. The

central government obviously hoped that by impos

ing what is a severe penalty, local authorities

would reduce revenue expenditure. But it is doubt

ful if local authorities will come entirely into

line. First, there are the logistical difficulties

of reducing expenditure which have been explained

above. As time elapses the difficulties of meeting

a target wi thin a finane ial year grow. Secondly,

since the budgets were prepared there has been an

election and left wing groups have gained power in

many of the larger loeal authorities, pledged to

higher not lower, levels of loeal expenditure.

So a potential eonfliet is emerging and aseeond

consequence in the short run may be a yet greater

reduction in eapi tal expenditure by loeal author

ities, because of the central government's greater

ability to control expenditure, to compensate for

overspending on revenue account. This makes for a

greater distortion than ever of the relationship

between capital and revenue expenditure.

But the longer-term consequences are likely to be

more serious , particularly if political polarisa

tion grows. They could take several forms all o f

which are likely to reduce local authority disere

tion and some could effectively remove it alto

gether. The possibilities are:
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(i) the taking by central government of powers

to control rate levies or to controi non

domestic levies only:

(ii) the taking of greater powers to reduce grant

solely at the discretion of the Secretary of

State coupled with the removal of the pres-

ent power of local authorities to levy a

supplementary rate. This has now occurred in

Scotland and could be applied, albeit with

more technical difficulty, in England and

Wales:

(iii) the use of present powers to impose severe

grant reductions upen local authori ties to

try to force them to bring down expenditure

because of the consequential high burden

upen ratepayersi

(iv) the removal of services from local govern

ment to give central governrnent more direct

controi of thernj advanced further education

is the most likely imrnediate casualty;

(v) the removal of local rating powers cornplete

ly.

The effect of further centralisation will be to

create greater opportunities for confrontation

over volumes of expenditure, and the same trend is

likely to lead to confrontation over wage settle

ments to local governrnent employees. Increasingly

in the Uni ted Kingdom, local elections have been

seen as a commentary on central government poli

cies and the left wing gains in the recent elec

tions imply dissatisfaction with those policies by

the electorate. How far confrontation will be car

ried will therefore depend upen the national poli

tical mood.
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However, it is worth nating, and this has not been

thoroughly understood by local government, that

the Parliamentary Opposition has not given any

indication that it will repeal the critica1 parts

of the local Government Planning and Land Act o f

1980, nor will it repea1 the recent Scottish legis

lation. That implies therefore that both major po

litic parties are set on a course of centralisa

tion, with more or less vigour. The driving force

for both parties is the recognition that long-term

electoral success depends upon producing policies

which give a satisfactory economic performance for

the United Kingdom. Neither party therefore wants

to commi t themsel ves to any changes which might

weaken their power in this respect.

t Are the Alternatives?

The approaches set out in the previous section are

all based upon continuing the trend to further

centralisation. There are alternative routes which

are the exact opposite of the centralisation ap

proach now being developed. The alternatives are:

(i) Swi tch as many services as possib1e into the

market place, leaving the market to set lev

els of investment, prices, distribution of

services and type of service. This would

leave local authorities to administer a rurnp

of services of much less economic signifi-

cance.

(ii) Promote acc?untability by securing much more

strongly than at present the relationship

between voting and paying for services. This

would involve a reduction in central govern

ment grant aid, probably the abolition of
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non-domestie rating as a ioeal government

tax, and the introduetion of a loeal income

tax. This would obviously be a high risk

route but it would certainly strengthen the

concept of local democracy and might perrnit

the devolution of more services to local

government. 8uch a reform might have to be

accompanied by both an organisationai reform

and electoral reform.

Of course route (i) 'MJuld only be practical given

a major change in political attitudes even though

there are some services where the approach might

be applied even now. The most important service

where market forces could be harnessed is housing,

which in the United Kingdom suffers from an inade

quate pricing structure. Consequently subsidies

and investment are distributed in a haphazard way.

But a housing finance reform would need to extend

across the whole sector and not be confined to pub

lic sector housing. Again, parts of the education

service could be provided on a market basis -- spe

cialised music education and school meals are ex

amples.

From local governmentls point of view route (ii)

is obviously the most attractive. It would make

possible the detachment of local government from

the central planning process. But whether or not

that would ever be achieved would depend upon poli

tical and economic philosophy. A properly function

ing democratic system could provide the brake on

loverspending I whether caused by high vol ume or

inflation. Cash limit controls on grant aid could

then be retained at the central government level,

to give adequate management control.
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A1though 10ca1 government would prefer route (ii),

in practice 10cal independence would not be pain

less. To make it work there would have to be sta

bility and predictability in the system. This

would mean simpler grant arrangements, perhaps li

mited to population and differences in the distri

bution of personal incomes. Special problems like

rural sparsity and ethnic minorities would have to

be supported by specific grants. If a local income

tax were not available it would mean a major in

crease in domestic rate levies, but that would

have a substantial effect upon accountability.

But any appearance of irresponsibility in spending

by local authori ties will strengthen the doubters

against any radical reform. And as the analysis in

this· paper has shown, the trends which are begin

ning to appear, both in terms of expenditure and

politically, could be construed by some commenta

tors as growing evidence of irresponsibility.

However, there is a growing perception of the lack

of local accountability and proposals are being

considered of introducing a requirement that a

local referendum should be held before a supplemen

tary rate can be levied when a local authority

needs to replace money lost by a withdrawal of

grant aid. But the likelihood is that in many

instances this would confirm the supplernentary

rate and hence the higher levels of expenditure.

Confirrnation is likely to occur because the pres

sure groups for the maintenance of public services

would support the supplementary rate proposal , as

would ~he local authority, and ratepayers are rela

tively unorganised, apart from the business rate

payers, who have no vote anyway. So the referendum

approach could lead to spending above public expen

diture targets.
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COIlCLUSI

Cash limits as applied to local government have

only a l imi ted impact on revenue expenditure al

though an increasingly important effect upon capi

tal investment. On revenue expenditure cash limits

are more in the form of an influence upon expendi

ture through restrictions on grant aid.

Until 1980-81 local authority expenditure conform

ed closely to central government spending targets,

but that was in a period of a relatively stable

level of revenue spending. As revenue spending be

gins to decline the likelihood of meeting targets

seems to be lessening.

Local authority capital expenditure has fallen

quite dramatically since the mid-1970s. One reason

is because the central government has had more

precise controls over capital expenditure which it

has used to hold down capital investment to perrnit

higher levels of revenue spending. -- In addition,

the general financial constraints have probably

caused local authori ties to reduce new investment

anyway.

The central government sees an economic upturn in

the United Kingdom being achieved by a switch of

resources to the private sector away from the

public sector. It views this as the route to

higher levels of national income. The political

swing in the country appears to be against this.

It does appear that the central government reac

tian will be to increase central controi so that

it can pursue its economic objectives. This will

tend to increase confrontation but in the end the

central government is likely to modify its at.ti

tudes -- regarding both levels of expenditure and

the distribution of grant aid.
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But the likelihood is that as things stand at

present local government will not meet expenditure

targets. As a consequence, grant aid will be re

duced and rate levies will increase disproportion

ately. Both will produce political pressure on the

central government to give it greater powers to

controi local authority activities. In the world

of -real politics- the Parliamentary Opposition

willoppose the growth of centralisation but stop

short of promising to repeal the legisiation.

The real issue for the United Kingdom local govern

ment system however. is not about cash limits and

their effects as such, but about methods of re

straining local spending decisions. Because the

voting-paying relationship is so weak, cash lim

its along with other measures have been introduced

to make added spending more difficult. So the

issue of accountability is paramount, or to put it

another way, the central government - s pol icy

should be designed to promote efficient behaviour

by local authorities. But to achieve greater local

accountability, more fundamental reforms are re

quired, and to give the incentive to reform, confi

dence must be generated in the local government op

tion.

The main risk for the central government in pur

suing its present policies is that it may result

in demands being made of individual local author

i ties which they are not' prepared to meet. Thi s

could lead to a breakdown in services and admini

stration, particularly if there are groups looking

for political martyrdom. An essential ingredient

of central government policy should be to avoid

exactly this si tuation -- to find ways of making

the local government system work without confronta-
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tion. Effective public administration requires

that the militants as weil as the moderates can

work within the system because otherwise the form

er are in the end driven to take extra-constitu

tional actions.
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di ORGARISATIOB AIID PmlcrIORS OP LOCAL

GOVERIiIMEJIlr

The local authorities in the United Kingdom are as

follows:

London: Greater London Council

LDndon boroughs
(including the Ci ty of lDndon)

1

33 34

England and Wales (outside LDndon):

metropolitan counties

metropolitan districts

non-metropolitan counties

non-metropolitan districts

Isles of SCilly

Scotland: regions

districts

island areas

Northern Ireland: districts

6

36

47

333

l 423

9

53

3 65

522

26 26

The responsibilities of local authorities differ

from country to country within the United Kingdom.

There are even differences between the functions

of the lDndon local authorities and those operat

ing elsewhere in England. Important differences in

London concern the provision of the education and

the police services. In lDndon there are thirty

three London districts (including the City). Thir

teen are classed as Inner LDndon authorities and

they are not responsible for the education serv

ice. This is provided by the Inner LDndon Educa

tion Authority which is an independent authority,

whose members are appointed by the Greater London
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Council. The outer IDndon authorities are educa

tion authorities. The police service is provided

by the Metropolitan Police which is responsible

directly to the Herne Secretary. The Metropolitan

Police is not a local authority although it raises

about half its funds from the IDndon local author

ities through the Metropolitan Police precept.

An analysis of the distribution of services in

England and Wales is set out in the table at the

end of this Appendix. The analysis shows that rnany

of the powers overlap between the two tiers of au

thority and there are many instanc'es (for example,

highway maintenance) of agency arrangements being

made between them allowing one authority to act on

behalf of another. Agreements may be reached set

ting out the different spheres of activity to

avoid duplication of effort by districts and coun

ties. Perhaps the most important difference in

service provision in SCotland is that the SCottish

regions are responsible for water and sewage dispo

sal whereas in England and Wales that is the re

sponsibility of regional water authorities, which

are not local authorities.

A major difficulty with the present 2-tier system

is that the distribution of functions, especially

in the metropolitan areas, is such that the finan~

cial consequences of the plans of the different

tiers of authority are not easy to reconcile. The

most obvious example is the finance of transport

undertakings in the metropolitan area where the

county authority may provide substantial revenue

support subsidies and either the total rate burden

in the area has to increase or euts have to be

made in other services, rnainly those provided by

the district authorities. The opportunities to re

eoneile the competing resouree demands of the
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transport service with, say, the education, hous

ing and social services are very limited.

The local authorities which are responsible for

levying and collecting the local tax, the rate

(i.e. the rating authorities), are as follows:

England and Wales
(including London)

Scotland

Northern Ireland

- district council/
lDndon boroughs

- regional councils
(but see below)

- provincial government

Those authorities which are not empowered to levy

a rate can impose a precept upon the rating author

i ty and the rating authority in levying its rate

must take into account those precepts. A county

precept (including the Greater IDndon Council

GLC precept) does not have to be uniform

throughout the county area; and in London the

Inner LDndon Education Authority (ILEA) fixes its

requirements and then the GLC collects an appro

priate arnount through the GLC precept from those

boroughs where the education service is provided

by the ILEA. There are other precepting Author i

ties in existence including parishes, joint boards

(set up by two or rnore local authorities), regio

nal water authorities and the Metropolitan Police.

In Scotland the financing arrangements are differ

ent in that both regions and districts fix a rate

levy. Technically one does not precept upon the

other but the regional councils collect both the

regional and district rates within their area.

At present a local authority has power to vary the

local tax rate .without any specific electoral ap

proval which is unl ike the si tuation which occurs

for exarnple in the United States. Government
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grants are payable to all local authorities in

cluding the main grant, the rate support grant

(alternatively known as the block grant).

DI 011 O FOIIC'rI S B'IiPlIIIIIIiJV''IiP'D

I-rED DIG

The following is a summary of the allocation of

functions between the different types of local

a uthority, which for authori ties in England and

Wales (outside London) is based upon Department o f

the Environment Circular 121/172. Some relatively

minor changes have subsequently been made.

ENGLAND

County councils (outside metropolitan areas)
and metropolitan district councilso

Education
Youth employment
Personal social services
Libraries

All county Councils

Museums and
art galleries (a)

Ibusing:
Certain reserve
powers

Town d evelo pment (a)

Planning:
Structure plans
Development plan schemes (b)
Development control (d)

All district Councils

Museums and
art galleries (a)

Housing:
Provision
Management
Slum elearanee
House and area
improvement

Town development (a)

Planning:
Loeal plans (c)

Development control (d)
Advertisement control
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All county Councils

Derelict land (a)
National parks
Country parks (a)
Conservation areas (a)
Building preservation
notices (a)

Fbotpaths and bridleways:

Surveys
Creation, diversion and
extinguishment orders (a)
Maintenance (e)
Protection (a)
Signposting

Transportation:
Transport planning
Highways (e)
Traffic

All parking
Public transport (g)

Ihad 'safety

Highway lighting

Footway lighting (a)

Environmental health:

Animal diseases

Refuse disposal

All district Councils

Derelict land (a)

Country parks (a)
Oonservation areas (a)
Building preservation
notices (a)
Listed building control
Tree preservation (a)
Acquisition and disposal
of land

for planning purposes,
development
or redevelopment
including private
development (a)

F<;>otpaths and bridleways:

Creation, diversion and
extinguishment orders (a)

Protection

Transportation:

Off street parking (f)
Public transport
undertakings (h)

Footway lighting (a)

Environmental health:

Food safety and hygiene

Communicable disease

Slaughterhouses

Offices, shops and
railway prernises (j)
Re fuse collection
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All county Councils

Cons umer protection
(e.g. weights and measures,
trade descriptions,
explosives, food and drugs)
Police (k)
Fire (k)
Swimming baths (a)
Physical training and
recreation (a)
Parks and open spaces (a)
Smallholdings

.Airports (a)

lIarES

All district Councils

Clean air
Building regulations
Coast protection
Cemeteries and crematoria
Markets and fairs
Byelaws
Swimming baths (a)
Physical training and
recreation (a)
Parks and open spaces (a)
Allotments
IDeal licensing
Airports (a)

(a) Concurrent powers exercisable by count.y. and
district councils and the exercise of powers
by individual authorities may be governed by
agreements operating within the county' area.

(b) In consultation with district councils.

(c) Except in national parks where counties would
be responsible. Responsibility for local plans
is subject to development plan schemes o~ the
structure plan.

(d) Primarily a district
in a national park
·county matters·.

council
or for

function except
certain defined

(e) District councils may claim maintenance powers
for footpaths, bridleways, and urban roads
which are nei ther trunk roads nor classi fied
roads.

(f) In accordance wi th the county transportation
plan.

(g) Metropolitan counties are passenger transport
authorities, non-metropolitan counties have
co-ordination functions.

(h) Some non-metropolitan districts under local
act powers.

( j) Fire precautions under the Offices, Shops and
Railway Premises Act will be a county council
responsibil ity.

(k) Subject to amalgamation schemes.
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The main differences within london' are:

(i) the police service is provided by the Metro

politan Police (apart from in the City of

tondon which has its own police force) which

is an appointed rather than an elected au

thority.

(ii) of the 33 lDndon districts (including the

City) 13 are classified as inner lDndon au

thorities and they are not responsible for

the education service; this is provided by

the Inner london Education Authority (ILEA)

which is an independent authority but whose

members are appointed by the Greater london

Council (GLC). The outer lDndon authorities

are education authorities.

(iii) the London districts are highway authorities

in their own right for the maintenance and

cleansing of roads other than trunk and c1as

si fied roads.

(iv) the London districts are responsible for con

sumer protection and not the Greater lDndon

Council.

( v) the London districts are pension authori ties

operating their own pension funds and the

GLC fund is confined to their employees and

those of the ILEA only.

(vi) the GLC has certain housing powers and re

sponsibility for the administration of some

housing estates (although the latter will

cease to be a GLC function).
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Parish councils continue to exist after reorganisa

tion and the system could be extended to the urban

areas. The functionsof parish councilf? are limit

ed to a few activities but they have a right to be

consulted about planning applications affecting

land in their areas._

\'1ALES

The 2-tier system of local government applies to

Wales where the arrangements and distribution o f

functions broadly follow those applying in England

outside the metropolitan areas. However, there are

no parishes in v~ales but 'communities'. Responsi

bility for the acquisition -of development la_nd is

a function of a central Welsh organisation (the

Land Authority for Wales) and whilst 'this organisa

tion has close links with the local authorities in

Wales, it lies outside the normal loeal government

arrangements and i ts members are Governrnent ap

pointees.

SCOTLAND

The distribution of functions is broadly the same

in SCotland as in the non-metropolitan county

areas of England. The main exception is that water

supply and sewage disposal are functions of the

regional authorities , whereas in England and Wales

they are functions of the regional water author

i tYi and in the island areas the system of local

governrnent is single-tier.

NORTHERN IRELAND

The systern of local government under the provin

cial governrnent is single-tier, with the districts

administering a limited range of environmental

services.
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IIft'RO CTI

Local governments in Sweden are exceptionally big

and growing exceptionally rapidly. The paper re

views this expansion and its institutionai and

financial background. The main emphasis, however,

i s on an evaluation of credi t policy, grant pol

icy, regulations and other means of central govern

ment control of local governments. As in the de

bate about the need to controi local government

expenditures, the focus here is on overall macro

economic performance.

LOCAL GOVERIIMEII'r IR All EXPABDIBG PUBLIC SEC'fOR

The growth of the public sector as a whole re

flects a general increase in service production

and consumption, both public and private. In

Sweden, many kinds of service production, which in

other countries can be privately undertaken, is

here publicly provided~ Consequent1y, the public

sector has grown more rapidly in Sweden than in

other comparative countries.

The share of GNP going to public expendi tures has

increased as much during the seventies as it did

altogether over the two preceding decades (see

Table 1). This is more due to a slow increase in

GNP during the seventies than to a particularly

fast increase in government expenditures.

Whereas local government expenditures increased

most rapidly up to 1970, more than doubling their

share of GNP, in the seventies it has been central

government and the social security sector that

have registered the biggest increases.
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The Ro1e of Local versus Centra1 Govermaent

As the public sector has grown, the local govern

ment sector has acquired agreater importance. The

local government share of the total public sector

expenditures (excl. social security) increased

sharply between 1950 and 1970, from 41.3% to

53.3%. In the seventies

2) has declined somewhat.

the share (see Table

a 1e l Public Sector Expenditures as Shares

of GRP

1950 1970 1980

Central government 17.6 25.4 35.3

Local government 10.0 22.7 28.0

Social security funds 3.7 3.8 9.5

Totala 27.1 44.8 63.1

a The total excludes transfers within the public sector.

Source: National accounts. Including social security sector.---

Tab1e 2 Loca1 Gove nt Sector Expendit res

1950, 1970 and 1980 as Percent:ages of

Pub1ic Sector Expenditures

(excl. social security funds)

1950 1970 1980

Consumption 49.4 62.3 70.0
Investments 73.6 78.6 74.0
Transfersa 18.7 21.5 18.1

Totala 41.3 53.3 52.0

a Central government transfers to local governments and vice
versa are excluded in total transfers and total expenditures.
Interest payments are excluded altogether.

Source: National accounts.
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With few exceptions the distribution of responsi

bilities between levels of government has remained

unchanged but typically local government activi

ties have been the most expansive. Notable excep

tions are the police, some judiciary, taxing and

other administrative tasks, which were eentraliz

ed, mental hospitals instead being transferred

from central government to eounties, while respon

sibility for high schools shifted from central

government to municipalities.

Table 3 shows the growth of the various eategories

of government consumption. It is a matter of inter

pretation whether those public sector areas where

local governments are big have grown faster be

cause of a faster overall loeal government in

crease in expenditures or if loeal governments

have had a faster overall increase because those

areas where they are big have had a faster growth.

The former interpretation eould be justified by

the idea that local governments have a less re

strietive budget eonstraint eompared with central

government. The latter interpretation could find

support in the fact that ineome elasticities tend

to be higher for typieally loeal government activ

ities.

Whichever of these alternative interpretations is

true, it seems that the present role of loeal gov

ernments is a role acquired by disposi tion rather

than by deliberate design. It is a role which has

come about by incremental developments rather than

by planned ehanges. Social welfare services,

health, culture and recreation, and education are

predominantly the responsibili ty of local govern

ments. They aeeounted in 1963 for as mueh as 56%

of public consumption. Over the last 15 years

these areas have expanded faster than almost all

other areas.
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Groorth af Pnbl.ic CODalDlptiOll and Local.

Goveruments· Share of Public CODsump

tian by Pnrpose

Real growth Loc.al govern-
per year ments' share

1963-78 1963 1978

Social welfare
services 8.8 87.1 83.2

General research 7.5 0.0 0.0

Health 5.3 83.3 94.5

Culture,
recreation, a.o. 5.1 85.8 90.8

General administration
and external affairs 4.6 52.1 55.6

Education 3.9 75.9 86.9

Public safety
and order 2.9 69.0 17.8

Bousing and community
amen! ties 2.4 63.4 60.5

Business promotion 1.4 30.2 33.5

Defence 0.0 0.1 0.1

Total 5.4 51.8 67.9

Source: National accounts.

Again, this is a reflection of the general in

crease in service production. Local governments

are important producers of services going directly

to households. This is to some extent in contrast

to central governrnent. Central governrnent is less

occupied with delivering services to the public

and rnuch mare with planning and controlling. There

are exceptions though, like employment exchange,

police, weather forecasts and university educa

tian.

Table 3 shows central vs local government shares

within different areas. The shares rernain reason-
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ably stable with exceptions occurring in those

areas where transfers of responsibilities have

taken place as mentioned above. The large increase

in the overall Ioeal government share of public

consumption has thus not come about by shifting

responsibilities to loeal governments but by a

faster growth of those areas with a high Ioeal

government share.

This overall picture might lead to the erroneaus

conclusion that Ioeal governments are nowadays

just as important and powerful as central govern

ment in influencing overall economic activity and

economic stabilization. That, however, is not true

since central government still has the dominant

contral of the purse. Central governrnent partially

finanees loeal governments through grants. When we

take these inta aecount we find that central gov

ernment centrals direetly and indirectly (threugh

grants) 64.1% of total public sector expenditures

(excl. social security seetor).

The increase in transfers is something that charac

terizes the expansion of the public sector on all

levels, especially in the last decade (see Table

4). This is an international trend.

To ass ess the loeal government sector fully two

additions should be made. Firstly, national ac

counts subtract roughly 2 percentage points from

the local governrnent share of GNP, in comparison

wi th loeal governrnent budgetary expendi tures. It

is done on the ground that these expenditures are

finaneed by fees and consequently eounted as priva

vate consurnption or intermediary product deliv

eries to other sectors.
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Pub1ic ConSumptiOD, Inves1:ments and

Transfer Expenditures as Percentages

of GBP

(exel. social security sector)

1950 1970 1980

Consumption 12.4 21.5 28.8

Investments 2.1 6.6 4.3

Transfers 7.5 11.5 24.9

Source: National accounts. Transfers from central government
to Ioeal government, and interest payments excluded.

Secondly, there is a large sector of loeal govern

ment-owned companies, that should be added to the

loeal governrnent sector proper in order to assess

the sector to its full proportions. Housing is the

main occupation of these cornpanies. Out of loeal

government sector investrnent, companies make up

around 30%. 80% of the company investments are

devoted to new housing. In 1979 the turnover of

these cornpanies arnounted to 16.4% of total expendi

tures for the loeal government sector proper. 53%

of that turnover was aeeounted for by housing, the

rest by transactions in eleetricity, gas, sewage,

heat, water, transports, etc.

'l'he Growth of Local GoverJUMmt

Expenditure Trends

Sweden has reeently experieneed an unpreeedented

expansion of loeal governments as percentage of

GNP. The growth of GNP has praetically ceased from

the middle of the 70s, while loeal governments

have eontinued to expand although at cornparatively

modest rates from a historical perspective.
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Table 5 gives the

historical periods.

exceptionally high

1945-50, 1960-70.

aggregated growth figures for

There are same periods with

expenditure increases: 1910-30,

During these periods expendi-

tures rose in real terms on the average by about

6%. There are, on the other hand, periods which

1935-40, 1970-75.

than 2% per year.

3.2%, as in the

the average.

Annual expenditur:e increases of

lates t period, is slightly below

are distinguished by

The

exceptionally low growth:

growth rate was then less

Tab1e 5 Average Yearly Increase in Total Loca1

Gove~Dt. BxpeDditures, 1900-80

Constant prices (Ioeal government con
sumptian price index)

1900-1910 2.S8 1950-1955 5.3

1910-1920 5.2 a 5.6b 1955-1960 3.8

1920-1930 5.9 1960-1965 6.0

1930-1935 2.8c 1965-1970 6.5

1935-1940 1. 7d 1970-1975 0.9

1940-1945 3.0 1975-1980 3.2

1945-1950 8.0

a Ooly consumption c 1930-36

b 1913-1920 d 1934-40

Source: Johansson (1967): Kommunernas finanser (SOS).

During this trernendous expansion the compositian

of local government activities -- in broad enti

ties -- has changed surprisingly little (see Table

6) •

Over this long

compositian is

increased its

period the most striking shift of

that of health services, which has

share continuously and more than
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Local Government Expenditures in Differ
ent Areas 1913, 1953, 1977 as Percent
aqes of Total Expendi tures

Education

Health

Social welfare services

Public safety and order,
administration, com
munity planning

Roads

Housing

Fire services

Church

Community amenities
and other

1913

20.8

10.3

11.7

9.7

9.2

14.5

1.0

7.0

15.8

1953

22.6

16.7

11.4

6.9

7.6

10.0

1.4

5.0

18.4

1977

17.4

23.4

16.8

3.3

6.1

17.2

0.8

2.2

12.8

Source: HöåK (1962)j Kommunernas finanser (SOS).

doubled. This reflects a rapid expansion. A few

activities have at the same time been transferred

from central government to Ioeal government: men

tal hospitals and district medical care.

Due to the centralization of police, the jUdiciary

and the taxing administration, the share of expend

itures going to public safety has decreased sharp

ly.

Underlying the growth of Ioeal government expend

itures is an increase in incorne. This accounts

for the trend of increasing expenditures. Divergen

cies from the trend are caused by population chang

eSt urbanization and some other economic circum

stances. Educational expenditures depend heavily
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on the number of children to be educated. Social

welfare depends on unemployment, the number of old

pe6ple and wornan labor force participation ratia.

New construction and the flight from the country

side pushes housing expenditures. The increased

number of ears and urbanization explain the devel

opment of road expenditures. Wages are an impor

tant determinant of administrative expenditures.

Urbanization determines the expansion of fire serv

ices and community amenities (ef. Murray, 1981b).

On the whole, deliberate shifts of responsibili

ties and reform legislation do not show up in the

expenditure data to the extent that might have

been expected.

Estimates of· the incorne elasticity give low val

ues, both in cross-section estimates and in time

series. The income elasticity of total municipal

expenditures was estimated on a cross-section mat

erial in 1975 to 0.36 (Murray, 1981a). On a tirne

series material extending over the period 1960-77

it was estimated to be 0.68 (Nordström-Ysander,

1985). Since loeal government expenditures have

grown faster than GNP, a lot of room is left for

demographic, social and other econornic factors.

In 1862 the general foundations for loeal govern

ments were created. Since then these institutions

have suceessive1y been modernized, loeal govern

ments have been enlarged in size and diminished in

numbers, their freedom of action has both been wid

ened in general and tightened by specific legisla

tion regulating various activities.
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Today there are 24 counties covering the whole

Sweden except the towns of Gothenburg and Malmö,

and the island of Gotland. Counties are predomi

nantly occupied with health, hospital and medical

services. To an increasing extent they carry out

some high school education, some social welfare

services, regional planning and,

Stockholm, public transportation.

on the county and municipal

elected in general elections.

in the case of

Representatives

councils are

Today there remain but 284 municipalities out of

2,500 in 1950. Mergers were forced on the small

municipalities, especially in the beginning of the

50s and of the 70s. Municipalities have the main

responsibility for community planning, they carry

out primary and secondary education, run high

schoois, old age homes, day-nurseries, pay out

housing allowances, relief aid, run athletic

grounds, swim baths, museums, concert halls, the

atres, are in charge of fire services, parks,

roads, water supply, sewage, garbage collection,

take care of drug addicts and alcoholies, etc.

Three municipalities carry out the functions of

county governments as well.

Left to central government are mainly the tasks of

the guardian state: defence, diplomacy, police,

but also universities, research, etc .. Central au

thorities exercise a great deal of supervision,

control and financing of local government activi

ties . They do not interfere so much through de

tailed regulation as by administrating grants,

prescribing norms and giving advice.

Parishes today are almost exclusively devoted to

religious affairs. Formerly, parishes were in

charge of education, libraries and social welfare.

Parishes also handle registration of inhabitants.
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All three levels of Ioeal governments have the

full right to tax their constituents. They can,

within some loose bounds, borrow rnoney. The right

to levy fees on different services is circum

scribed by some restrictions.

Of total Ioeal governrnent expenditures the munici

palities in 1981 accounted for 67.3%, while the

corresponding share of the counties was 30.6% leav

i09 2.2% for the parishes.

Local governments in Sweden are governed by a gen

eral law stating their authority. Municipalities

are entitled to deal with affairs of common in

terest to the inhabitants. They must not deal with

affairs that are taken care of by the counties or

by the central government. Other 1aw5 either limit

their authority or extend it explicitiy inta

fl elds otherwise prahibited by the general law.

Same tasks are deiegated to laeal gavernments on a

voluntary basis, other tasks are obligatary. In

same instanees the central government has expiicit

ly limited the authority of ioeal governments.

Tasks are classified inta the eategories abliga

tory, voluntary within extended autharity, regulat

ed (but still voluntary) within general authority,

unregulated within general authority and obliga

tory within general authority.

It is weIl within the general authority of loeal

governments to provide edueation. The loeal commu

nity is free to arrange high school education, but

has then to eonform to the standards and rules set

by the central government. This wauld fall under

regulated general authority.
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Those tasKs, that from the Qutset do not fall

within the authority of Iaeal governrnents but are

based on special laws are here called voluntary

within extended authority. An example of such a

task is the handing out of housing allowances. The

central governrnent has pointed out that this ought

to be an important municipal task, although it

would not fall within the general authority of a

municipality.

Primary and secondary school is the most extensive

example of an obligatory task laid on municipal

ities.

Table 7 gives the relative importance of the vari

aus categories of municipal expenditures, includ

ing investments, in 1968 and 1977.

Of the expenditures of municipalities 41.8% in

1968 and 44.3% in 1977 were obligatory. However,

Table 7 Central CODtrol of Municipal K_di-

tures

Percent of total expenditures

Extended authority General authorlty

Obl1g.- Volun- Regu- Unregu- ObHg.-
tory tary lated lated tory

1968 41.8 9.9 14.6 33.2 0.5

1977
unchanged
laws 39.5 19.9 9.6 30.4 0.6

1977
new laws 44.3 15.1 9.6 30.4 0.6

Source: Murray (1981.).
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obligations can be striet as with lower and secon

dary education or Ioose as with old age care. In

addition there was 24.5% of the expenditures in

1968, and 24.7% in 1977, which were voluntary but

regulated in some way or another.

This left 33.2% of the expenditures in 1968, and

30.4% in 1977, in the unregulated category. But

even here, there are grants with regulations tied

to them. Unregulated activities which are financed

by categorical grants arnount to elose to 40% out

of all ,unregulated activities. This leaves about

20% of total expenditures altogether free from

regulations and grant formu!as.

Al though there are contral rnechanisms covering 80%

of municipal activities, they still leave a lot of

freedom to municipalities. They are most often not

compelling, and when they are, they do not permit

detailed central government interference. Regula

tion of voluntary activities, on the other hand,

is quite often very detailed like prescriptions

for day-care centers that receive central govern

ment grants.

For the municipalities, taxes account for a stable

share slightly over 40% of total external incomes

(see Table 8). Central government grants have in

creased their share. Very recently net borrowing

has been much diminished.

Central government grants have, especially in the

last decade, increased very rapidly. From 1970 to

1979 categorica1 grants increased by 16.4% per

year. Grants now account for 26.3% of total exter

nal incomes. Fees based on costs and related to
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Financi.Dg of MUDicipalities aDd

Counties. 1945-1980

Percent of total externa1 incomes

Year Taxes
Central ~overn- Other
ment grantsa revenues

Not
borrowlng

Muntetpalities

1945

1950

1955

1960

1965

1970

1975

1979

1980

Countles

1945

1950

1955

1960

1965

1970

1975

1979

1980

43.4

47.9

45.3

40.3

40.4

42.6

40.8

44.0

42.2

72.0

75.3

75.0

62.3

67.0

54.0

59.4

65.1

58.3

14.2

13.6

17.4

22.6

21.3

22.8

26.5

27.6

26.3

11.4

8.5

7.8

17 .0

14.5

19.5

17.6

15.3

16.7

39.3

32.2

30.4

32.1

31.1

29.9

28.6

26.5

30.0

16.2

15.8

17.7

19.5

16.4

24.7

20.2

19.3

24.9

3.1

6.4

7.0

5.0

7.2

4.7

4.1

1.9

1.5

0.4

0.4

-0.5

1.2

2.1

1.8

2.8

0.3

0.1

a Genera! and categorical, for lnvestment. consumption and
transfers.

Source: Kommunernas finanser, Landstingsförbundet.
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commercial activities electricity, water,

sewage, garbage disposal, etc have kept pace

while other fees have lagged. Net borrowing is

tied to investment activity and as investrnent has

plunged in the last decade, so has net borrowing.

Investments are a150 now financed by tax revenues

to almost 50%, as compared to less than 40% in the

beginning of the decade.

Counties have a much higher share of tax financing

although the share has been shrinking. Only 50me

years back, 75% of total external incomes were tax

revenues. Today it varies around 60%. Central gov

ernment grants have increased their share substan

tially and now accaunt for 16.7% of total externa1

incomes. Loans playan unsignificant role for the

counties.

Tax revenues accounted for 75.3% of total externa l

incomes for the parishes in 1979, grants made up

7.8%, other revenues 16.2%, and net borrowing

0.7%.

COIftROLLDiG LOCAL GOVER&KB&IS

"I'b.e Iacreasinq Interest iD CODtrol

There is in Sweden a very long tradition eherish

ing loeal self-government. That means that cen

tral government is supposedly barred from inter

fering with municipalities and eounties. However,

at the same time regu1ation is extensively prae

ticed.

Up until the middle sixties there was very little

discussion about the role of the loeal governments

in macroeeonornie policy. And once the diseussion

started, it eentered on business eyele polieies.
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Traditionally the responsibility for business

cycle management was squarely lald upon the cen

tral government. In the late sixties the Ioeal

government sector received more attention. The

question then was: Do municipalities and county

governments add to instabil ity or do they help in

stabilizing the econorny? The verdict for Sweden

was that the Ioeal government sector on the whole

helped to stabilize the economy (Mathiessen,

1971). Mathiessen's judgment was based on aggre

gate Ioeal government consumption and investments.

County and municipal taxes and fees were not io

cluded in that judgment. When these are taken inta

account, the picture is less clear. Figure l shows

the change in average Ioeal government tax rate.

Figure l Percentage Change in Loca1 Go9'erJmleD.t

'l'ax Rate

Percent

30

20

10

O
~ Year

I I
1946 50 55 60 65 70 75 80

~ Period of high economic activity
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The shaded areas are periods of high econonomic

activi tyas measured by unemployrnent. The general

rule is that large tax increases take place on the

verge of, or in the middle of, a per10d of low

economic activity. The timing of tax rate changes,

from a business cycle point of view. is thus not

very good.

Following this awakened interest a governrnent com

mission (Government Commission Report (sou)
1973:43) looked inta the matter. The commission

advQcated among other things that central govern

ment subsidies be adjusted according to business

cycle needs. They alsa recomrnended that delivery

of tax receipts to the loeal governrnent sector

should be varied and that loeal government activ

i ties that are financed with fees should not be

exempted from turnover tax and priee regulation.

The need for a more efficient monetary policy was

stressed. A more effective maehinery for informa

tion and eonsultation between central government

and local governments was suggested of as a sui t

able instrument for improving the eoordination.

Few of these tools were however created and used

at that time. Variations in central governrnent

subsidies were tried once. Payments of tax re

ceipts were forwarded on one occasion but this

had little to do with business eycle policies. But

lately tax reeeipts have been delayed deliberately

to halt local government expansion. In 1981/82

this lowered loeal government liquidity by 8-9

billions SEK, equivalent to a loss of interest

rate ineomes of about l billion SEK. On one occa

sion -- the general price freeze in 1980 -- loea l

governments were urged not to increase fees.
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On four occasions central government negotiated

with the Ioeal governments about limits for tax

increases (see Table 9). The agreements were in

the form of a recommendation about tax rates

coupled with a

municipalities

s igned by the

special compensating block grant to

and counties. The agreernent was

associations of municipalities and

counties respectively. These associations have how

ever no real power over their members. The block

grants were paid in advance to all municipalities

and counties with no strings attached, not even

concerning the tax rate.

During the seventies structural economic problems

were added to business cycle problems. Interest

became focused on the size of the Ioeal government

sector . A government conunission looked into the

problem of the expanding loeal government sector.

Tabl.e 9 Agree.ents betveen Centra1 Goveru-ent

and Local. Goven-nt aboat Tax LiJaita

and Actua1 Tax Rate Increaaea*

Tax change
A~reement Percent

1973-74 Maximum increase 1% 0.24

1976-778
Maximum increase 1% 1.60

1978
b

No increase 1.83

1979-80
c

No increase 0.36

8 Block grants of 600 mill. SEK for esch year (amounts to
0.5% tax increase).

b Block ~rants of 720 mill. SEK.

c 1979 block grants of 878 mill. SEK.

* The tax is a proportional income-tax. The rate is in per
centage polots. The change refers to percentage polots.
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The final report (SOV 1977: 78) appeared much too

late to deal with the tremendous expansion in re

lation to GNP, that tack place in the seventies.

The commission advQcated lessening of strings on

specific activities and a tightening of strings on

the total volume of Ioeal government activities.

Regarding investments the commission thought that

credit policy and building contral {to be defined

shortly} was enough. Consumption and transfer ex

penditures were to be cantrolled by improved indi

cative planning and by voluntary agreements . But

controlling the total volume of Ioeal government

spending by agreements applicable to the whole

sector causes twa interrelated problems. One can

cerns the necessity to take the needs of individ

ual local governments inte consideration; the

other has to do with sanctiens. The commission did

not resolve either of these problems.

In the early eighties a growing central government

budget deficit was thought to call for a cut-down

in public activities. In order that loeal govern

ments should bear part of the burden a program for

eutting down central government grants was set in

motion. AIso, the expansionary effects of central

government regulations of loeal government activi

ties were noted. The inerease in grants was slowed

down to a planned 5.3% per year 1980/81-1984/85

(in real terms this rneans a dec reas e of 0.8% per

year) .

The central government also colleets taxes for

local governments. In recent years it has withheld

part of these local tax reeeipts. While such an

action could be considered an infringernent on the

self-governing status of loeal governments, munici

palities were payed only BO% of the tax receipts
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from business in 1982, counties nothing at all. In

1983 municipalities will receive only 40%. Also

municipalities, counties and parishes alike will

only receive 99% of the tax receipts from house

hold••

In the following we will take eloser look at each

of the five main categories of measures used for

central contral of Ioeal government: credit pol

icy, investment contral, indicative planning, regu

lation and grants.

Credit Policy

Local governments today occupY a seemingly insigni

ficant position on the credit market. This has not

always been so. Table 10 shOW's the Ioeal govern

ment share of total net long-term borrowing.

Table 10 Local Goveru-ent Share of Total
Bet Long--Tera BorrowiDg

Percent

1960 4.5 1973 4.4

1962 12.8 1974 2.5

1964 15.5 1975 2.4

1966 10.7 1976 2.8

1968 6.8 1977 1.5

1970 7.5 1978 1.6

1972 6.2 1979 1.6

Source: National Bank.

There are periods of marked loeal government prio

rity in the beginning of the sixties -- eonneeted

with a program for building l million flats in 10

years -- and periods of industrial priority due to

the need to erase the negative balanee of payments

during the seventies.
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Without going inta a detailed description of the

Swedish credi t market I one can say tha t the ways

to contral IDeal government borrowing are of three

main kinds:

L Contral of the issuing of IDeal governments I

bonds. Large cities issue bonds themselves and

a special IDeal government finance institute

issues bonds by which credits to IDeal govern

ments are financed. The national banK has com

plete contral of these issues.

2. Contral of different state agencies pension

funds, insurance funds, housing agencies, etc.

This cancerns long-term borrowing in other

forms than bonds . The central government has

an almost complete contralover this borrow

iog. This includes borrowing from abroad.

3. General credi t rnarket control. By ways of cash

and liquidity requirements, interest control

and open market operations -- all of a general

nature -- the central government. via the na

tional bank, exeereises a dominant influence

over the eredit rnarket. The eommereial banks

-- exeept two -- are however private ly owned.

To get an idea of the control possibilities let us

divide net borrowing into the corresponding three

categories (Table 11).

The eontrollable part made up only 30%

Ioeal government seetor net borrowing in

This share has however varied over time.

of the

1980.

During a credit squeeze it is likely that the con

trollable part should be refleeting efforts to

limit Ioeal government borrowing. A powerful
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Local GoverDJDeD.t Het Borrowing, COIl

trol.l.abl.e by Central. Govenment. 1980

Percent

Bonds 1.5 Control1able

Central govern-
ment controlled
institutions 28.5 Controllable

Other long-term
borrowing 50.0 Not controllable

Short-term
borrow1ng 20.0 Not controllable

Total 100.0

credi t squeeze tack place from the middle of 1969

and through 1970. The controllable share fell from

85.3% in 1968 to 47.0% in 1970. At the same time

loeal governments managed to increase their net

borrowing in 1970 by 9.7% or total debts by 11.2%.

Short-term debts increased by 22% in municipali

ties and by 12% in counties. This indicates a re

markable elasticity in the supply of credit from

uncontrollable Bources.

In 1980 the very low share for controllable Bourc

es was paralieled by an increase in total debts of

6.4%. Taking account of inflation this might be

evidence of a successful credit squeeze. However,

local governments had at the time an unusually

large liquidi ty making them uninterested in more

loans. The sharp interest rises in 1980 and 1981

meant increased capital incomes for the loeal gov

ernment seetor.

This again indicates that controlling possibili

ties fall short of what might be needed. This is

why payments of tax reeeipts to loeal governments

have been delayed and why the national bank 5i9-
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nalled that it might call for compulsory deposits

in the national bank, thereby sterilizing the li

quidity.

There is still another link to be considered he

fare we can assess the impact of credit policy on

expenditures. That is how expenditure plans are re

vised as the financial position of Ioeal govern

ments changes.

There is no comprehensive study on this matter,

only a survey of investment plans from 1970. The

credit squeeze caused an estimated decrease of

municipal investrnents of 0.5%, while counties were

not affected at all. In comparison, industry de

creased its investments by 7%. However, several

means were used at the same time investment

tax, building contral -- which makes it difficult

to separate the effects.

Evidence seems to indicate that plans are, in the

short run, carried out regardless of financial re

strictions. Markowski (1975) has analyzed invest

ment plans and found that local governments in the

short run -- six rnonths -- carry out their invest

ment plans very consistently, regardless of fiscal

policy measures, credit policy and other changes

in the economic environment. This is in clear con

trast to the business sector, where plans are

thoroughly and eontinuous1y revised. Only later

are loeal governments' plans revised, but the revi

sion might just as weIl take place on the revenue

side.

Changes in net borrowing from year to year are

quite substantial. In 1974 net borrowing of munici

palities deereased by 45.3% to be followed by an

increase of 137.5%. Of course investrnents cannot

be expected to follow sueh swings.
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The pattern seems to be a 1-2 year lag from chang

es in net borrowing to inves tments. Sut other in

fluences make themselves felt at the same time.

Net borrowing seems to be governed by hedging. Due

to the structure of interest rates, it is costless

or even profitable to hedge money. Therefore any

possibility to get long-term IDans is exploited.

Net borrowing therefore might reflect more of

supply conditions than of demand.

There is another SQurce of derived demand for

Ioans bes ide investments demand. That is the need

of liquidity. In times of credit restrictions,

Ioeal governrnents increase short-term debts. Since

these are more costly, they will be substituted by

long-term Ioans when the opportunity arises. At

that same time, however, tax rates are also raised

to keep up sOlidity.

The business cycle will then typically develop in

the following way. As economic activity picks up,

local governments carry out their expenditure

plans with increasing difficulty. Credit market

restrictions have been set in motion and slowly

become effective. Prices rise and undermine liqui

dity. Ta x receipts disbursed with a two-year

lag increase more slowly as a consequence of

slow growth in the preceding phase of the business

eycle. It is in this situation that loeal govern

ments accumulate short-term debts. This continues

up to a point where tax rate increases beeome

necessary, which often happens to coincide with a

downturn of economic activity. Then eredit market

conditions ease and loeal governments reeonstruct

their finances by taking up new long-term loans

and preparing for the next round of tight money.
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Expenditure plans are changed only slowly and the

direction is unknown. It might even be that the

credi t squeeze farces up tax rates to unintended

new levels and that tax rates byaratehet

effect stay there. giving impetus to an in-

creased loeal government sector.

Closely related to credit policy measures are the

forms of "cash-flow contral" inaugurated in the

early 80s. Central governrnent has withheld part of

loeal governments' tax receipts. The liquidity of

loeal governments has been influenced by the

cash-management of central government.

We cannat yet evaluate these new policies. That 10

eal governments have almost halted their expansion

by 1983 could a150 be the result of changing demo

graphic trends, of a cessation of urbanization,

etc .. , i.e. a lagged response to the slow-down of

economic growth.

Inves~tContra1

To strengthen the impact of credit market policy

and to influence loeal gavernment investments in a

discriminatory way, building contral, investment

tax and same other means have from time to time

been used.

Building contral has as a main purpose to even out

fluctuations in the labor market for canstructian.

The control works by way af permits for starting

new constructions. It has been used most rigorous

ly in the middle sixties. Then the overriding

problem was to provide resources for the house

building program.
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It has been pointed out that the time for comple

tion of construction varies a great deal over the

business eyele. Thus the effect of start contra l

is to a large extent thwarted {Lundberg l 1953}.

However, market forces prolong completion times by

90% in boom periods compared to recessions, there

byeasing the strain on the building market.

Another drawback is mare seriolls. Completion times

are so long that desired effects have to be plan

ned three years ahead. This makes contral diffi

cult when construction booms and recessions occur

unexpectedly and with "bad timing".

Investrnent grants have been used in similar ways.

Schaols (up until 1982) and roads are rather heavi

ly subsidized, which means that few unsubsidized

projects are built. In comparison with building

control, investrnent grants have the advantage that

there is usually little delay between the grant

decision and the construction start. Central gov

ernment has adjusted total volumes of grants in

accordance with business cycle forecasts.

A calculation shows the difficult management pro

blems that are connected with these means of con

trol. The distribution of completion times for

school buildings was used to calculate what parts

of the change in investments for schools could

have resulted from past variations in starting

perrnits (see Table 12).

There has been a study made of the effects of in

vestment tax. It cancerns the levy in May 1970-May

1971 (Bertmar, 1972). The technique used is a sur

vey of investment plans. The effect of the 25% tax

on 30% of the new investment projects (specific

sectors) was an estirnated 1% decrease of total

municipal investments.
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Central government also runs a program of relief

works. Central governrnent authorities get special

budget allowances to forward planned projects.

Local governments get subsidies in order to for

ward their planned investments.

The rate of change in relief work investments (see

Table 13) shows considerable variability, but als a

shows that relief work has become a permanent part

of Ioeal government investrnents.

Table 12 Calculated Cbanges in Scboo1 Invest
~nts 1969 R.esulting frea Cbanges in
COIlstruction sta.rts Preceding Budget
Years

Starting period Mill. SEK

Ju1y 1969-December 1969 - l.3

Ju1y 196B-June 1969 -71.0

July 1967-June 1968 +73.9

Ju1y 1966-June 1967 + 9.9

Ju1y 1965-June 1966 + 0.5

Ju1y 1965-December 1969 +12.0

Table 13 ChanCJe in Local Govenments I!I.-inal

Expenditurea in Relief "orks,
per BudCJetary Year

1961/62

1962/63

1963/64

1964/65

1965/66

1966/67

1967/68

1968/69

1969/70

1970/11

- 7.8

+63.8

+83.6

+65.1

+ 5.8

+14.4

+13.5

+16.9

- 7.1

+ 9.7

1971/72

1972/13

1973/14

1974/75

1975/76

1976/77

1977/78

1978/79

1979/80

1980/81

+326.2

+1. 5

-19.1

-35.0

+28.5

+30.2

+69.2

+29.8

-14.2

-21. 9
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This expansion is in line with other unemployment

measures. The tremendous expansion makes it diffi

cult to achieve desired expansionary and contrac

tive effects. Relief work subsidies have become a

permanently growing part of Ioeal governrnent

financing. One problem is to know whether subsi

dized projects really are forwarded or not, or if

they are matched by other projects that are simul

taneously delayed. Of course, if recipients can

count on subsidies, they need not ad just their

plans to what is more or less foreseen subsidies .

The central government labor market authority

has, however, a very detailed knowledge of coo

struction projects, since it is their job to ad

minister building contrel by giving permits for

starting projects. That should help to assure the

intended effect of the subsidy.

There is one study in which an attempt has been

made to estimate the effeets of subsidies on loeal

government relief works (Gramlich-Ysander, 1981).

It was estimated that 70 new jObs will be ereated

when 100 are subsidized. The results were however

somewhat inconelusive due to shortage of data.

Considering the problems of timing and the small

magnitude of the effects of credit policy, build

ing contral, investment grants and investrnent

taxes, the cIose reIationship between fluctuations

in investments and in policy actions is astonish

ing. It cDuld be interpreted as reflecting gen

eral shortages in the labor market occurring sirnul

taneously with efforts to restrict loeal govern

ment investments. Sut even this observation would

not hold for the 70s, when Ioeal government invest

ments were declining.

-
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Indicative P1amd.nq

Since the early 50s central government has pre

sented a document every flye years summing up

trends in all sectors of the economy and discus

sing desired and necessary adjustrnents. From being

mere projections these documents have successively

come to express politically desired goals of devel

opment. The political status of these 5-year plans

was strenghtened in the 70s.

The planning foeuses mainly on a medium-term stabi

lization perspective. The experience is sumrnarized

in Table 14.

'l'ab1e 14 P1an and OUtc:x.e in Indicative P1an

ning for Loca1 GoverDllellts. Change in

Percent per Year

Period Plan Outcome

1955-60 Consumption 4.08 3.7
Investment 2.78 -3.58 4.6

1960-65 Consump tlon 4.5 4.5

1965-70 Consumption 5.0-6.2 8.6
Investment 5.0b 8.3

1970-75 ConsUJIlptlon 5.2 3.7
Investment 3.3 -4.2

1975-80 Consumption 1.5-3.4 4.2
Investment -0.4-3.1 2.7

1980-85 Consumption 1.5-3.8
Investment 1.0-3.0

a The public sector as a whole.

b For public services as a whole (excl. military expenses).

Source: Indicatlve planning reports, National accounts.
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The first efforts seem to have been quite success

ful. No distinction was made in 1955 between Ioeal

governments and the rest of the public sector ,

which indicates that Ioeal governments we re not

considered important and/or special enough to de

mand eloser scrutiny. The 50s were the years of

stable economic growth, the GNP growing at a rate

of around 3% per year.

The first part of the 60s saw an accelerated econ

omic growth elose to 5% per year, which was not

foreseen. The latter part was much less stable,

growth rates falling slightly, unernployrnent rising

and inflation accelerating. Local government ex

panded -- with a certain lag -- beyond all expecta

tions.

Rapid growth was not projected for the 70s. Local

governments, however, grew at an unexpeetedly low

rate 1970-75 as did the whole eeonomy. Uneer

tainty is displayed in the plans for 1975-80. De

spite the efforts to throw a wide net over the

future eourse of events, the planners were fooled

by the loeal governments, whieh registered an un

foreseen high rate of growth for consumption,

coupled with a moderate one for investments. This

was an altogether new pattern.

In the 70s central government has tried to imple

ment its medium-term plans through negotiations

with loea1 governments eoncerning loeal tax rates.

As already noted above (ef. Table 9) these negotia

tians seem to have been sueeessfu1 in 1973-74 but

to have failed in 1976-78. This impression eould

however be mis1eading. The taxing behavior of the

Ioeal governments may throughout the period have

been determined byeeonomie exigencies and not by

agreements. In 1973 and 1974 the loeal governments
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had an unusual high liquidity and consequently had

no need to raise taxes. The same was true in 1979

and 1980. In the years in between, liquidity pIung

ed, which eaIled farth tax rate increases.

The verdict would then be that the tax rate agree

ments have had very little effect. Possibly the

block grants used to achieve the agreernents may

have caused expenditures to rise more than they

otherwise would have.

Regulationa

Local politicians have often blamed the rapid ex

pansion of Ioeal spending on the central govern

ment. New regulation, legislation and implicit de

mands by the central government and its author

i ties have, according to this view I forced Ioeal

governments to increase expenditures. Central gov

ernment has not, until reeently, had much sympa

thy for this view: the local government expansion

is instead said to be a consequence of its self

governing status, especially the constitutional

right of the local governments to levy taxes.

Only about 40% of the expendi tures of municipali

ties are obligatory. (Cf. Table 7 above.) This

does not confirm the view that loeal government

expenditures are governed from above. And there

has not been any substantiai increase in the obli

gatory share. The registered increase is moreover

due to new legislation shifting day-care centers

to this category from voluntary tasks wi thin ex

tended authority. Central government has thus not

used its power to increase obligatory activities

more than the voluntary ones.
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However, regulation might work on expenditures

even if the tasks are not obligatory. Voluntary

activities within extended authority have expanded

twice as fast as the budget as a whole. This could

be taken as evidence that municipalities pay loyal

attention to central government reform dernands.

Regulation of general authority activities 5eemB

to have had a retarding influence.

Even if central government is made responsible for

each and every activity that is in some way regu

lated -- which would be absurd -- those activities

have expanded on1y slightly rnore than the cornplete

ly unregulated activi ties that expand on the wish

of the laeal governments themselves.

One main problem in the analys is of regulations is

that we do not know if regulations real ly regulate

anything. This is contrary to the impact of

prices, taxes or fees that directly affect budget

ary possibilities. Are the so-called obligatory

tasks really obligatory?

In the case of primary and secondary education

municipal obligations seem sufficiently well de

fined for these regulations to be effective. But

in the case of old-age homes, obligations are much

less precise.

Sorne efforts to determine the strength in central

government regulations have been made. The first

(Murray, 1980b) is an analysis of current expendi

ture differences between municipalities. The basic

idea of this study is that if government regula

tion is comprehensive and effective this will

result in small per-capita differences, compared

with areas in which there is little or no regula

tion. It is assurned that government regulation
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airns at uniform standards and that these can be

measured in current expenditures per capita.

In the cross-section analysis, settlement charac

teristics were faund to have a strong impact on ex

pendi tures. This influence was interpreted as an

expression both of varying production possibili

ties and of varying responsibilities. For example:

small municipalities with large rural areas may be

at a disadvantage in providing general administra

tion and schaois. In addition lIcomrnunalization" of

private activities (water, sewage, heat, garbage,

roads, etc) has usually not proceeded very far.

Settlement characteristics are represented by the

percentage of population living in urban areas,

population density per square km and variables

representing the type of settlement (big cities,

suburbs, cities, regional centers etc. down to

villages) . Explaining per-capita expenditures with

these variables by multiple regression is then

synonymous with taking away that part of the varia

tion in expendi tures that is due to these circum

stances. What is left is interpreted as differ

ences in standard.

Table 15 shows how wide the range is af ter the

effect of the above-mentioned variables has been

eliminated • In education, for example, two thirds

of the observed per-capita expenditures lie within

15% of the rnean. The table also shows the unregu

lated share for each category of expenditures.

Although the match is not perfeet, there is a

striking corre1ation between the unregulated share

of expenditures and the variation in standard. Re

gulation thus has teeth enough to show up in the

expenditure patterns.
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Bstblated Variation in Per Capita

Bxpenctitures and the Unregu1ated

Part of Expeu.ditures

Percent

Unregulated
Coefficlent part of ex-
of variationS penditureb

Harbars, public
transportation 116 97.2

Industrial activities 46 67.9

Town planning, roads
parks, sports 26 58.8

Public housing. real-
estate administration 30 56.9

Central administration 34 32.2

Educatlon and cul ture 15 19.7

Social security and
welfare 20 1.2

Civil defense, fire
services 21 0.0

a Standard deviation as a percent of mean per-capita
expendltures, controlling for outside variables.

b Accordlng to the same classificatlon as in Table 7.

Further evidence alang this line from another, si

milar cross-section study shows that fire serv

ices, school buses and housing allowances -- activ

ities that are strongly regulated by central gov

ernment grant conditions do not exhibi t any

influence from the tax base, political majority or

any other variable that could represent economic

conditions or preferences. This is contrary to the

results obtained for other municipal activities in

the same cross-sectional study.
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One further observation on regulations is that the

long-term expansion in various areas seems to be

governed by socio-economic changes rather than by

big reforms. The implementation of reforms 5eems

to be such a smooth and slow process that it fits

inta the general expansion. Reforms take place

when "the time is right", which is determined by

i.a. the general income level. It is then of subsi

diary interest whether new activities are intro

duced through central government regulation or

through voluntary action by loeal government.

If we choose to follow closely developments in a

specific field, we will find that there is a conti

OUDliS interaction between central and loeal govern

ments. One example of this is the school meals. At

first a few pioneering municipalities those

with the highest income-levels -- provided school

meals. Time then passed and the service was taken

up by more and more municipalities . At one stage

it was felt to be very unjust that same children

should receive free lunch at school while others

did not. At that stage regulation, coupled with

very favorable categorical grants, was introduced.

La ter on when free school lunches had become com

mon throughout Sweden, the grant ceased. Today

there is no regulation at all.

Grants

Table 16 shows the importance of grants for differ

ent categories of activities.

Grants have increased in relation to expenditures,

for almost all categories. Of special interest is

the fact that the leve l of central government

grants is the same for obligatory tasks as for
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voluntary tasks within extended authority and for

regulated tasKS within general authority. Grants

do not seern to work as substitutes for regula

tians.

Table 17 shows the subsidized share of activities

(in terms of financial accounts) within each cate-

gary.

Activities with grants make up a larger proportion

of municipal activities in 1977 than in 1968. The

table does not show, however, whether subsidized

activities expand faster than other activities or

whether new subsidies have been introduced.

Tab1e 16 Central Gove:nra1eDt categorical Grants

in RelatiOll to Expenditures

Extended authority General authority

Obliga- Volun- Regu- Unregu- Obliga- Total
tory tory lated lated tory

1968 25.5 20.7 24.6 4.4 0.0 17.8

1977 28.8 26.6 28.8 1.8 0.1 20.3

Tab1e 17 Aetivities Subsidized in RelatiOll

to MI Activities

Percent

Extended authority General authority

Obliga- Volun- Regu- Unregu- Db liga- Total
tory tory lated lated tory

1968 64.7 56.0 77 .1 29.2 0.0 53.5

1977 79.7 74.4 55.8 38.6 1.5 63.5

1977a 75.5 45.2 48.5 21. 8 0.0 51.4

a Except newly subsidized activities.
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Restricting the comparison to those activities

that were subsidized both 1968 and 1977, their

share has decreased from 53.5% to 51.4% of total

expenditures. This telIs us that subsidies do not

necessarily have an expansionary effect.

But this cancerns only subsidies that are already

introduced. Let us look at those activities that

became subsidized during the period. In 196B they

made up 8.2% of total expenditures, in 1977 12.1%.

Introducing grants thus 5eems to have a stimula

tive effect.

This appears intuitively reasonable. When subsi

dies are introduced, the east of an activity drops

relative to other activities. This could be expect

ed to bring about an increase in the activity.

This effect is well demonstrated in the case of

day-care centers. Day-care centers are run by muni

cipalities and subsidized with central government

grants. In the early 60s central government intro

dueed a grant per place in adeliberate effort to

lower the net eos t of day-care centers relative to

other forms of chi Id care. There have been no re

strictions to the number of plaees subsidized and

no other regulation governing munleipalities in

this field. Consequently it should here be pos

sible to study the impact of grants on unrestrict

ed local government behavior.

This has been done (Murray, 1981a) over the period

1960-75 for the national aggregate. The study

showed i.a. that if net costs per place to a

municipallty was reduced by 11%, either by grants

or by lower prices, the municipal decision-makers

could be expected to reaet by increasing their
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desired number of day-care places by 12%.1 Per

capita income did not seern to have any significant

effect on the desired number of day-care placeso

Grants may thus have a definite effect. both on

dernanded quanti ties of Ioeal governrnent goods and

on the rate at which they are fortheoming. Con

struction subsidies influence this rate. Although

construction subsidies may be insignificantly

small compared to the value of a guaranteed strearn

of current transfers the above-mentioned study

showed them as being rather important in deter

mining the rate of implementatian of municipal

plans for day-care centers.

The study also showed that the effects of new

grants may operate for several years. The impetu5

of the fast expansion of new categorical subsidies

in the 70s can thus be expected to last for same

years befare it tapers off.

There is one further aspect of grants to be consid

ered. It cancerns the question whether grants in

fluence expenditures or expenditures determine

grants -- if grants have a pure income effect or a

price effect. Block grants are usually thought to

have a pure income effect. Cansequently we esti

mate the effect on expenditures per dollar of the

granted sum. However I block grants do not drap

like manna from heaven -- the central government

often uses them to help out the more needy local

governments or those with the highest costs.

Though there are no formulas I there may be impli

cit decision-rules which give rise to a correspon

dence between the granted sum and the expenditures

l The number of places in alternative forms of
municipal child-care was used as a measure of
unsatisfied municipal demand for day-care centers.
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of the Ioeal government. If that is the case the

price of Ioeal governrnent goods is immediately

affected. That is, constituents do not have to pay

as much on the margin for Ioeal government goods

as they WQuld have had to do without the grants.

On the other hand categorical or matching grants

are usually thought to operate through a change of

costs or prices for the Ioeal government. But if

the total sum of grants is limited or if Ioeal

governrnent activities are otherwise regulated, the

price effect might vanish and we might be back

again to a pure income effect.

Some preliminary econometric estimates, carried

through by the author l 8eem however to indicate

that in the Swedish case the sum of granted money

should be treated as a lump sum addition to loeal

governrnent revenues. Estimates based on this speci

fication show that aggregate municipal current ex

penditure will increase by L 32 SEK for each SEK

of grant money. A very similar spending propens ity

was estimated for the counties.

There are alsa intuitive reasans for not expecting

strong substitution effects of categarical grants.

In most cases the grants are coupled with regula

tions and the total amount is also often limited.

In 1977 two thirds of the categorical grants subsi

dized activities that municipa1ities were obliged

to carryout.

That grants should have a pure income effect and

no substitution effect seems however paradoxical

in view of the strong price or east effect found

in the study of day-care centers.
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The existence of market substitution effects in

same areas of expenditures despite the predominant

income effect of total grants, may be explained in

the following manner. The current expenditure

budget as a whole cauld be determined in the first

step of the municipal decision process. At this

step the sum of grant money (or maybe last year I s

sum) plays a decisive role. As the allocation to

various ends proceeds within the fixed budget, net

cests -- influenced by categorical grants -- come

inte play. In my cross-sectional study of municipa

lities in 1975 this model of loeal government

budgeting was used (Murray, 1981a).

There is another puzzle in respect to grant ef

feets. It cancerns that kind of block grants which

is aimed at evening out differences in tax base.

This grant is eonstructed in away which should

make the amount of the grant endogenous to same

extent. The formula for the grant is the loeal tax

rate times a central government addition to the

tax base. The idea is that central government

should guarantee local governments a certain

amount of taxable income per capita. The guarantee

varies from one local government to another accord

ing to regional policyaims. The granted sum that

the individual municipality receives thus varies

aecording to the tax rate deeided upon by the

loeal government. If a loeal governrnent had a zero

tax rate there would be no grants at all. As it

raises the tax rate it will reeeive more grant

rnoney. The truly exogenous variable is thus the

amount of added tax base.

The lise of this specification leads however to the

puzzling result that the spending propens ity is

larger when the tax base grows than when grants
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are ltadded" to the tax base. These effects were

estimated in a two-equation simultaneous model of

municipal expenditures. The propens ity to spend

out of the tax base was estimated at 0.15, whereas

the propens ity to spend out of additions to the

tax base was on1y half -- 0.08.

The result is contrary to what could be expected

if the loeal government is thought to disregard

the private needs of its constituents. But it may

weIl occur if the laeal government considers their

total well-being, derived both from loeal govern

ment goods and private consurnption. As shown in

the appendix, the result can be expected as long

as the tax base grant takes the form of a fixed

additional amount.

However, there is at the same time same evidenee

indieating the presenee in Swedish loeal govern

ment of the so-ealled "flypaper effeet". This

name denotes the often obserVed faet that rnoney

given to loeal government II s ticks" to it and stays

in its purse instead of being used to add to

private eonsumption possibilities (lower tax

rate). This effeet implies a disregard of the

private needs of loeal households.

Block grants in Sweden -- or the sum of all grants

-- has an effeet (per SEK received grant) whieh

has been estimated to be nine times that of house

hold ineomes. Consequently, it matters a great

deal to loeal government expenditures if the loeal

government or its constituency receives the money.

This seemingly supports a model ineorporating a

"flypaper effect".

The true model

these extremes

might

with

lie somewhere in between

private eonsumption being
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taken inta accaunt only incompletely. The "fly

paper effect" may not become operative when the

grants are formulated as additions to the tax

base. From the observations above one can perhaps

draw the conclusion that if central government

aims at a reduction of tax rates while wanting to

limit loeal government expenditures, grants should

be modeled as additions to the tax base rather

than as flat sums or block grants. Block grants

have however been used on those occasions when

agreements on tax rate limitations have been made.

With the impact of grarits on loeal government

expenditures in mind, it might be interesting to

lOOK rnare closely at the change in total grants

over time. From Table 18 we see that the increases

vary a great deal, especially on investment

grants. Timing over the business cycle could be

better. For example the rapid increase of invest

ment grants in 1969 and 1970 and the decrease in

1979, when there was a downturn of economic acti

vity, seems iII advised in retrospect.

to be related to this

exceptional period with

The increase in Iocal

anasoutstand70s

rapidly increasing grants.

government consumption seems

The

increase. If the goal of aS. 3% annual increase

1980-85 is reached, this will mean a drastic de

crease in expansion with eonsequential effects on

loeal government expenditures.

OOIilCLDSIO!fS

Traditionally

fluence loeal

omie pol icy,

tax rates in

central government has tried to in

governments mainly by general econ

indieative planning and agreements on

order to achieve short-run stabiliza-
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CeDtra1 GogenmeDt GraDbI to Loca1

Gawe~Dt. 1950-80

Annual change, percent

Grants for

current
expendltures,
inel. block
grants

!conomic actlvlty:
High Lov

1950
1951 21.3

1952 35.3
1953 4.4

1954 4.7
1955 7.4
1956 15.0

1957 l1.g
1958 50.5
1959 10.2

1960 6.9
1961 1.2

1962 8.2
1963 8.2

1964 10.5
1965 1.1

1966 20.6
1967 46.8
1968 9.0

1969 12.1
1970 14.8

1971 4.4
1972 24.1
1973 17.6

1974 18.0
1975 15.3
1976 16.4

1977 21.0
1978 20.5

1979 15.1
1980 13.0

Source: National accaunts.

investment
expenditures

22.1

4.8
58.6

32.6
2.2

16.5

2.3
22.0
16.9

32.4
23.2

15.2
15.2

22.5
22.0

9.0
18.7

6.2

16.6
18.7

- LO
51.1

- 6.0

0.8
3.4

13.6

12.3
-10.0

4.5
8.2
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tian 90a15. However, Ioeal governments showa very

low sensitivity in regard to credit policy, invest

ment taxes and building contral. Indicative plan

niog and agreements have not had any appreciable

effect.

Grants constitute an effective, and until now

under-utilized, rneans of contra L Central govern

ment has used grants in order to influence re

source alloeation. To a large extent these efforts

seem to have been in vain. This is because grants

are coupled with regulation, which tends to elimi

nate any price effect.

So far grants have not been used for what they are

good at, name ly to influence aggregate Ioeal gov

ernment expenditures and tax rates. At present a

change in policy in this respect is under way. Be

sides general restrictions on grants, measures re

dueing loeal government liquidity and incomes have

reeently been introduced.

Regulations seem to have a substantiai effect by

equalizing standards between loeal governments.

However, since local government expenditures are

determined so much by socio-economic factors it is

highly questionable if it is possible to influenee

the long-term growth and allocation by regulations

or indeed by any other means of direet eontrol.

The long-term development of loeal government ex

penditures is determined by the demand for serv

ices and thus by economic development and struc

tural change in the society. As long as the gener

al division of responsibilities is not changed the

service expansion will mainly occur within the

loeal government seetor.
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It has alsa proven very difficult for the central

government to influence the timing of Ioeal govern

ment expenditures over the business eyele. Central

government has late ly discovered means to influ

ence income and liquidity of Ioeal governments

quickly and dramatically. However, the Ioeal gov

ernrnent response still seems so sluggish that the

passibilities of stabilizing demand this way are

yet uncertain.

Central government seems however to have a fair

chance to steer Ioeal governrnent. development over

a period of four to six years according to rnacro

economic needs. The medium-term perspective wauld

thus appear to hold most promise for an effective

central contral of Ioeal governments.
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APPBRDIX

A grant addition to the Ioeal government tax baBe

can either be in the form of a fixed amount (T) or

a fixed multiplier (c>1). The question is how

changes in c or T affects Ioeal government spend

ing compared to changes in the original tax base

(Yl.

Let ua specify the following goal function for the

Ioeal government:

u (1)

where

Xl Ioeal government services

X private goods
p

The budget constraint for the comrnunity can be

defined in the following manner:

y - X P le - X P
IIp P

o (2 l

where

Pl= price of Ioeal government services

p = price of private goods
p

e =
T+Y
-Y'

A tax base dependent grant of the form c can thus

be viewed as a general price subsidy for Ioeal

government consumption.

Maximizing (l) subject to (2) gives ue the farnil

iar expenditure function:
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(3 )

We now want to campare the effects on Ioeal govern

ment spending of a change in tax base (dY) with

those resulting from tax base dependent grants (dc

or dT).

Let us start 1,41 th the case of grants in the form

of e, where c is a eonstant (>1) when Y changes.

(4 )

where the inequality holds under normal condi

tians, i.e., as long as c is small compared to the

value of Ioeal public consumption. What (4) shows

is sirnply that increases in the tax base will only

be multiplied by c and will thus normally affect

Ioeal government spending less than a change in

the tax base multiplier, e, which will be blown up

by the full amount of the comrnunity income.

In the alternative case grants have the form T,

where T is a eons tant when Y changes.

~1 (1-X1
P l/Y l.

(5 )

where the inequality will always hold. (5) demon

strates the faet that added taxable incomes, which

will increase the consumption possibilities of

both households and government, will affect Ioeal

governrnent spending more than an increased amoun t

of grant which only affects the spending power of

governrnent.
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1B'l'1I000C'1'IOB

The rapid expansion of the loeal governrnent sector

in the postwar period has led to an intensified

interest in the mechanisrns of the 10eal government

economy and its impact on the rest of the national

economy. With the threat of a prolonged stagfla

tion dominating the prospects of the 80s, it is

particularly important to gain more knowledge

about the stabilizing or destabilizing effects of

10eal government spending and taxing and about the

way the development of the 10eal government econ

omy affects the efficiency and range of the stabil

ization policies of central governrnent. The aim of

this paper is to illustrate sorne of these problems

by simulating and comparing alternative stabiliza

tion policies for the Swedish eeonomy in the 80s.

The simulations are earried out with the use of a

growth model, in which both the spending and the

taxing of local authorities are endogenausly det er

mined.

l '!BB PlIOlILIIII

1.1 '!'be Cruclal Bols of Local Aut:horlties

iD t:he Swedish Bc<vwwy

One of the most stri'king features of the Swedish

eeonomy today is the growing dominance of the

loeal governrnent sector. Out of the national in

come almost 1/3 is channeled through the budgets

of loeal governments, which employ 1/5 of the

labor force. As can be seen from Figure 1, loeal

government spending has been outrunning GNP with a

growing margin, doubling its share over the last

20 years.
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Pigure l Local Govenllllellt B~ture. 1913-80
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Sourc.e: Ysander-Murray (1983)

The restructuring of the Swedish economy in post

war years has been rapid, although not exceptional

compared to other western countries. OVer the 30

years since 1950, agriculturai employment has been

drastically reduced and corresponds today to less

than 5% of the total labor force. A matching in

crease has accurred in the service sectors, parti

cularly in the public services, which doubled

their share of GNP and trebled their ernployment

share.

The major part of this expansion taaK place within

the Ioeal governrnent sphere -- in education, medi

cal care and social welfare. Figure 2 shows the
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increasing dominance of the loeal governments in

public consumption.

Manufacturing

both of GNP

The enlarged

simultaneous

industry meanwhile kept its share

and employment relative ly unchanged.

public service provision -- and the

increase in social insurance and

other transfer payments was almost entirely

paid for by taxes, which trebled relative to GNP.

Lacal authorities were responsible for the major

part of the income tax increase.

Organizational power has grOW'n with the money. In

the postwar period there has been agradual concen-

Piqure 2 Ccx1aUllpticm, :IDves't:.eDt aDel Tranfers

to Private sect:or .... Sbarea of Tota1

Pub1ic E:wpendjtures. 1961-80
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tratian of the decision-making process. While the

nurnber of Ioeal governments has decreased to about

1/4 in the last 15 years -- to 24 counties and 277

municipali ties in 19B1 -- some of the most expan

sive areas of service production, like mental

health care and secondary schaois, have been taken

over from the state. 1

Throughout this

have retained a

expansion the Ioeal governments

degree of financial independence,

which is rather high by west-european standards.

Of their total gross expenditures less than 25% is

on average paid by central government grants,

while Ioeal income taxes make up 45%, iees and

user charges 20% with Ioans and capital income

financing the remaining 10%.2

The degree of grant dependence varies however

great ly between different kinds of expenditures.

About 1/3 of all local government expenditure is

used for purposes which are not supported by

grants nor subject to central government regula

tion. For some obligatoryand highly regulated

activities, like comprehensive primary schoois,

the grants however mayeover as much as half of

the total cost.

In recent years there has been a rising cancern in

Sweden about the development of loeal government

expenditures. Rapid expansion of loeal government

services explains the major part of the rising tax

l For a detai led aecaunt of the shifting demarea
tian of lacal government powers ef. Murray (1981).

2 The structure of Ioeal government finanee has
changed little over the last three decades. A
survey of loeal government finanee is given in
Ysander (1979). Cf. alsa SOU 1977:20, and Ysander
Murray (1983).
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rates and is thus indirectly responsible for the

various disruptive tendencies connected with tax

evasion and tax accomodation. It has alsa often

been suggested tha t Ioeal government competi tion

in the labor market has contributed significantly

to wage inflation and recruitment problems within

Swedish industry. There are at the same time other

groups and observers who tend to regard the Ioeal

government employment as non-competing with indus

trial employment and to view any fluctuations in

Ioeal governrnent spending as mainly due to shifts

in labor supply and participation rates.

Looking ahead inta the 80s it seems fairly certain

that Ioeal government expansion will not be main

tained at the rate averaged through the 60s and

70s. There are neither the goods nor the people to

susta in that kind of growth. Even in absolute

amounts the annual increases in 10ea1 government

resources will probably have to be reduced if

Sweden is to get rid itself of its external pay

ment deficit hefore the 90s, and avoid having to

lower real net wages and private standards.

In the last few years the rate of inerease in

loea1 government spending and in 10eal tax rates

has indeed become considerably lower, part1y un

doubtedly as a belated response to the restraining

efforts made by the central government since the

middle of 70s. The experienee however illustrates

the difficulties of making munieipalities, with

good 1iquidity and rather rigid planning prece

dures, change fast eneugh inte a new growth-track.

To find ways of making 10eal governments more

flexible and more responsive to macroeconomic de

velopments and to the policyaims of central gov

ernment may weIl prove a crucial problem for

medium-term eeonornic policy in the coming years.
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The experience of the 70s has alsa given rise to a

growing cancern about the short-term cyclical be

havior and impact of loeal government spending and

taxing. According to conventionai wisdom in Swed

en, building on postwar developments up to the

middle 60s, loeal governments tend to nave a coun

ter-cyclical and stabilizing impact, due i. a. to

the two-year lag in the disbursement by central

government of loeal tax payments. The annual chang

es in loeal government activity during the 70s,

seem however to show a distinct cyclical, and

with that destabilizing, pattern. As illustrated

by Figure 3, this is true not only in terms of

total net impact, but alsa in terms of expenditure

or employrnent i. e. even when di sregarding the

effects of loeal taxes and user charges. There is

thus an acute need for studies of the mechanisrns

behind cyclical patterns in loeal government be

havior, of their interaction with the rest of the

eeonomy, and the implications of this for future

stabilization policy.

l. 2 '!'be Taska and Li.IIi.ta of l"iscal Policy

Like many other west-european countries Sweden

entered the 80s with an externa1 payment deficit

and with a manufacturing sector in need of restruc

turing. Part1y the problems were imported and con

nected with rising oil prices and stagnating world

markets, partly new problems of our own making

were added by an over-optirnistic and ill-timed

domestic dernand management, that bought high ern

ployrnent to the price of falling shares on our

foreign markets. Being a small and exceptionally

open economy with a traditional orientation to

wards investment goods -- wood products, iron and
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Figure 3 Loca1 GoverJDMmt and the B1ISiness
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steel and heavy engineering Sweden is particu

larly vulnerable to shifts in world market pro

spects and relative unit costs. 3 A primary cancern

of fiscal policies in Sweden during the remainder

of the 80s will undoubtedly be the need to shift

some of the demand from domestic to foreign mar

kets, moderating the increase in domestic consump

tion to make room for an expansion of the trading

sector.

While everyone recognizes the strategic role of

Ioeal government spending, there is still rnuch

uncertainty and controversy about the way the

spending could and/or should be controlled. In the

planning documents of the Swedish central govern

ment, Ioeal government spending is still trea ted

as determined exogenously i. e. by contral of

central government. However, the actual effarts of

central control -- working mainly by way of volun

tary agreements on limits for local expenditure

growth -- have so far (i.e. through the early 80s)

been both inconsistent -- with grant shares conti

nuing to rise -- and ineffective. 4

Any attempt to deal with Sweden l s stabilization

problems tm..lst face a series of general questions

about the impaet of loeal government on the tasks

and limits of fiseal policy. In what way and to

what ex tent do Ioeal government spending and

taxing tend to stabilize or destabilize the natio

nal eeonomy, both as regards the long-term structu

ral balance and the short-term fluctuations in

3 For an extensive diseussion
polieies and problems in the 705
-Ysander (1983).

of our industrial
ef. e.g. Eliasson-

1+ For a detailed survey and evaluation of these
control efforts cf. Ysander-Murray (1983).
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economic activi ty? Does the ioeal government

sector tend to produce economic oscillations of

its own? Does it crowd out private investment and

exports? How does the existence of a relatively

independent Ioeal government sector af feet the ef

ficiency and range of fiscal policy? Can specifi

cally the task of redressing the proportion of

domestic relative to foreign demand be futfitled

without effective contral of ioeal government

spending? Is effective contral of ioeal government

spending possible, is it necessary and does it

perhaps even enable us to dispense with some other

instruments for stabilization policy like wage

policy? How does grant policy campare to tax

limits as an instrument not only for reallocating

total consumption but also for alleviating employ

ment and external deficit problems?

We cannot, of course, provide any elear-cut an

swers to these questions. Sut we do hope that in

analyzing the questions and simulating alternative

policy options we can contribute to a better under

standing of the problems and uneertainties still

remaining.

Dur main instrument of analysis is a macroeeonomie

growth model for Sweden, in which loeal government

spending and taxing is endogenausly determined by

way of a submodel. This enables us to study expli

citly the interaction between the loeal government

sector and the rest of the economy, as weIl as

cyclical patterns and properties of local govern

ment behavior and to evaluate the total impact

over time of alternative central control measures,

directed towards the loeal governments.
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2 TIIIl MODKL

2.1 -"tmo and Xnerti.. in a Swedish Growth

lIodel

A synoptical view of the growth model used is

given in Figure 4. The balance equation at the top

of the figure represents a 23-sector model which

can be characterized as a dynamie Keynes-Leontief

model. The arrows emerging from the sector prod

ucts indicate roughly the way in which an exoge

nously initiated change wauld work itself through

the model. 5

Since the structure of growth models of this kind

is by now weIl known, we can restrict ourselves

here

that

model.

to briefly

determine

mentioning some of the

the dynamie properties

features

of the

Let us start by pinpainting the exogenous factors

that introduce change and give rnornentum to the

growth process in the model. There are four types

of exogenous factors specially marked (by single

line square frames) in the block diagram.

A major determinant of growth in the Swedish econo

my is the development of the world markets. These

are linked with the domestic economy by import and

export functions which mainly depend on the deve

loprnent of Swedish producers l prices relative to

world market prices. Other important factors are

the central government consumption and the develop

ment of the various fiscal policy parameters. Also

5 A compact but complete presentation of the
formal structure of the model -- called ISAC or
Industrial Structure And Capita l growth is
given in Ysander-Nordstrom-Jansson (1985).
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exogenously treated in the model is the develop

ment of labor supply and that part of labor produc

tivity change in industry which is due to autonom

aus technical change.

How various exogenaus changes work their way

through the ecanomy depends to a large extent on

the rigidities and adjustment mechanisms built

inta the model. Three Bources of inertia deserve

special attention: they are connected with capital

formation and with the formation of wages and

prices respectively.

A vintage approach has been lised in rnodeling capi

tal formation within manufacturing. In most branch

es the volurne of investment each year is deter

mined by an investrnent function of cash flow type.

Choice of technique for a new vintage, i. e., the

input coefficients for intermediate goods, electri

city, fue1s, labor and capita1, is deterrnined by

an ex-ante production function. The vintages are

depreciated in proportion to the quasi-rent they

are earning. The result will be a slowly moving

aggregate input/output matrix with, on the aver

age, some 60% of total labor productivity develop

ment being explained by the introduction of new

vintages . The vintage approach thus helps to ex

plain the adjustment of industrial capital to new

trends and price levels on the world markets. 6

The formation of wages is explained by a

curve type of wage determination. The

Phillips

rate of

nominal wage increase is a function of unemploy

ment, profit margins, inflation, and fina11y labor

6 Since independent measures of capacity are avail
able for the iron and steel industry, a slightly
more sophisticated vintage model has been applied
to this industry. ef. Janson (1983).
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productivity. With the exception of the unemploy

ment rate these independent variables are all

lagged one year. Industrial wage thus works as an

equilibrating mechanism for the labor market in

the current period hut the wage claims alsa re

fleet the developments of last year. The estimated

dependence on current unemployment turns out to be

fairly strong which means that we have in this way

provided a direct link between the Ioeal govern

ment sector and the industral sector since the

labor market is assumed to be homogeneous . This

link is further enforced by the assumption that

wage changes in the public sector are the same as

in the business sector, although lagged one year.

Finally, the change in swedish producer prices,

both on foreign markets and in the domestic trad

ing sector , is a weighted average of the change

in domestic production cost and the change in

world market prices. Gross profits will thus act

as a buffer between costs at horne and cornpetitors'

prices abroad. The exchange rate is treated as an

exogenously given policy parameter and in most of

the model simulations a fixed exchange rate regime

is assumed.

2.2 'l'he Local Government Su_el

The core of the LOcal GOvernment ~pending - LOGOS 

model is a system of ten linear equations 7 .

In a simplified form they can be derlved from the

following two expressions:

7 For a detail account of the model, see Ysander
Mellander (forthcoming).
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u = (Q, (l-T)Y, se, w) ( l )

(2 )

Expression (l) is a quadratic uti lity function.

The first argument, Q, represents seven different

kinds of current expenditures. The first flYe are

service volumes in respectively education, health,

social welfare, roads and central administration,

etc. Number six and seven stand for transfer pay

ments that are subsidies to public utili ties and

housing respectively. All direct subsidies from

Ioeal government to households are here inter

preted as "housing subsidies "o

The second type of argument is disposable income,

here defined as total taxable income minus the

proportionate Ioeal taxes, (I-T)Y. The inclusion

of this argument is meant to reflect the fact that

Ioeal government in i ts budgetary decisions must

strike a balance between private and collective

consumption. The third type of argument is aggre

gate surplus capacity, se, here measured by the

fluctuations around a long-term capita l-output

trend estimated for local government production.

The idea behind including this argument is that

free capacity to same degree is valued for its awn

sake and that short-term bottlenecks and capacity

restrictions should affect the marginal value of

further increases in current expenditure.

Finally, decision-makers are supposed to view

favorably any increase in local governrnent net

wealth, w, defined as the difference between the

value of capital stocks and long-term debts. As a

matter of fact existing laws for local governments

forbid any decrease in net wealth. This constraint

has, however, hardly ever been binding.
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On the left side of the budget restriction (2) are

the various Bources of income for loeal govern

ment. Besides tax incorne there are non-categorical

state grants and other kinds of income not affect

ing marginal decisions on current expenditure, GO'

On the right side are the various kinds of expendi

tures. Added to current and investment expenditure

is the term rD which represents the east of debt

management. Prices, n, are netted for fees and

categorical state grants, and thus reflect the

unit eost actually facing the loeal decision

makers.

From utility maximization over (l) and (2) expla

nations for current expenditures and transfer pay

ments are derived. Current service expenditures

will reflect the impact of

income, surplus capacity and

output ratio.

changes in

in marginal

prices,

capital-

The expression for the investment volume will de

termine the gradual adjustrnent to the volume

needed to avoid bottlenecks and will also depend

on prices, income and the current required rate of

return on capita1- The change in debt will strike

a balance between the desire to increase community

wealth and the reluctance build into the model to

raise taxes to finance investments. Finally sol

ution of the accounting equation (2) yields the

current tax rate.

The equations actually estimated contain certain

further complications. 8 Some lags have been intro

duced to refIect inertia in the decision-making

8 The authors are much indebted to Erik Mellander
who made the estimations for this version, as weIl
as for earlier and more disaggregated versions, of
the Iocal government model.
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process and the formation of expectations. This

also greatly sirnplifies estimation of the system.

There is also a two-year delay between the time

when Ioeal taxes are collected by the central

government and the time when they are finally

disbursed to the Ieeal governments. Finally shift

variables have been introduced to 1et expenditure

levels shift as a function of population changes

and other such influences.

In integrating the submodei of the Ioeal govern

ment inta the growth model, same further links

have to be added. The Ioeal government purchases

of goods from the business see tor are described by

a rnatrix distributing the purchases between differ

ent industrial branches. Employment is derived

from production levels by way of productivity as

sumptions. In the simulation-experiments reported

below a sornewhat simplified version of the LOGOS

model was used. In fact only the five equations

determining the service volumes were used tagether

with the budget restriction in order to facilitate

the interpretation of the resul ts in this first

attempt to put the two

the different services, and these shares

cal grants

tures for

are measured

models together. Categori

as shares of gross expendi-

are used as policy variables in the simulations.

Non-categorical grants are throughout the experi

ments assumed to develop according to total cur

rent expenditures.

No explicit guide lines as to long-term debt

policy and liquidity positions can be derived from

the equations used in the simulations. 9 Changes in

financial assets occur onlyas a result of "plan-

9 The simulations were carried out in 1981 with
1980 as the starting year.
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nlng failures". In the model, Ioeal governments

plan their expendi ture volumes for next year on

the basis of price forecasts, mainly depending on

the observed wage development. Errors in these

price est1mates can thus give ris e to unplanned

deficits or surpluses.

Local governments in Sweden, however, started the

80s with good liquidity. The moderating influence

of stagnating price and income developments should

therefore, according to the model, lead to euts in

the Ioeal rates during the next few years. No such

euts have, however, occurred since the middle of

the 50s and a reoccurrence now seems for many

reasons unlikely. To make Dur simulations more

"realistle" we have therefore chosen to introduce

an ad hoe floor restrietion on loeal rates, mean

ing that on the average loeal tax rates can ris e

but never fall.

Sueh a floor restrietion obviously means that

during eertain periods loeal governments would be

aeeumulating considerable liquid assets. All this

money would then by definition be used for paying

off the still rather small amount of outstanding

debt, without affeeting expenditure. Such a behav

ior would undoubtedly be regarded by most observ

ers of the Swedish local government seene as very

improbable. We have therefore supplemented our

floor restriction with a rule, saying that any

surplus, accumulated over the last two years, in

excess of two percent of the corresponding expendi

ture, will be used to scale up expenditures propor

tionately. This is equivalent to say that we have

restrieted the possible annual rate of improvement

in Ioeal government liquidity. Uniess otherwise

stated this Iiquidity rule has been used through

out the simulations. We have, however, made simula-
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tians without this rule to check that the conclu

sions we want to draw, do not critically depend on

this ad hoc assurnption.

3 'l'IIE EXPERDIBR'rAL 8ft-UP

3.1 'l'b.e Tarqets and InstrmaeDts of Pisca1 Po1icy

There are in principle a great many ways of coo

trolliog our model economy and of measuring the

results. Dur choice for the simulations has been

guided both by the

Swedish policy and

interaction between

of the economy.

actual priorities in current

by our wish to explore the

10eal governments and the rest

The target variables we faclis on are all in the

center of current policy cancern. The rate of

unernployment and the net balance of payments, meas

ured as percentage of GNP, reflect the tWQ major

real imbalances of the Swedish econorny: the low

level of dornestic activity and the small export

share of total productian. The rate of wage io

crease is used as a representative measure of how

weIl inflation is kept in check and the competi

tive situation abroad. The proportionate loeal

income tax rate, which by now dominates the total

rate for personal income tax, will be decisive for

the outcorne of the current efforts to bring down

the marginal tax rates and to keep average rates

from rising. The relative development of private

and loeal government consurnption respectively

during the stringent regime needed in the 80s is,

finally, an intensely debated issue with strong

distributional implicatioos.
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As depicted in Figure 5 there are five different

policy instruments available in the model system

to attain the five targets. "Wage policy" real ly

means controlling the long term growth trend of

wages during the decade. Technically this is at

tained in the simulations by varying the constant

term in the estimated expression for the growth

rate of nominal wages. In actual life this could

correspond to the efforts, frequently exemplified

during the 705, to keep down the nominal wage

claims in the collective bargaining by various

fiscal adjustments, particularly directed towards

the rates of personal income tax. It should be

stressed that wage growth is assumed equal between

all sectors in the model. Shifts in relative

wages, e.g. between loeal government and the busi

ness sector, are not cansidered.

The second type of policy instrument is the wage

tax, which is assurned to be entirely shifted back

anta the wage earners. It can be laoked upon as a

Piqure 5 'rhe TargetB and Inst.rtDIeDts of Piscal

Po1icy

Policy instruments Target variables

Wage tax

Wage policy

Net bal. of
payments/GNP

Local tax rate

Private eons./
total eons.

Rate of
unemployment

Rate of wage
increase

The madel eeanamy

Contra l
of loeal
gavernment

Grant
contral

Tax limits

Expenditure
contral
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representative of a wide variety of tax and trans

fer policy measures. It is, however, a natural

candidate since there are strong reasons to sup

pose that future increases in state taxation will

predominantly take this form. It alsa has the

characteristic, irnportant in Dur simulations, that

its variations affect Ioeal governments directly

their tax base, since wage taxes areby changing

deductible

income taxes.

from gros s wages when calculating

Finally we experiment with three different ways of

controlling Ioeal government spending. The first

one is a full contral of aggregat e Ioeal govern

ment expenditures. One could read rnany of the cur

rent planning documents in Sweden, all treating

Ioeal government spending as exogenously deter

mined, as presupposing some kind of expenditure

control. The experience over the last few years

does, however, suggest that any such assumption is

ill-founded.

The second instrument is grant control which can

take the form of varying either the categorical

grants in the model treated as open-ended,

reducing the net productian prices10 or non

categorical block grants giving rise to income

effects through the budget restriction. Grant con

trol as a way of affecting the total local govern

ments spending has so far not been much used,

although recently much talked about, in Sweden.

10 The few attempts made at testing this interpre
tation of the Swedish categorical grants have all
been inconclusive hut do not justify rejecting the
hypothesis. ef. e.g. Gramlich-Ysander (1981).
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Finally we alsc experiment with tax limits, which

in the simulations take the form of restricting

the annual increase of the Ioeal government tax

rate.

Among our policy instruments we have not included

an active exchange policy. The reason is that, in

the modeL changes of the exchange rate will have

only temporary effects on target variables. The

price compensation claims, built inta the equation

explaining the rate of wage increase, tend to

counteract and, after a while, almost completely

neutralize any change of the exchange rate. That

an active exchange rate thus requires the coopera

tion of the parties on the labor market wauld seem

to agree rather weIl with Dur experiences from the

70s. On the other hand, the effects of wage policy

in the model, seem to run rather parallel to those

of an active exchange policy. For these reasons

the exchange rate is assumed fixed in all the si

mulations.

To investigate all effects of all possible policy

packages would obviously make the results diffi

cult to survey and account for. We have therefore

chosen to restrict our questions. Although we

throughout account for the development of the five

target variables we mainly concentrate our discus

sions to what happens to unemployment and the

balance of payrnent deficit. On the policy side we

focus on studying the passibility of attaining the

desired results by coupling two of the policy

instruments or by changing a single instrument.

In using the various fiscal instruments we have

not attempted any "fine tuning ll of year-to-year

stabilization. We have restricted ourselves to set

ting once and for all the levels or growth rates
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of the instruments for the whole period in ques

tion. In the majority of cases we are mainly con

cerned with long-term balance of payment problems

etc. measured in terms of the target values in

1990.

3.2 Deve10paents in the Eigbties - the Refer

ence Caae

As a rneasuring rod for our simulations l l we have

used a "reference case", i.e. a standard scenario

for the development of the Swedish economy in the

80s. The assumptions concerning the international

rnarkets and the domestic laber supply are listed

in Table l. We assume that the rate of increase in

the volume of international trade will be stable

but somewhat lower than in previous post-war de

cades. For raw materials and semifinished goods

this will mean an annual rate of increase of 2.3

percent while the trading in finished goods is

supposed to increase annually 5.7 percent and that

of services 4.5 percent .12 There are good reasans

to expect a stagnating supply of laber in the 80s.

The number of hours worked will continue to de-

while the number of

will increase slightly.

the policy instruments,

autonomous variables areofratesgrowth

although slowly,

in the labor force

same way as for

people

In the

yearly

crease,

set equal to average growth rates for the decade.

A.s to fiscal policy we assume in the reference

case that all policy instruments can be used to

11 The simulations were carried out in spring
1981.

12 These are aggregate growth rates based on fig
ures set for each separate branch.
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AaS1Dllpti0llS for the Eighties

World trade development

Annual increase 1980{90, %
Volume

Raw materials and
semifinished Roods b

Finished gaods

Services

2.3

5.7

4.5

5.5

6.4

7.0

a In international currency.

b Includes the following branches: Agriculture, forestry and
fishing; mining and quarrylng; manufacture of vaod products,
pulp and paper; baslc metal industries.

Laber suppiX development

1980/90

Number of persons 8 32.7

Numher of persons b 0.7

Rours worked per employeeb -l.O

Labor supply, number of hoursb -0.3

a Yearly change in thousands of persons.

b Yearly percentage growth.
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maximal advantage. This means that

will be directed not 001y by wage

policy but alsa by exercising full

the economy

tax and wage

contra l over

Ioeal government expenditures. As can be seen from

Figure 6 this makes it possible to at ta in all

targets, i.e. to keep down unemployment to 2 per

cent usually considered the "natural U rate of

frictional unemployment in Sweden -- to get rid of

the balance of payment deficit by 1990, to keep

wage inflation under tWQ digita, to avaid any

considerable rise in the Ioeal rates and, finally,

to share out the shrinking margins of consumption

increase roughly proportional ly between private

and Ioeal government consumption. 13 The average

growth rate during the 80s for private consurnption

becomes 1.5 percent and for loeal government con

sumption 1.7 percent per year.

Unless otherwise stated we have in the following

simulations used the same general assumptions as

in the reference ease, while varying the policy

instruments.

Since the distribution between private and loeal

government eonsumption, within the narrow margins

of inerease expeeted for the 80s, is so mueh in

the center of present eontroversy, i t may be of

some interest to illustrate the reference case by

looking more clasely at the trade-off between pri

vate and local government consumption. It should

be emphasized that we are here dealing with the

trade-off possible within a retained balanced

growth path, i. e. without giving up either the

goal of full employment or the 1990 target of a

13 For a more detai1ed discussion of possib1e con
ditions and resu1ts of economie development in
Sweden during the eOslef Nordström-Ysander (1980).
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Pigore 6 Devel.q.-ent of the SWedish Eoon.-y

in the Reference Caae

68. Private consumption growth rate (------)
Local consumpt1on growth rate (- .. - .. )
Local tax rate (- - - -), right scale
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balance in externa1 exchange. Figure 7 shows the

"consurnption frontier" for the year 1990. The sub

stitution has been generated by wage policy and by

changing Ioeal governrnent expenditure. It turns

out that with marginal changes we can roughly get

ane million worth of private consurnption by sacri

ficing one million worth of Ioeal government con

sumption. The further we go in preferring one type

of consumption, however, the more sacrifice it

will take.

4 LOCAL G<lVEIIIIMIlII' AB» FISCAL POLIcr :rH THE

JlKDnJII-TEIIII PBRSPJtCrrvB

Having a macro model with endogenously determined

Ioeal government behavior enables us to study more

closely the interaction between Ioeal government

and the rest of the economy by experimental simu

lations. Even the best planned nurnerical simula

tions are of course bad substitutes for analytical

solutions. They can never systernatically cover

the full range of possible situations and must

appeal to a fallible intuition "'hen it comes to

entangling the web of causal chains involved. How

evert when deductive analysis of the fuliscale

problem appears to be unrnanageable, nurnerical simu

lations may help to map the problems and possible

solutions and to trace the need for more detai led

partiai analysis. It is with this aim -- and with

all due reservations that the following numeri

cal examples are presented.

The main purpose here is to try to rneasure the

impact on the economy of central controi measures

directed towards local governrnent expenditure

contrei and grant policy. We will start, however,

with a discussion of the dynamie properties of the

local government medel.
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':nle Trade~ff bet:veen Private and

Loca1 Gov~t CODSUlllptioo

Billions of SEK, 1975 prices

Private consumption
increase 1980-90

35

30

25

20

15

10

O 5 10 15 20

Local government
consumption

25 increase 1980-90

Nate: The trade-off between private and Ioeal government
consumption is equal to unityalang the dotted line.
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4.1 Patterns of I:nteracti.OIl betveen Local.

Government and the Rest of the Bccwvwy

To illustrate the possible cyclical patterns of

Ieeal government spending we have removed the cen

tral expendi ture contral assumed in the reference

case, thus allowing IDeal government spending and

taxing to develop according to the model describ

ed in Section 2.2. We still assume, however, that

the same wage tax and wage policy is applied and

we reta in all other assumptions on exogenaus fac

torso What we then sirnulate is a situation, illu

strated in Figure 8, where a long-term policy

aiming at balanced growth is kept unchanged even

though the intended expenditure contra! on Ioeal

government is ineffective. The developrnent over

the 80' s of Dur five target dimensions are shown

in the figure and measured relative to the refer

ence case. In Figure Sa real private and local

government consumptian respectively are given in

index form with 100 being equal to reference case

levels for each year. For the local tax rate the

absolute difference relative to the reference case

is measured against the right hand sca le. In

Figure Sb the absolute difference of percentage

points, relative to the reference case, is shown

for wage increase, unemployment and the external

deficit respectivelY. Figures Be-d give growth num

bers etc in absolute percentage terms without

using the reference case as a measuring rad.

The overall pieture of the developrnents without

central expendi ture control of loeal governments

is a steep rise in expenditures relative to the

reference case during the first years. The rise is

mainly due to the combination of a very high initi

al liquidity, recent increases in tax rates and a

relatively favorable development of wage costs
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during the early years of the decade. This expan

sion will strongly affect the labour market as

weIl as the balance of payment as can be seen from

Figure Bb.

Towards the end of the decade neither unemp loy

ment nor the external deficit will differ much

from the levels aimed at in the reference case.

This long run stabilizing behavior is mainly due

to the wage functioning as an equilibrating rnecha

nism. High wages tend to bring down demand not

only in the foreign markets but even within Ioeal

governrnents. The loss of exports is compensated by

the shifts inta import-saving public consumption

with import-intensive private consumption hel d

back by Ioeal tax increases.

Figure Sa shows that the balance between public

(local) and private eonsumption has by 1990 chang

ed from that attained in the reference case. The

loeal tax rate increases that are neeessary to

finanee the expenditure growth cut into the income

of the households.

If we look eloser at what happens in absolute

terms, in Figures Be-d, we ean discern certain

oscillations in loeal government spending. At the

start of the decade aceumulated high liquidity

combined with a falling rate of wage increase -

making delayed tax income develop favorably rela

tive to current wage east leads to a steep ris e

in service production. The increased demand for

labor can only be realized by an overbidding in

the labor market which pushes up wage inflation.

Af ter 2-3 years, costs will, however, catch up

with incomes and with a vengeance. The high rate

of wage increase in industry has by that time been
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Cyc1ica1 Spending Pattern with ·Un
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In absolute terms
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Without any ad hoc restrictions on Ioeal
government behavior
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braked by the unemployment problems it created,

but in the model it is assumed to hit the Ioeal

governments as compensation claims with a one-year

lag. High wage eDsts then cornbine with a stagnat

ing tax base to dampen effectively the Ieeal gov

ernrnent expansion and to necessi tate a consider

able tax rate increase. The relatively weakened

demand of the Ioeal governrnents tends in turn to

keep the rate of wage increase stable for a while.

When the delayed disbursement of inflated tax 1n

comes is due, the Ioeal governments can spend the

money at reasonable prices without increasing the

Ieeal tax rate. This favorable situation, to which

is added accumulated liquidity, will unleash a new

baut of expansion, which simultaneously drives up

employrnent figures and wage inflation rates. This

again sets the scene for the new reversal -- with

the eos t push making the loeal governments revis e

their plans downwards, relieving some of the infla

tionary pressures on the labor market, etc.

As can be seen from Figure Bc the interaction

between loeal governments and the labor market

thus leads to an oscillatory pattern with an aver

age length of about four years, where periods with

stagnating service demand and rising tax rates are

succeeded by periods of rising demand and stagnat

ing rates.

As Figures Bc-d also exemplify, the cyele is over

layed and interwoven with other lag structures in

the modeL One main example of this is the lagged

dependence of export demand on industrial wage

costs. Rising wage costs tend to be absorbed to a

eertain extent by squeezed profit margins. It also

takes Borne time before the rising relative unit
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costs in Swedish industry is fully registered in

terms of falling market shares on the internatio

nal markets. This introduces an inertia in the

system

course

which allows wage inflation to run

for some time befare being rectified

its

and

compensated.

As mentioned in Chapter 2.2, tWQ ad hoc restric

tians have been added to the estirnated expenditure

model. Lacal rates are assumed never to be eut and

the consequential possible liquidity surpluses are

assumed to be used to increase expenditures rather

than to be saved. These restrictions are used in

all simulations to give a more "realistic" picture

of laeal government behavior. Figures 8c-f illu

strate the effects of removing these two restric

tians.

Compared to the restrieted ease (in Figure Se),

Figure Se shows that the loeal government spending

eyele rernains although its tirning and arnplitude

may differ somewhat.

As can be seen from Figure Sf, the eyclieal pat

tern in the labor rnarket is not very mueh altered

either. The ups and downs are, however, somewhat

dampened. This is explained by a more smooth de

velopment of total eonsumption demand (private

plus Ioeal) in the unrestricted ease. As shown in

Figure Se, letting the tax rate vary freely will

tend to give private eonsumption a eounter-eyeli

eal role in the loeal government spending eye le.
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4.2 lIultiplier Effecta of Changes in Local

or Central Government Bebanor

After having seen the results of "decontrolling"

loeal government, we ahall next try to rneasure the

effects of various rneans of contral expenditure

contra l and grant policy. This rneans estitnating

elasticities and multipliers for the loeal govern

ment sector and it will at the same time enable us

to learn more about the pattern of municipal reac

tian to and reinforcernent of changing conditions.

governrnents

a chain of

When prices or incomes for the loeal

are changed by way of grant policy

events, that can be spI! t into two

into motion. The immediate reaction

parts,

within

goes

the

loeal government sector, the effect on service

volurnes, can be measured by the usual (partial)

price and income elasticities. How changes in

local governrnent spending will in turn be transmit

ted with in the national econorny and what the end

results will be for employment, private consump

tion, foreign trade and inflation can be measured

by a kind of generalized multiplier concepts.

The results of such measurernents will, however,

necessarily depend on in what phase of the fluctu

ating economic events, the change is introduced.

We ahall therefore be content to give some numeri

cal examples of the possible sizes involved.

Let us start by reviewing some of the partial

elasticities. In Table 2 average values of elasti

cities for service dernand in the 80's are present

ed. Three kinds of elasticities are discerned.

Equal in absolute size hut with an opposite sign

to the price elasticity, is the elasticity with
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Average El.asticities for Service E:q>en

diture: of Loca1. Autborities. 1.980-90

Category Price Tax hase Income
(=-pr1ce) elastic1ty

Educatlon -0,21 0,21 0,33

Health -0,36 0,36 1,03

Social welfare -0,33 0,33 0,84

Roads -0,76 0,76 0,34

Administration, etc. +0,28 -0,28 1,02

E -0,18 0,18 0,85

regard to the tax base. This rneasures the irnpact

on service production of changes in taxable income

in the year t-2. Together with the current tax

rate, the tax base will deterrnine the tax income

actually disbursed to Ioeal governments during the

current year. It thus corresponds to a particular

kind of "incorne elasticity". working by way of the

budget restriction. The absence of pure substitu

tion effects in the model means, that a fall in

prices has the same relative effect on production

volumes as a corresponding rise in tax income.

Changes in current income affect demand by way of

the goal function, where disposable private income

is one of the arguments. Increases in current

income make the political decision-makers more in

clined to satisfy new service claims. If this

effeet is added to the tax base effeet, together

measuring the effect of a sustained incorne rise

from year t-2

table is called

and onwards, we get

"income elasticity ".14

what in the

1ft For a discussion of partly divergent estimates
of elastici ties obtained from earlier versions of
the local government model, ef. Ysander (1979).
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The elasticities cornputed for the various catego

ries seem to fit fairly weIl with common preconcep

tians. Educational expenditures in Sweden are

strongly regulated, primarily determined by chang

es in the youth population and therefore consider

ed insensitive both to price and income. Stand

ards in health and social welfare on the other

hand, although showing a relative ly low price

elasticity, tend to follow the income. Since the

early 70' s, roads tend to get a low priority but

budgeting decisions here seem to be rather price

sensitive. That road work appears negatively corre

lated with current income reflects the fact that

some major eut-backs in the early seventies occur

red in periods of growing income. The expansion of

central administration (including also things like

fire service, economic services and community plan

oing), final ly , seems to capture a constant share

of any new income -- getting a further boost from

any adverse price developmentsl Total local govern

ment service expenditure appears to keep pace with

income changes but to be rather insensitive to net

prices. The low priee elasticity can, however,

still be enough, as we will see below, to make

categorical grant policy a worthwhile instrument

of stabilization policy.

The total resul ts of changing the determinants of

loeal government spending in a dynamic econorny are

exemplified by the multipliers in Table 3 which

includes feed-back effects between the loeal gov

ernrnent sector and the rest of the economy. To

standardize the results as far as possible we have

measured them against a balanced growth scenario,

with "uneontrolled ll loeal governments. The result-

ing developrnent, used as a standard of measure-

ment for the multiplier effects, is discussed in

mor e detail later (ef. Figure 10 below).



hble 3 IIaltiplier Effecta

3a 3b 3e
Resultlng Of increaslng-"-planned" service Of cutting categorical grants Of cuttlng-bloc grants
change in: productlon ~lth 2 %1986-90 with 25 ~. 1986-90 with 50 ~. 1986-90

Aver- Aver- Aver-
86 87 88 89 90 age 86 87 88 89 90 age 86 87 88 89 90 age

Locsl
government.
percent 1.3 2.1 -0.1 4.7 1.0 1.8 -2.3 -2.9 -3.6 -3.8 -3.9 -3.0 0.6 0.3 2.0 -1.4 -1.9 -1.2

Local
tax rate - 1.6 1.1 - - 0.6 0.1 0.7 0.6 0.6 0.7 0.5 - 1.2 0.7 - - 0.2 w

'"'"Private
consumptlon,
percent 0.2 -1.8 -0.8 -1.0 -0.5 -0.8 -0.3 -1.5 -1.7 -1.9 -1.9 -1.5 0.1 -1.5 -1.0 -1.4 -1.4 -1.0

Rate of wage
increase 1.0 0.4 -1.7 2.7 -1.0 0.3 -2.1 -1.1 -1.0 -0.1 0.3 -0.8 -0.7 -0.2 -1.1 -0.2 -0.1 -0.4

Rate of
unemployment -0.2 - 0.4 -1.0 0.3 -0.1 0.7 0.5 0.5 0.3 0.3 0.5 0.1 0.1 0.4 0.1 0.2 0.2

Net balance
of payment
as percentage
of GNP -0.2 - 0.1 - -0.2 -0.1 0.2 0.9 1.2 1.4 1.4 1.0 0.1 0.6 0.7 0.9 0.9 0.6
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In the first experiment we increase with 2 percent

the "planned" service production during the years

1986-90. The production volume deterrnined by the

equations in the model are simply multiplied by a

factor 1. 02, as wauld be the case wit.h a shift

upwards of Ioeal government spending attitudes.

Due to the liquidity rule, superimposed on the

model, the actual extra production increase may I

as shown in the table, be both smaller and bigger

depending on how much surplus tax money that re

mains. If we look at the actual added production,

we can as weIl interpret the experiment as away

of studying the efficiency of central expenditure

contral. Without the liquidity rule the results of

a decrease would be largely symmetrieal.

The story told by the numbers in Table 3a is

simple and straightforward. The main effect of the

planned increase is a shifting of consumption pos

sibilities from households to local governrnents.

As it happens, however, the given initial tax rate

allows an overall expansion of consurnption to

occur, driving up the wage rate. The next few

years will therefore show a reinforced liquidity

cycle. The tax rate will rise sharply, providing

financial room for a new and stronger expansion

later on. Summed over the years local government

consumption will expand more than private consurnp

tion will shrink, leading to a slight "excess

demand ll in the labor market and to external defi

cit.

Table 3b gives the effects of cutting categorical

grant each year 1986-90 with 25%. Compared to the

foregoing experiment on expenditure control, this

change in grant policy not only aims at shifting

consurnption between private and public hands, but

is also a way of controlling total domestic con-
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sumption. This is already clear from the average

figures, which show that the 3% decline in Ioeal

government consumption is accompanied by a fall in

private consumption of about the same arnount abso

lutely, and about half percentage-wise. The weaken

ing of dornestic demand leads, as could be expect

ed, to more unemployment, more moderate wage in

creases and a considerable strengthening of the

external payrnent situation.

In Table 3e, a corresponding 50% eut in bloc

grants is made. We already know that the effects

of a 105s of budget income are equivalent to those

of a comparable general price rise (ef above on

the equivalence between the elasticities with

regard to price and tax base). This table then

does not really have a new story to tell. What

really differs from Table 3b is the size of the

initial amount of rnoney withdrawn from local gov

ernment, being in Table 3c half the size of that

in Table 3b. Already a cursory glance will reveal

that the various effects in the two tables are

roughly analogous. We will therefore have no furth

er need to distinguish between stabilization poli

cies using bloc grants and categorical grants re

spectively.

4.3 The Efficiency of Policy Instr1DleDts

We will now go on to take a closer look at the way

in which various central government policy instru

ments work in an environment with relative ly inde

pendent local governments.

By "policy" we mean,

a rate of growth of

the whole decade. Our

as stated before, a level or

a policy parameter, set for

discussion is thus concerned
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with long-term guide-lines, not with year-to-year

compensatory policies. We further res triet Dur

task by dealing mainly with unemployment and exter

nal deficit, only in passing registering effects

in the other targets. Alsa, balance is defined in

terms of the situation in 1990. The simulation

runs are standardized by using each instrument to

regain a balanced employment situation and then

reading off the attained change in deficit.

The five instruments we study are wage policy,

wage tax, tax limits, grant policy and expenditure

contral. In Figure 9 the effects of our five

policy instruments are shown as arrows. We start

from the case with "decontrolled ll loeal govern

ments, illustrated above in Figure 8 -- point O in

Figure 9 and use the five instruments in turn

to bring unemployrnent to IInormalll levels -- 2%. A

very slight increase of wage rates (A) turns out

to be sufficient to raise unemployrnent to "normal II

levels , without more than a marginal worsening of

the balance of payment situation. If we try to

accomplish the same with a small increase of the

wage tax (B), which will further force down domes

tic consumption, we get, as a side effect, a con

siderable strengthening of the balance of payment

situation. A 10% yearly cut in categorieal grants

(D) has very similar effects. Even a very liberal

tax limit (e), restricting the annual rate in

crease to, at most, 0.75 percent, turns out to be

equivalent in these respects to a full expenditure

control. It enab1es us to regain s imu1 taneous ba

lance on both markets although the balance between

private and loeal eonsumption will be different.

There are many reasons to be cautious in interpret

ing and drawing eonc1usions from this kind of ex

periment. What we are trying to map, very roughly
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! arrows show the IO-year effects of the fol1owlng
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~ starting point for the policy variations, OJ is the ease
:h "uncontrolled" Ioeal government8 shown in Flgure Ba-d.
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and very locally, is the set of equations relat

ing changes in target values to changes in the

policy instruments -- with other exogenous varia

bles all regarded as given. Even if restricted to

the two target values inunediately relevant here,

it WQuld indeed be astonishing if a change in one

instrument always pushes the targets along a line

in one unique direction, irrespective of the

va lues of other policy instruments. What we at

most can hope for, is that in a certain neighbor

hood the "effect curves" of an instrument does not

veer too far from a main direction. If we can

ascertain that much -- and this we have tried to

do by repeated experiments from different starting

poiots and with different sign and size of the

change in the instrument variable -- we can put

the results to some practical use. Since the pol

icy effects of different instruments will then be

approximately additive within that neighborhood,

we can look for instruments which cornplernent each

other by having roughly orthogonal effect curves.

Let us now, with this word of caution still in

mind, take a closer look at the arrows in Figure

9, starting with wage policy and wage tax.

A raised trend in the long-term wage (A) will

affect production costs and lead to losses in

foreign demand. These los ses will not be fully

compensated by domestic demand, since loeal govern

ment spending will be dampened by the rising

costs, while for private consumption the rise in

wage rates will be more than offset by high

priees, inereased loeal tax rates and lower employ

ment. The end result will be a higher unemployment

eoupled with a slightly less favorable externa!

payment situation.
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Araised wage tax (B) will on the other hand

directly eut down dornestic consumption. Since pay

roll taxes in the model are assumed to be shifted

backwards, the tax base of the Ioeal governrnents

will shrink. They will reaet partly by adjusting

expenditure downwards, partly by raising tax

rates. The disposable income of households is

forced down by higher Ioeal rates, as weIl as by

the initial wage tax increase. Oeereased private

consumption will hold back imports I but the main

galn in the balance of payrnent is caused by the

improvement of international competitiveness which

follows from relieving the inflationary pressure

on the labor market.

Within the neighborhood investigated, wage tax and

wage policy thus 8eem complernentary and suitable

to be paired off for the task of simultaneously

rectifying both the employment and the externa l

deficit problems. Figure 10 shows a simulation

where changes in the instrument variables are cali

brated to reach these goals. The variables in the

figure are related to the controlled reference

case in the same way as in Figures Sa and Bb. The

complementarity of instruments make fairly small

changes in wage tax and wage policy sufficient to

rnove the 1990 situation from point O in Figure 9

to origo. Most of the

raising the wage trend,

wage tax being needed

balanee.

ehange is accomplished by

onlyasmall increase in

to improve the external

Let us now go on to look at the various means of

controlling loeal governrnent, starting with expen

diture control (E). Expenditure contra l means that

central gavernment can determine at will the spend

ing pattern of the loeal governments. Reimposing

expenditure controlon the "deeontra1led" local
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governments in point 0, means by definition that

we return to the original reference case, where

Ioeal government spending was treated as exogenous

i.e. as central ly controlled. Cutting down

public service production by way of expenditure

contral means -- ceteris paribus -- providing more

expansion room for private consumption. This expan

sion, due to lower tax rates, will not, however,

be equivalent in size to the euts in public spend

iog, part of which is payed by grants. One would

thus expect a certain increased unemployment to be

a dominant effect in this case. The moderation in

wage increase, induced by increased unemployment,

will gradually lead to a shift towards more for

eign sales, thus strengthening somewhat the exter

nal payment situation.

That a sufficiently tight tax limit control (el,
defined as a maximal annual increase in Ioeal

rates, ean be made equivalent to an expenditure

contral, is evident. Since local tax rates are

raised, althaugh very slowly, in the reference

case, the expenditure control could at least ap

proximately, be substituted by a tax limit. Even

where no such equivalence exists, the direction of

the effects should be the same for both kinds of

control. The fact that the effect lines happen to

caver each other completely in the illustrated

simulation is sirnply a coincidence.

Expendi ture contral and tax limits will however

not necessarily yieId equivalent private and

public consumption shares. In Figure 9, e.g., we

limited the annual tax increase to 0.75 percentage

points for case C giving a private consumptian

share that differs a good deal from the share

resuIting from the use of expenditure control. How

ever, the smaller we make the yearly permitted tax
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increase the larger the private consumption share

will become. At the same time total domestic de

mand will then be smaller, resulting in unemploy

ment and external surplus.

With grant policy (D), finally the story is differ

ent. Deprived of grants from central government

Ioeal authorities will reaet by both raising taxes

and slowing down expenditure growth. The effects

induced on the rest of the economy by this prirnary

response, are very much like those induced by an

increased wage tax. The fall in total consurnpti'on

will be large enough to keep wage costs down, thus

improving international competitiveness. The re

Bult will be an externa l surplus at the end of the

period. Cornpared to tax limits grant policy is a

more restrictive measure, forcing down local gov

ernrnent production and advancing the time for the

necessary rate increases.

If we accept provisionally these results some prac

tical canclusions can be drawn. In the absence of

wage contral, expenditure control or tax limits

may be used to complement wage taxes in the ef

forts to regain balance both on the labor market

and in our externa l payments. The effects of grant

policy on the other hand seem to run too parallel

wi th those of wage tax to be useful as a comple

mentary tool of stabilization policy.

SO-DlG UP

The dominant role played in the Swedish eeonomy by

relative ly independent local governments makes i t

important to investigate how these loeal govern

ments can af feet the stabilization problems faeing

the economy during the 80s. How ean the loeal
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governrnents be expected to react to price and

incorne developrnents? Do they have their own buil t

in tendencies for short-term fluctuations. How can

their spending be controlied by central governrnent

and how does for instance grant policy and tax

limits campare as to effects and efficiency? We

have in the present paper, with the help of a

growth model with endogenously determined loeal

governrnent expenditure behavior, given same illu

strations and tentative answers to these and other

related questions. Our results. although not very

dramatic and seemingly weIl in accord with theore

tical preconceptions, have at least demonstrated

the danger inherent in the common practice of

treating loeal government spending as if it was

subject to central control.

The dynamics of local government spending was rneas

ured in terms of elasticities and multiplier ef

fects and its interaction with the rest of the

economy was illustrated by simulations of economic

developments. These simulations revealed i.a. a

tendeney for loeal government spending, interaet

ing with the labor market, to develop according to

a cyelieal pattern.

In trying out various fiseal policy measures we

focused on comparing the efficiency of the various

instruments in ensuring balance in the labor mar

ket and in externa1 payments. Of particular inter

est and relevance to the current Swedish policy

debate is the question of what kind of control of

loeal government spending, that could be used to

complement central government tax measures in a

situation where no efficient control of wage

trends is possible. In comparing grant policy and

tax limits from this point of view, we found

reason to stress the difference in overall effects
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on domestic consumption. While grant euts first

and foremost hold back total consumption, only

marginal ly affecting the distribution between pri

vate and public. tax limits can be viewed as an

imperfect expenditure contral, mainly shifting re

sources from Ioeal governments to hauseholds.
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